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COMING ATTRACTIONS
Iknow, Iknow, no sooner do Iapologize for

blocks, anew amplifier from Roger Modjeski,
and the outrageous OTL monoblocks from
Prodigy Auclio,.it will feature tubes.

promised items not showing up in the next

The big feature in the September issue, how-

issue (July p.4), than Iam having to do it again.

ever, will be ablow-by-blow account of the

Yes, we did get Bill Sommerwerck's long-

events behind the release of Stereopbile's first

awaited review of four Dolby surround-sound
processors into this issue. But Barbara Jahn's

record. Yes, as outlined by Larry Archibald in

interview with conductor Christopher Hog-

that the magazine would find out more about

this month's "Final Word" column, we decided

wood, the complete index to all the compo-

both the recording process and why records

nents reviewed during Stereopinle's 27-year

sound the way they do by making our own.

career, and the reports on Adcom's inexpensive

Water Lily Acoustics' Kavi Alexander was re-

but promising-sounding tuner-preamplifier,

cruited to capture the sound with apure Blum-

the GTP-400, and on Mark Levinson's hunka-

lei

amplifier, the No.20.5, have had to be post-

sible signal path, and high-end analog tape

microphone technique, the simplest pos-

poned to the September issue. Having used the

equipment; the music is works for flute and

Levinson for my review of the Martin-Logan

piano, including afavorite of mine, the Proko-

Sequel II loudspeaker in this issue, Ican prom-

fiev flute sonata; the performers are LA flautist

ise you that it has redefined what Iexpect from

Gary Woodward and Jascha Heifetz's long-time

apower amplifier.

accompanist, pianist Brooks Smith. As soon as

In addition, September sees the first report
from Martin Colloms to appear for awhile Mar-

this issue has gone to press, Ifly to The Mastering Lab to edit the master tapes, then to the UK
where the LP master will be cut using Tim de

tin has been living with the new Wadia 1000
D/A processor. Robert Harley has been talking
with LP-guru Doug Sax, and also reports on
four British integrated amplifiers, from Arcam,
Audiolab, Creek, and Naim. Ican't promise
exactly on which product Dick Olsher will

Paravicini's all-tube equipment. The LPs will
be available to readers of the magazine at the
end of September. We hope you enjoy the
sound—and the music.

report, but as his listening room currently
holds the KT88-equipped Quicksilver mono-
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AS WE SEE IT

YES WE MUST!
John Atkinson

4 4

T

est We Must," cried High Fidelity's erstwhile editor, Michael
Riggs, in aJanuary 1989 leader

damental amplifier specification that ought to
give an unambiguous correlation with what is
heard, it is its power rating. An amplifier rated

article condemning the growth of subjective
testing. (See this month's "Industry Update"

at 100W should, naturally, go louder (by 3dB,

for Peter Mitchell's obituary of HF magazine,

pumping 50W into the same load. Yet at CES,

for all you techno- buffs) than one capable of

now effectively merged with Stereo Review.)

NAD put on aconvincing demonstration that

With the exception of loudspeakers, where it

their 50W FTC-rated 7100 receiver would

is still necessary to listen, he wrote, "laboratory

swing more clipping-free volts into atypical

testing (properly done) can tell us pretty much

load (represented by aB&W loudspeaker) than

everything we need to know about the perfor-

even a90W competing product. The implica-

mance of atypical piece of electronics ...We
know what the important characteristics are,

tion was that the 50W NAD product would go

how to measure them, and how to interpret the
results."

fier officially rated as being almost twice as
powerful. "Where's your neat correlation

With respect to Mr. Riggs who, all things

between power rating and loudness capabil-

louder without distortion than another ampli-

aside, is still aman who apparently believes that

ity now?" cried the Wicked Witch of the West.

magazines should contain leaders and is there-

(I think I'm getting The Ten Commandments
mixed up with The Wizard of Oz, with which

fore acut above the run-of-the-mill editor, this
last statement is ridiculous. Ridiculous. Idefy
anyone to look at acomprehensive set of CD

NAD had been showing off the capabilities of

player or amplifier specifications and correctly

ately prior to the press conference.)

their impressive new 13" TV monitor immedi-

predict its sound quality.' Iwas reminded of this

The real situation, of course, is rather more

editorial, however, when Iattended apress
conference hosted by NAD at the 1989 SCES.

complicated than at first it might seem. (Take

(A full report from the Stereophile commando
squad appears in this issue.) If there is one fun-

FTC rated power, intended to be an amplifier's
primary rating, concerns maximum continu-

no notice of that man behind the curtain.) The

ous power. There is asecondary power rating,
the IHF "Dynamic Headroom," which is the
IMaybe Stereopbile should offer aprize?
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ratio between the maximum power the ampli5

Designed by Keith Johnson
for aLifetime of Listening.

With Precise Loudspeakers, noted inventor and recording engineer
Keith Johnson has added still another notable achievement to his long
list of industry credits.
Precise embodies the finest sonic characteristics of the hand made
studio monitors Keith uses at Reference Recordings. They are a
testimony to his dedication, persistence and uncompromising ideals.
The design signatures Keith has brought to Precise create aspeaker
capable of atruly wondrous performance. Indulge yourself today with
alistening session at your Precise dealer.

redse

Acoustic Laboratories

Suite B, 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 201-934-1335

fier can put out for aburst just 20ms long, and
the continuous power. An amplifier that can
deliver 200W for 20ms but 50W continuously
will have adynamic headroom of 6dB. In combination with the FTC rating, this secondary

that at least would correlate with how loud an
amplifier will actually play on music. Such arating, called, perhaps, "Burst Power," "Music
Transient Power," or "Equivalent Loudness
Power" —NAD suggests the mouthful "Musi-

rating is supposed to indicate how loud an
amplifier will play into aspecified load. (This.

cally Effective Burst Power" —would now be
the primary quoted rating of apower amplifier.

of course, is aresistor, not aloudspeaker, which
is another whole can of worms.)

It would be specified as the maximum power
into astandard load, measured using a200ms

So what is NAD's beef with the FTC? Mainly,
as] undersold it, that mass-market consumers —
MMCs, for short—make their buying decisions
on the number of FTC watts alone. This puts
NAD's commutating amplifiers—as with prod-

toneburst superimposed on a-12dB background tone. A 10% duty cycle (le, the burst
peak repeats every two seconds) would give
apeak:mean ratio of 15%, equivalent to the
highest ratio found in music The 200ms period

ucts from Proton and Carver, use of multiple-

was arrived at following research performed

rail power supplies means that they can deliver
many times their FTC-rated power for music

by Stereophiles Peter Mitchell, who found that

transients lasting up to at least one second—at
acommercial disadvantage. (Heaven forbid that
any of these MMCs actually listen to what
they're about to splurge their increasingly hardearned dollars on. 2)

this was the longest transient typically found
in music. It is also equivalent to the average
note length in music, interspersed by periods
6dB lower in power level. More importantly,
it is long enough that clipping atransient of this
length is plainly audible to the ear. The IHF

The FTC continuous rating, however, was

transient test, in which the toneburst lasts just

not arbitrarily chosen. It was imposed on ahi-fi
industry that had proved totally irresponsible

20ms, takes no account of the dynamics of the

in how it rated its products. Such mystical numbers as "Peak Power" and "Music Power" were
used willy-nilly to produce sales-oriented rat-

pyschoacoustic studies have shown that the

hearing process itself. According to NAD,
ear/brain system determines the subjective

ings that had nothing to do with reality.

loudness of asound by integrating the energy
arrival over a200ms window. Such arating

(Today's in-car industry, which has no such

would therefore directly correlate with how

regulations governing advertised power rat-

loud an amplifier would play.

ings, and where an amplifier that sinks at the

To be honest, Ithink that NAD's pros lsal has

most maybe 6W RMS into a 4-ohm load is
advertised as offering more than 20W, 4 stands

about as much chance of changing the primary
FTC definition of an amplifier's power rating

as an example of the degree of precision typical

as Ihave of becoming President.' Iremember

of the consumer electronics industry.) NAD

becoming enthused back in late 1979 about the

proposes anew primary amplifier rating, one

idea of rating an amplifier's power in dBW,
which would give anumber that would indi-

2Iknow, Iknow: Iended asentence in apreposition. It must
be the proximity of the Lone Star State to Stereopbde's New
Mexico office, Ireally do know where my syntax is at! ,

cate directly the subjective difference between
amplifier loudnesses. A 100W amplifier, which

3Sure you do.

MMCs seem to think is much more powerful

—RL

4To make the grade as acar-amplifier salesman, you need first
to understand how an RMS power rating is arrived at. (Know
your enemy!) Running from, sas', a 14V car supply, atypical
single-ended amplifier can swing around I2V peak-peak into
a4-ohm loudspeaker This voltage is equis-aleta to an R.MS voltage of 12 /(2 xroot 2)
4.24V RMS. This is the DC voltage
equivalent to that peak-peak AC voltage when considered as
asource for resistive heating. By Ohm's Law, into a4- ohm
load, that 4.24 RMS voltage will raise 4.24 x4.24 /4W, te, just
4.5W! Iknow, Iknow, you're not going to sell many 4.5W
amplifiers come crank-it-up season, so let's use the power that
would be generated if that peak-peak voltage were, instead,
an RMS figure. (Your customers arc hardly likely to be triple-E
graduates.) That gives, let's think up afancy label, a"Maximum
Peak Burst Power" rating, for example—no, replace the worst
"Burst," it implies that the amp can't keep it up—a "Maximum
Peak Music Power" of 36W! Now that sounds more like a
man's car amplifier! You're on your way to making your first
sale. Joe Isuzu would be proud of you.
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than a50W one, would be rated as 20dBW into
8ohms. But as a100W amplifier is actually only
slightly louder than a50W amplifier, the 50W
model's dBW rating of 17dBW would more correctly indicate the subjective difference Adding
a-3dB correction factor every time the load
impedance halved would also indicate the
quality of an amplifier's power supply. An amp
that, on this basis, delivered 20dBW into 8, 4,
5As aresident alien, Ican neither vote nor become President.
But the Federal Government and the State of New Mexico graciously allow me to pay many, many taxes. Even my sin tax.
No taxation without representation, Isay
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THE ADCOM GFP-555
PREAMPLIFIER

AIXCW.

A remarkable combination of exceptional performance,
flexibility and value.
The GFP-555's musical performance is outstanding—by any
measurement or listening criterion. For example, Stereophile*
calls it "one of the most satisfying preamps around in terms of
overall tonal balance...You can go back to it after afew weeks
and still feel it to be basically right; it reveals most ascnciated
equipment as more colored than itself."
At the same time. the GFP-555 is surprisingly affordable.
Again, from Stereophile: "It is unclear from close examination why it should cost only $500. ..
it outperforms several
competitors from the $2500 bracket."
Here are just afew examples of how we did it. The GFP-555's
gain path includes the most innovative state-of-the-art linear
amplifiers ever used in high fidelity components, and is simple
and direct from input to output.
The speed of the gain stages is almost fifty times faster than
CD or LP signals. And the noise and distortion measurements
are incredibly low. Direct coupling makes possible afrequency
response from below 1Hz to beyond 400,000 Hz.
Superb construction, incorporating regulated power supplies
with large filter capacitors, provides superior performance no
matter how widely the musical signal or AC line voltage may
fluctuate.
As for flexibility, you can listen to any source while taping
from another. There's an unusual number of inputs and
outputs, plus adjustable phono gain and capacitance.
If you'd like the full story of this remarkable preamplifier
and the review from Stereophile*, please write. Of course, the
fastest way to hear its demonstrably superior combination of
sonic performance, flexibility and value is to visit your nearest
Adcom dealer.

ADCOM
11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816

201-390-1130

Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS, INC..
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
'Vol. 9No. 7(November 1986)

and 2ohms would be clearly superior to one
that managed 20, 17, and 14dBW, respectively.

"Right on!,"

- Tell

it like it is!," and other typi-

cally English expressions of support. For Mr.

Accordingly, my magazine at that time, Hi -Fi

Fielder, some of whose previous AES papers

News & Record Review, published all its ampli-

(on music's true dynamic range and the true
specification for a speaker to be termed a

fier specifications in dBW. Ithought 1was on
to awinner.
No one cared. No one even noticed!
Of course, Ishould have known better. Ihad
only to look at the fact that linear, and there-

"subwoofer") reveal that he possesses atruly
righteous mindset, appears intent on almost
single-handedly imposing rationality on the

fore distorted, ASA film-speed ratings had never

measurements routinely applied to CD players.
Mr. Fielder starts with two basic sets of data:

been supplanted by the altogether more sensible logarithmic ISO or DIN figures to realize

hearing ability. From them he postulates how

the dynamic range of the real thing, and human

that being right doesn't make acase irresisti-

good aD/A converter system needs to be in

ble. But !still feel alittle ashamed that Ihaven't

order not to be heard introducing distortion

insisted on Stereopbile including amplifier
powers in dBW in its review headings. Perhaps

or noise modulation. This is the right way to
arrange things: rather than pick an arbitrary

Iwill, from the next issue. Listen up, all you
reviewers.

number, 0.1% THD, say, and state that everything below is "good," everything above "bad,"

The point to note, however, is that, putting

work out from first principles the absolute

aside their commercial motivation, NAD has

limits of performance. That way, you might be

proposed aprimary power rating that ties in

able to get ahandle on why an amplifier with

with the subjective loudness of different ampli-

1% of second-harmonic-only distortion, a

fiers. By basing the system on the psychoacous-

typical classic tube design, for example, is

tic parameters of the ear/brain, it becomes a

objectively worse but subjectively better than

measurement that actually means something,

asolid-state model with 0.1% of components

as opposed to the cocktail of traditional tests
implied by High Fidelity's "laboratory testing

ranging from the 7th to the 17th harmonics.

(properly done)," not one of which—unless

music, Mr. Fielder experimented with the

found to be grossly in error—means anything
at all.

using gated white noise. It turns out to be

NAD has decided to defy the FTC and em-

around 4dB spi, well below typical background

Looking first at the dynamic range of real
lowest possible sound level people could hear,

blazon this "Musically Effective Burst Power"

noise levels of 20-40dB spi. He then both

rating on all its amplifiers and receivers. Buy

researched the literature and carried out his

an NAD product and you get "Extra Loudness,"

own measurements on the peak levels featured

or some such commercial tomfoolery. This

by live music. Typically this appears to range
from around 112dB peak for classical music to
129dB peak for rock, which implies that for

may, of course, be abold but empty gesture, as
Iunderstand that the FTC has not escaped the
diminution of resources suffered by all Federal
regulatory bodies these days. But Istill applaud

domestic playback, adynamic range of 98dB
is necessary, while for professional playback

NAD —Bravo!— for trying to bring some sense

a122dB (!) range will be necessary.

to afundamental but nevertheless currently
vapid specification.

examining the human ear's acuity. Although

All of which is a roundabout method of

Clark Johnsen strongly disagrees in this

The next part of the research involved

bringing me to the main topic of this month's

month's "Letters" column, Fielder is convinced

'As We See It," which is to enthuse over apaper

that the ear/brain does act as amulti-band

presented to arecent AES Conference by Dolby

spectrum analyzer, with the audio band split

Labs' Louis Fielder.' Sitting among abunch of

up into 25 distinct, different-sized regions,

serious-minded delegates in acavernous Cana-

these the so-called "critical" bands. Asound

dian conference hall, Ifelt like jumping to my

with all of its energy in one critical band will

feet during Louis's presentation and shouting

increasingly fail to mask sounds in critical

6Louis D. Fielder: "Human Auditory Capabilities and Their
Consequences in Digital-Audi Converter I>esign," AES 7th
International Conference Toronto, May 1989, Paper 4A. Check
out the references, some 65 strong, for an essential reading
list of relevant up-to-date psychoacoustic research.

7 "Dynamic-Range Requirement for Subjectively NoLse-Free
Reproduction of Music" and "Subwoofer Performance for
Accurate Reproduction of Music" (with E. M. Benjamini,Jourmil tithe Audio Engineering Societyjuly /
August 1982 and
June 1988, respectively.
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Natural ingredients. The components of a
great audio product are like the ingredients
of agreat recipe. With the help of skilled
hands they can become awork of art. Your
nearest Accuphase dealer invites you to a
feast for your ears.
DP-801 CD Transport
DC-811. Discrete 20-Bit Digital Processor

X cc upi) ase
Exclusive U.S. Distributor MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

bands whose center frequencies are increas-

at high levels sounds less distorted than aCD

ingly removed from the first. This is why hum

player with no distortion at high levels, then

is so irritating with chamber music recordings:

there is the reason why. The amplifier distor-

the music has very little content in the critical
band containing the hum, so utterly fails to

dynamic range window and drops with level,

mask it. Combining the concepts of critical
bands and masking with the measured sensitivity of the ear across the whole band gives the
primary test of whether distortion will be audible or not in the presence of the fundamental
signal.
To consider an example given in Fielder's
paper (his fig.23), take aconsumer playback
system with amaximum sinewave output level
of 102dB spi (equivalent to 105dB peak), which
is not untypical of the full-range high-end systems Ihave experienced. Play a500Hz tone at
alevel of -60dB reference to 102dB— ie, at

tion is both masked through most of its
while the CD player introduces more and more
of the most audible, least masked type of distortion as the level drops to regions where,
traditionally, it has been held that such distortion is inconsequential.
In view of the above discussion, you may
find it surprising that Iintend to increase the
amount of traditional measurements carried
out in support of Stereophile's fundamentally
subjective equipment reports. In recent months,
we have spent afive-figure sum on test equipment, including acomplete Audio Precision
two-channel measurement system, and hired

42dB spl—and examine the audibility of its
harmonic components with respect to the
criteria outlined in the above paragraph. Rela-

aTechnical Editor, Robert Harley, to run our

tively high levels of low-order harmonics will

ject of CD Soundrings.) Bob will routinely mea-

new laboratory. ("Rim to this month's "Industry
Update" for Bob's discussion of the vexing sub-

nevertheless be inaudible, due to the combi-

sure every component submitted to the

nation of the human threshold of hearing and

magazine for review, taking into account the

masking by the primary signal. Even 1% of sec-

most up-to-date research (like Mr. Fielder's) we
can find. Unlike the "slicks," however, where

ond harmonic will not be heard. However,
because the human ear's acuity increases to a

measurements are supposed to define or even

maximum between 2.5kHz and 5kHz and

replace the experience, Bob's work will be in

because any signal content in this region lies
in critical bands well away from the one containing the 500Hz signal, even very low amounts

order to: a) show up "dogs" before we send
them out to the selected reviewer, b) build up

of spuriae will be audible. The seventh har-

ameasurement database that will eventually
throw up correlations with what is heard, and

monic at 3500Hz, for example, of a tone

c) ensure that there isn't some simple reason

already 60dB down from the loudest level,

for acomponent to sound the way it does. (A

must be at least another 50dB down in level;

preamp with a rising phono response will

je, lower than -110dB, if it is not to be audible.

always sound bright, for example, and spend-

And if the playback system has avarying noise

ing alot of money on acomponent with a

background rather than asteady one, as CD

built-in tone control is not my idea of agood

players are prone to have, then any noise con-

deal.) Ihave to also admit—look at that, you

tent in this region must also be -110dB if it is

can split an infinitive without even thinking

not to be heard.

about it—that Ilove the Great Detective side

Consider a typical CD player. Yes, it has

of the reviewing process, as typified by the

vanishingly low distortion at full level, and in

measurements in my review of the Martin-

any case that distortion will be very effectively
masked by the high fundamental level. But for

Logan Sequel II in this issue:
Watson: [For it is be.] Dash it, Holmes, there's

lower midrange tones at -60dB, this is certainly

no obvious reason for the Sequel to sound this
way —but it does!

not the case. By Fielder's criteria, even if the
player's distortion lies 40dB below the fundamental, which is typical, it will be audible
nevertheless, as it is comprised of predominantly
high-order harmonics, and the player is sub-

Holmes: 8[Deep in thought: he and the woman.
Mrs. Irene Adler; are committing the ultimate
crime in order to finance purchase of a WAMM
system on the Audio Anarchist's recommen-

jectively inadequate.
If you have ever wondered why atube amplifier with relatively high amounts of distortion
Stereophile, August 1989

8AN playrd by Jemmy Bret. not by flaNil R:athMnic. l)id Iever
tel you that Mr. Brett once waved at my wife? No? Maybe one
day.
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Finally,
aCD player
that reproduces
all of the music,
not just bits.
and bytes of it.
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dcom's new GCD-575 Compact Disc Player has been
worth waiting for. Now there's aCD player with
analog audio circuits as advanced as its digital stages.
Featuring ano-compromise Class "A" audio section, the
GCD-575 is the first affordable CD player that delivers the
long anticipated technical benefits of digital sound. So visit
your authorized Adcom dealer and listen to all of the
music...not just bits and bytes of it.

ADCOMR
Me stereo components

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5

dation in this month's column.] Hah! [Quick

measurements do have their role. They provide

half-smile to stage left—women in the audience

an underlying framework for areport based on

faint.] It just so happens, Watson, that Iwrote

the effect of acomponent on the music, though
what is heard will always be more important
than what is measured.

amonograph on this very subject. Investigating
the impulse response of the electrostatic panel
and the woofer individually will make everything clear. [Frowns quixotically.] Precisely.
[Men in the audience rise to theirfeet, cheering.] Ideduce that Professor Moriarty—neé

"We don't believe in magic," said Michael
Riggs back in January. But with the exception
of the work being carried out by Louis Fielder
and his ilk, the current state of sound reproduc-

Harry Pearson?—is going to be avery unhappy
man. [Sucks hard on cigarette; reachesfor vio-

science-fiction author Arthur C. Clarke: "To

lin, &c. ..]

aprimitive people, any sufficiently advanced

Perhaps that particular wrinkle in the tech-

tion does remind me of that famous dictum by

technology is indistinguishable from magic."

nique didn't make it absolutely clear why the

Measurements, yes, "properly" performed but,

Sequel Il should sound the way it does—

more importantly, correctly conceived, will lift
us above the level of the primitive. Reproduced

Holmes was lucky in having ahandy deus ex
machina present in the form of Conan Doyle
who could usefully simplify the world—but

music will not then be magic; it will just sound
magic.

Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable
Ramelia ,"

r
Ian In\

music ...above all.
In the US AudioStream Corporation, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
In Canada Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 Weston Rd #5, Weston, ON M9L 2S8
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ASK YOU TO SPE
NOW EVERY

While the best things in life may be free, the best in car stereo is anything but.
So cost containment had to take aback seat when Sony set out to outperform
every car CD changer available today.
Presenting the CDX-A2001
DiscJockey* car CD changer.
It recreates music so real, so
all-encompassing, it drives
even the most exotic cars to ahigher
level of performance.
The 2001 owes its existence to the world's foremost
experts in digital audio—the Sony engineers who introduced the first car CD changer and invented the Compact
Disc format itself. To create the CDX-A2001, they drew upon ahost of Sony digital
refinements unlike anything previously found in acar CD changer.
For starters, Sony engineers developed an 8x oversampling digital filter with
45-bit processing that reveals music's subtle overtones with superlative accuracy. It
also includes aproprietary noise shaping circuit that reproduces bass fundamentals
with astrength and clarity that leave typical car CD players far behind. And while

CCID

0 1989 SONY CORPORATION OF AME RCA
SONY. OISCJCCKEY. REMOTE COMMANDER AND THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO ARE TRADEMARKS OF SONY

all other car CD players have one or perhaps two digital-to-analog converters, the
Sony 2001 uses four to extract greater musical detail from every compact disc.
So from the grandeur of afull orchestra to the nuances of asolo guitar, the 2001
will accelerate the beating of your heart.
To take advantage of this incredible digital performance, Sony designed the
RM-X2001 Remote Commanders unit. Its logic-controlled attenuator banishes the
distortion of conventional volume controls. The
preamplifier section also employs aswitching
power supply and copper-capped resistors—

provisions that would be at home on high-end home components.
In fact, the 2001's advanced technology inspires so much confidence, we back it
with an unprecedented three year limited parts and labor warranty. (Please see your
authorized Sony Autosound dealer for details.)
So audition the CDX-A2001 system for yourself and experience the one car CD changer with
everything. Except competition.
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO-

SONY
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"A stunning realization of digital theory.

THE GRAND INTEGRA DX-G10
Compact Disc Player
•Linear 18 bit, 8x oversampling digital processing •Epoxy-damped D/A
converters with calibrated accuracy to the 4th significant bit •Optical power
supply stage •Dual transformers •Cast graphite and steel alloy anti-vibration
chassis •Separate optical data paths for audio and control signals •Variable
speed bidirectional disc scan •Absolute Phase control
Since the introduction of the M-510 amplifier, the name Grand Integra has been acknowledged
by the high end community as the benchmark of Japanese audio technology. We are pleased to
continue this tradition with the DX-G10 and other limited-production components for your
pursuit of the elusive musical ideal.

Grand Integra
by

ONKYO®

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446

LETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all
are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication.

Left-wing drivel. ..

Iexperience knowing that all of my system has

Editor:
In the May 1989 Stereopbite, p.179, we read:

escaped your critical gaze. Ican peacefully and
serenely sleep at night knowing that my sys-

'America needs the creative, disturbed, and disturbing sons and daughters of Lou Reed far
more than the unfortunate offspring of Nixon,

bothersome reviews to dispute my knowledge
and ruin my sleep). No worries, nightmares,

Reagan, and Bush." If Iwant to read left-wing
drivel, Ican get the Nation, People's Daily
World, Village Voice, or Rolling Stone. Stereopbile deserves better.
Several days ago, the student demonstrators
in China erected a30' replica of the Statue of
Liberty. On Neu,York, Lou Reed refers to it as

tem is truly Class A (without any of your

agita, or insecurities surrounding the dreaded
"If Ihad only bought ..rsyndrome prompted
by reading aless than glowing review of an
owned component in your journal.
So compelling is my serenity in this regard
that I'd like to share it with the legion of obsessively neurotic audiophiles across America.

the "Statue of Bigotry" While we know that the

Therefore, I'd like to take this opportunity to

USA is far from aperfect place, who do you
think has better grasped the meaning of the

announce the establishment of anew (and
hopefully noncompeting) audiophile journal

symbolism, Lou Reed or the Chinese students?

called TheJournal of Not Reviewed (INR). This

Brian Lynch
Maplewood, NJ
PS: Ishould not miss this chance to express my

journal is devoted to all those components out
there that don't appear in your pages but do
appear on countless shelves, racks, and cinder-

thanks to Stereophlle for assistance in assembling avery satisfying system over the last few

blocks in the sea of faceless and nameless
listening rooms across this great land.

years (Sonographe/PS Audio/B&K /Thiel).

Readers are invited to submit the names
(only) of their not-reviewed components to

...and hard to read, too
While interesting, your magazine is extremely
difficult to read. It is not the size of print or the
language, but the advertisements. They are disturbing. Idon't object to the ads (I like them),
but they make reading discontinuous. If you
look at Tbe Absolute Sound, the ads are in the
front and back, making pleasurable the pursuit
of facts and reviews.
Hal Borek
Pasadena, CA

The Journal of Not Reviewed
Editor:
Ihave the distinction of owning an, Ihope, relatively high-end system, none of whose component parts have been reviewed by your fine
publication (Ariston Q-deck, Denon DCD1520 CD player, Denon TU -600 tuner, Threshold FET One/II preamplifier, Threshold S150
Il amplifier, B&W CM2 speakers, LiveWire
Emerald interconnects, and LiveWire Red
speaker cable). Please try to keep it that way.
Ican't begin to tell you the pleasure and relief
Stereophile, August 1989

our editorial staff, where they will be cursorily
checked for spelling and will then invariably
be awarded the coveted Class A designation
(our only ranking) from the critical staff of/NR.
Components with the most innovative or
unique model numbers (eg, Wang Chung
SQV2000, Series VII, Generation B recordcleaning brush; LampWire Spinach Pasta
speaker cable) will receive the rare distinction
of Class A! Ah, the bliss! Imagine the scores of
smiling faces sleeping, for the first time, soundly
and peacefully on their pillows with nary an
audiophile symbol skipping through their
dreams.
Manufacturers and designers of audiophile.
quality gear are, as well, invited to submit
names and model-number designations for
critical review or advertising. Our only condition is that submitted equipment must never
have been subjected to the cool gaze or listen
of the Alpbabet Gang, TAS, TASS, or anyone
else who makes their living through the performance of critical auditions or the inflicting
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N° 27
The music begins and awindow
opens. The boundaries of time and
place fade as aunique musical
experience is recreated in your
home.
Our quest for this ideal has
produced the new Mark Levinson
No. 27 Dual Monaural Power
Amplifier. We believe it is destined
to bring more music lovers closer
to their ideal than ever before.
To learn why, you are invited to
share the experience at your
nearest Mark Levinson dealer.

*products are designed, manu actured. and distr butecl
MADRIGAL AUDIO
ATORIRS
'"'"'

of pain, emotional, financial, or otherwise. All
such submitted gear will, of course, be rated
Class A.
Interested readers are also invited to audition
our sister publication, TbeJournal of Negative

But an editor has different concerns when
surveying the correspondence. He sees aletter like Douglas Selfs, and knows he must print
it, but should he grit his teeth and offer no
rebuttal, or should he bust him in the chops

Results (JNR), devoted to all those poor-slob
slaving scientists out there who experience
experimental failures or nonsignificant statisti-

again? In the event, the editor made the correct
decision: the former. He allowed that nasty lit-

cal results after years of work, but who need
avenue for publication anyway to preserve

eyes (just like them!), but Self concluded his letter on asmug note of irrationality and hung

their tenure or employment.

himself. Bravo!

tle Brit to spin aclever web of words before our

On the serious side, it is an absolute crime

Myself, Ishould probably keep my mouth

that your publication failed to review the B&W

shut too, but Dick Olsher's comments on my
little red book, The Wood Effect (May, pp.126-

CM2s. They contain the 801 Matrix/II HF
drivers in asimilarly designed low-volume
enclosure, paired with aunique low-frequency

127), were absurd, although not patently so,
therefore Irespond. "For Johnsen to imply that

unit (not asubwoofer, Dick) utilizing apair of

somehow Helmholtz impeded the progress of

5" long-excursion drivers in aducted-port

perceptual acoustics is about as credible as to
claim that Newton impeded the development

design. These speakers provide absolutely
stunning imaging and depth (palpable?), combined with alucid and silky high end and taut

of relativistic physics." Notwithstanding Dick's

and quite adequate LF that quite belie their

innocence concerning Newton, one of the
Three Great British Frauds in Science, it wasn't

small size, in apackage that is as visually and
aesthetically striking and pleasing as any I've

to his pet theories, that pulled the wool over

seen. They sound almost identical to the 801

men's ears. Imade that point clear in my book.

Matrix/Ils at approximately one-third the cost!

What Idid not say was this:

Helmholtz himself, rather the slavish devotion

Idon't know whether you're holding out on

Helmholtz had arival who threatened his

us or B&W is, not wanting to shoot themselves

powerful position. Hermann and the Henchmen in Heidelberg did their level best to

in the foot by letting this secret out of the bag
and thereby deflating sales of the pricey 801s.
(Here's aquick hint for current CM2 owners:
Using silicone marine sealant, seal the grommet through which the speaker cable passes

destroy the career of the despised Güttingener,
Bernhard Riemann. Academic politics as usual,
but before his untimely death, Riemann com-

on its way from the subwoofer to the HF unit.

posed an essay entitled "The Mechanism of the
Ear," which unmasked the Helmholtz hoax. It

Doing so noticeably increases the bass exten-

is atribute to the power of anon-idea, that

sion and eliminates spurious products to the
extent that the speakers absolutely vanish!)

Helmholtz prevailed and Riemann remained

The Sound Thinker, Charles Bruder

To Riemann ("Riemann Space"), perception
of phase was obvious. Helmholtz, contrariwise

New Haven, CT
We bave several times requested review samples of the B&WCM2s but, alas, never received
them.

—3A

Johnsen on Wood & Olsher
Editor:
My favorite feature in Stereopbile—nay, in any
magazine—is these letters. Ilove to know what
sort of folk read along with me The April group
in Stereopbile was outstanding! To tick off
some names: Sorrentino, Campbell, Coyle,
Graham. Where do those people get such
style? Imean, the wit to write? Considering the
current American educational system, it's a
mystery to me.
Stereophile, August 1989

untranslated into English until 1983.

maintained that soundwaves are not perceived
as awhole, as ageometric entity, but rather as
component amplitudes. The ear, according to
Helmholtz, is an analyzer that dissects harmonics of sound into separate tones, rather like
a"synthesizer" "makes music."
Riemann's essay provoked astorm of denunciation from Helmholtz headquarters. In his letter to.). Lipschitz, 1881: "I cannot imagine how
to treat the certitude with which some people
who are unable to grasp the simplest analytic
concept, pronounce upon the complexities of
my Theory in the conviction of superior wisdom ...
Such an individual, even if he be Riemann, will always be a crank who speaks
19

Ohm CLS Drivers
Make Your
Speakers Disappear
From Our $5000 Walsh 5
to Our $600 Sound
Cylinders the Critics
are Impressed.

Stereophile

Vol. II, No. 8

"So the bottom line is quite favorable: the Walsh 5is afull-range
speaker that is quite clean and
images very well." "Soundstaging
is another strength and joy, and
at their best the 5s can set up a
very palpable illusion of the original performing space." "In its
present incarnation, it is one of
the few dynamic speakers that my
jaded electrostatic taste buds
could live with."—Dick Olsher

Audio

6-88

"The Walsh 5is one of the
cleanest speakers available.. .1
perceived remarkable depth and
spaciousness to music well
recorded in aconcert hall. This
spaciousness did not result in a
vague mass of sound: image location is sharply defined and
accurately placed...They are a
masterpiece of the speaker
designer's art." 2

Stereo Review 148
"The sound of the Ohm Sound
Cylinders was smooth, balanced
and thoroughly enjoyable, well
beyond what anyone would expect
from such asmall, light speaker.
Its dispersion was subjectively
complete, and we were never
aware of the speakers as distinct
sound sources, no matter how
much we moved around the
room...these speakers certainly
offer impressive value for their
price and size."'

New York Times 3-88
the various frequencies
emerge in their natural phase
relationship—more than in conventional designs. To what extent
this accounts for the speakers
fine sound may be debatable, yet
there is no question that the Ohm
Sound Cylinders represent an
excellent bargain, with aclarity
and richness of sound rarely
found in aspeaker of this size and
price." 4
Find out about buying, directly
from the factory by calling toll
free 800-221-6984
IM
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For Those Who Care
to listen

amateurishly on unfamiliar topics." That line

OK, one more on this subject

of reasoning may strike you as fascinatingly

Editor:

similar to Julian Hirsch's and Len Feldman's.
Therefore, "For Johnsen to imply that somehow Helmholtz impeded perceptual acoustics"
is very credible indeed, although Ideny hav-

Judging by the responses of Thomas C. Willet
(April 1989) and John PCady (May 1989) to my

ing said it before. DO simply didn't see the
whole picture No blame The rest of his "Absolute Sidebar" was much better, although lifted
largely from my book, and without attribution.
But he did inject some good new material, and,
best of all, he spelled my name right.
ClarkJolhasen

"hauling lumber in aBMW" letter in Stereophile earlier this year (January 1989), Ican see
there have been afew misunderstandings on
the part of your readers as to its meaning.
First, Imust take exception to Mr. Cady's
statement that Mr. Coronato's "[intentionally]
humorous blurbs" "sailed over my head." Mr.
Cady admits that he knows neither Mr.
Coronato nor myself, and therefore cannot

Boston, MA

possibly know what was "obviously" inten-

PS: I practice audio (as a trained optical

tional, or what "obviously" sailed over my

engineer) because my job resides in the clas-

head. He also complained that I"managed to
get on [my] soapbox for apage and ahalf and

sics, their preservation, and their proliferation.
Therefore Icongratulate Messrs. Conklin and
Schneider on their trenchant and telling Mahler

expound [my] virtues [sic] regarding [my] musical tastes and high-end audio." Well, isn't that

symphony reviews in the April issue. Who

what we're here for?! The only difference

would have thought, two or three years ago,
that Stereophile would eclipse HF, SR, Opus,

between my letter and one of Stereophile's
reviews is that Ididn't get paid for my letter.

Ovation, etc. in the classical department?
(Deliberately Iomit Fanfare.) One feature

Second, Idid not say that rock is bad music.
What Isaid was that, since the sound of acous-

deserves especial plaudits: "Building aLibrary,"
in which nearly awhole group of recordings

quite difficult to reproduce because of its

is assayed, including my beloved 78s. (Great

tic (primarily classical) music is aknown entity,

Sound and Great Performances abound on

unusual combination of subtlety and power,
it serves as abetter reference for judging a

78s; hear that, Stereophile?) Mort Frank's obser-

sound system than does rock. Iknow what a

vations in May on the "Pastoral" Symphony

live 120-piece symphony orchestra is supposed

were particularly keen and agreeable, although
he does rather tend to promote those sleazy

to sound like; Ido not know what acomputer-

CDs Isee in some stores lately.
Iwas surprised, however, to catch such an
expert making the usual mistake of saying that
Weingartner's was the first recorded cycle of
Beethoven's symphonies. It was not. That

processed studio mix from Devo is supposed
to sound like. But Itrust that if my system can
get the former right, it will get the latter right
also.
Yet it is somewhat ironic to think that live
music should be the standard against which

honor belongs to Dr. Weissmann. Pity, he conducted in the bygone era of "acoustic" record-

audio systems are usually judged; if that is so,

ing (although he died only recently, unfa-

speakers such as the Klipsch, which bear the

mously, in New York). Atrue hero he was, with

greatest resemblance to the drivers used in the

his record company, now all but forgotten in

PA systems at live rock concerts, not the ribbon
drivers in my—or Mr. Coronato's —Apogee

then it is the "colored" horn drivers, used in

our proud era of "electrical" recording. You
don't suppose. ..Will whoever it was who first

Calipers. Iused to own apair of three-way

committed The Nine to Digital (Solti? von K?)
be called "The First" in some far-future

punchy 'table and cartridge, and there is no

magazine?

Electro -Voice horns, as well as an appropriately
question that arock recording played through
said system sounded more "live" than the same

I'm aware of an incomplete Ninth (first three

recording played through my present Koetsu/

movements only) by Dr lebissmann, which of

Apogee system.

course would not qualify for a "complete"

One should also realize that, while some

Beethoven cycle. However; I'd love to hear as

rock recordings are beautifully produced and

would our readers, of acomplete Weissmann

recorded, and whose music deals with sophisticated emotional and intellectual experiences—

cycle, if it does exist.
Stereophile, August 1989

—MHF
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The Next
Generation
The De-20

Imagine aspeaker system that delivers
transparent imaging, accurate dimensionality in width, height and depth,
combined with harmonic integrity and
dynamic power.

The Dahlquist DO-10, the original Phased
Array dynamic speaker system. became a
legend in its own time. This seminal design
employed many of the concepts which are still
at the leading edge of loudspeaker design.
The importance of low diffraction distortion
and correct inter-driver timedelay werecertainly
popularized by the DO-10.
The DO-10 has been replaced by the DO-20.
Three extraordinary drivers have been combined with advanced enclosure technology to
cover a wider range with greater efficiency
than was possible with the DO-10. The same
attention to diffraction control and time delay
distortion allows the DO-20 to provide the
expanded open window on the soundstage fo.
which Dahlquist is famous
Clearly s

the DO-20

ultimate stereo
vehicle that will transport you
into the realm of pure sound. This incredible
achievement lets you surround yourself with
the captivating reality of brilliant musical performances and listening pleasure.
It is an experience you will never forget.

MIAMI LQ U II ST

601 Old Willets Path, Hauppauge, NY 11788
(516) 234-5757

Talking Heads, The Cure, and the aforementioned Devo spring immediately to mind—
many others are not well recorded, and deal primarily with the release of anger and excessive
sexual energy. Playing them on a sonically
refined system is not only awaste but is viscerally unsatisfying as well. Compare any album by
the Sex Pistols or Circle Jerks, for instance—
raw, deliberately offensive music not intended

own, its sound being produced/colored by an
associated amplifier and loudspeaker Inference: arecording of an electric guitar is therefore of no use in judging the quality of areproduction system as its "original" acoustic
sound is unknown. Observation: lvery often
find it possible to identify make and model of
electric guitar or bass guitar used on recordings—Fender Telecaster vs Fender Strato-

to be a"pleasurable" listening experience—
played on apair of Quad ESLs, to the same
albums played at 120dB on apair of E-V Sentrys,

caster vs Gibson Les Paul vs Gibson 335, for
example, or Fender Precision vs FenderJazz

and you'll understand pretty quickly what certain rock music is supposed to do to the senses.

much impossible to describe the amplifiers
through which the guitars are played. Conclusion: lassume acorrelation between the over-

'Air" and "soundstage" mean very little when,
to quote the lyrics of the Ramones, you "wanna

vs Rickenbacker 4001 —whilefinding it pretty

all quality of asystem and the ability to make

be [aurally] sedated!" And, though Ilove the system Inow own, if Ihad the money and the

such identifications. Am Iwrong? Or is this

room for several systems, one of them might just
contain apair of Klipschorns, perhaps with a

unraveled in such asimplistic manner?—JA

couple of E-‘ 30" bass drivers for subwoofers.

That's Tennstedt, T-E-N ...

A friend of mine used to have apair of gigantic
guitar amps for speakers. The coloration was terrible, the tonal balance awful, but they could

Re: Mort Frank's discussion of Beethoven's

whole subject just too darned complex to be

Editor.
"Pastoral" in the May issue: I, too, like -Ibscaninfs

induce pain in the listener while producing
almost no audible distortion. My Apogees can't
do that.

lively, lean rendition with the London Philhar-

Finally, Iwould like to take this opportunity
to vehemently disagree with Mortimer H.

spelled. Oh, what the hell: Toscanini, Tennstedt, it can't make that much difference, can

Frank's assessment of Christopher Hogwood's
recent recording of Beethoven's Symphony 6

it? But, you know, somehow the "Old Man"
doesn't come off as well in stereo.

monic" on the Angel CD. Funny thing, but on
my copy the Maestro's name is badly mis-

(May 1989). Ifound his comments not only to
be mean-spirited and far too acidic, but inaccurate as well. There are agreat many people,
including myself, who believe Mr. Hogwood's

Paul Maury, President
Chaos Audio, San Francisco, CA
This is an example of what is known as a
"typo." RL and Ibang our beads in shame!

currently unfolding Beethoven cycle, including
the 6th, to be the best and most important cycle
of our time—maybe of all time—slightly out-

—JA

Seeing stars

classing even Roger Norrington's excellent

Editor:

effort. It's really quite ashame that the same Mr.

Print this! Now! Or I'll buy an SP-9 and tell my

Frank bothered to waste everyone's time by
reviewing the Haitink and Muti cycles (April

Optima-card-holding friends that you recommended the purchase.

1989), two more well-crafted-but-irrelevant run-

Actually, Ihave been a non-subscribing
reader of Stereopbile for the past four years,

throughs to add to the already towering pile of
babble, instead of the Hogwood and Norrington cycles—to this writer's ears, clearly the
purest, most exciting and revolutionary approaches to the master's warhorses ever committed to recording.

Peter Reichelt

with my opinion of it ranging from bad fiction
to superb, critical reviewing. Well, your January
1989 issue finally did it. It caught me off-guard,
my defenses down—is this asong? —and I
submit.

Flushing, NY
And onefinal responsefrom the editor following some comments by John Nork in arecent

Although Iwas reading the January issue in
order to help in the choice of my next pream-

issue of The Absolute Sound. Fact: an electric

your record (CD? 'Pape? Media?) reviews.
Whoa! The one-two-three punch came in the

guitar bas no intrinsic acoustic sound of its
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Now buying a
high-performance cable
doesn't mean
taking out asmall loan.

Interlink' Reference 2Interconnectnow refined with MicroFibet."

Powerline 2Plus Speaker Cable with
new "Bass Control Conductor."

These days, the cost of high-end
cables can drive an audiophile to tears.
Or to the bank.
At Monster Cable we make sure
high-end cable performance is never
out of reach.
Consider our popular Interlink'
Reference 2Audio Interconnect and
Powerline 2Plus Speaker Cable.
Representing just two examples from
our full line of interconnects and
speaker cables, they deliver audiophile
performance at anon-audiophile price.
Reference 2's patented Bandwidth
Balanced construction and advanced
MicroFiber - insulation help reduce
time smear and maintain signal integrity.
So you experience musical qualities
you'd expect to find only in the world's
most expensive components.
Like precise imaging.

More dimensional midrange clarity.
An ultra-wide soundstage.
And abreathtaking ambience.
Powerline 2Plus' innovative "Bass
Control Conductor" design, in :Ombination with precision-wound wire
networks, achieves sonic performance
that rivals -some say even surpasses the world's most exotic speaker cables.
At only afraction of their cost.
The fact is, all Monster audio
interconnects and speaker cables offer
outstanding value no matter what your
musical tastes-or budget.
If all this sounds too good to be
true, we invite you to visit your nearest
authorized Monster dealer.
And listen to what Monster technology can do for your sound system.
And your pocketbook.

Ill MONSTER CRBLE
Technology You Can Hear.
°Monster Cable' Products, Inc., 101 Townsend St. San Francisco, CA 94107
Phone 415-777-1355 Telex 470584 MCSYUI FAX 415 896-1745
Monster Cable is distributed in Canada by Evolution Technology, Phone 416 335-4422

form of the Reiner -Prokofiev /King & Evans/

duced by John Mayall. This is an amazingly

Little Feat summaries. I'm still seeing stars.

great album and features one of the best-

Ipurchased all three records within the last
year and your reviews mirrored my feelings
exactly. Sign me up for asubscription!

dressed rock groups ever to grace an album
cover. Iwish it would be re- released on CD
since my LP copy has seen better days. There

Inow anxiously await my first copy of Ste-

was acompanion album by Dunbar featuring

reophile that doesn't require me to first search

the same group, but Ionly have afew cuts on

for adamned parking spot. Keep up the good/

acassette. My guess is that these albums were

bad/otherwise work—you've got my check!

recorded in the very late '60s. Ifound athird
album on the Charley label (horrible record-

Ashwinl Keswani
Hopkins, MN

ing) that features adifferent group and includes
alengthy jam on aversion of "Willie the Pimp,"

Where's Aynsley?
Editor:
In response to John Atkinson's query about the
great British drummer, Aynsley Dunbar (Vol.12

so Iguess this session (1970) follows Dunbar's
association with Zappa and his subsequent
return to England. From here, Ineed to turn
things over to Stereopbile's British subscribers

No.6, p.19), he may be interested to know that

for any more info on the whereabouts of this

Mr. Dunbar was apercussionist on the first sev-

excellent rock drummer. (Yes, afew of us do

eral Journey albums, recorded in the mid-'70s.
More recently, he appeared on the Whitesnake

care.)

album, although he has since been replaced.

Aynsley Dunbar began working with Zappa

No wonder JA would not have known this,

in 1970, with Chunga's Revenge, and continued through 1972, witb Live at the Fillmore

unless he warms up his Krells with Metal.
Michael Slivka
Miami Beach, FL

Whereabouts now are unknown

Sherm Clow
Salt Lake City, UT

200 Motels, Just Another Band from L.A.,
Walca/Jawaka, The Grand Wazoct and abelated
appearance on I974's Apostrophe He did not
play on Hot Rats.

—RL

Editor:
What happened to Aynsley Dunbar? After

GAS pains

Zappa he played with David Bowie, then with

Editor:

Jefferson Starship. Remember the song lane"?

Iwas quite annoyed by the letter written by Mr.

That's him. He was last seen on Whitesnake—

Ed Miller, President, Great American Sound

the one with "In the Still of the Night." But he
didn't tour with them. Whereabouts now are

(May, p.181).

unknown

no attempts were made to provide support to
GAS owners when the company went out of

Rick Nelson
La Crosse, WI

Although they may have paid off the banks,

business. Iown aThoebe preamp and Son of

More Zappa!

Ampzilla and Ican tell you for sure that service

Editor:

on these units was nearly impossible to find.

Ijust want to express my appreciation and
admiration for Richard Lehnert and his series

It was virtually impossible to get schematics

of articles on the music of Frank Zappa. This

or parts. The parts in the units were labeled
with GAS parts numbers and cross references

has certainly been quite aproject, and Ihave

were needed. These were nowhere to be found.

enjoyed the articles immensely. Should this
series ever end (please, no!), it should qualify

service only tells me that they see an opportu-

The fact that Sumo immediately began offering

for reprint status or even the basis of abook.

nity to capitalize on the situation. If they want

All in all, the articles have been very helpful in

to be so nice, they should fix the units (such as
my Thoebe) that broke before the warranty
expired.

understanding elements of Zappa's music and
its recorded history. Thanks again.
By the by, JA's footnote in the latest Lehnert /Zappa installment led me deep into my

My experience and that of persons Iknow

Rock collection to find what Imight have by

indicates that the production quality (quality
control) of the GAS products was deplorable.

Aynsley Dunbar. Idiscovered aclassic: the Blue
Thumb/Bam-Bam issue of Retaliation, pro-

and was also fixed once by Gas Works. It never
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Original Interconnect

Standard/Analog Standard Interconnect',

Pandora Interconnect

Join the worldwide move to the musicality of SPACE &
TIME Audio Cables. The only cables in the world that
accurately reveal the music as it was originally recorded.
The proprietary single solid-core conductor used in every
SPACE & TIME Interconnect avoids the multiplicity of
signals produced by traditional stranded cables. This
unique conductor delivers the musical signal in perfect time
and with perfect harmonic structure, allowing an amazing
soundstage to be created right in your living room.
Individual instruments are delineated with stunning reality
and musical colors are recreated so vividly you can almost
reach out and touch them.
SPACE & TIME Interconnects are available in price ranges
every music lover can afford. Experience the audible
advantage of SPACE & TIME Audio Cables at select dealers
worldwide and the next breathtaking quote will be yours.

•sII ebb

SPACE &TIME.

Tara Lahs. Inc.

4445 Cartwright Ave. Suite 115 Toluca Lake, CA

91602

818-766-6929

worked more than afew months after either

has done his best to set things right in the 1989

service. It now sits in acloset. When Ihad my

"Recommended Components" (April 1989) in

Son of Ampzilla fixed by Gas Works, it came

regard to loudspeakers. These days, 20Hz to
20kHz should be mandatory for any speaker

back with ameter no longer working right, but
Iwill say that it sounds good and still works.
Idon't think that the people who ran this
company acted responsibly or really cared
about the owners of their products.
Alan Wigodner
Kansas City, MO

system with "high end" aspirations. Realistically, the 27.4Hz last note on the piano should
suffice, as lower notes are rare in most music.
Anything lower is "extension" and should be
applauded. Anything less should be noted in
reviews, mollified by amention of "how it
wasn't too detrimental to the overall enjoyment

Wingate problems

of the music."

Editor:

On the opposite end of the spectrum, 20kHz

Ipurchased aWingate 2000A amplifier as a
result of reading several full-page advertise-

is not too much to ask of today's technology.
JA, of all people, should be aware that the

ments in Stereopbile in 1986. Isubsequently

Fender Jazz Bass with both pickups open can

returned my Wingate amplifier to Steve Win-

produce harmonics up to 10kHz. Just imagine

gate for modification updates and an upgrade

what harmonics can come from instruments

to the Wingate 2000AX version because of a

with upper ranges higher than 256Hz. A top

review in the February 1988 Stereophile(Vol.11
Na2), and telephone conversations with Steve

end that rolls off at 12 to 14kHz is not enough
to attempt a"replication of reality." "Exten-

Wingate.

sion" needs to be mentioned when beyond

Ihave encountered difficulty in trying to get
Steve Wingate to return my updated amplifier

20kHz, especially when digital sources are
used. I, ever the optimist, hope that digital will

to me. He cashed my check for $400 for the

raise the sampling rate to allow an octave exten-

modifications and updates on April 19, 1989

sion above the limit imposed today.

and has advised me at least 15 times that he was

"What does this guy listen to?" is one form

shipping the amplifier to me. As of June 12,

of the question that must be answered to make

1989, Ihad not received my amplifier. Wingate

this avalid complaint. VMPS subwoofers (orig-

has had my amplifier for 90 days and there is
no logical reason why it should not have been

inal), -3dB at 17Hz, after acouple of abortive

shipped to me by this time.

attempts on my own, are reproducing the bottom end in my system driven by an Adcom 555

R. Paul Young

or Eagle 2a. The top end is handled by aDynau-

Miami, FL

dio D2laf with on-axis -3dB at nearly 40kHz

I
forwarded acopy of Mr Young's letter (not
the first we have received concerning tardy

weighs about 48 pounds and is rated at 30Wpc.

driven by aBRB or aPioneer class-A amp that

service from this company) to Steve Wingate.

(Before anyone laughs, it has 66,000g caps per

He bad still to reply by the time this issue went

channel.) Both amps have power bandwidths
4-5 times the 40kHz they are driving.

to press, however

—JA

A matter of extension

Truth in reproduction is the goal that Ipursue. Get tougher and less compromising in

Editor:

reviews and we will all gain. Keep up the good

Ihave been asubscriber for some years and my

work.

letter concerns asmall question of terminol-

Connol Reid
Phoenix, AZ

ogy. The terms used by subjective reviewers,
though sometimes ambiguous, do meet the

Is JA hearing things?

goal of description of sound using the American version of the English language (a difficult

Editor:

language for concepts). This is why mathematics

of harmonic or intermodulation distortion in

is used in the sciences as language (and that's
all math is, folks).

sound of achime in the Hildegard recording

My gripe is the term "extension" when ap-

It is interesting to contemplate what weird type
the Vandersteen 2Ci speakers would create the

plied to frequency, sometimes called bass or

(Vol.12 No.5, p.106). Icertainly couldn't hear
it, either over VMPS speakers or Stax ear-

treble. Isee that "guiding light" J. Gordon Holt

speakers. So Ireferred to the booklet accom-
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panying the Gothic Voices CD (Hyperion

cles and selections from upcoming or recently

CDA66039). Sure enough, the only instrumen-

published books, etc Suggestions from mem-

tal accompaniment is a"symphony," another

bers or letters of general interest will always be
welcome.

name for the hurdy-gurdy, astringed instrument somewhat of the violin type.
Could John Atkinson be afflicted with tinnitus?
Bernard A. Engholm
Carlsbad, CA
Iwas puzzled to

The Wilhelm Furtwângler Society of America
is fully supported and endorsed by the conductor's widow, Elisabeth, who has been very encouraging from this project's inception. She is

and it was definitely some-

most pleased that agroup is being formed in

thing that could be beard on the Vandersteens

order to pick up where the former American

but not the Celestions. If not achime—and I

society left off.

can tell you, having taken part in many

Ilook forward to hearing from you, and cordially invite you to join our Society!

recording sessions; that all manner of extraneous noises dofind their way on to tape— tben
perhaps it is evidence of an edit, a discontinuity introduced in what would otherwise
be acontinuous background drone.
—JA

Furtwängler Society

Dade Thieriot, President
Wilhelm Furtwângler Society of America
P.O. Box 620702, Woodside, CA 94062
Tel: (415)851-3808

The inverse formula

Editor

Editor:

It is with the greatest enthusiasm that Ian-

Ross Heatwole's letter in May's issue reminds

nounce the formation of asociety devoted to
the art of Wilhelm Furtwângler. A previous

me of aphenomenon Iobserved as afreshman
in college in 1977. Forty or more guys were

society dedicated to the same purpose dis-

packed into 8.x12'x8' cement boxes, and
nearly every one of them had astereo and arec-

solved some years ago when its founder died.
This newly formed society shall endeavor not
only to continue the concept of the defunct
southern California organization, but also to
unify those of us in America who deeply revere
Furtwângler's art.

ord collection. The interesting thing was that
the quality of the individual's stereo was
inversely proportional to the quality of the
music played on it. One guy, amusic major in
trumpet, had impeccable tastes in jazz, classi-

It is also our intention to work with existing
societies in Britain, France, Germany, and Japan
in aconcerted, worldwide effort to publish

cal, and rock, and an $80 Sears system. The
expensive, high-wattage systems were blaring

important recorded material from live concerts
(much of which still remains in private archives)

Boston and Lynyrd Skynyrd. Happily this formula of inverse proportions does not seem to
apply to all stereo owners, though Ido detect

as well as written documents. Only product of

some of it in car audio.

the highest artistic and technical quality will

Ienjoy Stereophile's approach to reviewing.
Iwish, however, that someone would fill the

be allowed to carry this society's name. Since
the era of compact discs has superseded other
forms of recordings, the society intends to publish most of its recordings on CDs.
The

Wilhelm

Furtwângler

Society

of

gap between you and Stereo Review, and assess
lower-priced gear subjectively (perhaps Hi -Fi
Heretic does this). Asurvey of integrated amplifiers would be of interest to those of us among

America has been organized as anonprofit

the financially challenged. Many thanks to TJN

institution which will provide informal educa-

for undertaking this sort of thing with speakers.
Iown something not reviewed—Infinity's
RS3000 speakers—but he gave me alot to think

tional services about Furtwângler's unique
contribution to culture to the general public.
However, to those who join the society as sup-

about as Ilisten to them. My current front end

porting members, all its recordings, books, and

is an old Visonik turntable that has served very

other pertinent publications will be made avail-

well over the years. Currently it sports aGrado

able at special discount prices. Dues in the
amount of $15 per year will be payable annually

ZTE-F1 cartridge, thanks to your recommenda-

in January. Newsletters will be mailed out quarterly; they will contain reviews of new recordings, discussions of potential new releases, arti28

tion. There might be aShure V15-MR in the
future. Icontemplate an AR or Sonographe (are
you going to review the Systemdek and Ariston
Forté?), but in the meantime it sounds good.
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An Onkyo TX-18 receiver drives the system—I

yet, the transfer—of the live performance do

am considering Adcom GFA-535 amplification,
with their preamp/tuner. It does deliver more

suggestion, my tubed Marantz equipment of

than many receivers Ihave heard. On this modest system the difference between no-name
speaker cord and Monster Cable was audible.
Finally, please add more record reviews. Your
rock/contemporary section needs more range:
where are The Waterboys, It's Immaterial (great
sound on their debut), Chris Isaak, Miracle

you get into your perception? At the maker's
old went back for re-tubing or aligning or
whatever. Not really costly, but damned annoying. But worth it. Does the equipment under
review require maintenance? Is it likely to fade
abit with time, as does, for example, astylus?
Are you likely to get less value than you
thought? This early subscriber has yet to see

Legion, or Sam Phillips? These, and many
more, deserve attention. Other publications

this pinpointed.

give little help on the recording quality, or

ability of the reviewers. I'm told that we hear

LP/CD comparisons.

More difficult is the question of the hearing

William Macintire

less well from age 30 on. We get little peaks and

Fredericksburg, VA

gullies in the presence range, and upper frequencies blur, later to fade abit. We don't hear

It ain't Carnegie Hall
Editor:

flat to start with. So, we're in an art form when
it comes to the reviewer's ability to truly hear.

Consider, if you will, the value/cost aspect of

Oh blasphemy!

your equipment reviews. Value to me lies in the

Bertrand Frank
Stratford, CT

ability of the entire train to reproduce the live
performance, not simply the message of the LP,

Audiophile Intimidation?

CD, or tape. You review recordings for performance and technical quality. Iseek to extend

Editor:
Let me begin this letter on apositive note.

the live performance to me at home via the
whole process, sound to sound.
The train has improved, for sure, over the
years. But still, hearing the so-called best in a
salon ain't Carnegie Hall. Over the years, initiated

Enjoy it—because it's going to get real negative real fast.
Iconsider Stereopbile to be an entertaining
and informative publication. There. That's
pretty positive, right? So why do Ifeel like gar-

by Bell Labs' work in the late '40s, I've on occa-

bage after Iread it? "Audiophile Intimidation"!

sion zipped home the fortunate mile or so from
New York's great halls to hear again what I'd

Allow me to define my terms ..:Icay?

heard in seat 12, Row 0, orchestra, now on the

really happening is in your mag, right? And all

latest equipment update that seemed appropriate. Added value for investment became less

this gear is priced clear into the stratosphere,

As everyone knows, any piece of gear that's

right? So Iown some lower-priced gear (TEAC,

and less, but progress there was—and is. But

Fortura) that's not on your pages. As aresult,

we've away to go. And, barring abreakthrough,

your mag kinda talks down to me and makes

it will be slow.

me feel like dirt! Plus, 1begin to find big hairy

The problem lies in the lack of emphasis on

faults in my so-so system, real and imagined!

live to remote hearing, in part. Mostly, we can-

The end result: Ihate myself and my Fisher-

not understand how loudspeakers lead to per-

Price stereo! Pass the pistol, Pete, and load 'er

ception. Measurements comparatively are

up with hollow points!
Iknow, Iknow, Ican hear them now: "Audio

sparse. Witness the multiplied, over time, measuring facets of the human liver, blood, eyes.
How much do we really know about measuring what, how, we hear? The interim solution
arguably is for the equipment reviewer to
attend live events and hope to recall as criteria
what he or she heard when the equipment is

Cheapskate!" Well, maybe so! And if so, then
so what! Ido appreciate good reproduced
sound, and well-made equipment—I just can't
afford what you push in your pages. Although
my present system really didn't come from KMart, Iwish there was more of amarket for us
folks on the middle ground. There's amighty

heard later. This, to me, is one test of the reviewer's work. The other is the weighing of

big gap between the $69.95 all-in-one systems

measurements in his review.

at Zayre and these $1500+ amplifiers you push,

Cost. Price surely is important. For the

and not many "high-end" manufacturers seem

bucks, how much of the reproduction—better

willing to fill that gap. Iguess that's beneath
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Trie McIntosh XRT 22

Loudspeaker System delivers
The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest
expression of the loudspeakers
scientist s endeavors. It is the one
right combination of component
parts that has eluded the diligent

Extra Realism
Extra Depth
Extra Spaciousness
Extra Smoothness

searcher for the loudspeaker bridge
to the dominion of reproduced
musical reality. The high-frequency
radiator column is an illustration of
the right combination. The 23 tweeter
elements can reproduce 300 watts
sine wave input power at 20 kHz, with
the lowest measured intermodulation
distortion. Because each tweeter
mechanism handles asmall quantity
of the total power. extremely low
quantities of distortion are
developed. The total column radiates
the energy in a half cylindrical time
co-ordinated sound field. The low
distortion. transparency of sound.
coherence of sound images.
definition of musical instruments.
and musical balance is simply a
revelation that you must experience.

Handcrafted with pride in the United States
by dedicated. highly trained craftspeople.

For information on the McIntosh XRT 22 SPEAKERS
and other McIntosh products write:
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC
P0 Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION. DEPT S28
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904-0096

them, though. So nothing changes, and your
mag still makes me feel bad. That's "Audiophile
Intimidation."
Would Bob Carver consider lowering the
price on his M4.0t amp from $799 to maybe
$350? Would the guys at Infinity think about
aprice cut on the IRS Series V? Obviously, their
pride is bigger than my pocketbook, or Iwould
already own these fine components.
As Istated before, there's amighty big gap to
be filled in the middle ground. What remains
to be seen is who will step into the gap to give

at our low end. In other words, Ihear awide
range of gear on adaily basis.
Iam constantly amazed and amused at the
letters you receive. Some get so incensed as to
cancel their subscriptions. Why? What you
spout in your fine publication is, for the most
part, opinion. You employ some of the finest
ears in the industry, yet the opinion of JGH is
not the word of God. (He may disagree on this
point. [He doesn't. —Ed.] And just because you
do not feel acertain piece of gear is not up to

priced equipment that the high-end boys won't

your standards doesn't mean that it is not right
for someone. Another issue that constantly
rears its head is price. Your readers constantly

laugh at. Not that we poor cousins don't know
what sounds good—we do—but we just can't

bitch about the price of the best. Have they any
idea what the best car costs? How about the

indulge ourselves and buy groceries at the

best camera? Ihave found that people who
can't afford, bitch. People who can afford, buy.

us "little guys" a shot at some reasonably

same time, thanks to the megabuck music
makers.
I'd love to see the day when agood-quality
system becomes afinancial reality—but 'til
then, Iguess I'll continue to be avictim of
"Audiophile Intimidation". ..
or will I?
My Realistic STA- 100 receiver, TEAC A-400
cassette deck, Garrard Synchro Lab 95 turntable, and Fortura speakers are doing just fine,
thank you!

While Stereophile's "Letters" section is a
great place for audio enthusiasts to vent their
frustrations, Iwish they thought of you as
gurus, leading us through the unexplored
region bordering on the ultimate reproduction
of recorded music, and not as gods, hanging
on your every word as the absolute. In any case,
Ithink you produce agreat magazine, even

Gary Morgan

though Idisagree with most of what you print.

Woodbridge, VA

Curt Nelson
Beaverton, OR

Let them read Stereo Review!
Editor:

The CD tragedy

Ihave been asubscriber for the past three years.

Editor:

Recently, in Stereophite's "Letters" column, an
increasing number of letters have been asking
for reviews of affordable components.

Must the CD tragedy—by which Imean the

Iwould like to remind those readers that Ste-

almost total destruction of an incredibly rich
LP catalog built up over some seven decades—

reophile is supposed to be ahigh-end magazine.

be tamely accepted by collectors concerned
with sound quality as afait accompli?

Iwould refer those readers to April's"Recommended Components." There are enough

lute Sound, Stereophile, and perhaps even

affordable units listed in Class D.
If they are looking for even cheaper units, let
them read Stereo Review.
Ihope you will not cave in to these pressures,
and keep Stereophile on as high alevel as the
present.
Anthony Mattina
Staten Island, NY

Jus' one of those critters
Editor:
Iam one of those critters that many of your
readers despise. Yes, you guessed it, Iam an
audio salesperson. The firm Iam employed at
markets products ranging from Mark Levinson
and Well-Tempered at the high end to Yamaha
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Isuggest not, ¡f journals such as The AbsoGramophone were to launch a"society" along
the lines of the famous English organization of
the 1930s that made possible, on amembership
subscription basis, the underwriting and distribution of recordings of great performances—
Beecham's Sibelius, Schnabel's Beethoven and
Schubert, etc —to brilliantly fill gaps in the record catalog which the commercial recording
organizations themselves believed it would not
be profitable to address.
Given that much analog material predates tape
recording and still exists in metal, shellac, acetate,
etc masters that have proven amazingly durable; that the greater part of the tape era (predigital) material must be in at least acceptable
31

mirage

a

The Mirage M-1 loudspeaker system is being praised by the
leading audio critics as one of the biggest breakthroughs in
speaker technology available today.
This full range Bi -Polar Loudspeaker has set new standards for
musicality and home stereo reproduction.
Experience electrostatic transparency, thundering dynamic range
and possibly the best sound staging of any speaker system.
Audition the Mirage M-1 and the Mirage 60 series speakers at
selected audio specialist stores.
This speaker may change forever the way you think about music.
Mirage -3641 McNicoll Ave. Scarborough, Ontario, Canada. MIX 1( (416) 321-180)

mirage

condition (the major record companies have
never suggested that it is not, and indeed base

has frequently stated during regular programming that the analog technique offered by far

their claims for the quality of CDs issued from
it on the excellence of the originals); and that in
cases where the tape masters may have deteri-

the finest recording system yet devised for classical music, proceeding then to play outstanding LPs on his "Vinyl Frontier" feature. WQXR

orated, it could prove possible to utilize the original LP metal masters in the same way as 78rpm
masters, it would appear that the only reason the

does agood job of continuing to program LP
recordings throughout its broadcast day, and

LP has totally vanished from store shelves is

has invested in "state-of-the-art" playback and

commercial marketing considerations based on

record-cleaning equipment; the station's fine
FM signal makes the superiority of LP over CD

assumptions about what the "average" collector

clearly audible, even on asmall FM table radia

will buy and hence leave out of account the
potential of amarket whose size would only be

A correction & aprediction

suggested by the combined circulations of your
journals, Gramophone, and afew others, which
altogether, even if only atenth of readers were
to become buyers, represents avery sizable, targetable market.
Itherefore suggest establishment of acentral-

Editor:
Acorrection to Dick Olsher's interview of Peter
McGrath: When Peter made the comparison of
acertain recording technique to using alargeview camera, he was saying large, view camera.
Aview camera is large, made of wood (and some

ized society whose members would indicate in

material for the bellows), slow to use, and capa-

advance their willingness to purchase records

ble of the greatest control, maximum resolution
of detail, and minimum visible grain photographically possible. Surely around Santa Fe

the society would announce, say, each quarter,
to be drawn from participating record companies' masters (surely they would rather gain
licensing and royalty income than simply lose
all sales to once-avid collectors who, like myself,
are now non-CD purchasers or reluctant CDto-cassette copyists). Members of the society
would place their orders, and economical pressing runs would be commissioned from plants
(preferably European) specializing in top-quality

you've seen them, or photos taken with them,
living as you do in the stomping grounds of Paul
Caponigro, Fred Sommer, Bill Clift, Eliot Porter, etc. (You guys live in ahaven of incredible
photographic talent—get out of your listening
rooms and take it in!) A large-view camera, if it
was ever called that, is more commonly called
awide-angle or panoramic, neither of which

work. The records would then be distributed
by the society whose membership fees/charges

describes what Peter was talking about. Inciden-

for records would include an overhead factor

photographers were/are formally trained musicians. Peter went the route backwards.
An addendum to the stereo-of-the-future var-

for the society's administrative and other operating expenses. The reasons to seek the partic-

tally, you'd probably be amazed at how many

ipation of Gramophone, which has made clear

iations: "Record" stores will no longer exist.

its position in the CD vs LP debate, are that the
journal does still have many readers who want

Each label will have acomputer with amassive
database consisting of all available recordings
(sorry—it'll all be digital), plus customer infor-

LP only, is the single most influential record publication in the world with, one presumes, close
industry contacts, and was, Ibelieve, the sponsor of the original society concept noted above
Organizing all this would no doubt be alot
of work. But Ican think of nothing more

mation. Using their PCs, customers will log on
to abulletin-board-type system, and download
the selected recording/data to an optical disk.
Liner notes would be just alittle more data in
the stream. Graphics optional. The charge would

important for your journals to undertake, for

appear on the next month's charge-account

lacking top-quality, widely available recorded

bill. Theoretically, the cost should be much less:

program, your futures must inevitably be

there would be no manufacturing/packag-

limited, as must those of many hi-fi manufac-

ing/storage/distribution overhead. Of course,
there is the hardware cost. This seems far closer
to reality, not to mention actuality, than some

turers who might be canvassed for practical
support.

Steven Paradis
New York, NY

PS: A role for FM radio stations should be considered. New York's WQXR-FM's Steve Sullivan
Stereophile, August 1989

ideas I've seen in Stereophile.
Andy Buck
Farmington, CT
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High Definition® has never

been more down to earth.
Every audiophile. every
over wants to
hear through the veil of his or her audio
system. straight to the music
The new SP14 and popular SP9 hybrid
preamplifiers put that dream within everyone's
reach. bringing together superlative sonics
and affordability. But without sacrificing
Audio Research's legendary quality of design.
construction and service.
For sonics and control features nearly equal to
the state of the art, choose the SP14—the preamplifier that will take you as far as your system
is ever likely to go. It will bring the best out of
new components. for years to come.
And while more modest in
features and performance.
the SP9 has been delighting

thousands of cost-conscious audiophiles
and music lovers the world over for two
years. It's aproven performer
Both preamplifiers reflect the 20-year Audio
Research tradition of distinguished
engineering. Ultra-critical parts selection and
unstinting handcrafted manufacture assure
honest musical satisfaction today. and
reliable performance for years to come.
Like every Audio Research product. the
SP14 and SP9 represent not just
apurchase. but an investment.
Audition either model soon
at your authorized
Audio Research dealer

Crazy Frank

posh, East Side audio boutique (we don't

Editor.

believe we will be buying bis Krells any time

With all the bashing that some in the audi-

soon).

ophile establishment have received in your
pages (much of it well deserved, from our

So, we were pleasantly surprised when we

experience), we thought your readers might

found Audio Outlet and its owner, Frank
Huang. "Crazy" Frank always beat the high-

be interested in the very positive experiences
we've had while dealing with one of your

end competition. Since we live in the same area
as Audio Outlet (Westchester County, New

advertisers, Audio Outlet.

York), Frank has stopped by numerous times

In away, we're saddened that we feel compelled to write this letter. One would think that

aloaner (all free of charge). In addition, we like

after shelling out literally thousands of bucks
on the latest electronics and speakers, one

our time as analog vs digital and solid-state vs

to service defective equipment and/or deliver
to kibbitz with him on such pressing issues of

would be entitled to, at aminimum, courtesy,
service, and (at least alittle) break on the cost.

tubes.

Far too often, however, we've been treated with
"are you cretins good enough to buy my expen-

just wanted to do alittle favor for afriend, and
we thought that your readers would be the

sive monoblocks?" disdain. We've also had the

third-party beneficiaries.

We have no affiliation with Audio Outlet. We

distinct displeasure of having a$200 discount

Gordon Danis, Esq.; Amy Danis, MD;

off the list price of a$4000 CD player, as offered

Hillary Danis

by asalesman, vetoed by the proprietor of a

Elmsford, NY
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One of your readers sent along the copy of your article
on the at-home Conducting products developed by Nicholas
Nash, the President of this Institution (.aY.I989: 38-9).
I. sorry to tel you that he was thrilled with the piece
and ha% been tacking it up on bulletin boards all over
campus.
(Pe even attached it to the
minutes of e recent
FeCulty Senate meeting.)
franl',, .!.'y kind of thing runs up the photocopying bl"
Unmet ,. •. -Out and probably violates some part of the
copyr ,
As 1104rd of Regent, it is my
respb.
•
- and I take it very seriously - to see
that
• .,,t ion runs in en efficient and cost
effect.—
.ont people only appreciate the upside of
Publicity, hut
n my position, you've got to consider the
downside. to..
I gather the magazine you write for in directed at people
who lose all sense of economic scale when confronted with
very high quality audio eguipeent.
Do you suppose any of
them might be interested in endowing I Chair or dining
hall table?
iihat with declining federal support to
higher education, we could use two or three individuals
OttO ree l deep pockets.
mresioent Nash will undoubtedly write you, if he hasn't
already done so.
We's been attending a seminar in Las
Vegas on Retrospective Planning:
The Error-free
Solution, and I. not exactly sure when he's beck in the
office.
Sincerely yours,

Largo 'Al' Factotum
board of Regent
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CONVERSATION.

Close your eyes, put on your
woofers placed in the center of the
favorite CD and listen. That's the
TZ's cabinet minimize standing
waves while providing accurate
best way to appreciate the natural, accurate musical reproduction low-frequency response to 20 Hz.
The cabinet of the143-lb.12-9
of the new Elite TZ Series reference loudspeakers from Pioneer. is specially constructed, using
Designed by the same engi1"-thick high-density board and
aseparate inner
neering team that develbaffle that isooped Pioneer's renowned
lates the negaTAD studio monitors, the
tive influence ol
TZ Series speakers are
low-frequency
designed to accommodate
vibration.
Corthe extended dynamic
ners
are
specialrange, superb clarity and
Unique bar•nted twin•wuotersystern
ly round
edto
depth of digital source
eliminate
diffraction
and
drivers
materials.
Pioneer began by developing are arranged for optimum
sound-field intensity The result
two entirely new diaphragm
is imaging and clarity that bring
materials—ceramic graphite and
performances
alive with smooth
ceramic carbon. These unique
true-to-fe
li sound.
low-mass materials are used to
But enough conversation. If
construct midrange and highfrequency dome-type diaphragms you're interested in hearing mom
about Pioneer's new TZ Series
that virtually eliminate spurious
resonance while providing light- speakers, call 1-800-421-1404 for
atechnical white paper and the
ness, stiffness and excellent signal
Elite dealer nearest you.
propagation speed. Now critical
And let the speakers do the
midrange frequencies and delicate highs will sound clearer and talking.
more natural than ever before.
To reproduce the extended
low frequencies found on digital
recordings, Pioneer developed a
twin woofer system that packs a
punch you'll feel as well as hear.
t 1989 Pic nicer Electronics (USA) Inc., Long Beach. CA.
Model
:17:9. Also available:17.7.
Opposite-mounted bar jointed
lhown

jpw
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HEARI \G AID
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send $2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERIC
AUDIOUSk
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

INDUSTRY

USA: Peter W. Mitchell
High Fidelity is dead. The July 1989 issue was
the last. Diamandis Communications Inc., the
owner of Stereo Review and Audio, eliminated
its competitor in the simplest way: it bought
the magazine from ABC and killed it. In effect,
since Diamandis didn't want to publish High
Fidelity, it simply purchased the title, trademark, and subscription list. The title and subscription list are being merged with Stereo
Review. High Fidelity's editors, technical writers, and record reviewers were immediately terminated.
High Fidelity was founded in 1951 in the
Berkshire hills of western Massachusetts, afew
miles from the Boston Symphony's summer
home at Tanglewood, by agroup of musicloving hi-fi enthusiasts. It was the first American magazine devoted to hi-fi equipment and
recordings. (Audio began in 1948 as an engineering journal. It evolved into aconsumer
magazine afew years later when the Audio
Engineering Society launched its ownJournal
for audio professionals.)
One of the earliest issues of HF featured a
description of the FAS Acoustic Coupler, a
tuned subwoofer cabinet that could be concealed under asofa; it was designed by Roy Allison and the magazine's first publisher. Another
featured a scheme, reinvented many times
since, for giving an inherently beamy tweeter
ahorizontally omnidirectional radiation pattern: the tweeter was aimed upward at the apex
of a90° cone that reflected the sound in all
directions. (If you're thinking that some things
haven't changed much in 38 years, you're right.)
J. Gordon Holt reviewed hi-fi equipment for
HF during the late '50s. But he was frustrated
by the magazine's insistence that reviews be
based mainly on measurements and specifica39

Write or call for a brochure and the name of your nearest dealer.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth Street
Hanford, California 93230
(209) 582-0324
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fions instead of the product's actual sound

ically operated auto-exposure 35mm cameras

quality. [He also found it irksome that prod-

has severely diminished the market for the
more sophisticated 35mm cameras that have
historically been the main interest of Modern

ucts chosen for review invariably were manufactured by the magazine's advertisers—Ed.]
JGH finally quit in 1962 in order to found Stereophile, the first magazine dedicated to evaluating hi-fi products according to their sound.
While the beginnings of both High Fidelity
and Stereopbile exemplify the American tradi-

Photography's subscribers. As for High Fidelity, it was caught in asqueeze between Stereo
Review's appeal to hi-fi novices and Audio's
hard-core enthusiast readership. Mainstream

tion of entrepreneurial capitalism—anybody
with agood idea can start acompany and make

hi-fi manufacturers, already pinched by sluggish sales and high importing costs, were
increasingly reluctant to advertise in 11F, espe-

the idea areality—the end of HF was part of

cially in the face of network buys that allowed

the pattern of leveraged buy-outs (LB0s) and
merger-mania that has infected Wall Street in

them to advertise in both SR and Audio for little
more than the cost of SR alone. (But now that

this decade. The end began about adozen years

the competition has been banished and HFs

ago, when the three big hi-fi magazines lost

readers have been combined with SR's, ad rates
in Stereo Review are likely to rise steeply.)

their independence. CBS bought Audio from
its Philadelphia publisher and moved the mag-

IIrs original strength, its authoritative rec-

azine to New York; ABC responded by purchas-

ord reviews and informed classical music arti-

ing High Fidelity from its founders and moved

cles, had no commercial value and were cut

the magazine from ared Massachusetts barn to

back several years ago in favor of video equip-

a marble New York skyscraper. Then CBS
enlarged its publishing empire by purchasing

ment coverage. , That outraged HFs former

alarge group of magazines from Ziff- Davis; as
aresult, Stereo Review found itself sharing
office space with Audio. Except for very large
"network buys" —single bulk purchases of
multi-page advertising commitments in both
magazines—the advertising and editorial
departments of Audio and SR remain separate.
By 1987 the CBS empire was so large that it
became atempting target for takeover attempts
by Ted limner and other moguls. Parts of the
empire went up for sale: CBS Records went to
Sony for $2 billion, and the magazines went to
Peter Diamandis in a$650 million LBO. Six
months later Diamandis repaid his bankers by
selling ownership of the magazine group for
$712 million to aFrench conglomerate, Hachette
S.A. But he retained operating control of the
group, which includes two hi-fi magazines,
two photography magazines, and awomen's
magazine. In mid-May he went gunning for the
competition. First he tried to buy another
women's magazine but failed. Aweek later he
bought Modern Photography and Iligh Fidelity from ABC and killed both; Modern Photography subscribers will receive Popular Photography and High Fidelity subscribers will get
Stereo Review.
According to Michael Riggs, erstwhile editor of High Fidelity, the fate of both magazines,
though unfortunate for writers and readers,
made economic sense. The advent of electronStereophile, August 1989

IAs along -terni reader of Ill-but 21NO as acompeting editor.
Iwas continually astonished that High Fidelity's editors paid
so much attenrnin to video (even though David Ranadas technical writings on the subject were among the most erudite).
If there is agolden rule of publishing —arnue from this essential
requisite that your publication be interesting—it is that aspecialist magazine's contents should reflect its title. For example, the fact that /Ws list of the seven 19B - "Products of the
Year" 0/member 1914 -.pp.50-54 (broke down into three video
components, one in-car produce, acassette deck. aCD player.
and apair of loudspeakers, caused me agreat deal of concern
as areeler. Iknow Michael Riggs to be an intelligent, technically
aware writer HUI as the editor of amagazine
snsibly concerned with sound reproduction—Michael. Michael. what
were you thinking of!
In my professional opinion. Wes non-hi-fi emphasis. coupled with a"Bostonian" editorial platform that appeared cynical when it came to high-quality sound reproduction—reading
uF always lete me with the impression dun the magazines editors felt that there at
weren't any justifiable reasons for
its readers to buy hi- fi components—sufficiently diluted the
magazines appeal that its readers weren't particularly Isothertsd
whether or not they read it l'his is exemplified by the fact that,
despite /IF selling. Ibelieve, upward of 250.0110 copies each
month, this circulation was not "real." in the NerlSe I
hat Audio's
or 7be Absolute Sound's or 11FN/RR's or Stereophile's circulations are real. Readers of these magazines buy them because
they are interested in the contents, and therefore will tend to
take out or renew sulyeriptions on their own account. Iunderstand, however, that many /IF readers would not renew their
subscriptions. New readers had to he continually sought, typically by the "12 issues for $5.99" approach which, far from
increasing amagazines income, can ultimately cost the magazine aconsiderable sum for each additional reader.
Combine what therefore must have been ever-increasing
subscription-renewal COMS tO maintain the magazines "unreal"
circulation, and ever-falling advertisement re-venues (despite
an apparent editorial direction that gave advertisers interests
ahigher pri ... i
.
ythan those of the readers), and it is actually
surprising that 111: survived as long 2N it did. (We also Larry
Archibald's "Final Word" on p.210.)
Iwill not mourn the passing of If /kb Fidelity: the worthy
magazine of that name ceased to exist many yews ago: its recent
incarnation can stand as an example of what happens to amagazine that fails to put its readers' best interests first.
—JA
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LISTEN UPA
BLUE STREAK
Use AudioQuest Blue speaker cable — it will make
you think you are hearing your favorite music
for the first time.
AudioQuest Blue uses surface-only conductors.
This technology was previously available in
only our most expensive
cables. A surface-only
eh.%%
conductor has a
•
•
single
layer
o
•
•
e
spiral

/

of strands around a
non-conductive core. Every
strand is always on the surface
and every strand has the same
00/
:
electrical values. Skin-effect induced
distortion is eliminated, current does not
cross between strands and magnetic
interaction is greatly reduced.
The result is acable that sounds much
more dynamic, dimensional and focused than
any of the competition's. The mid-range and highs
are sweeter, more extended and less "confused"
sounding, while the bass is tighter and better defined. The
very cost effective design of AudioQuest Blue brings you an
absolutely incredible improvement for very little cost.
So, replace your current cables with AudioQuest cables
and rediscover your entire music collection.
Call today for the AudioQuest dealer near you.

audioquest
Tel: 714/498-2770 or Fax: 714/498-5112
RO. Box 3060. San Clemente, CA 92672 USA

cadre of music writers, who quit and launched

announced plans for smaller pre- and power

another magazine, Opus; but in apreview of
HFs own fate, Opus was taken over by HF's sister magazine Musical America, and its staff was
fired.

amps, plus aone-way noise-reduction unit.

The equipment-review vacuum left by the

CES: followups and discoveries
One of the benefits of going to CES twice ayear
is the opportunity it provides for followup—to

demise of HF will shortly be filled. CurtCo

hear loudspeakers in different rooms, to

Publishing, which was founded by ex-Stereo
Review staffers and now publishes Car Audio

observe how product designs are evolving, and
to discuss observations with manufacturers.
Sumo Aria. Here's an example In the March

& Electronics and Audio Video Interiors, is to
launch anew magazine tentatively titled AudioVideo Reports. David Ranada, formerly technical editor of Stereo Review and then of Higb
Fidelity, will be the new magazine's principal
tester.

issue, reporting on speakers heard and measured at the January CES, Ifound the Aria's
sound somewhat rolled-off but seductively
gorgeous, and its sensitivity seemed very low.
A friend who heard the same demo from a
different seat disagreed with my description

dbx: not dead

of the sound. At the June CES, with better room

A week before the announcement of High
Fidelity's demise, rumors spread that dbx was

acoustics, the sound of the Aria was less seductive but substantially more accurate; designer

being dissolved. As previously reported here,
dbx was bought last year by Carillon, the outfit

Paul Burton has ironed out some response
irregularities. And according to Burton, the

that also owns Finial Technology, creator of the

January demo was crippled by an unstable

ill-fated laser turntable Adbx engineering group

amplifier whose periodic "motorboating"
(infrasonic oscillation) dimmed lights, caused

stayed in Massachusetts, but most employees
were terminated and the manufacture of dbx
products was shifted to factories in California.
According to the rumor that circulated in May,
the multi-million-dollar loss on the laser turntable project, plus the added debt that Carillon took on with the dbx purchase, left the
company with insufficient cash to keep dbx

premature clipping, and damaged speaker
diaphragms. With acorrectly functioning amp,
the speaker now delivers satisfyingly roomfilling volume levels. The Aria deserves the
attention of our senior reviewers.
Fried G/3. In January Ifound the G/3's
response smoother than that of Fried's D/2, but

alive—even though dbx receives aroyalty payment for every stereo TV and VCR sold. (A dbx

ing Fried's budget baby, R/4). In amanufac-

noise-reduction circuit is part of the MTS system for stereo TV sound.)

turer's comment in the June issue, Bud Fried
suggested that a different miking position

The cash-flow problems are real: creditors
to whom dbx owed money ayear ago are still

the G/3. At the June CES Itook the ¡vie analyzer

unpaid. Evidently what sparked the rumor was
Carillon's decision to sell the pro-audio divi-

back to Fried's room and confirmed that he was
exactly right. As stated in my March column,

sion of dbx and devote itself entirely to con-

the January curve was measured at the height
at which we listened. In the followup test I
checked the response at different heights and

sumer hi-fi. dbx/Pro produces limiters, noisereduction systems, and other signal processors
that are used in most multitrack recording studios and radio/TV broadcast stations; that business will henceforth be handled by aNew Jer-

not as accurate as some other speakers (includ-

would have yielded aflatter response curve for

found that the G/3 produces admirably
smooth response at alevel just above the top

sey company that imports and distributes AKG

of the woofer. So for the most accurate timbral
response, you should either slouch in alow

microphones and other pro-audio products
from Europe.

chair or tip the speaker back so as to aim its best
axis up to where your ears are. (Incidentally,

The consumer division of dbx lives on. With

both this recommendation and my measured
response curve are in precise agreement with

respect to the products that would be of most
interest to audiophiles (the CX1 preamp and

Peter Moncrieffs report in JAR Hotline 51.)

BX1 power amp reviewed favorably last year

Since there has been some disagreement in

by JGH), the company has enough inventory
to meet anticipated demand. At CES, dbx

past issues of Stereopbile about the G/3's bass
response, Ichecked it. Having experienced
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ARAGON. When Price Is No Object

S

ome people buy the most expensive components to feel
assured they're getting the best quality—others can discern
the highest quality independent of price...
My memory of the transparency and musical instrument soundstage
produced by the Cello Encore and Spectral DMA 200 is quite clear.
I
can say that the 24K and the 4004 have also reached the same level.
Law Kong Ink Audiophile Magazine, January 1989
...the Aragon preamp is now my choice for under £1500 ($2,700).
Ken Kessler HiFi News &Record Reviene, March 1989

That's the kind of design it is: it sounds right from the very first note.
More correctly, it doesn't really sound much at all.
Alvin Gold HiFi Answers, December 1988
So, you see, to purchase the highest quality amp and
preamp combination you can spend well over $10,000 or
well under $3,000. The choice is yours.

MONDIAL DESIGNS

Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502

LIMITED

• (914) 693-8008

wonderfully lifelike organ-pedal tones from a
Fried transmission-line subwoofer more than
adecade ago, Iwould have been very surprised
if the G/3 proved to be bass-shy. Ironically, at
first there was no deep bass; the speakers were
connected out of phase. After the connections
to one speaker were reversed, the pink-noise

imply that timing jitter alters the sound without
affecting the digital error rate, I'm eagerly looking forward to learning how. And it will be
interesting to see whether SoundRings affect
the sound of CDs played on ajitter-corrected
Kenwood machine.
At last, agreat dynamic headphone. For
many years I've been engaged in afrustrating

spectrum display showed remarkably flat inroom response down to the analyzer's 31Hz

search for areally good dynamic headphone.

lower limit. With my standard bass test (the
warble tones in Track 20 of Pierre Verany PV-

Ibecame so frustrated that for awhile Ieven
used my Stax Lambdas for monitoring on-

784031), the G/3's bass was subjectively strong
down to 25Hz with low distortion, and remained

location recordings; but they weren't built for

audible with some distortion down to 16Hz.

were damaged by it. Ineed dynamic headphones that combine comfort with genuinely

Thiel CS5. First heard at the Stereopbile
show in April, the CS5 is agorgeous $10,000/
pair system with amarble front panel and triple
woofers for more bass than earlier Thiels. (Note
that the figure "4" has been skipped in Thiel's
sequence of model numbers; an amateur detective might deduce that someday we'll see a
speaker with the '5's bass but without its costly
marble baffle.) At the primary listening seat in
the Thiel room, the CS5 sounded and mea-

that sort of heavy physical abuse and eventually

accurate sound and are rugged enough to survive careless handling (or cheap enough that
Ican afford to replace them when they break).
Generally speaking, the response of adynamic headphone is determined by two resonances: asuspension resonance at low frequencies and adiaphragm breakup resonance in the
treble In cheap headphones this pattern is very

sured slightly lean; the analyzer showed adip

obvious, with one broad hump centered at
200Hz and asecond peak around 4kHz. In bet-

at 500Hz and abump at 2kHz. Jim Thiel sug-

ter headphones, these peaks may move down-

gested that agreater listening distance would
be better; sure enough, with the microphone

deeper bass and more extended highs. More

over the back of the couch the midrange
response was smoother. It remains to be seen
whether the '5 really needs alistening distance
greater than 8' to deliver its best sound, or
whether the aberration was related to reflections off the large windows that provided a
splendid view of Lake Michigan.

ward and upward respectively to produce
important, the resonances are damped to
broaden the humps and flatten the overall
response.
I've heard and measured all kinds of headphones, but I've never heard anon-electrostatic phone with an acceptable combination

Kenwood CD. In the manufacturers' replies

of extended bass, neutral midrange, and smooth
highs. Many Japanese headphones are reason-

to my June column on CD SoundRings,

ably good in the midrange and treble but have

Michael Goldfield of Euphonic Technology
attacked me for saying that the rings don't

and slightly recessed in the midrange, with a

improve CD sound—a question that Ididn't
even address—but Steven Sims (inventor of the
rings) provided real information instead of rancor. His response clarified the distinction between full-disc damping pads, which are claimed
to damp vibration, and his SoundRings, which
are designed to increase rotational inertia and
thus reduce the timing jitter of the pulse train
as it is read from the CD. He used aKenwood

weak bass. Koss phones tend to be bass- rich
tonal balance that is on the warm side of neutral. And many European phones have both
weak bass and excessive highs. (For example,
the Sennheiser HD-540 Reference was widely
praised by reviewers but sounded painfully
bright to me, exaggerating both the tracing distortion in LPs and the steeliness of CDs.)
When Bill Sommerwerck reviewed abatch
of headphones in these pages at the end of

jitter analyzer for his tests. Interestingly, Ken-

1987 (Vol» No.9), he praised the Beyer Erf990,

wood, having observed similar jitter with their
analyzer, introduced at CES anew line of CD
players equipped with a"digital pulse axis control" circuit that is claimed to cure or compen-

so Ilistened to it. The 990 was admirably neu-

sate for jitter. Since both Sims and Kenwood

Happily, Beyer heard the same criticism from
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tral in the midrange, but Ifound it bass-shy and
balanced on the bright side of neutral. Close,
but no cigar.

#
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I. Tonal fidelity ensures the faithful reproduction of the exact timbre of each specific musical sound.

2. Spatial fidelity ensures the accurate recreation of the positions and "feel" of instruments in three
dimensional space.
3. Transient fidelity ensures the clarity of subtle musical details necessary for asense of realism.
4. 1h namic fidelity ensures the preservation of musical contrasts that are crucial to musical enjoyment.

THIEL

Coherent Source loudspeakers

preserve the time and
phase information of music, providing more complete musical performance than conventional
speakers. This time and phase accuracy along with cabinets designed to greatly reduce diffraction and
enclosure resonances provide unsurpassed spatial fidelity. Instruments are correctly placed in their
originally recorded positions; the sound stage is wide, extending even beyond the speakers, and
remains stable in space regardless of listener position.
Accurate imaging, along with the extreme tonal accuracy provided by very uniform frequency
response, and the exceptional clarity achieved by very rigid cabinets, sophisticated drivers and high
quality electrical components together provide loudspeakers that deliver complete musical fidelity.
We invite you to audition.them with the music you love most.
"The CS3.5 is the finest, most accurate loudspeaker I've
had the pleasure of reviewing.... one amazing loudspeaker."
—Bruce Bartlett High Performance Review April 88
"The Thiel 3.5 is a true standard for dynamic speakers. An
extraordinarily musical speaker.
My compliments and
praise to Mr. Thiel."
—Bebo Moroni. Audio Review. Italy April (37
The (CS3.5's) overall treble performance is suberb ... No
electrostatic that I've heard comes close."
—Anthony H Cordesman, Stereophile Vol 10 No 1, January 87
'The Thiel CS3.5 is a remarkable loudspeaker. It offers
exceptional imaging, both laterally and in terms of depth.'
—Audio Ideas. Canada Summer 87
"The imaging on these speakers is nothing short of amazing
... The CS3 has quite remarkable detail."
—Gordon Hon. Stereophole vol 7 No3, May 84
"The CS3 is simply a superb-sounding loudspeaker with a
remarkable natural tonal balance and excellent imaging."
—High Fidelity Vol 34 No 6
"The exceptionally fine impulse response clearly verifies the
CS3's claim of being acoherent-source loudspeaker."
—Richard C Heyser, Audio November 85
"... musically, the CS2 is outstanding ... The imaging and
depth are coherent, tightly focused, and exceptional."
—Anthony H Cordesman. Stereoptido Vol 8 No 6. October 85
"After the first couple of minutes, we had no doubt that the
CS2s were exceptional speakers."
—Julian Hirsch. Stereo Review January 86
NEW
CS1.2
$1090 /pair
CS2 $1650
CS3.5 $2450
prices suggested retail
slightly higher in the West

"The CS2 provides incredible stereo imaging with stunning
depth. This is the speaker of choice for the music lover in
search of atrue rendition of timbres and dynamics."
—Revue DUSoir France June 87

THIEL

Call or write for product
1042 Nandino Boulevard
information, reviews and the name
Lexington, KY 40511
of your nearest THIEL dealer
606-254-9427

"The Thiel CS1s are excellent portrayers of musical detail,
and they faithfully and naturally reproduce all timbres."
—H, F, Heretic number 7
"The CS Isdo it all. Indeed this is a highly musical system.*
—Revue DuSon France November 86

others and is now making arevised version, the
DT990/Pro, which—a flourish of trumpets
here—is the best-sounding dynamic headphone I've ever heard. That's apreliminary

take an opposite and vastly more expensive
route: short voice-coils in long magnet gaps,
providing superb linearity over avery large

familiar CDs at CES; but there was enough vari-

dynamic range. Consequently, driver impedances and response curves don't vary with volume level.

ety in the recordings, Ithink, to form areliable opinion. The bass is stronger and more

impressive characteristics—superb imaging

judgment, based on listening to ahandful of

extended than in the old 990; in the bass test
on the Pierre Verany disc mentioned earlier,
response was subjectively strong and clean
down to 25Hz. The treble is smoother than
before, producing very true-to-life string
sound, and the midrange retained its neutrality.
The DT990/Pro is comfortable to wear, and at
$238 it's agreat buy. I'm going to buy apair.
And agreat dynamic speaker. Frankly,
the June CES was rather disappointing; Ididn't
see alarge number of exciting new products.
But on the last day of the show Iheard two, the
Beyer 990/Pro headphone and the ATC
SCM50A speaker, which impressed me so
much that they made the entire trip worthwhile I'm seriously considering buying both.
In the case of the speaker that's avery high
compliment; Idon't get many offers of free
headphones, but Iget so many offers of longterm loans from speaker manufacturers that I
could go for many years without ever buying
anew pair.
ATC is English. Its main business is profes-

That may be related to the speaker's most
and amazing resolution of low-level detail. In
my own recordings Iheard details, and fully
resolved ambience, that Ihave never heard
before. I'm ashamed to use that hoary cliché;
usually it means only that aspeaker has apeak
at some frequency that provides an unnatural
emphasis to certain instruments and timbres,
causing them to protrude from the mix. But in
this case Ithink the resolution was real.
The speaker's only obvious limitation is in
the low end: it cuts off cleanly between 30 and
40Hz. (Since it's abass-reflex system, the active
version includes an infrasonic filter to prevent
the woofer cone from flapping below the cabinet tuning frequency.) So if Ibuy apair, Imay
add aVelodyne subwoofer to handle the bottom octave.
ATC has sold its speakers to afew US recording engineers and is just now beginning to set
up retail distribution for both the professional
and consumer markets. The US retail price of
the SCM50A is likely to be in the $8000/pair
range; the SCM50, without amplifiers, will be

sional studio monitors, used in about 200

about one-third less. Aslightly larger version

recording studios worldwide. But in contrast

with 12" woofers, SCM100A, will be afew hun-

to most studio monitors I've heard, the
SCM50A's ability to generate very high sound

dred dollars more Lately I've heard quite afew
speakers in the $5000-$10,000/pair range Each

levels was not achieved at the expense of
accuracy In an extended CES listening session

but the Snell Bis the only one that impressed

it was as neutral and uncolored as any speaker

me as much in the first (or second) hearing.

had adifferent mix of virtues and limitations,

I've heard. The SCM50A is an "active" speaker,
tri -amplified with electronic crossovers and
350Wpc of built-in FET amplifiers. The passive
version, SCM50, has won enthusiastic praise
from several hi-fi reviewers, including Ken
Kessler in HFN/RR.
The speaker looks ordinary—a basic wood
box, 28"x12"x16", with a9" woofer, 3" softdome midrange, and 1" tweeter. But it's very
heavy, and the drivers have enormous magnets,
heavy cast-steel baskets, and extensively
damped diaphragms, with none of the costsaving compromises seen in most consumer
hi-fi speakers. For example ordinary speakers
achieve acceptable linearity by using along
voice-coil in ashort magnet gap. ATC drivers
Stereophile, August 1989
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USA: Robert Harley
Despite abundant writings in these pages concerning the possible effects of CD Soundrings—
47

in particular, see Peter Mitchell's "Update" column in June, p.41, and the response to his findings from the relevant manufacturers and distributors starting on p.233 of that issue—I feel
compelled to relate the results of an experiment
Iperformed while working in the field of Compact Disc mastering and manufacturing.
Intrigued by ring manufacturers' claims of
reduced error rates and improved data integrity,

same disc side), the disc measured identically
in every respect.
For amoment, let's think of the Compact
Disc not as amusic-storage medium, but as a
data-storage medium like ahard disk or floppy.
One member of the CD family called CD-ROM
(Read Only Memory) stores computer data
instead of audio. Asingle CD-ROM can store
680 megabytes of information (about 340,000

in succession from the same stamper during a

pages of text). When aCD is used for computer
data storage, each bit must be retrieved with

CD production run. Basing the experiment on
identical discs removed apotential variable

absolute accuracy (after error correction) or the
disc may be useless. If an uncorrectable error

from the process. In addition to the standard
CD quality-assurance test gear, Ialso used a

occurs in instructions for the host computer's

sophisticated custom-made error analyzer that
closely examines what's going on in the player's
was an older Philips type whose chip set

crash. Such stringent requirements necessitate
verification of data integrity to the bit level.
This is in sharp contrast with digital audio in
which missing data can be replaced with ap-

allowed access to the various error syndromes.

proximate values, usually inaudibly, due to the

Iperformed aseries of tests on three discs made

error-correction circuitry. The player used

microprocessor, the entire application would

The following parameters were chosen for

high correlation between adjacent samples of

measurement:

an audio waveform.
During CD-ROM manufacturing, data is rou-

•Block Error Rate (BLER)
•Specific error syndromes occurring at each
decoder (Ell, E12, E22, etc.)

tinely read from areplicated disc and com-

•Tracking signal level
•HF levels (13 and Ill)

pared, byte for byte, with data on alarge hard
disk from which the CD was made. It is
extremely rare to find an uncorrected error in
the data stream without rings. If an error does
occur, however, it is usually traceable to aman-

To create abaseline before adding the rings,

ufacturing defect such as localized stamper

the aforementioned measurements were made
on each of the three discs. Although no changes

contamination, not general problems in reading the data. Mlle, CD-ROM has an extra layer

were expected in the latter two parameters

of error correction, but this is seldom invoked.

(they are afunction of pit depth), they were
included for completeness. As would be expected from discs made from the same stamper,

In fact, the vast majority of CD-Audio discs
(with only the standard CIRC error correction)

the discs measured identically. At the conclu-

have no uncorrectable errors. At least two CD
manufacturers guarantee perfect retrieval of

sion of these initial measurements, one disc
was put aside and kept as acontrol.
Next, aring was added to the second disc
and subjected to the battery of tests. Each Measurement remained the same with and without the ring. A ring was added to the third disc.

shipped from reputable manufacturing plants

every bit on every replicated CD-ROM, offering
free mastering (value: $1300 to $2800) if even
one bit in the data stream is wrong, again without rings. Correctly recovering the ones and
zeros from aCD is not that difficult. Rather, the

Again, adding the ring produced no measura-

vagaries in CD playback lie in how those ones

ble differences.
The ring on the second disc was then cut and

and zeros become music again.
The hypothesis professing that sonic improve-

half of it removed, leaving the disc with aring
around 180° of its circumference. This imbalance caused no changes in the measurements. To create an even larger imbalance, the
ring half removed was then returned to the

ments with CD rings are aresult of improved
data retrieval does not stand up under close
scrutiny. This is not to say the rings don't work,
only that we must look elsewhere to determine
their possible beneficial effects. An alternate

disc, but placed on top of the other ring half.

theory seems more plausible: focus and track-

Under the four conditions of the experiment
(no ring, ring, half ring, both halves on the

ing servos modulate the DC supply to the ana-
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log section to alesser degree with the rings.
Stereophile, August 1989

One possible line of experimentation may
involve measuring the effects of the rings on
servo drive current (tracking, focus, and rotation) and correlating servo current demands
with voltage variations in the DC supply, which
might then reintroduce jitter in the data fed to
the DACs. Another intriguing prospect is
providing separate power supplies to the
player's servos and analog section and listening
to the difference. Stay tuned.

UK: Ken Kessler
"Flat" used to refer to frequency response.
Now it's most often heard while describing the
state of the hi-fi marketplace in the UK. Apparently everyone is suffering, from the highest
of the high end to the lowest of the low end,
manufacturer, distributor, and retailer alike.
Nobody seems to have acure for the problem.

USA: John Atkinson

The causes are well-known: high interest
rates; mortgages which cost alot more than

One thing in short supply in the world of audio

when those now-poor first-time buyers signed

engineering is creative design talent, so it came
as no surprise to learn that Nakamichi had

away the next quarter century; the attraction
of other forms of disposable income eaters;

licensed Nelson Pass's "Stasis" amplifier topol-

ennui. And when business is slow, people don't
simply fear for their financial health; they also
grow bored.

ogy (covered by US patent 4107619) back in
1984. This reporter was actually pleased by this
event; all too often in the past, innovative circuitry, even though supposedly protected by
patent, had been used by larger corporations
without any such licensing agreement. For
example, Peter Walker informed me that Sansui's "Super Feedforward" circuit from the
early '80s bore an uncanny resemblance to
Quad's 1976 "Current Dumping" circuit, but

Not alot is happening right now in the UK,
though new models trickle through as before.
Traffic in the shops is rumored to be as low as
it has been in adecade or more. With this
gloomy climate, you can imagine how dull it
must be out there in Retail Land. So somebody
had to come up with something to occupy the
staff after they've grown tired of playing with

that to sue the Japanese company for patent
infringement was not an option Quad could

the hi-fi equipment they'd rather be selling.

afford. And when another Japanese company
introduced asmall pyramid-shaped power

something with which to while away the
hours. BADA, the British Audio Dealers Associ-

amplifier in 1980, it closely resembled the

ation, the equivalent of the USA's PARA, the
Professional Audio Retailers Association, have

topology of Bob Carver's "Magnetic Field

BADA, for it is they, have come up with

Amplifier." Iwas saddened, therefore, to learn

joined what's in danger of becoming the big-

that Threshold has been put in the position of
having to take legal action to prevent Nakamichi

gest club in Great Britain: The Organizations
Which Sponsor Awards Club. But the BADA
awards possess some unique qualities which

USA from selling its current line of "Stasis"
products in the US. According to Threshold's
René Besné, in May, "we notified Nakamichi
that their new amplifier models are not in
accordance with the terms of our licensing
agreement. ..In the absence of a suitable
response from Nakamichi, our attorneys are
instituting legal proceedings and will be seeking damages and other relief respecting the
import and sale of the offending products."
Stereophile, August 1989

make them worth noting, so stifle those yawns.
First, here's the company which RADA is
joining:
Federation Of British Audio Awards (see last
month's column): odd categories, mostly
deemed inadequate, with predictably curious
results. The winners like it, though, because
they get to gloat at the losers at the awards
dinner.
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Adcom would
like to make
this perfectly
cleat
egardless of how sophisticated your stereo
and video system is, it may never achieve
its full performance if plugged directly into an AC
outlet. Raw and unprocessed AC power can
severely diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
ADCOM's ACE-515 AC Enhancer significantly
improves the performance capabilities of your
system by filtering and processing raw AC
power, unveiling apure, noise-free power source.

Listen To The Critics
".. .the effective suppression of AC 'RE hash' by the
ACE-51.5 improved clarity and lowered noise in all
three CD players... .the significant improvemerus in
instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb. ...
it simply appears to allow
musical information to be passed through to the
listener with less veil and electronic 'haze: "
—Lewis Lipnick, Sterrophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.
Recommended accessory in Stereophile. Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

and surges. And, its sequential turn-on/turn-off
control circuit guards your speakers from
disturbing, damaging thumps.

Again, The Critics Agree
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear)
is tulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too. Line
protection—you can pay alittle for it now, or you can
pay alot for it later"
—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO. November 1987.

For amodest investment, the ADCOM
ACE-515 enhances both audio and video
clarity while protecting your equipment from
damaging line voltage disturbances. Once
again, ADCOM lives up to its reputation of
offering superior performance at areasonable
cost. For complete technical data, please
visit your Adcom dealer. You'll discover the
ACE-515 is more than an accessory. It's a
necessity.

Line Protection: It Pays For Itself
The ACE-515 also protects your valuable
equipment from harmful high-voltage spikes

Jetoe you co ,

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130 DIsinbuted to Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pome Claue. Quebec H9R IRS

What Hi-Fi Awards: product awards selected

ment: Hey, Ithought this was about hi-fi. Since

by the magazine's editorial staff; emphasis on

when did BADA sign up to do market research
for the Saatchi Brothers?
4) Supplier with the best service department:

value for money and possessing greatest market
impact.
Hi -Fi Review Awards: Newest series of
awards prior to the announcement of the BADA
awards; adjudged by some as ahandy way for
Linn/Naim worshippers to show their love
without getting arrested.
Hi -Fi News & Record Review/Sony Dealer
of the Year Awards: selected by the public,
including regional and national winners. Good
mileage for the dealers rather than individual
products.
Hi -Fi News & Record Review Lifetime
Achievement Awards: Selected by HFN/RR staff
to honor the industry's giants.
What BADAs awards offer are an opportunity
for those on the firing line—the retailers—to
choose the companies, individuals, and products which they think deserve the kudos. And
with the retailers having knowledge beyond
that of the press, public, or individual manufacturers, the awards could prove to be the best
guide to marketplace realities this side of a
"readers' letters" page.
Whatever anyone thinks of BADA —and it
does have its detractors—the organization represents over 100 independent retail outlets
intent on raising the standards of hi-fi retailing

Good category imparting useful knowledge.
Right on, fellas.
5) Favorite hi-fi journalist: No contest—it
must be Andy Giles of Private Eye -Fi.
6) Industry Personality of the Year: If, as the
blurb says, BADA dealers vote for the individual
"who has done the most, in the past year, to
promote the concept of specialist hi-fi to the
public," then the honor has some worth.
7) Most reliable product range: Another
worthwhile category, probably already won by
Quad.
8) Best company representative: Should be
split into regions. That aside, it's long overdue
recognition for some of the hardest workers
in the business.
9) Supplier with the best marketing back-up:
eg, who gives free trips, T-shirts, classy pointof-sale material, etc. Dodgy one, this.
10) Favorite product in the categories of
source, amplification, and loudspeakers: Not
enough categories, but will still prove to be
among the most revealing of all the awards; this
tells you what the sales staff likes, which means
by extension what they'll try to sell, given the
chance.

in the UK, and with an average of three or four

11) Most professional supplier: This, like relia-

staff per shop. (Indeed, BADA is now alimited

bility and service, will reveal which companies

company, which means that they had to prove

are worth patronizing.

to Companies House that they're pre-eminent

The awards will be announced just in time

in their field if they're to use the word "British"

for my next deadline, so be patient and you'll

as part of their name.) If the shop-floor sales
staff and managers take the time to respond,
their 300-400 votes could shake up the indus-

find out what's happening at street level.
tiples and the mass market, Ross Consumer

try in away that no other awards can. For once

Electronics continues to ignore the vagaries of

it will be agroup of experienced retailers revealing, for example, that Brand X has the best

kinds of gadgets which everyone associates

Meanwhile, back in the world of the big mul-

the specialist sector by concentrating on the

service department or that Brand Y is the most
reliable. These are kudos with aworthwhile
and recognizable effect because they could

largest (if not only) headphone manufacturer,
and they make arather fetching retro -styled

only with the Far East. Ross is already the UK's

influence sales. On the other hand, some of the

tabletop radio. Like Amstrad, Ross doesn't give

categories are as daft as the FBA categories, but
Isuppose you have to do something when sales

ahoot about hi-fi credibility, and they've got
one of the fastest growth curves in the UK to

are slow. Anyway, here are the categories; I'll

show that maybe they know something we

tell you who won what next month:

don't. While the specialist makes continue to

1) Favorite hi-fi magazine: This one's going

frighten away customers, Ross does its best to

to make some advertizing department very
happy.

attract them with acarefully conceived mix of
charm, cleverness, and price, if not absolute
performance.

2) Best dealer advertisement: Wha- a?
3) Best manufacturer/distributor advertiseStere.ophile, August 1989

Take the company's latest wheeze, apersonal
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DELUXE LINE DRIVE
"Sets a new standard
for Class A sound at an
unreasonably low cost."

Class
A
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PHONO DRIVE
Class

9
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"Beautifully engineered standalone MC/MM phono stage. ..

e

Excellent delineation of detail;

r.

superb soundstaging. .."

9
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"Mtdband excellent. ..
A winner
when it comes to dynamics and the
presentation of soundstage, thinks
JA. Now has 'Isodrive' built-in
damping system

le
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Enough said. Now is the time to listen.
Contact Your Mod Squad Dealer or call

(619) 436-7666
THE MOD SQUAD, INC., 542 North Hwy. 101, Leucadia, CA 92024
Key to ratings: Class A, Best attainable sound; Class B, The next best thing; Class C,
High quality, but still affordable; Class D, Significantly lower fidelity, but still recommended; Class K, Keep an eye on this product.
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CD player for under f100. Now that might not
seem like such abig deal in the USA, where
sub-8200 CD players appeared acouple of
years back, but it's quite an achievement in the
UK. So has Ross dropped the price of the £119
RCD-2000 portable CD player below the magic
£100 mark? Not really; they've merely used
some creative addition and subtraction. By selling the RCD-2000 at £119.99 while throwing
in apair of RE-2560CD headphones—worth
"around f.25"—the actual cost of the player is,
technically, just under the century mark.

computer business, the industry was overrun

Another Ross wheeze is the 1989 answer to
the old KLH classic FM radios and "music

and that it wouldn't be long before he had a

with stories about how Farad had cracked up

centers." The company has just released the

permanent berth in apadded listening room.

kind of thing which Iexpect will proliferate at

And oh! did he prove them wrong! The dealers
are no longer laughing, because Mission com-

the next CES: aclock radio/cassette recorder/
CD player in one chassis. Selling here for

puters now earn rave reviews, and at the

£199.99, the R-1 ANTHEM ("A New Theme in

expense of market heavyweights like IBM,

Housing Entertainment and Music," would you
believe?) is presented as the replacement for the
mundane clock/radio on the bedside table. It's

Compaq, Tandon, and others in the business-

actually well-conceived, but why anyone would

rather than the home-computer market. Mission's coup for '89 was the announcement of
alaptop computer rumored to have market-

want an internal condenser microphone primed

leader Toshiba not alittle concerned. (For those

and ready next to the sight of nocturnal activity

of you fascinated by computers as well as by
hi-fi, the new Mission laptop weighs 20 lbs but

Ijust don't know. Ross has managed to squeeze
all of this into achassis measuring only 33Ornm

includes an onboard printer, cellular telephone,

x200mm x 100mm (13" x7.875" x3.93").
And there's more. The RSR-292 may not be

and more memory than has ever appeared in
aportable, in achassis said to be no larger than

a groundbreaker —the Japanese have been

the competition.)

making solar-powered pocket radios for some
time—but at £19.99, who's going to argue?
Ross's solar radio comes complete with head-

sity is that it proves it can be done, even by a

phones and adetachable carrying clip for not
much more than the price of a reasonable
curry, but you will pay extra for a mains
adaptor.
Is the future of the British electronics industry in disposables and other down-market,
near-impulse purchases, or is Ross simply a
maverick? It's too early to tell, but Idon't think
the specialist snobs will be sneering much

What's so wonderful about Mission's diverUK-based company from the field of specialist
hi-fi. How long before the other advanced hi-fi
manufacturers (je, those who own at least one
computer, atypewriter, and aFAX machine)
look beyond the traditional products? KEF
showed its cards by investing in Meridian, ahifi company more interested in worrying B&O
than some other tiddly little British make; this
gives them ahead start on the "install" or
"multi-room" hi-fi sector, which doesn't really

longer at those who want to diversify. And

have alot to do with specialist equipment. Add

whether it's aiming downward, eg, Goodmans'
distribution of innumerable low-end imports

to that KEF's range of wall-mount speakers, and

(portables, car hi-fi, etc.), or aiming for the top

you can assume that KEF isn't afraid of tongueclucking purists, either.

in another field (eg, Mission's computer
activity), more and more companies are going

more cowardly companies will wait for the

But, as with so much in British hi-fi, the

to slide off their high horses.

approval of Linn, which has already given its

The Mission saga tells you how attitudes are
changing, though it might not point out exactly

approval to remote control (Linn's preamp)and
is bound to exploit the electronics for multi-

how other UK specialists will broaden their

room usage. But how long before Linn releases
Rekursiv, the next-generation computer it's
been working on for so long?

horizons. When Mission's Farad Azima first
informed his dealers that he was going into the
Stereophile, August 1989
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•THE

IDEAL

SPEAKER

CROSSOVER

FOR

MULTI-WAY

INSTALLATIONS

Bryston's Model 10B Electronic Crossover combines ideal signalhandling with an enormously flexible control function. Simple, direct
front-panel switches allow any crossover curve to be set instantly, and
the signal purity is always maintained.
The Model 10B features independently selectable crossover points for
high-pass and low-pass, in case the speaker installation requires
slightly overlapped, (or slightly staggered), response curves for the
drivers. You can also independently select crossover slope, from 6,
12, or 18dB/Oct., where one driver requires faster cutoff than another
in the same system.
The Bryston 10B Crossover uses NO integrated circuits in the signal
path. All internal buffer and amplification stages are Bryston's
exceedingly linear and superbly quiet discrete op-amp circuitry. This
means the signal is always maintained as "Audiophile Quality", with
stability and freedom from noise and distortion unapproached in
normal equipment.
From the point of view of adaptability, flexibility and signal integrity,
the Bryston 10B Electronic Crossover system is the ideal choice for
the widest range of multi-way speaker installations.
57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
Telephone: (416) 746-1800 Telex: 06-989548Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonvermont Ltd., RFD114 Berllin, Montpelier 05602
Telephone: (802)223-6159

USA: John Atkinson

"Oui, je suis Paris" seems to show us the

With LP sales being forced into oblivion both

town under the sunny sky of April, but also

by agreed-motivated record industry and by
record retailers who see agreater financial

when the sky is (as usual) gray, this incredibly
charming woman continues to say "Oui, je suis
encore Paris." And we are all crazy for her, we

return per square foot of store space from CD
and cassette, Iwas pleased to learn of anew
magazine aimed at LP record collectors. The

buy flowers, write lyrics and love songs, and
sing them out in the street for her. Neverthe-

first issue of Recollections Quarterly, edited by
Ronald Penndorf (of Berkeley's "Recollections"
used-record store), contains fascinating arti-

less, sometimes we prefer to sing out in the

cles on pianist William Kapell, Debussy's Ibéria

conditioned, atmosphere of the Nikko and

on LE and the start of aColumbia Masterworks

Sofitel to listen to the crazy, crazy thing that our
French cousins have arranged for their public.

labelography. The magazine as the name might
suggest, is published four times ayear; asub-

street and to woo the woman-town, than to
stay in the all-air-conditioned, but not sound-

scription costs $60 and is available from

I'm being bad again? Oh, Bebo, come on,
after one year of silence you come back to Ste-

Recollections, 2743 Eighth Street, Berkeley, CA
94710, USA. Tel: (415) 548-7786.

reophile to right against your beautiful Gallic
friends? No, not at all, but Icannot jump from
disappointment to enthusiasm in the space of
one year.
But I'm sincere, Iadmit that the Paris Hi -Fi
Show is really improved: alot of Traditional
French Cuisine (tasty and full of finesse), just
alittle bit of Nouvelle Cuisine (some equipment
reminds me of aterrible "escalope of crude saumon aux three herbes with tender slices of
grapefruit and strawberry-almond creme,"
something very close to certain pretentious
Vegas menus), alot of"I don't understand what
American cuisine is but I'm trying to make
some steak with marshmallows on top. How
does it sound?" No, my friend, you are off the
track. Let this poor loudspeaker sound the way
it sounds; don't try to make amix on apoor and
distorted vision of America!
What do Imean? If you listen to (what you
think is) the best of the American high end
without atruly critical and musical approach,

Franco: Bobo Moroni

it's possible (probable) that you'll have an ugly

Vegas, London, Berlin, or Frisco at all.)

sound with athousand grands' worth of equipment. Anyway, it's aworldwide problem: Afew

Paris c'est Paris. (I mean, she's not Chicago,
Two years ago in Italy there was a very
famous 30-second TV advertisement in which

days ago Ilistened to an emperor-sized (and

Catherine Deneuve got out of aLancia and said

Reference with aKoetsu 80th-anniversary cartridge, aJadis lotofchassis preamplifier, and two

only "Oui, je suis Catherine Deneuve." The
camera showed Catherine, then the Lancia.
That was all. In my opinion it was one of the
most beautiful commercials ever realized. It
was incredibly successful, and represented the
rebirth of Lancia's image. In acertain sense, the
short was asmall but absolutely comprehensive portrait of the Parisienne fashion. Only a
totally Parisienne beauty such as Catherine
Deneuve, could appear on the screen to say just
"Oui, je suis.. ."
Stereophile, August 1989

-priced) system composed of aGoldmund

pair ofJadis 500s (those beasts in four chassis
each that you could only own if you robbed
the Glasgow-London express and avoided
embracing the first policeman you met) driving
apair of large Apogees. Absolutely the worst
sound in Italy. Itried to tell it to the purchaser,
but his killer look and the blood in his eyes suggested that Iput Super Glue on my lips.
Well, I'm back to my wickedness. OK, from
now on Iwill be avery good boy. The organi55

SORRY
IDIDN'T CATC11
YOU MAIM

ALCYON ELECTRON
AIM ESALANADE
MONTREAL
NAN ALICSO NORTH AMERICA INC

OUEBEC N.2NAT2

'Tea N SEDGWICK. CHICAGO IL 60014

CANA0À

TEL

nv, 944.0217

TEL 15141 276,00.1

zation: Thank you, organizers, you did avery

it, because the room was very problematic, but

good job this year, fairly better than the last edition of Les Journeés. Idon't know if the

I'd like to know more about this loudspeaker.
In the Cabasse room there was an old-fashioned happening, aLive vs Reproduced demon-

absence of the Festival du Son is abenefit for
Les Jounteés de l'Haute Fidelité, but it seems
to be. It will be denied or my hypothesis will
be confirmed next year when LesJourneés will
be back, coupled with Le Festival. The exhibitors: good, also in this case better than the
1988 edition, apart from some monstrosity by
Elipson and anot-better-known AEDS loudspeaker manufacturer who showed asort of
1966 Science Fiction, bad Japanese picture's
scenography. Save for the fact (excuse me Riccardo and Philip, but it was that) that it was

stration in digital mode. Atrio was playing, then
recorded in digital and reproduced by the
Albatros system. Is it still agood approach? Of
course not! It means absolutely nothing! But
it was spectacular for the public.
Let me see, what else? Yes, the JR electronics,
well-priced and very interesting. The range
allows an integrated amplifier, high dynamics
and good sound, 30Wpc, adigital tuner, and a
very, very good CD player, 18-bit, 4x-over-

Lab/Audio Research equipment in the big the-

sampled, with Japanese mechanism and averywell-done analog section. And, again, the Audioanalyse electronics: Ithink you're familiar

ater chosen for the demonstration, all was
almost right. The right stuff sounded right, if

tributed in the States. Well, I'm sure that Audi-

you didn't mind the acoustical poorness of the

°analyse is almost the best the French are doing

rooms, and the wrong stuff sounded wrong
(you need abrain like mine to write such an

in the electronic market: well-built, well-

impossible to listen to anything of the Sound

intelligent statement). Except for the fact
that—again, ob my God! — the Infinity Betas
(I love them) sounded absolutely ugly in the
Cineco Room (sorry, Michael, you're avery fine
boy and the dinner at l'Absinthe (24, place du

with this brand; Idon't believe they're dis-

finished, well-styled, and, especially for aclassAamplifier, really musical at avery reasonable
price. Itested the A9 amplifier last year, and was
very impressed by the performance of this
"Metropolis-look" amp. Ican't see any relationship between its price/performance status and

Marché Saint -Honoré) was absolutely excellent, but please, next time, do use the right electronics, even if you don't distribute them),

those of other, similarly or more musical, classAdesigns that cost four or five times more. This

driven by acouple of Carver Silver Sterling Lot

so impressed. Great look (but alittle bit cervelottic), great construction, but very idiosyn-

Of Stuff. Just afew words to my good, good
friend Arnold Nudell—how can you let your

year 1tested the CDP C9, and, sorry, Iwas not

babies be tortured in this way? And Arnie—

cratic sound. They have to revise it. With some
modification in the conversion section (it needs

were you telling the truth when you said to me
that the Carver was an extraordinary amplifier

astrong modification in the conversion section, Imean it needs anotber conversion sec-

and you had bought one? Please, you know I
got problems with my blood pressure, don't
tease me!

tion), it could be one of the best players on the

Okay, Ipromised Iwould be good. Let the
sweet side of Bebo Moroni talk: I've listened
to avery, very good French loudspeaker. Its
name is Vision Acoustique MV 2, and it's atwo-

market.
Also, though Imay doing arepon from Paris,
Imust talk about Italian products. The welcome that the French reserved for Sonus Faber,
Chario, and Bartolomeo was so exciting that
I've decided that it's time for another repon on

way reflex, with aKevlar-Fiber cone woofer
and aferrofluid-damped 2.5cm dome tweeter,

the new Italian products. I'll talk to you about
Amator Power, the new wooden/steel/MOS-

with avery high efficiency (92dB/W/m) and

FET amp from Sonus Faber; Bartolomeo, the

adramatic dynamic range joined with excel-

Italian amp that's driving German audiophiles

lent tonal balance. What Iheard of the imag-

out of their minds; the Strategh and Diapason
loudspeakers; the Foné and Tactus analog and
compact disc players; etc.

ing was very, very good, especially the granitic
center focus. It was awarded the Decibel
d'Honneur prize from La Nouvelle Revue Du

See you soon.

Son magazine last year. The Cabasse four-way

PS: I'm having alot of fun and excitement these

quadri- amplifiable Albatros was impressive

days with the Martin-Logan Sequel II. They are

too. Ican't express adefinitive judgment about

ten light-years beyond the Sequel I.
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(e) 1988 Philips Consumer Electronics Company

Philips superiority is clear, from this graph showing deviation
from ideal linearity Ic1B) vs. recorded level IdB).
IDEAL LINEARITY
PHILIPS SELECT GRADE

The heart of the CD960 is the Philips dual 16-bit DiA
converter chip, the TD-1541 select version So refined it flawlessly
reproduces even the quietest passages with aclarity never before
achieved. This exceptional DIA converter is mated to aPhilips 4X
oversampling digital filter for superior performance. Philips
pioneered 4X oversampling and our experience with digital filtering
is unequalled

T
HE PHILIPS CD960.
CLOSE T
OLERANCE COMPONENTS
F
OR PEOPLE WITH NO
,T
OLERANCE F
OR I
MPERFECTION.

The CD960 compact disc player incorporates only the most uncompromising
Lomponents because it has been designed by the world's most uncompromising
audiophiles: Philips engineers. The same engineering experts who invented
compact disc technology.
•Broadcast standard "Radialinear" transport. Philips commitment to exacting
specifications is also evident in the CD960's mechanical construction. It features a
high-grade cast alloy chassis. Alinear-design motor was chosen to drive the radial
pivoting arm for fast track access and exceptional resistance to external vibrations.
•Multiple power supplies. To eliminate cross talk, the CD960 incorporates no
less than four separate power supply sections. And the 100-watt main transformer
is partitioned to further shield against magnetic and power line interference.
From the company that created the compact disc, Philips proudly offers the
CD960 for those who won't tolerate anything less than perfection. To audition
the CD960, call 1-800-223-7772 for your nearest Philips audio specialist.

WORLD-CLASS TECHNOLOGY. EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.

PHILIPS

PHILIPS
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CES REPORT:
The Linn Kaber Loudspeaker
Some fifteen years ago the Linn DMS lsobarik Loudspeaker received its first
U.S. showing at the Summer Consumer Electronics Show. The Isobarik's tight,
deep bass (rivaling that produced by speakers eight times the size) amazed
everyone. This year Linn struck again with the introduction of the Linn Kaber
Loudspeaker.
While the Kaber actually occupies less floor space than Linn's famous Kan minimonitor, its elegant tower design results in a much greater internal volume. This,
coupled with a unique, multiple bass driver arrangement, allows the Kaber to
produce accurate, extended bass that you would never expect from a speaker
of this size.
The two bass drivers feature rigid, die-cast aluminum baskets, carbon-loaded
polypropylene cones, and high-power aluminum voice coils, and are the result
of Linn's years of intensive research in driver design.
Cabinet construction is equally impressive.
The three foot high box is
constructed of MDF and is veneered inside and out. Extensive internal cross
bracing provides additional strength.
The front
baffle is machined from Topan, a very high density
fiberboard, and is almost two inches thick!
The crossover, which uses the highest quality
components, is configured to allow conventional
wiring, bi-wiring, or tri -wiring, as well as passive biamping or tri-amping. This provides several options
for improving the performance of the speaker in
easily affordable steps.
In our listening tests, the Kaber (which gets its
name from the pole that is tossed as a show of
strength in the Scottish Highland games) certainly
fulfilled Linn's promise of unmatched performance
in an elegant, compact design. Finally, a high
performance speaker that's under two grand and
attractive enough that your wife will let you keep it
in the living room! Audition it at your Linn dealer.
For additional information on Linn Hi-Fi products, and the name of the dealer nearest you, contact:
Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317) 849-7103
Aldburn Electronics, 127 Portland Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5V 2N4
(416) 863-0915

THE AUDIO ANARCHIST
Sam Tellig

I

took the subway, of course.
True, it's tough with suitcase in tow.
Worse, Ihad to schlepp my luggage six

long blocks from Jackson and Dearborn to The

Congress Hotel, on Michigan. But O'Hare to
the Loop for abuck is an irresistible bargain,

to pay $6.98 per disc. Iplan to do most of my
CD shopping at the drill-out bins from now on.
Ihave yet to see any drill-outs on DG or Philips,
but 1have seen them from Columbia, RCA,
Erato, EMI, and London.

compared with over $20 for ataxi or $9 for the

Idid find some vinyl to buy at Rose Records,
including Loris Tjeknavorian's Borodin cycle

limo. Plus you get to rub shoulders with real

on RCA ...
and the greatest hits of Gene Autry.

Chicagoans.
A wispy gent bearing astrong resemblance

"Why would you want that?" asked Rudi
Kothe, proprietor of Definitive Hi -Fi.

to JGH sat next to me. Was it the Great Gordon?

"Oh, so Ican bring it over, put it on your
Versa and play it over the Wilson Audio WAMM.

No, but close. Then acouple landed on the
seats in front. He had his right arm in acast and

I'm sure Roy Hall would enjoy hearing it, too."

sling—result of some street scuffle, I'm sure.
She had atattoo on her right shoulder—hearts

"Every sip is asentence"

and flowers. Istrained to catch the conversa-

Roy (aka Music) Hall was at the show, of course,

tion, which was about someone's being on

demonstrating a new 50Wpc Creek 5050
Integrated Amplifier ($995), which sounded

leave from prison. Possibly him. My trip to
Chicago was off to asplendid start.

quite good with the revised Epos ES14

Too bad that the Chicago Symphony season
ended earlier this year. Orchestra Hall was dark.

speakers ($1200/pair). Lars, covering the show

Iconsoled myself with a visit to the Andy

that Roy had some of the best sound of the
show.

Warhol exhibit across the street at the Art Institute, plus my annual visit to the Iwan Ries pipe

for Sweden's Audio/Video magazine, agreed

"Maybe you should sell your ESBs and buy

and cigar shop, on Wabash. This year, they had

apair of ES14s," Isuggested mischievously.

apleasant surprise—several dozen briars from

Roy brought along some 25-year-old single
malt scotch, but he was quite stingy with the

Stanwell, of Copenhagen: beautifully grained
pipes at $42.50 each. There may still be some

quantities, at least on the first and second days

choice specimens left.

of the show. "Every sip is abribe," he said, as

Drill -outs

he poured apitiful quantity into my glass.
"Every sip is asentence," Ishot back.

Things were not so rosy at Rose Records, but
Idid see afew CD cut-outs—deletions from
the catalog. I'm sure you'll encounter more and
more of these, since the silver devils can't be
melted down and pressed anew. But the term
"cutout" is no longer appropriate. What the

ESB was at the show, although the room was
empty each time Ivisited—two speakers, not
connected to anything, standing forlorn in an
empty, deserted room. Lars was devastated. I'm
told that an ESB representative was on hand
later.

record companies do is "drill out." They take

Thiel had ahigh profile. They invited the

adrill—probably adentist's drill (heh-heh)—

press to aluncheon at the Chicago Hilton, to

and bore through the back of the so-called

launch their CS5 speakers, which will be the

"jewel box," often splattering shards of plastic inside the case—be prepared to clean it out.
Also, when buying CD drill-outs, look to see

top Thiels at somewhere between $9000 and

if the drilling has damaged the jewel box: sometimes the box cracks. There are acouple of

at the Thiel luncheon. Could it be? Yes, it was.

choice "drill-outs" on Columbia: MK 39562—
pianist Rudolf Serkin plays works of Reger/
Bach and Haydn; and MK 39741 —Pinchas
Zukerman plays Berg's Violin Concerto. Expect
Stereophile, August 1989

$10,000/pair.
Inoticed agnomelike presence next to me
Hans Fantel ("Little Hans"). I'm sure you will
be reading about the CS5s in the New York
Times.
The speakers certainly look imposing—
three bass drivers (one functions as a sub-
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That's some crossover; Jim Thiel shows off the complete board for his new CS5
loudspeaker.
woofer), amidrange dome, and atweeter. Jim

me as somewhat bland—overly polite. This is

Thiel gave aspiel and displayed graphs show-

probably ideal for the Arcbitectural Digest

ing the speakers' flat frequency response.
Ibet Hans was duly impressed. But Ihad

crowd, to which Meridian seems to appeal.

misgivings when Jim showed us the crossover
network —1 have never seen such acomplex

haps this will force him to give up his Taddeo
Domestic Monitors. The Meridians should be
used within the context of atotal Meridian sys-

crossover. Iwas amazed by all the Wonder

$5500/pair. JA has been promised apair. Per-

Caps—dozens of them, piled atop one another.

tem, and Ifear this factor will limit their wider

All very neat, of course. Thiel didn't play the
speakers at the press luncheon. But Idid hear

audiophile appeal. Still, the Meridians pro-

them at the McCormick Center Hotel. The
speakers struck me as sounding ...
processed.

duced aquality of sound—a transparency, if
you will—that Idid not hear, for instance, from
the Thiel CS5s or the Maggies I'm about to pan.

As if there were alot coming between the signal
and the drivers, which, indeed there is: that

Expensive

crossover Jim Thiel seemed so proud of. But

Everyone's getting into the expensive act, it

maybe it was the room: akiller, with glass along

seems. Spectrum Loudspeakers were dem-

one wall.

onstrating The Spectrum Reference Standard
—"a new standard," according to the poop

Over at the Omni Morton Hotel, away from
the show, Meridian, of the UK, demonstrated

sheet. They look weird. The "upper enclo-

the "world's first digital loudspeaker" —the

sure," containing aleaf-type tweeter (whatever

Meridian D600. Each speaker contains its own
digital processing section, as well as its own

that is), hangs from aframe by some nylon-

power amp. The clarity and purity of sound

enclosure" containing a3" dome midrange and

were phenomenal, but the speakers did strike

two 10" "midwoofers." Together, these two

62

type threads. This frame is attached to a"lower
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Through Our New Electronics
Counterpoint's New Generation"
tube circuitry uses solid-state devices in
asupport role. Our SA-3000 Preamplifier gives maximum
performance: tube musicality plus
solid-state reliability. Team it up with
our SA-20 power amp — atube/solidstate powerhouse that provides 220
watts per channel. Then experience
the closest re-creation of alive musical
event; the three-dimensional depth of a
holographic soundstage, see-through
clarity, dynamics, and musical truth.

.411111.11111111M

•
SA-3000 PreAmplifier

Counterpoint SA-20 Power Amp

COUNTERPOINT
The New Generation of Tube Electronics
2610 Commerce Drive, Vista, CA 92083 •Call 800-266-9090

$15 each
4-color shirts
100% preshrunk cotton
Medium, Large, X-Large
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enclosures comprise the "satellites," which
retail for $4950/pair. Matching subwoofers are
$2000 each, and add $750 for the crossover.
Don't ask me how they sound, Idon't know.
There was so much bass energy Icouldn't hear
what else was going on. Perhaps Spectrum
should stick to budget speakers.
Iwouldn't have stayed long at the Magnepan demo, either, over at the Chicago Hilton. But Ihad eaten their hors d'oeuvres and

one Ifind both convincing and satisfying. But
look at the price—up now to $88k. And figure
at least $130k for an entire system. That $130k
would bring me over $9k in tax-free interest
per year. For that money, whenever Iwanted
to hear music, Icould go hear it live. Figuring
an average cost of $40 per concert or opera
ticket, my wife and Icould attend 112 live
music events per year on that money. And
come to think of it, we come pretty close.
Gosh—maybe Icould afford the WAMM if I

partaken of their excellent wine. Could it be
that Magnepan's Jim Winey is aoenophile? The

stopped attending live concerts and opera.

speakers were prototypes of the Magnepan
MG20/Rs, which will retail for between $5000

the Martin-Logan Statements. This year, with

and $10,000/pair. Ordinarily, Iwouldn't com-

asmaller room and much lower ceilings, Iwas

Last year, at Chicago, Iwas impressed with

ment on prototypes, but Jim did invite the press

less impressed. Martin-Logan demonstrated

and said he was "90% satisfied" with them. So

the Statements (
— Finished version, I
promise,"

I'll go ahead and pan the Maggies. Ifound the
sound boomy, unfocused, lacking in detail and

Gayle Sanders told the press) over at Hotel 21,

top-end extension.

ments consist of two "stators" (electrostatic
panels), two woofer columns, and an elec-

You see what's bothering me? Speaker
manufacturers are falling over themselves going
after the big bucks. But Ihave yet to hear a

in aroom shared with Krell Digital. The State-

tronic crossover. $35k for the works, which
itself is astatement.

super-expensive speaker system whose perfor-

The speaker is on the bright side, Ithink—

mance justifies the price. Expensive systems

and the Statement costs less than half the price of

tend to require complex crossovers and the

aWANDA. Little Haas was not present, by the way

like, which perhaps only serve to muck up the
sound. Expensive systems also require expensive amps, and here too aperverse rule of hifi seems to be at work: the harder you try, the
worse it sounds. Call it Tellig's Law. Almost
without exception, an amplifier manufacturer's
least powerful, least expensive model will

It can be done!
Iheard much more relaxed, more natural
sound from apair of Martin-Logan Sequel Ils
over at the Melos room. George Bischoff of
Melos was using his new digital sound processor, which combines adigital section designed

sound the smoothest and sweetest (to me), so

by the ubiquitous Mike Moffat with the tubed

long as it isn't pushed. Which brings me to a
recommendation: turn down the damned

analog circuitry of the Melos MA-222B ',tramp.
The unit is available with aline output (no vol-

sound. That way, you can get by with aless

ume control) for $2295, and also with afull-

powerful amplifier. You will also hear more of
the music.

featured line preamp for $2595. Aspecial version with phono preamp is available on special

I've been doing alot of listening to the Wilson WAMM system lately. Now there's aset of

order for $2995. À la carte, as it were. Amp was
the $1595 Melos TM-90ST (80Wpc). This was

Cheapskate speakers! You know what I've
found? These speakers are absolutely marvel-

some of the best sound Iheard at the show. The
brittle quality of the Martin-Logan speakers was

ous—the closest thing Ihave yet heard to the

still there, but much attenuated by tubes.
Timbres were true, and the overall sound was

real thing—provided you don't crank up the
sound levels too high. Of course, people buy
the WAMM to be WAMMed—to play Beverly
Hills Cop at earsplitting volume levels and

quite transparent. "These Martin-Logan Sequel
Ils are agodsend for the money," said Bischoff.
Again, proving that it can be done—that a

impress their friends. If you ever get achance,

manufacturer can get good sound at the

listen to the WAMM with chamber music or
small-group jazz, and turn down the sound as

show—Jason Bloom, of Apogee, demonstrated his new Stage Ispeakers ($1995). This

low as you can stand. The musicians will be in

took place in an oversized, underdamped room

the room with you. Of all the super-expensive

in the basement of the McCormick North
exhibit hall. The speakers are amere 3' high—

speaker systems Ihave heard, this is the only
Stereophile, August 1989
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ABenchmark Improved.
The STAX SR-Lambda Professional earspeaker system is an
anomaly on today's novelty-chasing audio scene. Instantly acclaimed upon its introduction six years ago, its preeminence has
never been challenged — except by STAX itself. Everyone has
conceded the Lambda Pro benchmark status. Its successor, then,
offers the rare opportunity to witness abenchmark improved.
Remarkable as the Lambda Pro's performance seems, the
new SR-Lambda Signature (so named because president
Naotake Hayashi originally designed it for his personal use)
improves on it in important respects. The transducing
diaphragms have been reduced by one-third, to one micron in
thickness; this means that they can reproduce the leading and
trailing edges of each waveform even more accurately. And
when musical tones are not allowed to blur into the spaces
between them, previously unheard details — even entire
instrumental lines — assert themselves.
Obviously the Signature could not reach new heights
without astandard-setting amplifier. The SRM-T1 can be driven
from apreamp, or directly by any line-level source. Its
two stages combine dual FErs and twin 6FQ7/6CG7
triode output tubes, uniting virtues once considered
incompatible — transient speed with depth of
image, low-end weight with treble naturalness.
The SRD-7 Pro energizing adaptor
attracts two distinct groups — the practical
and the utterly uncompromising. First, it
attaches to the output of apower amplifier,
permitting Signature operation with whatever equipment you now own. And if your
commitment to the most sophisticated
(and costly) preamps and amps has advanced
beyond the theoretical, you may prefer driving
the Signature in this manner.
For convenient listening, afive-meter extension cord, the
SRE-Signature, is also available; it is constructed of the same
PC-OCC cable used in the earspeaker's manufacture.
Citing the best STAX earspeakers' reputation as unrivaled
instruments for unmasking the subtleties in recorded sound is
justified. Consider the music you know best. The Lambda
Signature will help you to enjoy it truly — to hear it for the first
time.

Pictured SR-Lambda Signature earspeaker with SRM-TI Direct dove amplifier.
For afull-line brochure, please send $5.00 to:
Stax Rosy% Inc. 940 E. Dominguez St., Carson, CA 90746.

STAX

tà‘

Sam Tellig gets down to some Serious Listening
"dwarf Apogees." Timbres were true, and there
was lots of bloom—sorry, Jason, Icouldn't

"Serious Listeners"
Speaking of ears, we interrupt this speaker sur-

resist. But it's true, there was. Classé Audio

vey for abulletin about Serious Listeners,

electronics undoubtedly contributed to the

which are leather extenders you hook over

excellent sound: some of the most tubelike

your ears. Only $25/pair. Igot an early set and

sound Ihave ever heard from solid-state gear.
Incidentally, Jason says these Apogees are much

wore them to aPhiladelphia Orchestra concert

easier to drive than other Apogee models.

extenders, seated in the tenth row center. First,

at Carnegie Hall. There Iwas with my ear

Nominal impedance is 3ohms, recommended

the concert master started to stare. Then he

minimum amplifier power is 50W. Don't try a

nudged the first violinist. Soon it seemed like

Sansui receiver, however.

the whole orchestra was looking my way—

Obviously, word is getting about that Classé

maestro Muti, too, when he turned around.

Audio electronics are the right stuff, because

Well, what do they do for the sound? They

Mirage and B&W opted for Classé electronics.

focus it, man. (These things come from Cali-

As did Bruce Thigpen, to demonstrate his Emi-

fornia—where else?) At Carnegie, Jessye Nor-

nent Technology LFT-VI "full-range planar
magnetic" speakers ($2950/pair). Bruce had

man, who was singing Brahms's Alto Rhapsody,
sounded much closer and more immediate. I

just amakeshift cubicle pitched on the floor
of McCormick North, like atent in the desert.

could hear more detail. My daughter Amy—
serving time this summer as an editorial

Bass was poor, which Iwould attribute to the

apprentice at Mad Magazine (chiplet off the old

"room." But otherwise the sound was exem-

blockhead)—reports that Serious Listeners are

plary—open, airy, natural. Again, Iwas struck

ideal for college lectures. They reduce ambient

by the tubelike truth of timbre.

noise and help you focus on the lecturer. She

If three grand is out of your budget, how
about the new electrostatic/dynamic hybrid

says Serious Listeners work especially well in
Russian.
Ishowed the Serious Listeners to aplastic-

speakers from Acoustat— the Spectra 11,
projected to come in at just under $1000 /pair.

surgeon pal of mine, and he was not surprised

True, they did not sound as detailed or trans-

they worked. "People who have big floppy

parent as the Martin-Logan Sequel Ils, which
are similarly sized but more than twice the

ously. "They can place their speakers farther

price. At S1000/pair, these speakers have real

apart than you or Iwithout suffering alack of

promise. Keep an ear out for them.

centerfill."
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Dumbo ears hear better," he said, quite seri-
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"Do you so advise patients before you pin
back their ears?" Iadvised.
"Maybe Ishould."

Loop's seedier neighborhoods. (They've put
me up at plenty of worse places, Mo.)
Anyway, the Bismarck lobby is magnificent.

Ifound another interesting, cheap accessory—

It looks unchanged from the 1920s, and is

the Apature Disc Aide—a scuzzy looking,

straight out of Walt Disney's Snow White and

thin, rubbery mat which you place over CDs
and which more or less covers them. They

abound. Magnificent stained woodwork—

won't work on all machines, and might jam

mahogany? Cypress? Wood from the Black For-

some. What do they do? I'm not going to open

est? Ahuge canopy is draped over the entrance

the Seven Dwarfs. Hokey gothic touches

this can of worms again—they do some of the

to the bar. Ihalf expected to see Grumpy,

same things as CD Rings. Only you just have

Sneezy, Doc, Bashful, Dopey, etc. parade

to buy one, at about $20 retail, rather than a

through the lobby. But instead Iwas greeted by

ring for every disc. I'm sure dealers would
much rather sell you the rings, since they can

the inimitable Mo, who took aparty of us over

keep you coming back for more.

lasted all night. When you order in Urdu, you
get terrific food. Ihave no idea what Iate, but

Mo's log

it was hot, spicy, and delicious.

to the Bombay Palace for an Indian feast that

Back to speakers, Mo(hammed) lqbal (pronounced ICK- ball), of Monitor Audio, was

How does aSwedish dog bark?

trying to generate interest in his new $3600 MA

Somehow—I forget how—I staggered back to

1800 Reference-Gold speakers. The "gold"
refers to Monitor's proprietary gold-dome

The Congress Hotel and checked the bar for

tweeter.
"I bought this beautiful Brazilian rosewood
log. Cost me $80,000," Mo confided.
"You bought awhole log?"

my friend Lars. He was seated at atable with
John Beyer of B&K, Mike Moffat, Ken Kessler,
and Rudi Kothe of Definitive Hi- Fi. All were
wearing their Serious Listener ear extenders,
awaiting my arrival—including the piano

"Well, that way I'll have enough wood to last
for years. When Isee alog like this, Isnap it up."

player at the bar.

Mo snapped his fingers for emphasis.

Lars said earnestly in Swedlish.

"I'm really enyoing myself at my first show,"

For $3600, you, too, can have some slivers

"By Yingo, me, too." Iavowed. "But Lars,

—and some very nice long ones at that—from

you haven't had achance to become yaded."

Mo's log. Icould have sworn the same log was

're you being ayackass again?" asked Rudi.

used for arosewood Revolver tumtable, over
at Music Hall—I think Mo makes their plinths.

"Stop harassing our friend Lars." Pause. "By

Revolver also has arubbery material they

Yupiter."
"He yust yumps at the chance," said Lars,

place inside the platter of their turntable for

good-naturedly as ever. "But it's all yust in

deadening the platter. Roy Hall was very happy

yest."

with the sound.
"Well," said Roy Hall, philosophically, "just

Now it was Mike Moffat's turn:
"How does aSwedish dog bark?"

as people lose interest in turntables, we find a

We all shrugged our shoulders.

way to make them look and sound great. Isn't
that always the way?"

Lars was laughing so hard his tummy was

"WAA-ouf, WAA-ouf," barked Moffat.

Back to Mo.

shaking like abowlful of yelly. Did Itell you that

The real hit of the Monitor Audio room, for

Lars is quite ayazz fan? All Scandinavians are.

me, were the Monitor 7 (Baby Reference)
speakers—$429 for the speakers, $179 for the
matching stands. These are small two-way

Of course, Kessler wasn't silent. Far from it.

speakers with metal-dome tweeters and real
wood-veneer cabinets. But don't expect a
sliver of Mo's rosewood log for $429. Imaging
is excellent.

"What is the difference," KK wanted to
know, "between Salman Rushdie and Elvis
Presley?"
Silence.
"Elvis knows he's dead."
This is what goes on at CES shows—we

Mo is still new at these Chicago shows, so he

really get our yollies—and it's the reason why

gets put up at strange hotels—this time the Bis-

my show "coverage," such as it is, is so fragmentary.

marck, on Randolph, at the edge of one of the
68
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New from Quad at the show: the yet-to-be-named CD player (top), to sell for around $1100,
and the $1400 66 preamplifier (middle), with the coffee-table remote that operates both.

Iam running out of space. Imust tell you

Quad 44 (the Quad 34 stays in the line).

about Bob Carver's C-19 $1200 tube preamp

Jeff Piel of Quad told me about their unique

(!!!) with tilt control. Ididn't have achance to

design approach to the CD player, which is

hear it, but it looks like abeauty. (A tilt control,

rather sparse on features. "If we found afeature

until now found only on Quad preamps,

we didn't use, we took it off."

changes the overall tonal balance—makes it
warmer or brighter.)

The CD "turntable"
You want to spend real money on CD?

Take it off.

Then go for the Krell Digital MD-1 CD

Quad was showing their new Quad 66 preamp
and long-awaited CD player—this over at the

processor to go with it! The unit is top-loading,

Omni Morton Hotel, away from the bol polloi.

so it gives you the feel and something of the

The player and the preamp are meant to be

look of an analog turntable. You put aweight

used in tandem, and share acommon remote,

on the center of the CD and then you close the

although aspecial remote will be available for

acrylic cover. It's all very sensuous.

those who buy the CD player alone. All control functions are on the remote and not on the
units themselves—volume control, balance,

— Ibrntable."

Only $4000. And you'll need a

To go with your CD "turntable," you might
want

the

$8950

Krell

Digital

SBP-64X

input selection, player programming, tilt con-

"Software-based Digital Signal Processor." If
you're shy about spending just shy of ten grand

trol, etc When you turn the volume control on

on adigital processor, Ijust want to say that the

the remote, an LCD ellipse on the preamp

unit is easily upgradable when updates become
available—all circuit families are on their own

momentarily illuminates—neat.
The player is Philips-based-16-bit, 4xoversampling, with no technological (as op-

boards. So your "investment" is protected
against obsolescence. Nice work, Dan. (Krell

posed to ergonomic) breakthroughs. The combination seems a bit—or maybe 16 bits —

expensive processor, at around $3200. Cheap-

pricey: about $1100 for the CD player and

skates take note. All these Krell Digital prices

$1400 for the preamp, which will replace the

are approximate—not yet set.)
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Digital will also be coming out with aless
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"Line protection you can pay a
little for it now,
or you can pay a
lot for it later. 7=11m
ACCRA

7

0.411,

R

egardless of how sophisticated your
stereo and video system is, it may
never achieve its full potential if plugged
directly into an AC outlet. Raw and
unprocessed AC power can severely
diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
Harmful high-voltage spikes and surges
can also damage your valuable equipment.
The ADCOM ACE-515 AC Enhancer
significantly improves the performance
capabilities of your system by filtering and
processing raw AC power, unveiling a
pure, noise-free power source. And, it
protects your components from harmful
line voltage disturbances.

Listen To The Critics
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear)
is vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too."
—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

°the effective suppression of AC 'RF hash by the
ACE-SIS improved clarity and lowered noise in all
three CD players... .the significant improvements in
instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb. ...
it simply appears to allow
musical information to be passed through to the
listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.' "
—Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. ll No. 4, April 1988.
Recommended accessory in Stereophile, Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

For amodest investment, the ADCOM
ACE-515 enhances both audio and video
clarity while protecting your equipment.
Once again, ADCOM lives up to its
reputation of offering superior performance
at areasonable cost. For complete
technical data, please visit your Adcom
dealer. You'll discover the ACE-515 is
more than an accessory. It's anecessity.

detods you con near

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130 Distnnwes ia Cured* by PRO ACOUSTICS INC.

Pointe Claus. Quebec NPR !XS

Ken Kessler (left) about to tell atypically tasteless joke. Note the eager looks of anticipation
on the faces of HFN/RR Editor Steve Harris (center), and Krell's Dan D'Agostino (right).

Incidentally, Dan does not recommend the

digital: black boxes. And probably exotic,

use of CD Rings, or the use of an accessory mat

expensive transports, too. Ihave ahunch that

either, for that matter. This is the main thing I

the Krell CD "Ilirntable" is areal killer.

have against CD Rings: they are meant to be

And what about analog? Well, not com-

permanent, but you may not want them, and
you, to be stuck forever.

pletely dead. There were two developments

How did the $4000 CD "turntable" and
nearly $9000 processor sound? Well, whatever

Ifound encouraging. Oracle is very much in
business. Among other things, they showed a
beautifully updated version of their Alexandria

you think about the tonal balance of the

turntable, in black piano finish, with a"be-

Martin-Logan Statements, the detail was

spoke" (custom-made) SME arm, featuring a

extraordinary—the kind of detail Ihave heard

detachable headshell and the bearings from the

only in the very best analog systems, those

SME 5. 'Table is $995, arm $1395. Oracle also

which include Versa Dynamics turntables, ARC

showed anew low-priced turntable, the Paris,

and Klyne preamps, etc. I'll never forget when

at $550 without arm.

Ifirst auditioned a!Clyne SK-5 preamp. Icould
hear performers scuffling their shoes and a

And how about the AR turntable, which
seemed in danger of being discontinued just

truck passing by outside the hall. That's the

ayear or so ago? It's alive and well, according

kind of detail you get from Krell Digital, and I

to AR's Mike Bartlett, who is mulling an up-

think what it means, among other things, is that

graded version, possibly with an outboard
power supply. Why don't you write to Mike and
tell him to do it?! Better still, write and ask him

high-end, really high-end analog playback systems are dead.
Ishould mention, too, that Mike Moffat got
excellent sound from his Theta DSPre digital

to make it retrofittable. AR showed a very
impressive line-up of electronics, including a

processor—this in asuite over at the Chicago

revised CD player and aprototype power amp

Hilton. And, as Isaid before, Melos was getting
fine sound, too, with their Moffat-designed

that operates in class-A up to 30Wpc and in
class-AB at 120Wpc. Price not set. It might even

processor. The ubiquitous Moffat has also

be produced in the US. That's as surprising as

designed Aragon's D2A processor, which I
didn't get the opportunity to hear—the room

Carver's coming out with atubed preamp.
Surprising things are happening. That's the

was too crowded. This is the future of high-end

message from Chicago this summer.
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B&W Salutes....i s
801 Matrix—$5.000

802 Matrix-83.600

Authorized Dealerships:
Apogee. Arcam. Anston, ASC Tube Traps, Audioquest. Boston Acoustics. B&K (#1 N.Y.C. Dealer), B&W. California Audio Labs.
Cambridge (#1 E. Coast Dealer), Carver. Celestion SL, Chicago Stands. Classe. conrad-johnson. Convergent Audio Technology.
Counterpoint (#1 U.S. Dealer), CWD. Duntech. Eminent Technology. Grado. Infinity, Janis. Kimber Kable. Klyne, Luxman.
Magnum Dynalab (#1 E. Coast Dealer), Mod Squad (#1 E. Coast Dealer), MIT. NAD. Nitly-Gritty. Precise. ProAc. PS Audio.
Rogers. Sony ES. Sonographe.Spica (#1 E. Coast Dealer). Stax. Straightwire. Sumiko. Sumo. Target,

1NYC MATRIX Dealer
# Stereo Exchange
'MEGA STORE
'I was not prepared for what Iheard the first time I
played
the (Matrix) 801's. ..We sat silent throughout the entire
performance (something that has never happened before). .."
". .
recovering from the initial shock.. .someone quietly said
'I've got to have those speakers'."
"In my opinion, the B&W 801 Matrix Monitor represents the
pinnacle of current full-range dynamic loudspeaker design."
"But if you are searching for the emotional involvement only
live performance can provide, and are willing to live with
absolute sonic honesty, then the B&W 801 Series 2Matrix
Monitor is, musically, the end of the road."
Lewis Lipnick—Stereophile, Vol. 10, No. 9, December 1987
Come anytime to hear the entire line of B&W Matrix 2
Monitors, or call for an appointment.

ee-eGE
S
E
Authorized Dealerships:
Threshold—Forte (#1 N.Y.C. Dealer), Tice (#1 U.S. Dealer), Van Den Hal (#1 U.S. Dealer), VPI (#1 U.S. Dealer), Velodyne
(#1 N.Y.C. Dealer), Versa Dynamics (#1 N.Y.C. Dealer), Vendetta. VIL (#1 E. Coast Dealer), Wadia, Well Tempered
(#1 E. Coast Dealer), etc

New Location: 627 Broadway, The NoHo Building, NYC 10012
Also: 68 --A Broad, NYC 10012
212

505.1111

son

833.0071

outside NYC

Most major credit cards
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Robert Harley report from the 1989 Chicago Show
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1989

1969

The original Magneplanar prototype (utilizing
altim,num Ind StrrnS on a mylar diaphragm.

20 YEARS OF

Prototype of the MG-20'R

MAGNEPLANARS

In 1969. Jim Winey's patented paneltype speakers were ahead of their time.
Refinements to the original, plus the
addition of a second, patented speaker
principle (the line source ribbon), insure
Magnepan's leadership into the future.
Visit aMagnepan dealer to see and hear
alegend in its own time.

ALeader
in Better Ideas
for Sound Reproduction

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake. MN 55110

Sony's TA-E1000ESD preamplifier carries out all signal processing, including Dolby
surround and multiband parametric equalization, in the digital domain, using new DSP
chips developed by Sony. Projected price is to be just $1000. (Manufacturer's photograph)

year's. The main attractions for most of the
attendees—those selling mass-market audio/
video wares, car stereos, telephone answering
machines, and Mickey Mouse watches—were

which in recent years has performed acomparable function at the winter CES in Las Vegas.
Coping with mediocre facilities was the name
of the game at the McCormick Center. Still, the

to be found in the Indianapolis 500-sized levels

wonder (as at all CESes) was that some demon-

of McCormick East and North (the Zoo, as it is
not so affectionately called). Audio per se hasn't

strations were as effective as they were.

been amain attraction at aCES in years (high-

Ibegan my CES chores as Iusually do,
spending some time in the press room perusing

end audio never was). A few of the specialist

any press releases that looked at all promising.

audio manufacturers were making valiant

Idon't know why Ido this—most of the re-

attempts at refined noise in various isolated

leases are from the mass-market manufacturers

rooms and "purpose-designed" prefabricated

and this year, as usual, Ireduced afoot-high

listening spaces dotting the McCormick landscape, but most of the audio action took place

stack of press releases to barely over ahalf an

at the McCormick Center Hotel close by. The
rooms there were no better than last year's—

inch of potentially interesting material—but
it sometimes gives me ageneral feel for ashow.
After that Iset out to cover the main floors of

with few exceptions, they are too small and

the Zoo. It seemed somehow right to dispense

poorly isolated, the corridors too narrow and
overcrowded, and the general ambience

with this necessary chore first, before the
inevitable show fatigue set in. This year, as

inferior to the facilities at the Riviera Hotel,

usual, the open exhibit area of the Zoo lived up
to its name, with most of the occupants making
strange noises, striking attention-getting poses,
beating their chests, and generally doing their
best to get the paying customers to throw them
apeanut or abanana. But there's always something of interest there. Audio-related items were
scarcer than usual; the annual turnover in product from the major Far East manufacturers was
still in evidence, but video was clearly the dom-

Shown in prototype form, Linn Products'
Intek integrated amplifier offers 50W into 8
ohms, 80 into 4. Availability will be the Fall
but US price has still to be decided. (The
lntek will cost £500 in the UK). Linn also
showed apretty floorstanding speaker with
twin bass units, the $1995/ pair Kaber.
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inant player. Ispent very little time there, the
only things standing out in my memory being
the soon-available Sony PVM 4300 43" IDTV
(improved definition TV), and atotally bizarre
loudspeaker and subwoofer system from lèchnics —the SST-1 and SST-25/35 (the latter two
being the subwoofers). The Sony's picture was
77

ORIGINAL

MASTER

RECORDINGS,.

UNEARTH THE TREASURES OF GOLD
WITH THE LIMITED EDITION
COLLECTORS SERIES.

;------' ..-

The most advanced compact disc in the
,---.,,_
::
music industry today! The 24K Gold
/7
'
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;;._,.........---ULMIMICis a dramatic breakthrough in the consumer music
market. Capable of generating
music far above current audio
standards, it is setting new
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For acomplete tree Original Master Recordings catalog, call
toll tree: 800-423-5759, or write: Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab,
1260 Holm Road. Petaluma, CA 94952.

as sharp as (but no sharper than) agood 27"
home monitor. Ithink I'll wait for Hun/ rather
than take out amortgage for the $39,000 sales
price. As for the Technics loudspeakers, the
satellites (the SST- Is) are an industrial-look
horn system as seen in abad dream; the subwoofers are modernistic drinking fountains
without the water. Available in your choice of
white or bright red.
My assignment this time around was to co% e:
electronics, though you'll also find asmattering
of turntables, cartridges, and even aspeaker or
three where the urge strikes me. The usual cautions apply: Prices and availability dates on new
products are always tentative, sometimes dramatically so. Istill recall the Carver spokesman
acouple of shows ago telling me that the Silver Seven would be "expensive but not too
expensive." It came in at $17k. The prices
quoted are usually in the ballpark, but sometimes we get surprised.
Despite what Isaid above about the venue
for the show, anumber of manufacturers decided to set up shop elsewhere, at "unofficial"
hotels. Some (perhaps most) of the best sound
at the show was to be found in these independent demonstrations. Madrigal had several
rooms at the Nikko. Iheard excellent sound

Madrigal's "Proceed" CD player is the first
in anew line of components to be sold
under this brand. As well as sounding good
and being built to impressively high
standards, it surprised JA with its projected
price—just $1650!

from the new Thiel CS5s in one of them. In
another, Quad ESL-63s were sounding better
than Ihave ever heard them; the LF assistance

amenities; we left our shoes at the door but
listened from Westem-style furniture. Cello has

provided by a pair of Magnepan panel
woofers certainly didn't hurt. But the major

anew preamp and power amp at lower price
points than their existing flagships. The $8000

item of interest from Madrigal was their new
CD player. To be known as the Madrigal Proceed, it is aphysically striking, 18-bit, 8xoversampled design incorporating aheavy-

preamp (available for $7500 without phono
stage) and $6000 power amp will be known as
the Encore series. The former incorporates an
extremely high input impedance for its line

duty Philips transport and 13 separate power

stages. Mark insists that this dramatically im-

supplies. Iwas relieved at the forecast price of
$1650; the unit's appearance—both inside and

proves the sound and claims that most analog
output stages (from CD players and such) can-

outside—had shouted "exciting but unaffordable." Here's hoping that they can hold the line

not properly drive the input impedances found
in most preamps. The new power amp is dual

on that price. Delivery is scheduled for Sep-

mono and has an output of 60Wpc into 8
ohms, 100 into 2. We heard them driven by
CDs and DAT tapes through the Cello Amati

tember.
Iran into Arnie Balgalvis in the Madrigal
Suite, who informed me that Cello was also set
up at the Nikko. He planned to visit them and
Itagged along to see what Mark Levinson (the
man, not the company) was up to. Cello is perhaps the most low-profile of high-end compa-

loudspeakers. Ihad not previously heard these
loudspeakers, which are based on the old AR
LST design. The sound was very impressive.
The Amati presents acruel load-2 ohms to

nies; Ihadn't located their suite at aCES for

5kHz and 1ohm above that—but the Cello
amp took it in stride. Mark was particularly

about four years, so Iconsidered just finding
them astroke of luck. Mark was demoing in a

are being used for mastering by an increasing

beautiful Japanese-style suite with Western

number of record companies. He played
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effusive about the fact that Cello electronics
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In Britain —home of many audio aristocrats —one name is legendary. So
seminal, in fact, that several dictionaries list "Tammy" as the synonym for
"sound system."
62 years after its founding, Tannoy remains the loudspeaker of choice for
audio professionals. More recording studios choose Tannoy for their
monitors than all other brands combined. It is no coincidence that 98 of the
100 top-selling albums since 1983 were mastered on Tannoys. In 1988 the
industry recognized Tannoy's accomplishments by making it the first
loudspeaker to receive the prestigious TEC award, created "to honour the
audio industry's greatest achievements."
Honed in the exacting domain of professional sound reproduction,
Tannoy's Series 90 monitors bring the legend home with classic
refinement. From two-way bookshelf speakers to Tannoy's famous "single
point source" monitors, the pedigree is pure blue-blood, and the sound is
pure magic.

TANNOY Series 90
An Extension of the Legend

Tannoy North America Inc.
300 Gage Avenue Unit I, Kitchener, Ont. N2M 2C8 Canada
Tel. (519) 745-1158 Fax. (519) 745-2364

Quite the most stunning-looking CD player JA has seen, Krell Digital's $4000 MD-1 CD
turntable also produced what JA thought to be an exceptionally transparent sound via the
matching 64x-oversampling D/A converter. Your local Krell dealer should have it
in stock by the end of this month. (Manufacturer's photograph)

excerpts from early and later releases from
DMP—one of those companies—showing a

acentrally mounted midrange is flanked on its
top and bottom by tweeters. In theory this

clear upward progression in sound quality

should cause problems from interference pat-

from 1983, when they used standard profes-

terns between the two tweeters. Ididn't get the
chance to do it at the demo, but if Iwere con-

sional equipment, to 1989, with full-up Cello
gear.
Reluctantly, we took our leave of the Nikko
and the audio and other delights within. (The
Nikko is an elegant, tasteful oasis—with rooms
fully reflective of the lobby—unlike many

sidering these imposing loudspeakers, I'd want
to vary my seating position (and height) to
evaluate the possible effects of this interference
Driving the Analogues was Goldmund's new
monster Mimesis 9power amp. It didn't look

Chicago hotels where the trip from the lobby

like amonster amp, and its power rating is a

to your room is ajourney through thelWilight
Zone.) It was on to the Swiss Grand to visit

rather conventional 175-200Wpc. But it's
designed to minimize vibration-caused degra-

Goldmund. Last year Imissed their suite and

dations. Its size—no larger than aLevinson or
small Krell—belies its construction. The chas-

achance to hear the Apalogue loudspeakers.
This year they weren't showing them, but they

sis is 6mm-thick damped steel and the weight

were demoing their "baby" brothers, the Analogues. How to describe these'—two huge

is 143 pounds. Price: $8990. It wasn't Goldmund's only introduction. A new Mimesis 6

black boxes per side tied together by ahightech cantilever frame and a sales price of

amplifier at 80Wpc and Mimesis 7prearnp were
also introduced (my notes are blank on the
prices of the latter, but they're considerably less

$25,000/pair (this is an introductory price—
better hurry). They sounded quite well balanced,
though Ihad some reservations about the
soundstaging. Both the Apalogue and the Ana-

expensive than the earlier (and still available)
Mimesises (Mimesi?)). At about 30 pounds, the
Mimesis 6 is positively svelte next to the 9.

logue use a variation of the symmetrically
mounted driver approach seen in such loud-

There's also aMimesis 4tuner at $4490. And,
for Goldmund, the radical step has been taken

speakers as the Duntech Sovereign. In the more
commonly seen arrangement, woofers (or

of marketing aCD player, albeit not wearing the
Goldmund logo directly. It will be the "Meta

midranges) are mounted above and below a
centrally located tweeter. In the Goldmunds,

by Goldmund" and incorporates atop CD
"turntable" (à la Krell Digital's) and an out-
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Renowned for its high quality
farm

produce,

New

Zealand

•

Since 1974 we at Perreaux have been in pursuit of an ever-elusive goal — the perfect

recreation of amusical event. We have pursued this goal through the unique design
approach of Peter Perreaux and our team of dedicated people. The first requirement of this

also has hi-tech industries with
highly trained technicians.

team is agreat love of music — which is shared by everyone here at Perreaux. The second

It

is an equally intense dedication to innovative yet simple, logical and practical design criteria,

also has a tradition of remark-

both electronic and mechanical, and which has led us to be responsible for several

able research and innovation
that

goes

back

to

a flying

machine which pre dates that
of

the

Ernest

Wright

brothers.

Rutherford

who

significant design firsts. The Perreaux Eseries is the result of intensive advanced research by the design team at Perreaux. Leading

Sir

edge technology moves it agener-

first

ation ahead in superb musical per-

plit the atom was also aNew
Zealander. So it is not unusual

formance. Here continues the tradition of luxury handcrafted quality
and individually selected premium

that the Perreaux concept of

grade

what audio amplifiers should be

made Perreaux increasingly the

like — in their electronic and
physical design reliability and
performance — is fresh and unfettered by timeworn concepts
found elsewhere in the world.

components

which

has

choice of professionals — yet it is
our most affordable range ever.
• EP STEREO PRE AMPLIFIER
•Super-short direct signal path •
illuminated volume control •extremely high gain •ultra-low noise
•high phase accuracy •sophisti-

New Zealand's relative physical

ET STEREO

TU/VER

EP STEREO PRE ..411,7RLIFIER
E2 POWER AMPLIFIER

cated imaging • superior input

isolation also has its effect. Our

overload margin •excellent dynamic range •input &tape select switching operates directly

industrial resources, personnel

onto main circuit board •signal tracks isolated by individual earths •six inputs •tape select

and the deliberate avoidance of
large scale mass production has

with two tape outputs •rear-panel mounted MC /MM gain switch.
• El AND E2 DUAL CHANNEL POWER AMPLIFIER 100 • 100w 1200

2001.0 •Both

have Class Adriver stage operation and Class AIA-8 output •high power MOSFET output

led to far more in-house manu-

•super-short direct signal path •heavy duty power supply •large toroidal transformer and

facturing stages and a high

filter capacitors •exceptionally stable even with the most difficult loudspeakers •advanced

level of handwork. Perreaux au-

design and rail fuses eliminates the noise and distortion of output short-circuit protection
systems •thermal transfer to external heatsinks ensures stable temperature operation.

dio electronics are prime exam-

• PERREAUX ET AM FM STEREO TUNER •8FM presets •8AM presets •rotary tuning

ples of New Zealand hi tech

knob with pulse switch •beautiful quality feel of operation •quartz phase locked loop

hand craftsmanship.

synthesizer — very easy and extremely accurate tuning.

PERREAUX
HAIVE, CRAP TED AC/010 1-11-TECI-11110LOGY"
FROM IVE IN 2EALA/V0
.4 VAILABLE FROM

YOUR LOCAL

A LIOIO !DEALER

AICNINB

Arcam's Delta 170 CD transport features ahigh-quality Philips mechanism and an optical
data output. Price will be $1295. (Manufacturer's photograph)
board digital processor using the D/A converter

7), no Teflon circuit board, and less expensive

developed for the just-introduced Stellavox

parts (including anewly introduced Motorola

DAT portable recorder.
At the Midland Hotel Museatex was show-

microprocessor replacing the earlier, more
costly TI device used in the upscale models).

ing their new Melior series preamp and power

Back at the McCormick, Mirror Image was

amp. These additions to the existing Museatex
line are quite similar in appearance to the Meitner series and are claimed to be quite similar

sharing aroom with Wadia. Both had new
introductions. From Mirror Image comes the

(or slightly superior) in sound. The main claim

optional phono stage), with amid-July avail-

.2P preamp at $2500 (plus $750 for the

to fame of the Mellor control center ($1850 plus

ability. Adigital input module will be available

$400 for phono stage) is its digital-readout

for the unit within a year (power will be

capability (including an indication of volume

removed from it when not in use to prevent

and balance settings) and optimization for use
in multi-room installations. The power amp

interference with the phono stage). Wadia had

($1800) is 100Wpc. Both will be available in the

master X-64 at $4950, and the 1000 at $3900.

fall.

The former uses 18-bit DACs and 64x-oversampling, the less expensive unit has 16-bit

Mike Moffat of Theta Digital has been keep-

two new digital processors: the 1000 Digi-

ing busy this past year. He has co-designed new

DACs, 16x-oversampling, and less elaborate

outboard digital processors with both Aragon

software.

and Melos. The Aragon D2A is 18-bit, 8x-

It should be obvious at this point that it was
avery busy show for outboard digital proces-

oversampled, and priced at $995. The Melos,
available in July, is a$2300, two-box unit with
tube analog stages. (Melos also has anew pre-

sor manufacturers. Iwasn't able to make it to

amp, the MA-111, at $1200.) But Mike hasn't

in an outlying hotel, sharing space with Martin-

neglected his own company. He was set up in
an excellent room in the Palmer House hotel,

Logan), but the player/processor introduced

the Krell exhibit (another manufacturer set-up

getting the best sound Ihave heard to date from
apair of Thiel CS3.5s, using his own processors and Audio Research M-300 monoblocks.
He was introducing lower-priced versions of
his well-received digital processors, the new
DS Pre Basic and DS Pro Basic. The former, at
$2400, contains line-level preamp facilities; the
latter, at $2000, is designed for use with an outboard preamp. Both should be in production
in August. How do they differ from the original units? Fewer separate power supplies (3 vs
Stereophile, August 1989

Stax's new D/A processor uses vacuum
tubes. A review is planned.

Threshold Salutes its...
NYC Dealer
# Stereo Exchange
1
'
111 %ffGA-STORE

THRESHOLD. .the legend continues...
the FET 10 Preamp ("Class B"-Stereophile Recommended Component list') and
the new SA 1optically biassed power amp... in aclass by themselves.
We also carry Forte Components. .
lower priced audiophile electronics designed by Nelson Pass, of Threshold fame.
$1,600-$14,000

•Stereophile Vol. 12 No. 4, April 1989

Authorized Dealerships:
Apogee, Arcam, Ariston, ASC Tube Traps, Audioquest, Boston Acoustics. B&K (#1 N.Y.C. Dealer), M. California Audio
Labs, Cambridge (01 E. Coast Dealer), Carver, Celestion SL, Chicago Stands. Classe, conrad-johnson, Convergent Audio
Technology, Counterpoint (01 U.S. Dealer), CWD, Duntech. Eminent Technology, Grado. Infinity. Janis, Kimber Kable, Klyne.
Luxman. Magnum Dynalab (01 E. Coast Dealer), Mod Squad (01 E. Coast Dealer), MIT. NAD. Nitty-Gritty. Precise, ProAc.
PS Audio. Rogers, Sony ES. Sonographe.Spica (01 E. Coast Dealer), Stax. Straightwire. Sumiko, Sumo, Target. Threshold—
Forte (81 N.Y.C. Dealer), Tice (01 U.S. Dealer), Van Den Hul (01 U.S. Dealer), VPI (01 U.S. Dealer), Velcxlyne (01 N.Y.C.
Dealer), Versa Dynamics (01 N.Y.C. Dealer). Vendetta. VTL (WI E. Coast Dealer). Wadia. Well Tempered (01 E. Coast
Dealer). etc.

New Location: 627 Broadway, The NoHo Building. NYC 10012
Also: 68"-A Broadway. New York, NI 10012
212

505.1111

NW,

833- 00 - 1outside NYC

most me credit curds

by Krell Digital appears ready for release; the
processor will set you back $10,000, the player
$4000. Idid get to see the new Stax processor,
however. Like the Melos, it incorporates atube
analog output section. It will be priced around
$8000.
Arcana, the folks who were on the bandwagon early with their modestly priced Black
Box converter, have an answer for what to plug
into that shiny new D/A stage sans transport.
They have introduced the Delta 170 CD transport, without DACs, at $1295. It was the only

audience. Incidentally, Rowland has divested
themselves of Avalon Acoustics to concentrate on their electronics. Avalon continues
independent distribution of their Ascent and
new Eclipse loudspeakers.
Ihaven't said anything up to this point about
the new 1-bit Philips DIA conversion system
(the Bit Stream approach—sort of sounds liquid and flowing; Iwonder if the implied analogy was intentional). Philips themselves
introduced the CD/340 based on this approach
(price and availability not announced). The

such device Inoted at the show, but it probably

new Harman/Kardon players seem to be based

won't be alone come next year.

on this technology, but I'm not certain. Their
introductory handout takes pains to discuss the
"Bit Stream," but makes no mention of 1-bit
technology. But does it really matter to the

111111E
New $450 HD7400 CD player from Harman/
Kardon was said to feature "Bit Stream"
DACs, but it was unclear whether this
referred to the 1-bit system developed by
Philips. (Manufacturer's photograph)

user? The name of the game is the search for
the best linearity in the conversion process. I
would treat the entire "Bit War" (both upward
and downward) with agrain of salt until it gets
sorted out. Is the "Bit Stream" abetter technology or just acheaper one? Or both? We just
don't know at this point.
Oracle did its bit (eeech!) to keep the analog flame alive with awhole slew of products.

For those who still prefer the self-contained

The Delphi Mk.III is available from $1595 to

CD player, there was no shortage of new entries.
Tracking the introductions from the majors is

$2395, depending on finish and whether or
not you desire one or two speeds (the black on

an exercise in frustration, but Idid manage to

gold was, without question, the most striking

note afew. Harman/Karclon had four new
players, the top-of the line being the HD7600

turntable Ihave ever seen short of the Goldmund Reference). It now incorporates anum-

($700). Mission introduced anew-generation

ber of the mods Brooks Berdan developed for

model, the Cyrus PCMII ($999). Yamaha intro-

the earlier versions. The new Paris, at under

duced the new CDX-920 ($699, available in
black or titanium finish, the latter anew mini-

egory. The most interesting news, for me, was

$600, is liable to stir things up in that price cat-

trend), CDX-1120 ($1199, black only, bucking

the introduction of the Oracle SME tonearm,

the trend?), and atweaked version of the latter, the CDX-2020 ($1499, titanium only).

adesign commissioned from SME incorporat-

Musical Concepts has three new players,
including the top-of-the-line Epoch at $1195.
And California Audio Labs introduced the
new $695 Icon and $1295 Tercet Mk.III. The
latter is acomplete redesign of the original Ter-

ing selected features from all of SME's
models—notably the bearings of the V and a
detachable headshell. Announced price of
$1395 in silver and $1535 in black (all black,
as in the SME V).
The Well-Tempered Signature Arm and

cet, and both new solid-state players were

Table $6500) and the Well-Tempered Record

designed and built from the ground up by Cal
Audio—they are not mods of Philips players.

now in production. The Signature model

And if you own aSony CDP-707ES CD player

incorporates asubchassis structure of Dupont

Player ($895), both introduced in Las Vegas, are

and are wondering if it's time to upgrade, the

Fountainhead (an artificial marble developed

Souncitech division of the Jeff Rowland Design

originally for kitchen and bath countertops)

Group (a new subdivision of that company)
has a$400 mod of that player you might be

materials. Owners of existing Well-Tempered

interested in. That same division is also making
amicrophone preamp, for the recordists in the

areplacement subchassis made of the same
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layered with specially selected damping
turntables will be interested in knowing that
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Lazarus Model H1 AConfigurable Amplifier

Hybrid, tube voltage amplification, solid state output, amplifier. Configurable: Stereo 50wpc pure
class A@ 8ohms, 100wpc @ 4ohms; Mono (balanced differential operation) 200w @ 8ohms,
400w @ 4ohms .
Price: $1920. Manufacturer: Lazarus Electronics, 8130 Coldwater Cyn., North
Hollywood, CATel: 818-982-6477.

Dealers are among the most qualified people to

stupendous image. Doesn't seem to add or sub-

discuss aproduct. They

exposed to the whole

tract anything. That, by the way, is the highest

gamut of audio products available. They pick and

praise Icould give an amplifier. During arecent

choose among these to find those they like. They

demonstration, Iwas stunned by the fact that I

together that

was only listening to the music. Ihad the feeling

work overall. And they have real product reliabil-

Iwas no longer listening to an audio system. Just

ity data. We invite you to dicuss this amplifier per-

the music.

have experience putting sysiems

sonally with these people.
Norvell Wathen
One of the things that impresses us the most is the

Owner, Musical Images, Louisville, KY

openness of the unit. Instruments are suspended in

Tel.: 502-339-9000

space. It is one of the few affordable amplifiers that
will extract the full performance from the Eminent
Technology LFT-3 planar speakers. And contin-

Harmonic accuracy is one of the strongest points

ues to bring goosebumps to me on our B&W Ma-

of this amplifier. The H1A presents the overtone

trix 801s. Affords us fifth row seating with wall to

structure of the music only limited by source

wall soundstage and pinpoint placement. One of

quality. Open, airy, dynamic range equal to the

the few amplifiers to fully differentiate individual

best tube amplifiers available, with the reliability

voices in choral material. A truly world class

of premium solid state electronics. When dem-

amplifier."

onstrating various amplifiers for customers, at
the point a single MA in stereo is inserted,

Gary Hawkins

everyone stops listening to the amps, and be-

Owner: The Digital Ear, Tustin, CA,

comes immersed in the music. And at any time

Tel.: 714-544-7903

the owner can effect a30% sonic improvement
simply by buying an additional H1A, for dual
mono. The H1A really is asuperior amplifier in

"Very reliable: None of my customers have expe-

it's mono mode.

rienced any failures with this amplifier. Musical
integrity: I've listened to an awful lot of amplifiers,

Mark Haflich

and the HIA is one of the most musically satisfying

0.E.M Audio & Video, Washington DC area

units I've ever heard. Glorious on vocal, with a

Tel.: 301-589-1191

materials is available to replace the Medite (I
believe) one in the original Well-Tempered
Table—for $1295. That's more than the cost of
the 'table itself, but might be worth considering
if you own aWell-Tempered, would like to
upgrade, but can't afford or justify the full-up
Signature model.
There wasn't agreat deal of other news on
the analog front-end, ah, front. Transparent

The Mod Squad's "Signature" Line Drive
appears to feature an active output stage.

Audio showed a new moving-magnet cartridge from van den Hui ($350), and Shure
will sell you aV-15 lype V-MRLE (limited edi-

sis, it uses Fountainhead for its nonmetal chassis and for its knobs (they're hand-turned on

tion)—a hand-selected V-15 Type Vina pretty
box with complete calibration information—

alathe), with top-quality parts and materials.
Its $5000 price was as striking as its appearance.

for $337. An interesting new arm was shown
by Nains— the ARO ($1395). It's an undamped
unipivot design with removable armtubes
(extra tubes are $745). Naim also introduced
anew preamp (the NAC 72 at $1145). The complete line has also received acosmetic upgrade.
Townshend Audio (I'm cheating abit here—
they were not at the McCormick but at the
Palmer House) showed the Rock Reference
turntable and arm ($4685), ano-holds-barred
version of the original Rock. Townshend has
moved, apparently, from the UK to Houston,
Texas and set up production facilities there
Essence, sharing the room with Townshend,
played their new 150 Mk.II $3500 power amp
through their $12,000 Amethyst 10A modular
loudspeakers.
Acouple of years back, aDanish company
called Primare showed asleek, very expensive preamp/power amp combination at aCES
(in, Ibelieve, the Monster Cable room). This
year, Panther has announced definite plans to

Conrad 's and Johnson's new VTF200
hybrid stereo amplifier. If you are going to
pay for tubes, it makes sense to be able to
see them, right? Price will be in the region
of $5000.
Conrad-Johnson had a number of new
introductions. The real news here was the
Model VTF200 hybrid power amplifier. With

import the Primare products. The original amp
and preamp, the 928, will be available at $5500

atube input stage, aMOSFET output, and 0.25

each. The new 911 dual-mono preamp and 911

marks anew direction for C-J. The use of MOS-

Farad(!) of filter capacitance, this amplifier

dual-mono power amp (100Wpc into 8ohms

FETs make it practical to design the VTF200

with low-impedance drive capability) will be

with zero feedback. Under $5000, available in

about $3250 each. Their sonic quality is said

the fall. Also shown was a new MF 80, an

to be very similar to the original units, but the

80Wpc MOSFET design ($1395) in the goldfaceplate C-J series (not the Motif), and anew
Motif MS 200 delivering 200Wpc at $5000.

911 omits the remote-control capability of the
928. Anew Primare loudspeaker (also the 911)
is also in the works. It is asmall, stand-mounted

Over at Audio Research, most of the new

model, two-way (6.5" woofer) with cosmetic
cues drawn from the electronics. In abrief

introductions had been made in January in Las
Vegas (the SP-15, SP-14, and the Classic series

demo, they sounded very promising, with a

power amplifiers), but the new SP9 Mk.II

dynamic, detailed, sound. Projected price is
$3000/pair.
The Mod Squad Signature Line Drive is an

($1795) was shown this time around. This
update of the original makes use of lessons
learned in the design of the SP-14.

(very) upscale version of their existing line
drive. Like the new Well-Tempered subchas-

Classé Audio's single new introduction was
also apreamp, the new DR-6 ($2995). It is an
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Tandberg...The European Alternative

High End Audio at Affordable Prices. Due to a special arrangement
with the U.S. importer, of record, Ortofon U.S., we are offering
sayings up to 63% on selected models. Hurry supplies are limited.

SAVE 60%

SAVE 509i.

SA

E 50%

Efamail

Tandberg TPR-3080A
Audiophile Programmable ReCervef

Tandberg 3001A
Analogue FM Stereo Tuner

Tandberg 3031A
Digital FM Stereo Tuner

.State ol the art
audrophrle
per
formance •80 watts per channel RIAS
•Zero negative feedback design •81
AM/FM presets

•State of the art performance rn o
analogue tuner .High quality sound
•8 station presets •Vonable or fixed
output •11Tblend control •Slirn One
design

•Fornous Iandberg qualify at an
°Wadable price .Digital tuning with
IS Station presets •Allnimuns negative
feedback itlfigh quad,/construction
•Slim line design

m $999

salo
Croe

s99995

saie

Reta,i 82500

Petal 52000
(TAN 300IA)

11101211L1

$599 ree'3e0.°

fflestelINCI

Tandberg TCA-3018A
Audiophile Preamplifier

Tandberg TCA-3038A
Audiophile Preamplifier

Tandberg TCA-3008A
Stereo Preamplifier

wrth the highest quality discrete
components
•Zero
negative
Feedback •Dnect path design truth
no tone controls .Separate tecotd ts
playback capabartoes

vises quality discrete components
•Zeto negative 'feedback design
.MM/MC phono CO DAT video and
tape inputs

'State of the art technology with
flexible control .separate movIng
caul& movIng magnet phono inputs
•CD input •2 tape monitors with
dubbing

$999

11',1111

$499 95

$499

Snood Silos
itAw 3008A)

à KtigeZIM

Tandberg TPA-3016A
State-of-the-Art Power Amplifier

Tandberg TPA-3036A
Audiophile Power Amplifier

Tandberg TCP-3015A
Audiophile Compact Disc Player

•Dual mono MOSFII design with no
negative feedback .Nigh quallty all
discrete circuits •220 watts per
channel into 8 ohm loads •Ulho wide
bandwidth •FlIgh current

'Hi current design with 100 watts per
channel
RATS
•Zero
negative
reeisoocs and discrete components
are throughout .Ultra wide bandwoth
'Most be heard

.Features 16 bit 4)( oversomplIng
.Zero negarme feedback
'No
capacnors between D/A conveners
•tleadphone output with volume
control

Soie

$1999 m:z .
',eice°

saie

$599 re,.uue2)

eu.c'o $999

Retail $19v5
(TAN 3015A)

Analogue/Digital Specials
Dual CS-7000
•Beit drive Turntable

IN STOCK

Shure V15-VMRLE
'Hand-picked limited EcIrtron cartridge . .
Ortolan 540
'Top Rated Cartridge
Grado TLZ
*Signature Series Cartridge
Audioquest
'Electronic Stylus Cleaner

989"
999"
CALL
$3405

ASO LLC1
•CD Lens Cleaner Kit

s285,5

Parsec "Scratch Out
•CD Cleaner /Reporr Kit
'Electronic FM Antenna with 24db gain

•Sabothane Feel for CD Players

JAR
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Audioquest "ODes0"
•60 CD Rings with Locator
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upgrade of the existing DR-5, with better parts
and power supply, and dual-mono design.
Julius Futterman didn't exactly start atrend
with his power amplifier, but output- transformerless tube designs have continued to
show up from time to time. The latest design
is the ATMA -Sphere Music Amplifier MA-1
from ATMA-Sphere Music Systems in St.
Paul, Minnesota. It's apparently not a new
product, but one with previously limited distribution. A monoblock design, it puts out
100Wpc into 8ohms. Price is $5400/pair.
You're wondering just when I'm going to get
to the affordable stuff. Believe it or not, there
were some exciting introductions in the mid-

from Musical Concepts. They also have anew
dedicated power amplifier (as contrasted with
their mods of others' designs)— the Musical
Design D-140. It has been shown previously,
but up to now has not been released. Production is now scheduled to begin in October. It
has 140Wpc. Price: $1195.
Other impressions from the show linger on.
The sheer goose-bump-raising character of
Shahinian's upgraded Diapason loudspeakers
(just under $7000/pair) playing the Vaughan
Williams Sea Symphony on the new EMI Eminence recording (Handley conducting), and
the Dorian organ recording of Mussorgsky's

price sector. Carver had too many new prod-

Pictures at an Exhibition (great sound, odd
performance). ..The remarkably lifelike qual-

ucts to describe in this already overlong

ity of Infinity's new Modulus loudspeakers,

tome—including a number of solid-state
amplifiers benchmarked against the Silver

of master tapes (on the Nalcamichi DAT

with Modulus subwoofers, playing DAT copies

Seven Monoblock tube amplifiers. But their

recorder). .Jason Bloom demonstrating Apo-

most interesting new introduction was the C-

gee's excellent new Stage I loudspeakers
($1995/pair, available August), and explaining

19 vacuum tube preamp. It's loaded with features not usually found in vacuum tube

that the reason he was demonstrating exclu-

preamps: defeatable tone controls with vari-

sively with CDs (he was using the Elite Elec-

able turnover points, moving-coil and movingmagnet inputs, two tape loops and two external

tronics player) was that he was wearing out his
irreplaceable LPs at shows such as this. (CD

processor loops, absolute phase switch, vari-

demos considerably outnumbered analog-

able line gain, and headphone output with

based ones at the show, which has been the

speaker-off switch. But for me its most nota-

case for some time.). ..
Sam Tellig polishing off

ble feature is aspectral tilt control, arare type
of very useful tone control found only, to my

room while listening to Creek's new 5050

knowledge, in afew other preamps, notably
designs by Quad. The Carver folks were being
cagey about the price and availability of this
baby; one rep quoted the $1200 ballpark,
another declined to say.
The full line of Acoustic Research electronic components will soon be available,

Roy Hall's vintage Scotch in the Music Hall
integrated amplifier ($995) driving the Epos
ES-14 loudspeakers, favorites of both Sam and
myself. ..
My pant legs fluttering in Spectrum
Loudspeaker's room listening to the aforementioned Pictures album with their new
$4950 reference loudspeaker and $2000 18"
subwoofer (Spectrum's line is all new). ..The

including three integrated amplifiers, acassette

news that Ste reopbile has surpassed High Fidel-

deck, CD player, tuner, and receiver. At alater

ity in circulation. The further news (somehow

date abasic amplifier will be produced, switch-

contributing to the first)that High Fidelity has

able between 20Wpc class-A and 200Wpc

ceased publication—JA called it the "Gordon

class-AB (8 ohms). Price should be under

Effect"; JGH quits writing for High Fidelity and

$1000. Apreamp is also planned, but it's even
further down the road.

27 years later they go belly up. ..The new
Immortal loudspeaker from Classical Design

Adcom will soon release the GFA-565

and Engineering, looking every inch like

monoblock power amps at about $1800 /pair.

Robbie the Robot without limbs, not sound-

With 20 output devices per amp and 70,000g
of filter capacitance, it delivers 365Wpc into 8

ing very good (when Iheard it) but compensating for it by its $40,000/pair price tag. ..The

ohms and will drive impedances below 1ohm.
Balanced inputs and afan are optional. Adcom
has also upgraded their preamp into the
GFP-5551I.
I've already mentioned the new CD players
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proliferation of other loudspeakers in the
$10,000+ bracket: in addition to the already
mentioned Goldmund, Thiel, and Essence, we
had the Waveform and Magnepan MG-20
(which could come in "between $5k -$10k,"
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.The S1399/pair

spite of the odds, Iactually found some darn

Rogers Studio la sounding perfectly wonder-

according to Magnepan.

good-sounding equipment making credible
music, with less of the "boom and sizzle" pro-

ful in the Arcam room, reminding me that you
can still get great sound for less than Robbie's
arm and aleg. And Kevin Voecics of Snell with
his blind demo (loudspeakers and electronics
hidden behind screens), thoroughly embar-

gram material typically encountered at CES. It
just goes to show that there's hope in the high
end yet.

rassing more than afew exhibitors with the

But overall, the show this year was adowner.
The majority of high-end exhibitors were

sound from the new JIlls ($680/pair) and EIlls
($980/pair), driven by an NAD 25Wpc receiver.

crammed once again into the acoustically
revolting cubbyholes (called rooms) on the

It was agood show. Not agreat show, per-

third through eighth floors of the McCormick

haps, but certainly well worth the visit. And
Chicago? It's still there, probably largely obliv-

Center Hotel. And if this was not bad enough,
the Fire Marshall put such ludicrous demands

ious to the goings-on and the showgoers who

upon the exhibitors (such as no additional

passed through town like Mariah and who will
certainly return, like the cat who came back,

lighting allowed, only one day's supply of liter-

next year. ,

for electronics, etc) as to make sonically advantageous setups very difficult, if not impossible.

ature in the room, very limited space allowed

Far worse were the various unions (remember,
Chicago is abig union town) making life impossible (and outrageously expensive) for the
exhibitors. All hand labor, erecting of exhibits, and carrying of hardware had to be done
by union help. Iheard several stories of union
help charging in excess of fifty bucks just to
tighten ascrew, or move an exhibit table ten
feet. It was clear to me that the organizers at
CES don't know adamn thing about high-end
audio exhibitors' requirements. Iheard asignificant number of manufacturers muttering
something about how this was going to be their
last Chicago CES, that two shows ayear were
too much, and how the high-end community
has to find abetter way to exhibit their products. Ican't say that Iblame them.
These problems encountered by the highMusician-in-Residence Lewis Lipnick rests
his weary bones on the new Thiel CS5.

A

Lewis Lipnick
nother summer CES, and the annual
pilgrimage to the windy city to see all
the latest high-end audio toys. But

what is amusician doing prowling the hallways

of the McCormick Center Hotel, checking out

end manufacturers were manifested by one
unpleasantly noticeable symptom: a much
higher percentage of static exhibits vs sonically
active displays. It was discouraging to see companies known for good sound at shows—
Conrad-Johnson, Audio Research, Jeff Rowland
Design—opt for silent hardware displays.
There were, of course, many manufacturers
who braved the hostile union-management
elements at the show, and managed to put on

all the audio goodies? Certainly not searching
for musical truth or the holy grail of audio hard-

some surprisingly good-sounding displays. But

ware. It might surprise you, however, that, in

Santa Monica and New York, and seeing firsthand how great sound can be produced in a

IThe official attendance at the show was 57.446, almost half
what had been reported afew years back (though new registration procedurn now present non-trade visitors hum attending, something which apparently used to swell the official
attendance, though by almost SO%?—1 don't think so). —JA
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after having attended Stereopbile Shows in

show environment when the management
understands the needs and problems of highend manufacturers, Imust honestly say that,
as far as high-end audio was concerned, the
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"WORLD'S BEST" LIST
At Upscale Audio we're excited about
all the new products that break new ground
in Audio performance. Some of the new
"world's best" include:
The Well-Tempered Record Player. The
"world's best" turntable/arm under $1000.
Sumo Aria.
The "world's best" new speaker technology.
Magnum Dynalab Elite Tuner.
The "world's best" tuner.
Audio Research SP-15A.
The "world's best" pre-amplifier.
Audio Research SP-14. The $2995 pre-amp
that beats the "world's best" of anybody else.
Martin-Logan CLS II. The "world's best"
value in full range electrostatic speakers.
Martin-Logan Sequel II. The "world's best"
value in hybrid electrostatic speakers.
Hailer XL-600. The "world's best" value in a
300 watt/channel "monster amp."
Cal Audio Tempest SE CD player.
The "world's best."
Other new entrants to the "world's best"
category include the Audio Research Classic
60 amplifier, Sumo Andromeda II Power
Amp, and the service you get from Upscale
Audio. We're open weekdays noon to 9 PM,
weekends 10 AM to 6 PM.
For more information, call Michael Harvey
for an appointment at...

UP

SCALE AUDIO
ROGERSOUND•LABS

8381 Canoga Avenue
Canoga Park, CA 91304
(Canoga Exit off 101,
north 1block past Roscoe)
(818) 882-3802

1989 Chicago CES was abust.
Just like last year, several manufacturers
decided to locate elsewhere in Chicago, thereby
avoiding the "McCormick syndrome" hassles.
There are always tradeoffs by leaving the
masses: less visibility, and no listing in the CES
show directory (no big loss, in my opinion). For
members of the audio press such as yours truly,
spending several hours schlepping around
Chicago in cabs getting to all of the various
high-end "satellites" is no fun (but who says
covering CES should be fun?).
Now that I've vented spleen about CES
organization and union harassment, on to the

Once again at aCES, musical sound was to
be heard in the Kinergetics suite. thought
JA and LI_ courtesy of the $2000 KCD-40
CD player and aSpica/BSC loudspeaker
system.

show. Iarrived the day before the show opened,
just in time to attend apress reception being

Devices D/A converter. The KCD-40 was play-

hosted by Acoustat Speakers and Hafler Elec-

ing directly into aKinergetics KBA-75 class-A
amp, driving apair of Spica l'C-50s crossed over

tronics. Hailer was spotlighting their new Iris
remote-control preamp and tuner, along with

to an SW200 amp with SW100 subwoofers. As

the rest of their full line of electronics. But the
real star of the show was Acoustat's new Spec-

always, the sound Tony got out of his system
was stunning, and more important, musically

tra 11 Electrostatic Hybrid Loudspeaker. Using

honest. As Iwalked into his room, Tony had

asingle electrostatic panel crossed over to an
8" dynamic woofer, this new speaker did asurprisingly good job of seamlessly mating the

just launched into a performance of Bachmaninoffs Symphonic Dances (André Previn/
LSO), and the sonic results were riveting: excel-

two drivers, especially when one considers the
lent soundstaging in all three dimensions, harprojected price point (around 5950/pair!). I monically accurate, and very involving. This
listened to avaried menu of program material
was one of the two or three most musically
(CDs and FM radio), and came away thinking
thrilling experiences Ihad during the entire show.
that while the Spectra 11 isn't exactly compeDown the hallway, Symdex was showing
tition for the Martin-Logan Sequel (more than
their new Epsilon speakers ($3000/pair). Musitwice the price), it really represents asonic and
cally interesting, with very good focus and
musical bargain.

space. It was very noisy just outside of their

Day one of the show started with the annual

room, so any real assessment couldn't be made

CES Stereophile writers' breakfast, where everyone compared notes on how they were going

(a typical CES environmental hazard), but it
appeared that Symdex was definitely more

to tackle the show. My suggestion of "looking

interested in reproducing the finer points of

for some music" was greeted with amixture of

musical nuance than the more mundane "hit

amusement and disbelief. "You really don't

me over the head with lots of hi-fi" routine.

expect to actually hear any music, do you?,"

And speaking of good music and nuance,
Richard Shahinian offered his usual welcome

came from one end of the table Perhaps he had
apoint. But 1dutifully made tracks to McCormick Place to find the lost chord hidden within
the innards of CES.
Since time and space don't permit me to
cover everything Isaw and heard at the show,

oasis in the middle of all the sonic mania that
can so easily overload the aural and visual
senses during one of these shows. When I
entered his room, Iwas immediately struck by

I've decided to focus on the more innovative

the absolute quiet (except for the music, of
course). Shahinian is one of the most musically

cost-effective and musically interesting products Ifound during my three days in Chicago.

informed individuals Ihave yet had the pleasure to meet, including all the musicians Ihave

My first stop brought me to the Kinergetics
display, with Tony di Chiro showing his new
KCD-40 Gold Series CD Player ($1995). This

worked with during my 20-year symphony
career. His collection of recordings is

machine uses aPhilips drive and error correction, a Sony DSP chip, with an Analogue
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enormous—he brought two huge cases of CDs
with him to the show, apparently only asmall
fraction of his entire library—and if he doesn't
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know about arecorded performance, it probably doesn't exist.
Shahinian's exhibit spotlighted his Diapason

D/A converter with Theta that is destined to be
ahot seller. Using 18-bit DACs, 8x-oversampling,
and afully discrete class-A analog section, the

speakers ($6950/pair), driven by Bedini electronics. Although Icould poke holes in the

D2A converter is awell-thought-out, userfriendly product.

overall sonic quality of his system, it really

On the other end of the monetary scale,
Krell Digital has come out with the $4000

didn't matter, because everyone else in the
room was there to listen to music, not to hi-fi.
There were about 10 people listening when I

MD-1 Compact Disc Turntable (one gorgeous
piece of machinery), and two digital proces-

entered Shahinian's room, all as quiet as church
mice. No one talked, only listened. What anice
experience.

sors; the SBP-64X ($10,000), and the SBP-16X
($2500). Both units utilize proprietary software
and innovative design to bring D/A conversion,

Shahinian introduced me to anew, spectacu-

according to Dan D'Agostino at Krell, to new,

lar recording of Vaughan Williams's Symphony

higher performance standards than previously
possible (more on this later).
California Audio Labs introduced two
new CD players at the show: the Icon ($695),

1, the Sea Symphony (Vernon Handley, EMI
Eminence), and avery interesting performance
of apiece! was not familiar with: Finzi's Cello
Concerto (Raphael VPallfisch, cello, on Chandos).
If there ever was anyone who was qualified to

and the Tercet Mk.III ($1295). The Icon represents avery interesting entry, since it is the first

compile a critical discography on classical

such machine from this manufacturer to reach

music, Richard Shahinian sure has my vote.

down to the under-S700 price point. Iam look-

Conrad-Johnson had set up astatic display,
so Icannot talk about any musical results.
Although they had several new products, the
hot item in their lineup this year was anew
200Wpc tube/solid-state hybrid power amp:
the VTF-200, priced at around $5000. This is
clear departure from C-J's previous designs,
and I'll be very curious to hear the sonic results.

ing forward to auditioning these players soon,
in better surroundings than CES. If they sonically deliver what is promised, CAL will be a
viable alternative to mass-marketed Japanese
products.
Melos has also entered the D/A converter
arena, with atube unit designated as the MA222B. Priced at $2295, it is the only tube D/A

Next stop was at Jeff Rowland's room. He

converter Iknow of at the present time. Melos

had also set up astatic display, which was really

introduced the CD-T IIB CD Player at the

unfortunate; he had, in my opinion, produced
the most musically honest sounds at the 1988

show. This is a$1595 dual-chassis player with

summer CES. The two new products of note

8x-oversampling, featuring zero feedback current-to-voltage conversion, along with analog

this year were the Model 1stereo amp ($2950,

filtering and amplification.

60Wpc), and the Consonance preamp ($3000).
The Consonance is interesting, since it utilizes
asophisticated remote-control system that
does much more than anything Ihave yet
encountered. Without going into greater detail,
this preamp has some very useful features that
Ihave not seen before in any product. Rowland
also plans to offer an outboard D/A converter
later this year.
And while I'm on the subject of D/A converters, there has been asmall explosion of
such product entries since last year's show.

Rotel's RCD855 is aggressively priced at
just $350.

Theta was not only showing their DS Pre and
Pro converters ($4000 and $3250 respectively),

Rotel showed anew bargain-basement CD
player that happened to sound incredibly

but also anew line of lower-priced units DS:

good. The RCD-855 uses aPhilips drive and
digital circuitry, is built like atank, and costs

the Pre basic ($2395) and DS Pro basic ($1995).
Mondial (Aragon) has not been asleep at the

only $350! For those people who want to get

digital switch either. For the paltry sum of $995,

into the digital domain without spending big

they have co-engineered avery fine-sounding

bucks, this just might be the answer. Although
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Ihaven't had the chance to extensively audition this piece, the system that Rotel/B&W had
set up sounded remarkably good with the
RCD-855. The main system that Iheard with
this new CD player consisted of Classé Audio's
DR-5 preamp and two DR-9 power amps,
along with B&W Matrix Series '
PK° 801 and 802
Monitors.
Aspecial note should be made here concerning the Classé electronics. Iheard their preamps and amps throughout the show, with
varying types of source material and loudspeakers, and was very impressed with the
musical refinement and honesty of these products. The DR-5 preamp and DR-9 power amp
(100Wpc) are priced at $1995 and $3495 respectively. Damn good-sounding stuff.
Sumiko introduced a new speaker and
interconnect-cable technology called OCOS.
Contrary to current trends in cable design,
OCOS is physically quite thin, and uses specially dedicated modular connectors. Theoretically "tuned" for optimum impedance matching between components— technofreaks tell
me that it has an 8ohm characteristic impedance
in the audio band—the designers claim that
this will allow amplifiers to drive complex
speaker loads more easily, with superior bandwidth and tonal clarity.
Avalon Acoustics unveiled their new
Eclipse speaker, asmaller brother to their flag-

Cary Christie of Infinity shows off the
diminutive Modulus loudspeaker, which
made agreat sound, thought JA, demmed
with Audio Research electronics. Big post CES news was that Infinity's co-founder
and long-time President, Arnie Nudell, the
onlie begetter of the IRS speakers, has left
the company.
and musical att rihutes of the more expensive
Ascent.
As always at CES, Adcom had ahot new

ship Ascent model. They plan to have this
product available for retail sale by September

product to show: the GFA-565 monoblock
power amp. At a projected price of $1700,

1989 for $5600/pair. My short preliminary
audition indicated that Avalon's new lower-

Adcom has appeared to enter the +$1K ampli-

priced entry retains many of the same sonic

fier market. Using 20 bipolar output devices
and 70,000µF of capacitance per channel, this
product looks like it might become acontender
in the big-amp audiophile league. For amodest
price increase, Adcom plans to offer optional
cooling fans and atrue balanced-differential
input, as well as rack mounting for professional
or industrial use.
VTL's David Manley silently exhibited his
full line of tube amps and preamps, and the
more expensive Manley Designers Reference
Series preamp and amps. Priced from $48,000
for the preamp and model 150 monoblock
amp, to $14,000 for the 1000 monoblocks, he

VTI2s dainty 25W class-A monoblock will
cost $1000/pair. When asked about the
continued commercial viability of tube
designs, VTI2s David Manley reminded JA
that Dynaco had sold more than 200,000
ST70s.
Stereophile, August 1989

has made acost-no-object line of equipment
available for those who want the best that his
design philosophy can offer. If the new reference series of components is better than the
standard VTL products, they ought to sound
fantastic.
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Three new loudspeakers were introduced at

tronics, and the resulting sonics were quite

the show that deserve special mention for two

remarkable. Iput on my EMI recording of
Vaughan Williams's Job, and was immediately
impressed with the lack of colorations and low-

reasons. First, they were all musically involving
and sonically impressive; second, they were
relatively "affordable." From the top price
down, Infinity unveiled a new modular
speaker called, appropriately enough, the
Modulus. Based on apair of high-performance
compact speakers with dedicated stands and
optional subwoofer (which should not be
optional, in my opinion), Infinity has come out
with akiller speaker system. For $3000, all of
the above is included, with unbelievable
results. Iheard the Modulus system set up with
Audio Research electronics and the Nalcamichi
1000 DAT machine, and can say, without reservation, that Ihave never heard asubwoofer/satellite speaker system like this before. Transition
between satellites and subwoofer was seamless,
without any bass boom (the subwoofer incorporates Infinity's servo system) or unnatural
midbass fatness.
The next "affordable speaker system deserving special mention was Apogee's Stage
One. Just 36" high by 24" wide, this little monster produced asoundstage and low-frequency

bass impact of these rather small (724nun high),
domestically unobtrusive speakers.
I've saved the best for last. Uptown, at the
Hotel 21, Krell and Martin-Logan were showing
what was perhaps the most impressive collection of audio hardware Ihave yet seen in one
place at one time. Gayle Sanders of MartinLogan was showing his Statement speakers
($40,000) driven by four Krell Reference amplifiers and new KSB preamp, along with Krell
Digital's MD-1 CD Turntable and SBP-64X
Digital Processor. David Day was also sharing
the spotlight, showing his new Day Sequerra
FM Studio Miner ($9500). To say that the resulting sound from the Krell/Martin-Logan combination was awesome would make me guilty
of understatement. Wow. The room was much
too small, but no matter. It was wonderful. Dan
D'Agostino played excerpts from Georg Solti's
Chicago Symphony performance (Decca/London) of Mahler's Symphony 3, Saint-Saëns's
Organ Symphony (De Waart/SFS, Philips CD),

extension that belied its diminutive dimen-

Flinn and the BB's' Big Notes, etc. Iheard things

sions. Jason Bloom was driving apair of Stage

in these familiar recordings that Ididn't want
to hear, but that's what happens when the

Ones with aClassé DR-5/DR-9 preamp/amp
combo, with an Elite CD player as asource.
Jason suggests that these speakers were
designed for the apartment or townhouse
dweller in mind, since they will produce only
(!) 107dB spls. The room in which the Stage

equipment reproducing program material is
superior to that used in the original recording
sessions.
The last manufacturer Ivisited in my threeday sojourn was Madrigal, set up in the Nikko
Hotel, not too far from Krell and Martin-Logan.

Ones were set up was easily four or five times
that encountered in the average apartment or
townhouse In spite of this, they filled the space

beginning of "Proceed," awhole new Madrigal

without any distress up to apoint, producing
avery deep, wide, and high soundstage, with

product line. The first item to be introduced
was the Proceed CD player, which is both

very good bass extension. When Iarrived Jason
was playing the first movement from Ariel
Ramirez's Missa Criolla (José Carreras, vocal

visually and sonically impressive. Priced at only
$1650, it offers amultitude of innovative design
philosophies, all intended to provide the user

solo, Philips CD 420 955-2). Icould not believe
that Iwas hearing such space and musical honesty from those squat little speaker panels.

venience. In addition to the many standard features expected on current CD players, the Pro-

The new item they spotlighted marked the

with outstanding sonics and ergonomic con-

The third entry in the "not hideously expen-

ceed model offers true balanced-differential

sive" speaker triangle came from England's
TDL Loudspeakers Ltd. Richard Chilvers

output, unlike the bogus balanced designs
offered by some Japanese products.

demonstrated the new Studio 1floor-standing
speaker, priced at $1445/pair. This two-way
design incorporates a transmission- line-

Madrigal had two complete systems playing
simultaneously, in separate rooms. System one

loaded bass driver crossed over at 3kHz to a
2.5cm metal-dome tweeter. Chilvers had the

son No.27 and No.23 power amps driving
Quad electrostatic speakers, crossed over to
Magnepan lympani IV woofer panels. The

speakers bi- wired with British Fidelity elecStereophile, August 1989

included the Proceed CD player, Mark Levin-
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•pre- and post-construction wiring
•custom termination of cables
•expert foreign shipping

SOUNDBYSINGER LTD.
165 EAST 33RD ST. NEW YORK NY 10016 (212) 683-0925

Now Carrying:

CLASSÉ

VENDETTA
RESEARCH

Turntables and Record

Including DR-5 Preamplifier

SCP-2 Phono Stage

Cleaning Machines.

V PI

Accuphase •Acoustic Energy •Adcom •Apogee Acoustics •Aragon by Mondial •Ariston •Asc
tube traps •Audible Illusions •Audio Research •California Audio Labs •Carnegie •Convergent
Audio Technology •Creek Audio Systems •CWD •Duntech •Epos •Fosgate •Goodmans
•Grado •1-leybrook •Koetsu •Krell •Krell Reference •Linn Products •Lurne •Martin-Logan
•Museatex/Meitner •Mod Squad •Monster Cable •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •Onix
•Pioneer Elite Audio/Video •PRO AC •PS Audio •Rego •Revox •Roksan Engineering Ltd. •RPG
Diffuser System •Siltech •SME •Snell Acoustics •Sonance •Stax •Talisman •Target •Tera
Video •Talwar •Terk •Theta Digital •Vandersteen •Vidikron •Wadia Digital •Wharfedale

Two of the staff manning (or should that be womanning) the Stereophile booth: Laura
Chancellor (left, with fancy Stereophile apron) and Ad Copy Manager Martha Payne.

Robert Harley

overall sound was very good (the best I've ever
heard Quads sound), but not particularly suited
to big orchestral music The second system was
the best thing Iheard at the show. Using an
Accuphase DP-80L CD Player/CD-81L Digital
Processor, Mark Levinson No.26 preamp/
No.20.5 power amp (in balanced configuration)
driving apair of Thiel CS5 speakers (introduced
at the show, which will retail for around

I

had barely unpacked my bags from the California-to-Santa Fe move when JA gave me
the first assignment in my new job as Technical Editor: join the Stereophile team covering

the Summer Consumer Electronics Show in
Chicago. Out came the travel bags again, and off
Iwent to the Windy City for my first CES.
Iknew the CES was abig trade show (it's the
largest in the country), but one must experi-

110,000), Madrigal achieved the most musically
convincing sound Ihave ever heard at any

ence it firsthand to appreciate its sheer enor-

show, past or present. My own National Symphony's recording of Stephen Albert's River

mity. The McCormick North and East convention halls were packed with vast displays of

Run Symphony (Delos CD) has never sounded
so good. Icould have listened to this system all

every conceivable electronic gadget, including

day long, but when you're sent to cover the

That's right, auto decals. Fortunately, the highend equipment was given its own sanctuary at

CES, you don't have such luxuries.
Next morning, bright and early (6:30am), I
found myself eating ahorrible rendition of
French toast on aflight back to Washington,
DC. Iarrived at 9:15, just in time to catch acab
to the Kennedy Center for a10:00 rehearsal of

cordless irons and auto decals. Auto decals?

the McCormick Hotel, away from the fray of
the main convention floors. In addition, manufacturers who needed more space or quieter
conditions displayed their products in larger
rooms at various downtown hotels. There was

Prokofiev's Ivan the Terrible with Rostropo-

more than enough high end to keep me busy

vich and the National Symphony. 11
2vo minutes
/
after we started, reality came back to me. Hifi is hi-fi. Live music is live music. Or, as they

for the four days, so my forays into the Zoo (as
the main conventions halls are called by show-

say: close, but no cigar.
Stereophile, August 1989

goers) were just long enough to satisfy my
curiosity.
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Audio Research
Adcom, Alphason
Audible Illusions
Audioquest
California Audio Labs
Koetsu
Magnum
Nitty Gritty
Oracle, PSE
Rauna
Revox, Rote!
Jeff Rowland
SME, SOTA
Sound Anchors
Spica
Theta, Tice
Vandersteen
Versa Dynamics
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entbantment

Winner of the "Best Sound" at the first Stereophile
Hi-Fi Show in Los Angeles. 213/393-4434
By appointment in Santa Monica

Thiel, Magnepan, Infinity, Acoustat, and Apogee each debuted anew design. The first two
expanded their lines upward with flagship
models, while the latter three attempted to
bring the technology of their most expensive
systems to smaller, more affordable units.
Magnepan unveiled its new flagship speaker,
the MG-20/R (the designation comes from the
fact that Magnepan just celebrated its 20th
birthday). The speaker is an aesthetic departure for Magnepan in that it is not designed to
be unobtrusive in alistening room. Technically,
it follows traditional Magnepan design philosophy, employing aline-source ribbon transducer for the treble and upper midrange with
a"Magneplanar" driver for the lower frequencies. Bass response from apair of MG-20/Rs is
said to equal or surpass that of the four-panel
lympani-IV. No availability date was set, since
Magnepan is still refining the design. Retail
price is expected to be between $5000 and
$10,000/pair.
Thiel formally introduced the new top-of-theline CS5. Attendees of the Stereophile High End
Hi -Fi Show in San Francisco were treated to a
sneak preview of this impressive system. The CS5
is afive-way, six-driver dynamic speaker utilizing
the familiar Thiel sloping baffle The driver complement includes three 8" woofers, acone midrange a2" dome upper-midrange driver, and a
Magnepan's MG20-R uses magnets on both
sides of the bass diaphragm to give pushpull operation.

What struck me most about the high-end
portion of the show was the number of small
loudspeaker companies. Speakers, more than
any other component (except perhaps tube
electronics), seem to attract the entrepreneurial
audio enthusiast. There was no shortage of
tube amplifiers at the show, especially in speaker
manufacturers' demonstration rooms.
This CES saw the introduction of several
new D/A converters. Giant leaps are being
made in digital playback: Stax, Krell, Wadia,
Aragon, Melos, and Arcam all showed digital
processors, foreshadowing the future of multibox CD playback. Some of these units have
achieved an amazing level of technological
sophistication. If only this much attention were
paid to the A/D side of the chain!

metal-dome tweeter. All driver diaphragms are
made from aluminum, Kevlar, or aKevlar/foarn
"sandwich." According to Thiel, these materials
drastically reduce cone breakup.
The most interesting things about this speaker,
however, are the front baffle and the crossover.
The baffle is made from amarble/polymer
composite casting, created by pouring the
material into amold. The result is an extremely
rigid mounting for the drivers. In addition, the
baffle is shaped to reduce cabinet-edge
diffraction.
The CS5 crossover is astonishing. Employing
116 components, the crossover time-aligns the
drivers electrically and, according to Thiel, provides perfect phase, amplitude, and power
response All crossover components appeared
to be of very high quality.
Bandwidth is specified as 20Hz-22kHz
t3dB, and frequency response is 25Hz-201(Hz
ldB. The speaker is 64" tall, 13" wide, and

Several major speaker manufacturers an-

17" deep. The CS5 will be available in early fall,
with aprojected retail price of about $9700/

nounced important additions to their lines.

pair. The exact price will be announced later
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this summer.
Iauditioned the CS5s at both the Stereopbile
Hi -Fi Show and at the Thiel suite in the McCormick. My initial response on both occasions
was extremely favorable. The CS5s had aneutral tonal characteristic, free from coloration.
Soundstaging was open and natural, with an
ability to recreate asense of space. Ieagerly
look forward to spending some time with them
when they become available for review.
Reversing this trend of upscaling their product lines, Apogee Acoustics introduced a
smaller version of their highly successful ribbon
speakers. Called the Stage One, it looks like a
newborn offspring of Apogee's Diva. Although
the Stage One is 36" high, it appears much
smaller juxtaposed with the familiar full-size Apogees. However, the Stage Ones' sound was anything but small. They produced awide, detailed
soundstage and smooth, natural timbre on the
acoustic selections Iheard. They seemed to benefit from being demonstrated in the larger room
of the main convention hall's lower level.
Although not for pipe-organ buffs, the Stage
Ones bring the Apogee ribbon sound into anew
level of affordability. Priced at $1999/pair, the
Stage Ones will be available sometime this
month.
Slated for Fall delivery, Acoustat's new Spectra 11 spcaker made its debut. The Spectra 11
combines Acoustat's traditional electrostaticpanel technology with an 8" dynamic woofer
for higher efficiency and greater dynamic range
Designed for smaller rooms, the Spectra 11
measures 72" tall, 15" wide, and 14" deep.
Projected retail price is under $1000/pair. They
sounded very musical during my brief audition, despite the poor listening conditions and
speaker placement. One to watch for.
Infinity introduced a new "concept"
(Infinity's term) in speakers called "Modulus."
Modulus is built around apair of mini-monitors
and is designed to adapt to avariety of applications and, thus, customers. The Modulus
speakers can be used by themselves on abookshelf, mounted on Infinity's stands, or mated
to the optional subwoofer. The Modulus incorporates the EMIT ktweeter and anew 5g" IMG

UK manufacturer Mission Electronics has
set up aUS subsidiary and are set to attack
the US market in abig way. As well as their
affordable Cyrus electronics, they have a
new speaker range, headed by the 767,
which uses actively driven twin woofers.

The show had no dearth of mini-monitors.
Morel Acoustics demonstrated the recently
refined Duet, a6" two-way using Morel's MW164 woofer and MDT-33 tweeter. The sound
from these was open, transparent, and had surprising bass for their size. In addition, the Duets
produced asoundstage extending far beyond
the speaker boundaries. Monitor Audio also
demonstrated two excellent mini-monitors, the
Monitor 7and Monitor 9. The British seem to

(injection-molded graphite/polypropylene)

have aflair for producing high-quality small

woofer. Suggested retail price for the Modulus
(without stands or subwoofer) is $1000 /pair.

speakers; the Monitor series is no exception.
At $429 /pair, the Monitor 7, was, in my opin-

Infinity's demonstration room was so crowded
Ididn't get agood listen, but LA seemed favora-

ion, the bargain minimonitor of the show.
Their flagship speaker, the R952MD with Moni-

bly impressed, as did JA.

tor's proprietary gold-dome tweeter, was also
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impressive, with exceptional high-frequency

Classical

Design

and

Engineering

detail without fatiguing tizz. Also on the British

demonstrated their "Immortal" loudspeaker.

front, Celesdon introduced the Model 3com-

Priced at 135,000/pair, the Immortals are get-

pact bookshelf system using Celestion's

ting up toward the territory (at least in price)
of the big Infinity IRS and Wilson WAMM.

titanium-dome tweeter, the same tweeter
found in the more expensive DL series. Priced

For that amount of money, one expects to be

at $250/pair, the Model 3represents Celestion's
entry into the budget loudspeaker market.

bowled over. The Immortals just didn't do it
for me. Although they had acredible sound-

Allison Acoustics' Mini 2, previously sold

stage, the Immortals seemed bottom-heavy, the

only as part of athree-piece system, is now

bass lacking definition. However, any equip-

available separately. Also from Allison is anew

ment criticisms made during the adverse listen-

three-piece system called the MS 205, with a

ing conditions of aCES should be taken with

bass unit patterned after the Allison CD-6. A

agrain of salt.

line of stands and mounting units is available

In a large room beneath the convention

for both the Mini 2and the MS 205.

floor, Digital Music Products (DMP), Dun-

Good sound was to be found in the Amen(
Audio room. Amrita used the British-made

Systems, and Wadia Digital teamed up to

Audio Innovations 15Wpc class-A triode tube
amps to drive their $3275 Amrit Reference
Standard Towers. Hales Audio introduced a
new speaker in this popular price range
($3750). Called the "Signature," it's ano-compromise version of the System Two debuted at
the Winter CES in Las Vegas. It features 2"-thick
enclosure walls and a4" -thick front baffle. The
crossover is external and mounted in aspiked,
sand-filled enclosure. Also demonstrating an
upgraded version of aprevious design was the
Canadian company Plateau Camber. The

tech, Mirror Image Audio, RPG Diffusor
provide a"World Class Music Listening Experience." A \Vadia digital processor and Mirror
Image electronics comprised the front end.
The room was heavily treated with RPG Diffusors, and DMP CDs were used as source material. Ihad never heard the highly regarded Duntech Sovereigns, and was looking forward to
visiting this particular room. The sound was
huge, clear, loud, and had enormous "jump factor." Unfortunately, after three or four selections, Ifelt the urge to leave. Iresisted, however,
in the vain hope of hearing any other music
through this exceptional system. The compa-

Camber 3.5A, favorably reviewed by JA (Vol.11
No.8), has undergone adesign revision. Cabinet bracing has been improved, the tweeter is

decision to use DMP discs exclusively to

anew aluminum-dome design, and the woofer

demonstrate their products. Ishould add that

cone and surround are upgraded. Driven by an
Audiolab preamp and power amp, the 3.5s

achievements of DMP, but they present one par-

were very musical, with excellent imaging and

ticular representation of music which, by itself,

deep LF extension for their size.
Keith Johnson, recording engineer and
designer of the Precise line of loudspeakers,
demonstrated the Precise Monitor 10 in what
was undoubtedly the best acoustically treated

nies involved would be wise to reconsider their

Ihave very high regard for the engineering

is unsatisfying. One doesn't eat caviar three times
aday.
With seven D/A converters on display and
many others reportedly in development, this

room at the hotel. ASC 'Babe Traps, absorbing

CES was aharbinger of the future of digital
playback. These units are more properly called

material, and RPG Diffusors were liberally
employed. Keith played his own naturally

digital processors due to the extensive digital
manipulation they perform. In addition, look

miked recordings through Spectral elec-

for CD transports being sold separately as CD
playback becomes atwo-box affair (or afive-

tronics (also designed by Keith). The results
were impressive. How much of the good sound
was due to the recordings, attention to room
acoustics, or the speakers, was hard to determine. At any rate, music from the Monitor lOs
was ajoy. Instruments were presented with

box affair, in the case of the 'dia Digital 2000
and aCD player). This area is of particular interest to me since Ispent the past three years
working in CD mastering. I'm curious as to just
how much information is really encoded on

three-dimensionality, natural spatial size, and

aCD. Many of the sonic faults of CDs can be

conveyed the acoustics of the hall. Price is

attributed to poor-quality A/D converters,
input low-pass filters, and analog line sections

51650/pair. Look for areview soon.
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found in professional digital processors. Does
it really help that much to have aS10,000 D/A
converter if the signal has already been corrupted by afar weaker link in the chain? What
effect, if any, does the data source have on sonic
quality? Iintend to explore these questions
when Iget my hands (and ears) on some of the
processors described below. Anyway, on to the
products.
Krell Digital displayed their SBP-64X
"Software-Based Digital Signal Processor." At
$10,000, the two-box Krell was the most
expensive processor of the show. The power
supply is external, with individual cables supplying DC to the processor's respective analog
and digital circuits. Mx "oversampling" is used
along with four Motorola DSP-56001 digital
signal processing chips, providing computing
power of over sixty million computations per
second. These remarkable ICs have become
the backbone of digital signal processing in
both professional and consumer equipment.
The SBP-64's decoding software and logic control are contained in PROMs (Programmable
Read-Only Memory) and PLDs (Programmable Logic Device), thus facilitating future upgrades as the technology advances. Digital/analog conversion is performed by two BurrBrown 18-bit DACs. Both balanced and unbalanced analog outputs are provided. Krell also
introduced the MD-1, aCD "turntable" based
on aPhilips high-quality transport that provides adata stream to adigital processor.
Most of the preceding description of the
Krell SBP-64X sounds suspiciously like computer-speak, not adescription of an audio
product. This is atrend to which we'll have to
become accustomed as digital audio enters the
1990s and computer power is applied to music
reproduction. As the two technologies inexorably merge, the line between them becomes
increasingly faint. Such developments can be
unsettling, however, creating akind of audio

The Energy Elite speaker system is
projected to sell for around $6000/pair.
Unusual feature, probably to be seen on
more and more speakers, is the bandpass
alignment, where the bass driver is actually
the air in aport driven by internally mounted
woofers. Here, the internal woofers are
themselves loaded by ports to give an
overall 7th-order bandpass LF alignment.

and 'saturation'?"
Also aiming at the high end of the digitalconverter market was Stair. The $8000 DAC-

future-shock.
This reminds me of an incident that hap-

XIT features a12AX7 driven by aMOSFET in

pened at an Audio Engineering Society meeting. A former colleague, an optical engineer

three coaxial), and balanced outputs. The dig-

and physicist, gave apresentation to the local
AES chapter on optical aspects of data retrieval

ital and analog sections of the processor have
their own power supplies, resulting in three

the line section, six digital inputs (three optical,

from the Compact Disc. The discussion be-

line cords at the rear of the unit. In addition,

came quite technical and arcane. About halfway
through, alongtime AES member whispered to

the dual 20-bit D/A converters are not found
in any other CD player or digital processor.

me, "What happened to the good old days of AES

Development of the DAC-XIT was driven by

meetings, when we talked about things like 'bias'

the success of the highly regarded Stax Quattro
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The NEW
AudioVision
in
Santa
Barbara

More than just apretty faceplate

H

igh fidelity has a new home
in Santa Barbara. For the
first time there is asalon dedicated
to state-of-the-art music
reproduction located within reach
of Ventura, Santa Maria, and San
Luis Obispo. Ironically, that salon
is the new, 35-year old
AudioVision.
New ownership, new location,
new lines, and a new direction
have created ahaven for the music
enthusiast. Thirty-five years in the
audio business has contributed an
establishment of dependability,
the tradition of service, and a
history of customer satisfaction.
The new AudioVision offers a
total of four separate sound rooms;
two dedicated high-end rooms

feature installations that
demonstrate the highest caliber of
audio performance.
Naturally, you will find all the
best equipment at AudioVision:
Apogee, Aragon, Ariston,
AudioQuest, Audio Research,
Bang & Olufsen, Boston Acoustics,
California Audio Labs, Celestion,
Citation, Eminent Technology,
Harmon Kardon, Klipsch, Koetsu,
Magnum, Meitner, MIT, Monster
Cable, Ortofon, RAM, SME,
Sonance, Sony, Stax, Sumiko,
Vandersteen and VPI.
AudioVision also offers the
finest auto music systems and
installation and staffs three service
technicians to take care of all your
audio needs.

AudioVision, 612 N. Milpas, Santa Barbara, CA 93103, 805/966-7707

optical output, while the "Decoding Computer," with 64x-oversampling and premium
18-bit D/A converters, performs the digital
processing. The fiber-optic unit and decoding
computer each have their own power supplies,
making the Digital 2000 total four boxes. In
addition, the "DigiMaster" decoding software
Carver C19 amplifier features tubes and a
spectral tilt control. Bob Carver told JA that
he has been atube enthusiast since high
school. (Manufacturer's photograph)

in the Digital 2000 is an improvement over the
1000's "Frenchcurve" softwire. These decoding software algorithms obviate the need for
output low-pass "reconstruction" filtering.
Like the Krell SBP-64X, the Wadia Digital 2000

CD players.

uses four Motorola DSP-56001 digital signal-

'Wadia Digital displayed three models, the
Digital 1000 at $3900, the DM 64 at $4950, and

processing chips. The DM 64 is essentially a

the Digital 2000 at $6995. The 1000 is atwo-

ware, D/A converters, and signal-processing

Digital 1000 upgraded with the decoding soft-

box unit consisting of adecoder and power

circuitry of the Digital 2000. The DM 64 is avail-

supply. The decoder features 16x-oversampling

able to new buyers or as an upgrade for 1000

with Wadia's "Frenchcurve" decoding soft-

owners. Construction quality of both the elec-

ware, allowing reconstruction of the audio sig-

tronics and enclosures appeared extraordinar-

nal without filtering. The 16-bit DACs are hand-

ily high. The Digital 2000's cabinet is machined

selected. Digital input is via aSPDIF (Sony/

from asolid aluminum block.
Melos Audio has entered the D/A conver-

is from gold-plated RCA jacks. The Digital 2000

sion market with the Melos Audio Digital Pro-

represents Wadia's no-compromise approach

cessor. The unit is available with aline amplifier

to D/A conversion. The "Fiber Optic Commu-

($2295), or as part of afull-featured control

nicator" converts one of three digital inputs to

preamplifier ($2595). Keeping with Melos's

ATMA-Sphere
160 S Wheeler
St Paul. MN 55105
(612) 690-2246

Anion Pcousbcs
3685 Frontier Ave
Boulder. CO 80301
(303) 440-0422

Duntech, W and W Audio
4821 McAlpine Farm Rd
Charlotte, NC 28226
(704) 542-8601

Acoustat/Haller
613 S Rockford Dr
Tempe. AZ 85281
(602) 967-3565
Adcom

California Audio Labs
7231 Garden Grove Blvd
Ste F
Garden Grove, CA 92641
(714) 894-9747

ESB
Via Della Mechanica 14
04011 Avila Latina. Italy
(06) 9280451

11 Elkins Road
New Brunswick, NJ 08816
(201) 390.1130

Carver Corporation
PO Box 1237
Lynnwood, WA 98036
(206) 775.1202

Allison Acoustics
1590 Concord Are
Framingham, MA 01710
(800)225-4790
Arleta Audio
322 Brady Street
Davenport. IA 52801
(319)323-6000
AMA«
RFD 1RI 02

Celestion Industries Inc.
89 Doug Brown Way
Holliston. MA 01746
(508) 429-6706
Cello Ud.
Erector Sq., Bldg. 23
315 Peck St.
New Haven. CT 06513
(203) 865-1237

Preston, Cl.06360
(203)886-1562
Apogee Acousbcs
35 York Industrial Park
Randolph. MA 02368
(617) 963.0124
Arcarn/Audio Yea
RR #2 Box 478
Highland (akes, NJ 07422
(201) 7E4-8958
Artech Electronics/
Audiolab
PO Box 1165
Champlain, NY 12919
(514) 631-6448

Classé Audio Inc.
9414 Cote de Liesse Road
Lachine. Quebec
Canada H8T 1A1
(514)636- 6384
Classical Design 8,
Engineering
1011 N. Crystal Plaza
2111 Jett Davis Hwy.
Arlington, VA 22201
t301) 868- 7059
Conrad-Johnson
2800R [(err Ave
Fairfax. VA 22031
(703) 698-8581

Audio Reseach Corp
6801 Shingle Creek
Parkway
Minneapoks. MN 55430
(612) 566-7570

Day Sequent
Davidson-Roth
162 Chatsworth Circle
Schaumburg, IL 60194
(312) 843.1797

Eminent Technology Inc.
225 E. Palmer St
Tallahassee. FL 32301
(904) 575.5655
Essence Corporation
805 M Street
Lincoln, NE 68508
(800) 445-1277
Hales Audio Loudspeakers
43272 Christy St
Fremont. CA 94538
(415) 623.0790
HarmanIkardon
240 Crossways Park West
Woodbury, NY 11797
(516) 496.3400
Infinity Systems Inc.
9409 Owensmouth Ave
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 709-9400
International Audio
Technology
13897J Willard Road
Chantilly, VA 22021
(703) 378-1515
Jeff Rowland Design Group
20 Mount View Lane, Unit C
Colorado Springs. CO 80909
(719) 473-1181

KEE/Quad/Meridian
14120.K Sullyfield Circle
Chantilly, VA 22021
(703) 631-8618
Kinergetics Inc.
6029 Reseda Blvd
Tarzana. CA 91356
(818) 345-2851
Kiell/Kna Diatal/Airangent
20 Higgins Dr
Milford, CT 06460
(203) 874-3139
Madrigal Ud.
PO. Box 781
Middletown, CT 06457
(2031 346-0896
Magnepan
1645 9th Street
White Bear lake. MN 55110
(8001 776-3568
Martin-Logan
2001 Delaware
Lawrence. KS 66044
(913) 749-0133
Melon Audio
723 Bound Brook Road
Dunellen, NJ 08812
(2011 968-8771
Mirror Image Audio, Inc.
700 Springvale Rd
Great Falls. VA 22066
(703) 759-4774
Mission Electronics LISA
18303 8th. Avenue
Seattle. WA 98148
Mod Squad
542 Coast Hwy 0101
Leucadia, CA 92024
(619) 436-7666

Manufacturers mentioned in CES report

Philips Digital Interface) port, analog output

design philosophy, both models feature tube
Arcam displayed their Black Box and Black

ital chain caught my attention in the Monster

Box 2D/A converters (see JA's review in Febru-

Cable booth. Rodney Herman, designer of the

ary). Arcam also introduced the Delta 70
transport-only CD "player." Without D/A con-

SOTA turntables and now Director of Special

verters or line amplifiers, the Delta 70 is de-

A/D converter with optical output. The digitized signal leaves the converter on optical

signed for use with an external converter. The
master clock, which has its own dedicated

fiber, and is thus immune to cable-associated
problems. The A/D converter uses 3.2MHz

lated from the servo and microprocessor cir-

sampling with 1-bit quantization, eliminating

cuitry. According to Arcam, this reduces jitter

the need for brickwall input filters. Monster
Cable is also working on ano-compromise

At the low-priced end of the digital processor entries, Mondial introduced the Aragon
D2A. The $995 unit, designed by Mike Moffat,
features dual 18-bit DACs, 8x-oversampling,

Manufacturers mentioned in CES r

Products at Monster Cable, is working on an

transformer and power supply, is optically iso-

and thus improves D/A-conversion linearity. 2

O

listening position via aremote switch.
A development at the otber end of the dig-

analog circuitry.

D/A converter for consumer use.
This is an exciting time in digital audio. We
are just beginning to see the results of the serious efforts being made to improve digital

and discrete class-A analog circuitry In fact,

sound quality. As long as there is demand, these

the analog section uses phono-preamp circuit

cutting-edge developments will continue. 3

topology. The D2Ns power supply, housed
separately, has 11 separate DC supplies. Interest-

This is good news for everyone—inevitably,

ingly, absolute phase can be inverted from the

monplace (le, cheap) tomorrow.

2Unlike time jitter in the dam stir= muwertxl from Cl). which
should have no effect n, sound quality, jitter in the dausteram
driving the
=
drunkl), the sound.
—JA

3According to one manufacturer with whom Ispoke, sales
of (heir very expensive digital processor arc mom than triple
their projections of less than ayear ago.

Mondial Designs
Ltd./Aragon
2Elm Street
Ardsley, NY 10502
(914) 693-8008

Panther Enterprises
8825 Urbana Ave
Arleta. CA 91331
(818) 909-0294

Snell Acoustics
143 Essex St
Haverhill MA 01830
(617) 373-6114

Philips Consumer Electronics Co.
1-40 8Straw Plains Pike
Knoxville TN 37914
(615) 521-4316

Sony Consumer Products
Sony Drive
Park Ridge NJ 07656
(201) 930-1000

Plateau Camber
4946 Bourg St
Montreal. Quebec
Canada H4T 1J2
(514) 738-3225

Spectral Inc.
260 fi Wolfe Rd
Sunnyvale CA 94089
(408) 738-852'

Monitor Audio
1755 Plummer St Unit 20
Pickenng, Ontario
Canada L1W 3SI
r
416) 831-4741
Monster Cable
101 Townsend Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 777-1355
Morel Acoustics
414 Harvard Street
Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 277 6663
Moscato Audio Inc./Meitner
6695 Thimens
Ville St Laurent Ouebec
Canada H4S 1W2
.514) 333-6661
Music Hall/Epos/Creek/
Revolver
108 Station Road
Great Neck, NY 11023
(516)487-3663
Musical Concepts
1Patterson Plaza
Florissant. MO 63031
(314) 831-1822
NAD
575 University Pea
Norwood, MA 02062
(617) 762-0202
Balm Audio
1748 N. Sedgwick
Chicago, IL 60614
(312) 944-0217
Oracle Audio USA
1237 Nielson Dr
Clarkston, GA 30021
(404) 296-6776

Precise Acoustic Laboratories
200 Williams Dr Surte B
Ramsey. NJ 07446
(201) 934 -1335
Primate Systems
Lindevei 13
Fredenksberg. Copenhagen.
Denmark
45-91-22-4462
RPG
12003 Wimbleton Street
Largo, MD 20772
(301) 249-5647
Rotel of America/B&W
PO Box 653
Buffalo, NY 14240
(416) 751-4520
Serious listeners
PO Box 565
Burlingame, CA 94011
(415)344-1200
Shabinian Acoustics
33 A8BC,edarhurst Ave
Medford. NY 11763
(516) 736-0033
Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave
Evanston, IL 60204-3696
(312) 866-2200

today's exotic technology will become com-

Spectrum Loudspeakers. Inc.
1021 Nevada Si
Toledo OH 43605
(419) 698-4488
Stax Bogy° Inc.
940 E Dominguez St
Carson, CA 90746
(2131538-5878
Sumiko
PO Box 5046
Berkeley, GA 94705
1415) 843-4500
Symdex Audio Systems
PO Box 8037
Boston. MA 02114
(617) 281-4447
TDL
652 Glenbrook Road
Stamford. CT 06906
(203) 324-7269
Technics
1Panasonic Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
(201) 348-7000
Teledyne Acoustic Research
330 Turnpike Street
Canton, MA 02021
(617) 821-2300

Terpsichore/
Townshend Audio
Route 24
Chester, NJ 07930
(201) 879-6999
Theta Digital Corporation
6360 Van Nuys Blvd Suite 5
Van Nuys CA 91401
(714) 997-8908
Thiel Audio Products
1042 Nand« Blvd
Lexington KY 40511
(606) 254 -9427
Transparent Audio Marketing /
Well- Tempered/vdH
R1 202 Box 11,'
Hollis ME 04042
(207) 929-4553
Vacuum Tube Logic
4774 Munetta SI 19
Chino. CA 91710
(714) 627-5944
Wadia Digital Corp.
511 Second St
Hudson, WI 54016
(715) 386-8100
Waveform Research Inc.
27 Elgin Street
cng General Delivery
Colborne. Ontano
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Wilson Audio Specialties
100 Rush Landing Rd ,
10 1
94945
Surte CA
0va
(415) 897-8440
Yamaha Electronics Corp.
6660 Orangethorpe Ave
Buena Park, CA 90620
(714) 522-9105
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
MARTIN-LOGAN SEQUEL II
LOUDSPEAKER
John Atkinson
Two-way, floor-standing loudspeaker with sealed-box bass and electrostatic midrange/tweeter
unit. Drive-units: 48" by 10" curvilinear electrostatic panel, 10" plastic-cone woofer. Crossover
frequency: 250Hz. Crossover slopes: second-order, 12dB/octave. Frequency response: 28Hz2kHz -2dB. Bass control switch: shelves response between 28Hz and 250Hz down by 3dB. Dispersion: 30° horizontal (no frequency limits), 48" line source vertical. Sensitivity: 89dB/2.83V/m.
Nominal impedance: 6ohms, with aminimum of 2ohms. Impedance phase angle: less than
45°. Amplifier requirements: 80-200W. Maximum power handling: 200W. Dimensions: 72" H
by 14" W by 13" D. Weight: 110 lbs each. Supplied accessories: glides, carpet-piercing spikes.
Finishes available: rosewood, gloss black, walnut, light and dark oak. Price: 52500/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 70. Manufacturer: Martin-Logan Ltd., PO. Box 741, 2001 Delaware,
Lawrence, KS 66044. Tel: (913) 749-0133.
Loudspeaker designers are dreamers. Something takes hold of aman—the fact that loud-

greatness and fail, even by alittle, is perhaps
more disturbing than one that aims lower and

speaker designers are all men must be significant—and he wrestles with recalcitrant wood,

succeeds. Though originally priced at $25001
pair, the CLS has been considerably revised

arcane drive-units, and sundry coils, capaci-

since 1986 and now costs some $3500/pair in
its CLS Il incarnation, leaving the Sequel Il to

tors, and cables, to produce something which
will be individual in its sound quality yet inherently more true to the original sound. An

occupy the $2500 position in Martin-Logan's
product lineup.

impossible task. Yet if there were to be an

The original Sequel was introduced in late

aristocratic subset of those dreamers, it would
be those who have taken upon themselves the

1987, and featured atall, narrow electrostatic
diaphragm crossing over to areflex-loaded

burden of producing electrostatic loud-

moving-coil woofer at 125Hz. Lewis Lipnick
reviewed it in our December 1988 issue (Vol.11

speakers. For these farsighted engineers, there
is no standing on the shoulders of others, there

No.12), and was somewhat ambivalent about

is no recourse to tried and tested combinations
of other manufacturers' drive-units. Every

its ultimate merit. While enthusing over its abil-

aspect of the design, no matter how apparently

ity to throw awell-defined soundstage and
finding its balance "clear but distant," he was

insignificant, has to be created afresh from first

worried by alack of visceral impact. Martin-

principles. For anew electrostatic design to
produce asound at all represents agreat tri-

Logan must also have been not totally happy
with the design, as just amonth after Lew's

umph for its progenitor, let alone having it

review appeared in print, the Sequel II made
its debut at the 1989 Las Vegas WC ES.

sound musical. And to produce an electrostatic
loudspeaker that is also possessed of great visual beauty is indeed abonus.

Identical in appearance to the first Sequel
and using what appear to be identical drive-

It was therefore with agood deal of respect

units, the II is considerably different under the

that Iapproached the job of reviewing the orig-

skin. The midrange and treble are still handled

inal Martin-Logan CLS full-range electrostatic

by agently convex, push-pull electrostatic

loudspeaker some three years ago (Vol.9 No.7).
One of the most eye-catching loudspeakers I

panel, 48" tall and 10" wide. As with all Martin-

had seen, the CLS promised much in the way

sharp treble lobing in the horizontal dispersion

of sound quality, which is why Iwas ultimately

pattern that occurs when adiaphragm is larger
than the wavelength of the sound it is produc-

alittle disappointed. For aspeaker to attempt
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Logan's panels, this is curved to minimize the
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ing. The stator elements are the black, perforated metal screens in front of and behind the
transparent diaphragm. Though these carry
several kilovolts of potential, the black paint
is an effective insulator up to 10kV, eliminating
any risk of shock. It also prevents the arcing at
very high levels that hobbles the performance
of electrostatic speakers with uninsulated electrodes, the Quads for example. Though sufficiently rigid to be formed into the requisite 30°
arc shape, the diaphragm is said to weigh less
than lin

of air and is coated with a low-

conductivity material (copper oxide and palladium) to ensure constant-charge operation.
Horizontal pads split the moving element into
ten individual, different-sized areas, thus
spreading their resonant frequencies.
The woofer is a10", long-throw, plastic-cone
unit, with what appears to be amass-loading
disc in place of aconventional dustcap. In contrast to the earlier Sequel, the driver is mounted
in asealed-box enclosure rather than being
reflex-loaded. The sides of the bass bin, which
is finished in anubbly matte black paint, extend
to the top of the speaker, tapering as they go to
provide avariable degree of baffling to the electrostatic panel. Whereas the original Sequel featured first-order crossover slopes, with the outof- band rejection steepening to 12dB/octave,
well away from the actual crossover frequency,
the II's crossover is asymmetrical, secondorder, 12dB/octave type. It is mounted on a
printed circuit board carried on ametal tray
that sits on top of the woofer enclosure. This
also carries aboard to supply HT to the stators
by means of adiode/capacitor ladder circuit.
Component quality is excellent, with air-cored
coils and polypropylene-dielectric capacitors.
The audio input transformer, used to step up
the drive to the level required by the electrostatic panel, is supported by afoam block
and is said to be made from high-quality
materials and epoxy-dipped. Electrical connection is via two pairs of five-way binding posts
on the right rear of the crossover tray, immediately above asmall rocker switch that reduces
the woofer level by 3dB, this apparently
achieved by inserting aseries power resistor in
the drive-unit feed. The AC input is on the left
rear of the tray; the speaker has to be powered
from the wall line, of course.
As is sometimes the case with components
Martin-Logan Sequel II loudspeaker

ii

i

that we consider significant, we bought the
review pair of Sequel Ils. They should there-

August 1989

fore be considered typical of Martin- Logan's
production and not handpicked with this
review in mind.

The sound
The preamplifier initially used for CD and
open-reel tape replay was the Mod Squad Line
Drive Deluxe AGI. As my usual Vendetta

seemed to be very sensitive to anumber of factors, including the distance between the
speakers and the side and rear walls, and the
angle of toe-in. Istarted off my listening with
the speakers 5' from the rear wall (which is
faced with books and LPs) and 6' from the side
walls (also faced with bookshelves). The tonal

Research SCP2 phono preamp was away for

balance was thin, however (as will be discussed); Ithen moved the speakers to 3' from

updating to SCP2A status, Imade use of the

the rear wall. This did compromise the superb

sample of the Conrad-Johnson Premier Seven
tube preamplifier reviewed byJ. Gordon Holt
last November to play "real" records. Source

imaging specificity, however (more on that
later).

components consisted of a1975-vintage Revox
A77 to play my own and others' 15ips master

Line Drive/Krell combination, were mixed.
Imaging was stunningly precise, the speakers

tapes, aLinn Sondek/EkosMoika setup sitting
on aSound Organisation table to play LPs, and

stage. The mids and highs were clean but with-

the CAL Tempest SE two-box CD player. For
preliminary auditioning, amplification was

First impressions, gained with the Tempest/

throwing adeep, if narrower than usual, soundout the exaggerated feeling Ihad experienced

provided by my 1986-model Krell KSA-50

with the original CLS. There was athreadbare
quality to the lower midrange, however, that

power amplifier, later replaced by apair of Mark

was quite disturbing. Nowhere in the instruc-

Levinson No.20.5s for reasons that will become
apparent.

does it say anything about breaking in the

The speakers were bi-wired from the Krell
with AudioQuest Clear speaker cable to the

Sequels, but Idid remember that the CLS
required agood deal of playing-in time before

woofer and with Monster M1 speaker cable to

the lows were ready to sing. Accordingly, Iused

the electrostatic panel. Bi -wiring with the unwieldy Clear cable was not possible, due to the

other things for aweekend, taking care not to

limited clearance around the terminal posts,

listen to them. (This is much harder than you

and even with this combination, the bass sen-

might think; for an audiophile not to listen and
not to form an opinion while listening is well-

sitivity switch could only be operated with dif-

tion booklet or lavishly produced brochure

the speakers for background music while doing

ficulty using atoothpick. (I sometimes think
that designers should talk more with dealers

nigh impossible.)

and reviewers before deciding upon the final
positioning of binding posts, switches, and

next attempt at serious listening. The lower

heatsinks.) The Levinsons were single-wired
using Madrigal CPC speaker cable. Intercon-

the sound was far from meaty. This was with

nect for the main system was lm lengths of
AudioQuest LiveWire Lapis, with 15' lengths

to "-3dB" exacerbated the problem. Worried,
Ichecked the overall system frequency response,

of Monster M1000 used to connect the preamps

measured at the speaker terminals. With the
Line Drive's volume controls set to 12 noon, the

to the Mark Levinson amplifiers, which could
only be sited next to the speakers.
Although some users will prefer to use the
glide feet, the Sequels proved to be unstable on
my carpeted floor, only aslight push being
required to tip them forward. Itherefore

The evening of the third day witnessed my
midrange had acquired alittle more flesh, but
the woofer control set to "OdB"; switching it

bass was very slightly lightweight, shelving
down by 1dB at 20Hz. Obviously, the Tempest's output stage was not quite up to the task
of driving cables, Line-Drive, and Krell input
impedance. This would not be enough to

replaced the glides with the spike feet, these
coupling to the tile-on-concrete floor beneath

explain my reaction, however: though taking

the carpet. Not only do these enable the

Tempest to the C-J Premier Seven did bring up

speaker not to make any indentation on the carpet, Ifound that, as so often is the case, they

the low bass atad, the sound still lacked body
in the lower midrange. Since Richard Lehnert

usefully tightened up definition in the upperbass region. Positioning the Sequel Hs for the
best sound was not a simple matter: they

and Iendured, sorry, enjoyed—no, Iwas right
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the Line Drive out of circuit and connecting the

the first time—the nine-hour epic about
Richard Wagner's life starring Richard Burton,
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the beginning of Die Walküre, nervously
scrubbing strings over chugging double-bass
quarter notes that seemed to burst from the
soundtrack every time the story line lagged, has
become engrained in my brain. Yet via the
Sequels driven by the Krell (the Solti recording on London 414-105-2, of course, Richard),
the bass line that is so essential to the music's
setting the stage for the drama to unfold was
dramatically undernourished, the rosiny leading edges to the sound being unsupported by
the body of the tone.
This was when Idecided to move the speakers
closer to the rear wall. This usefully fleshed out
the sound, but at the expense of that wonderful
image specificity. Ihad to face the fact that a)

Fig.1

the speaker had some kind of problem in the

Krell maximum voltage swing, Liszt's
Don Juan (10V/div vertical, 2ms/div
horizontal)

lower midrange, b) the Krell/Sequel combination was incompatible, or c) both of these. I

where it was most apparent, Jorge Bolet per-

hadn't yet done any measuring, so Ithought

forming Liszt's Reminiscences de Don Juan

Iwould take another rest from serious listening
and carry out abasic set of measurements. I

(London 417 523-2). The unweighted peak spi

was confident that Ihad enough of ahandle on
the Sequel's sound, at least from 100Hz down
and 400Hz up, that Iwould not be swayed by

in my room was between 96dB and 98dB, and
as can be seen from fig.1, which shows a20ms
slice of the block-chord-underlying-arpeggios
climax 45s from the start, the peak voltage

any measured revelations. (It is distressingly all

being swung by the Krell is +39, -32V at this

too easy to hear what you think you should be
hearing.)

point. (The large vertical divisions are 10V; each
large horizontal division represents 2ms.) This

With the CD player buffered by the Premier

is equivalent to more than 80W RMS into an 8-

Seven, the drive to the speakers was just 0.2dB

ohm load—not bad for a nominally 50W

down at 20Hz. While testing with pink noise,

amplifier! Although it can't be clearly seen on

however, Iwas disturbed by the fact that the
Krell KSA-50's protection activated. Repeating

the 'scope trace, the amp must definitely be
into clipping at this point, indicating that an

things showed that five minutes of pink noise

amplifier capable of swinging more volts was

at an RMS level of 6V (equivalent to 23V peak

necessary to drive the Sequels to sensible

as measured on the 'scope), which was raising

levels.

an acoustic spi of approximately 96dB inroom, would shut the Krell down. Icouldn't

therefore, all the indications suggest that wimps

When choosing amatching power amplifier,

repeat this phenomenon the next day, however,
which was significantly cooler, and prolonged

need not apply. While the Krell is most

high-level rock music didn't trigger the ampli-

alittle more burstproof would be in order for

fier's protection, so Ican only assume that it
is asign that the Sequel II makes large simul-

ated the $11,500 pair of Mark Levinson No.20.5

taneous voltage and current demands on a

amplifiers from Larry Archibald's listening

power amplifier.
In addition, when playing piano recordings
at high but not unreasonable levels, there were
moments when the sound became momentarily congested. The obvious explanation was
that the Krell was being driven into clipping,
but there was always the possibility that the
input transformer was saturating. 'lb check the

definitely not awimp, Idecided that something
the bulk of the auditioning. Accordingly, Iliber-

room. (Don't worry, LA had just bought apair
of Quicksilver monos, so my action didn't leave
him bereft of music—he is my boss, after all!)
Now things started to cook, the Levinsons,
ahem, really being able to kick, er, well, you
know what portion of the anatomy usually gets
kicked. The sound acquired enough midrange

cause, Ilooked at the actual waveform at the

weight that, desirous of some more of that
great imaging, Imoved the speakers back to

speaker terminals while playing the track

where they had been originally. Aquick check
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with the Sohi Walküre confirmed that the
soundstaging was both dramatic and precise:
thus Icontinued with the rest of my listening,
both formal (notebook in hand) and informal
(a cold beer in the other).

a "white," anonymous character instead of
what should always be recognizable as ametalsheet sound, were reproduced with their
individual tonal qualities intact. In the lower
treble, Ibegan to suspect aslight degree of

Although you never listen to music by dismembering it into bite-sized, audiophile-ready

character, noticeable as aslight hardness on
female voice when driven to high levels, but

chunks—this is the treble, this the midrange,

again, this was exemplary performance. And

these are the lows, that is the soundstage—
reviewers often structure their reviews in such
amanner, it being perhaps the most effective
way to convey aproduct's strengths and weaknesses. Ishall not be an exception: Iwill first
discuss the Sequel's sound sector by sector,
before discussing its performance as awhole.
First, when driven with apowerful amplifier,
the Sequel has astonishing dynamics for an
electrostatic design. The pair driven by the
Mark Levinsons would easily reach 100dB average levels before any sense of strain set in.
Some five years ago now, Iwas lucky to be
given the opportunity to record Elgar's The
Dream of Gerontius in England's Ely Cathedral. With a200-strong choir, afull orchestra,
and one of the more thundering of the UK's
pipe organs, the music's live dynamic contrasts
are extreme. (I used my Revox running at 15ips
with dbx II noise reduction to squeeze them
on to tape, and Imust say that Ihave yet to hear

the Sequel is one of the few speakers to
accurately reproduce the "crackle" that rides
above the body of the tone of trumpet and
trombone in real life, or the rattle typical of the
handstopped French Horn.
Moving down in frequency, the upper midrange, which Ithink of as the two octaves
between 750Hz and 3kHz, le, the region above
the treble staff where high-pitched instruments
still have fundamental energy (flute, violin,
soprano, and piano, for example), was also relatively free from coloration, particularly when
compared with atypical moving-coil loudspeaker. (This is the region handled most
poorly, in my opinion, by atypical two-way box
speaker.) Strictly speaking, there was aslight
balance anomaly in this region, however, in
that the lower octave seemed stronger than the
upper. Listening to my own piano recordings
revealed aslight break where the higher notes

arecording of this work on CD that gets anywhere near this work's real-life dynamics or

in this region moved back alittle in space compared with the lower notes. This trend was
continued in the upper octave of the lower

those of this tape.) Near the end of the work's

midrange (200-750Hz), where instruments

second part, rehearsal mark 120, an orchestral
climax is itself climaxed by amonstrous fffz
blow on the bass drum. (The score actually says
"'For one moment' must every instrument [sic]

having the bulk of their energy in this region
were projected forward of the line joining the
two loudspeakers. Male voices, for example,
reproduced in asomewhat upfront manner.

exert its fullest force.") While not quite achieving the cataclysmic effect that this recording

Aaron Neville, on "With God On Our Side,"
from the Neville Brothers' Yellow Moon (A&M

produces on IRS Betas, the Sequels still almost

CD 5240), was presented as being distinctly in

managed to knock LA out of his chair! Celestions or Quads just don't even begin to get
close.
Looking at the treble, by which Imean (with
the exception of percussion instruments) the
region occupied by the harmonics of instrumental and vocal sound, spanning from 3kHz
to visible light!: Iam sure the Sequel does roll
off somewhere before the centimetric radar
wavelengths, but up to the limit of my hearing
(just over 16kHz in the mornings), the speaker

front of the speaker plane. However, apart from
the slight hardness at high levels noted above,
Iheard very little coloration.
This was not the case on lower-pitched
voices, however. Aslightly "woody" or "boxy"
signature could be heard—LA referred to it as
"cardboardy"; at least he agrees that it is some
kind of cellulose—that also accentuated the
nasal character of viola and cella It was almost
as if the speaker emphasizes the wood of the
instrument's body rather than the airspace

pretty much did nothing to attract attention to

within the wood. Violin, too, took on some of

itself. Maybe there was ahair too much on-axis
air, but this certainly wasn't enough to bother
me. Cymbals, which on lesser speakers acquire

this character on its lower two strings, as did
LP groove noise and recorded tape and microphone hiss. The rain gently falling on the recital-
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hall roof during Ivor Humphreys' performance

treble, and imaging performance of the Sequel

of Gluck's Dance of the Blessed Spirits on the

should shop very carefully for a matching

HFN/RR Test CD, while more noticeable than

power amplifier. Sam Tellig, who overall was

on any other loudspeaker Ihave tried, also took

disappointed with the Sequel II, suggests that

on the same sound quality. To put this into per-

it works much better with good tube ampli-

spective, this trait —"coloration" is too strong
aword—was made more obvious by the lack

fiers, for example, and even the B&K ST-140.

of departures from neutrality in the octaves

the levels of spurious coloration from the

above the lower midrange.

enclosure were low, asingle strong mode could

Jumping to the low frequencies, the bass was
light in weight, having ashelved-down nature.
Kick drums generally lacked visceral impact.

Incidentally, pink noise revealed that though

be heard at 115Hz with the ear close to the side
walls. The entire speaker could be felt to shake
at this frequency.

That the Sequel had good extension, neverthe-

Ikeep mentioning the Sequel's imaging

less, was apparent, however, organ pedals setting the floor into vibration. The Dorian re-

without going into detail. The one area where
the Sequel did excel was in its ability to throw

cording of the Bach Goldberg Variations
(DOR-90110), for example, appeared to lack for

caveat that this will be very dependent on

nothing in low-bass weight, the floor appropriately shaking. It was in the upper- bass/lower-

in the 1987 "Carver Challenge" listening tests

midrange transitional region, however, that the
Sequel II was revealed as having problems. A
confusion overlaid the tonalities of instruments

superbly defined soundstage depth (with the
room positioning). Atrack that featured heavily
was "Die Tanzerin" from the German woman
singer Ulla Meinecke (German RCA PL 70932).

having ahigh spectral content between 100 and

Recommended by my UK friend Ricardo
Franassovici—a Statement owner, no less—

300Hz, coupled with alack of body to their

this has Fraulein Meinecke accompanied by a

sound. At first, Ithough that Ihad inadvertently

rich synthetic piano, by what sounds like the

wired the speakers out of phase, but that

rhythm circuitry of acheap Casiotone, and by

proved not to be the case. But all the visitors
to my room—Larry, Richard Lehnert, Guy

finger pops. Iagree that there is nothing real
there, OK, but the appeal of the track for testing

Lemcoe, Stereopbile's computer consultant and

hi-fi components is that both electric piano
and voice have been sweetened with ade-

consulting audiophile Michael Mandell—after
enthusing over the clarity of the Sequel's midrange and its superb soundstaging precision,

lightful-sounding reverberation chamber. I

remarked first that there was "something odd"

component quality and the length of time this
reverberation tail stays audible. With lesser
speakers, you hear that the producer has added

about its upper bass, then decided that the
sound was just undernourished in this region.

have been drawing astraight correlation with

Overall, Isuspect an overdamped low-fre-

artificial reverberation; via the Sequels there

quency alignment, though in itself this doesn't

is along, long, cavernous tunnel between and

explain the paradoxical nature of the bass.

behind the speakers.

Listening to pink noise revealed aslight lower-

This ability to decode depth was apparent

midrange forwardness, as suspected, and
extended, though reduced in level, low bass.

on every recording Itried. Returning to the
Solti Die Walküre, after the nervous orchestral
introduction,' the Sequels enable you to hear

The treble was impressively smooth, unbroken
by major response peaks. Yet there was an audi-

Siegmund (for it is he) enter stage right at the

ble "hole" between bass and midrange, alack

rear and slowly walk forward to front center.

of energy in the transition region, that signifi-

His sister and eventual lover Sieglinde can be

cantly worsened as the listening axis increased
in height. This is the exact region where the

quite clearly heard to enter from the left rear
of the stage (where the stage directions state

Sequel II has its crossover, so 1conjecture that
this must be at least part of the problem. The

that there is an inner chamber) and walk to the
center front. Such verisimilitude adds consider-

problem did seem to lessen over time, suggesting that along break-in period is mandatory.
The effect was also less noticeable with the
Levinsons than with the Krell, suggesting that
those who fall in love with the midrange,
118

IIdefy anyone to hear the horn theme in this introduction
without thinking of the song Over There:' Which reminds
me of the hest definition of an intellectual Iever heard: "Someone who can hear the William 7i410vcrunt without thinking
of the Lone Ranger."
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ably to the theatrical experience, to my way of
thinking.
There were some peculiarities of the Sequel's
imaging, which may have something to do
with its quasi-line-source design. Central
images consistently seemed to have more
height than images at the sides, for example,
and as this applied also to perceived ambience,

reveals some complex delayed resonant behavior. This is hard to analyze, but acomponent with aperiod of 200ps or four small divisions can be discerned (each large horizontal
division is 500ps), as can ones with periods of
just over 400ps and a fraction over 125ps.
These are equivalent to frequencies of 4kHz,

just under 2kHz, and approximately 7kHz,
gave the impression of dome-shaped recording
respectively.
sites. The stage also seemed less wide than I
Repeating the impulse measurement on the
was used to with the Celestions, and as menOlos
11111111 1 11111111
1 11111111
Ti
tioned earlier, images with astrong lower-midrange content were projected forward of the
speaker plane. But, all things considered, Iwas
much impressed by the Sequel's abilities in this
region.
Measurement
Electrostatic loudspeakers have gained areputation for being hard to drive, so it was with my
bump of curiosity piqued that Imeasured the
load represented by the Sequel II. Fig.2 shows

12

4
1 11111111
11111

Ills

I 11111111

1 11111111

1 11
-

Liz

Fig.2 Sequel II, impedance

the result. Awell-damped peak at 33Hz reveals
the woofer tuning, while the overall graph suggests arating of 4 ohms rather than 6. The
speaker drops to 3ohms at 440Hz and to ahair
over 2at 24kHz, from which Iinfer that puny
amplifiers, current-wise, should best be avoided.
(Music has considerable energy at 440Hz,
though only the occasional high-level cymbal
crash will cause copious globs of HF current
to be drawn from the amplifier.) Martin-Logan
claims aphase angle of 45° or less across the
range; with Stereopbile's Audio Precision test
gear still to arrive in Santa Feas! write, Icannot confirm this claim, but the speaker's ability
to shut down the Krell with prolonged pinknoise drive did worry me. (It should be noted

Fig.3 Sequel Il, impulse response
(5ms window)

that this was on one of the hottest days in June,
however, with the outside air temperature in
the high 90s.)
Fig.3 shows the Sequel's response to a55s
rectangular pulse, taken over a5ms time window with the microphone about halfway up
the electrostatic panel (le, about 45" off the
floor). The sharp spike is well-defined, but the
large overshoot and lazy decay—the bulk of
the energy—takes some 2.5ms to arrive, typical
of adesign using asecond-order or higher
crossover. (For comparison, fig.4 shows the
response of the Quad ESL-63 to an identical
pulse with the same scaling; note the relative
lack of lower-frequency overhang in the tail.)
The impulse tail of the Sequel, like the Quad,
Stereophile, August 1989
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same axis, but this time with the microphone
some 5' away and over 10ms, and calculating

1 11
11111

I 11I
11111

I 111
11111

I 1Hum

I 1II
11111

I1I
11111

1 I1_

8.8.11

the Discrete Fourier Transform (with the data
windowed with aHamming Function), gave
the result shown in fig. 5. This represents the
anechoic response of the loudspeaker plotted
with 100Hz resolution, and is shown from

-18dO
-28d1
-38d

200Hz to 10kHz. The reason for the roll-off
below 400Hz is unknown; Iconjecture that I -48dI
inadvertently placed the microphone at avertical position where the outputs from the panel
and woofer will be out of phase, thus resulting
in a null at the crossover frequency. The

I

Alt
ne
1011
Fig.5 Sequel II, DFT anechoic response
derived from impulse response, 45"
high axis (Hamming window)
II111111

speaker's output gently falls from 600Hz to

1 I111111,

6kHz, over which are superimposed sharp
peaks and dips due both to resonances and to
interference effects (though not to anything like
the extent with the multiway Infinity IRS Beta;
seeJune, p.I59). It is impossible to distinguish
on this plot between the former, which may be
audible, and the latter, which, being mic-position-dependent, will be innocuous, but peaks
can be made out at 1660Hz, 4kHz, and 7kHz,
which may be the putative resonances noticed
in fig.3. The sharply defined dips at 1370Hz
and 2440Hz are almost certainly due to inter-

-48dB
1011:

1864:

18kflz

Fig.6 Sequel II, DFT anechoic response
derived from impulse response,
optimum axis (Hamming window)

ference.
That this response is very listening-axisdependent is confirmed by looking at the Fourier Transform of the same impulse response
taken on the listening axis, which is shown in
fig.6. With the lower microphone position, the
notch at 1370Hz has moved down to 1075Hz,
as well as becoming deeper, confirming that
it is an interference phenomenon in the vertical
plane. The pattern of peaks and dips in the treble is very similar to those in fig.5, though the
treble level now does not droop. There is also
more upper-bass energy, though the woofer
region still appears to be shelved down.
It is often said that an electrostatic speaker
will have an inherently good time-domain per-

Fig.7 Sequel II, best 500Hz squarewave
response

formance. Fig.3, however, suggests otherwise
for the Sequel II, and to confirm this fact, Ifed

squarewave is amystery to me; moving the

the speaker with a500Hz squarewave. By care-

up the leading-edge spike to give more of a

fully moving the microphone position, Iended

symmetrical waveform, but without sharpen-

measuring microphone more on-axis brought

up with the waveform shown in fig.7. This is

ing up the "square" character. Fourier analy-

actually not too bad compared with atypical

sis confirms the fact that the distortion of the

two-way dynamic design using high-order
crossover slopes, but the speaker is still not as
time-coherent as the Quad ESL-63 or even the

square shape is due to non-time-coherent
behavior, though the 3rd harmonic is slightly

Vandersteen 2Ci (see June, p.154, and May,
p.102, respectively). The opposite-going spike

depressed, with then the 5th, 9th, 11th, and
15th harmonics boosted in level, particularly
the 11th at 5500Hz.

at the start of the negative-going plunge of the

One can go crazy trying to interpret time-
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domain speaker behavior, so with asense of
relief Iwill turn to the more familiar frequency-

1 11111111

1 1I111111

1 1I111111

I II

I 11111111

1 I1111111

1 11111111

1 11
-

la

domain measurements. Flg.8 shows the Sequel's
in-room spectral response, assessed with pink
noise and an Audio Control Industrial SA3050A Yr octave analyzer using its calibrated
microphone. The term "spatially averaged" in
the caption refers to the fact that Itry to get a
measure of the integration between the
loudspeaker-under-test's direct sound and the
way in which it excites the room's reverberant
field by taking nine separate spectral measure-

-1111
-2838
-an
4311

lUi
lials
Iz
Fig.8 Sequel II, spatially averaged,
1
/
3-octave in-room response

ments independently for left and right speakers
over aspatial window 6' wide, ranging from

&111

30" and 45" high, which is centered on the
listening position. Averaging the 18 spectra

1313

(with aslight weighting given to the listeningposition measurements) gives acurve that has

-23d1

proved, on arelative basis, to correlate quite

3313

well with the sonic signature of the test loudspeaker.

-43111

This set of measurements was taken with the

lUi

IOW

las

Ilk

faced rear wall. Apart from aslight excess of

Fig.9 Sequel II, individual drive-unit
responses

energy in the lower midrange, from 160Hz to
800Hz (broken up by a dip at 200Hz), the

(Switching the control to "-3dB" does indeed
reduce the driver's output in its passband by

response is very smooth, though with aslight
downward trend in the treble, as implied by

3dB.) The woofer's ultimate low-pass roll-off

Sequels some 5' in front of the record-cabinet-

fig.5. (If you superimpose the calculated

is 12dB/octave, though the complementary
high-pass acoustic roll-out of the electrostatic

anechoic response in fig.5 and the in-room
response, the envelope of the former coincides

panel can be seen to be much steeper. The
12dB/octave crossover slope adds to the LF

very nicely with the latter.) Low frequencies

panel cancellation to give something akin to

can be seen to extend to 30Hz, though the

24dB/octave below 250Hz. This may well

entire bass region seems alittle light in balance.
(The Sequel's bass control was set to "OdB" for

correlate with the subjective impression of a
rather lean tonal balance in this region.
Investigating the polarity of the individual

all the measurements.) The slight notch in the
1250Hz region, which Iconjectured in the discussion of the fig.5 curve was an interference
effect, is visible. There is also the suggestion
of slightly too much energy in the 7-8IcHz and

driver connections with araised-cosine pulse
proved interesting, and suggested amore direct
reason for this balance. With 12dB/octave
slopes, conventional wisdom has it that the

16kHz regions.

drivers have to be connected with opposing

To investigate further, Ilooked at the individual driver responses, which are shown in

polarities if there is not to be an on-axis can-

fig.9. This is a composite of the woofer's
nearfield response and the electrostatic panel's
response at alm measuring distance, taken on

over region. Yet it appears that the woofer and
the electrostatic panel in the Sequel are con-

the listening axis 36" from the ground. Deciding on the relative amplitudes of the two

correlate with the lack of crossover-region

cellation between their outputs in the cross-

nected with the same polarity, which would

drivers is not trivial; Idecided in the end to

energy in fig.5. 'lb make sure that Iwas not mistaken, Irepeated the test with aunidirectional

arrange it so that the 6dB-down point of each

rectangular pulse. The drivers still appeared to

lies at the crossover frequency, 250Hz. The

be connected in phase.

woofer, if anything, is slightly overdamped,
though its -6dB point with respect to its max-

Martin-Logan has been rather clever with
this crossover arrangement, however, as the

imum level at 100Hz still lies at alow 29Hz.

axis featuring the cancellation notch is actually
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above the head of aseated listener at atypical

trOStatiC

listening distance of 3m or so. With my favorite

the exception of the big Sound Labs and, of

chair placing my ears 36" above the ground,
this corresponds to the exact axis where the

quality of the bass was tight, extremely well-

cancellation due to the in-phase driver connections is at its minimum, le, the transition is at

that this gentle listener has heard, with

course, Martin-Logan's own Statement. And the
defined, and free from any boom or overhang.
Yet ...
even after all the fiddling with posi-

its smoothest. Standing up, however, or sitting

tion and ancillary equipment, Iwas still dissatis-

in ahigh enough seat to bring your ears 40" or
more above the ground, will give adeep null

fied with the speaker's performance in the
crossover region, the transition between the

in the Sequel's response (this, peculiarly, cen-

upper bass and the lower midrange. That the

tered on 175Hz rather than on the crossover

sound ultimately failed to gel in this region was

frequency of 250Hz). It does imply, however,

thrown into sharp contrast by the excellence
above and below. In asense, the evolution of

that the room reverberant field will have alack
of energy in this region, which again might correspond with the subjective feeling of alight-

the Sequel is an essay in the speaker builder's
art, in that if you have an uncolored, dipolar

weight bass balance. (This lack is only slight in

electrostatic panel and afast, well-tuned, rea-

the fig.8 curve, however.)

sonably omnidirectional woofer, just where do

Performing aDiscrete Fourier Transform calculation on the response of the electrostatic
panel to the raised-cosine impulse confirmed
the lack of energy in the 1300Hz region, which
also can be seen in fig.9. This curve also suggests agently rolled-off treble, relieved only
by an on-axis rise in the top octave. This can
be somewhat ameliorated by listening slightly
off-axis, but although the correct balance

you arrange the crossover between them?
Intuitively, Ifeel that the original Sequel's
125Hz crossover frequency was abetter choice
than the II's 250Hz, in that the latter straddles
aregion where male voice and many instruments have their fundamental energies. But I
am sure that the electrostatic panel just can't
be pulled down that low in frequency—you're

between penultimate and top HF octaves is sen-

starting to talk serious excursion for a480in 2
panel at 125Hz. In addition, the conflict

sitive to the exact degree of toe-in, Ipreferred
the HF balance with the speakers firing at the

between the panel's dipole dispersion pattern
and the woofer's omni pattern will be more

listening position. Overall, the responses

severe at this lower frequency. The result with

shown in fig.9 do reinforce the idea of aslight

the higher frequency join between the drivers,

lower-midrange dominance to the Sequel's

however, is afeeling of uncertainty about the

tonal balance, with ashelved-down bass.

sound of male voice and tenor instruments that

Conclusion
The Sequel II is afrustrating loudspeaker in

on choice of amplifier and cable—by the lack
of room energy in the crossover region and the

that its superlative performance in many areas

slightly shelved-down low bass. It is almost as

is exacerbated—to an extent very dependent

too clearly highlights problems that in alesser

if, having solved the impossible task of mak-

design might go unnoticed. On the positive

ing a relatively flat-response, neutral elec-

side, it has one of the smallest editorial effects
on the sound in the upper midrange and highs

trostatic panel with good dynamic range, designer Gayle Sanders had insufficient creative

of just about any loudspeaker I've heard.

energy left to fully optimize the system design.

Soprano instruments and female voices are presented with their natural tonal qualities intact,
and just hang in space in front of the listener.

Imust say, however, that once Ihad adjusted
the room position to the optimum and changed
to the Mark Levinson amplifiers, putting the

In this respect, the Sequel II is anon-speaker,

low-frequency problems to one side, the trans-

acoustically disappearing from the listening

parency offered by the Sequel Ils was addictive

room. Apart from aslight projection of the

Changing back to my usual reference, the

lower mids and that slightly wooden coloration

Celestion SL700, revealed that the British

noted above, this is an astonishingly neutral

speaker is too forward in the lower treble and

speaker in the midrange and above, especially

distinctly fuzzy-sounding by comparison, even

when considering its relatively affordable price.

though the integration between its upper bass

Dynamics, too, provided that abeefy enough
amplifier is used, were unmatched by any elec-

and lower midrange is better handled than by
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the Sequel. Regarding long-term listening, I
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must say that the Sequel wins on points—
for now.
To sum up, therefore, to give an overall value

being thrown at the listener, coupled with a
clean, clear midrange, relatively unfatiguing

judgment, is difficult. If you value the integrity
of low-frequency response and the ability of

highs, and superb presentation of soundstaging, then Martin-Logan's Sequel II must be on
your short list, provided that you are prepared

aspeaker to kick, Cr, backside above all else,
then the Sequel will definitely not be for you.
But if you value the ability of aloudspeaker to

to experiment with the rest of your system (and
perhaps spend alot of money on amatching
amplifier).

decode recorded detail without that detail

LAZARUS H-1A HYBRID
POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher

Lazarus H-1A power amplifier
Type: hybrid, with avacuum-tube input stage and solid-state output stage. Power output (RMS):
in stereo mode: 50Wpc/8 ohms, 100Wpc/4 ohms, 200Wpc/2 ohms; in mono mode: 200W/8 ohms,
400W/4 ohms. Input impedance: 47.5k ohms. Weight: 35 pounds. Price: $1920. Approximate
number of dealers: 25. Manufacturer: Lazarus Electronics, 8130 Coldwater Canyon, North Hollywood, CA 91605. Tel: (818) 982-6477.
Friday was abad day. Both of the Cray super-

product to actually work for afull week SCCIIIJ

computers Iwas working on crashed—just

to require divine intervention.

when Ineeded them most. And the drive from

Visually, the Lazarus resembles apreampli-

Los Alamos to my Santa Fe listening room was

fier. Its fiat profile, lack of front-panel handles,
and rear-facing heatsinIcs provide no immedi-

punctuated by acouple of close calls. So it was
with apremonition of disaster that Icarefully

ate clue as to its functional capabilities. How-

poked my head into the listening room to

ever, even acursory examination of the chassis

observe the fate of the Lazarus amplifier that

should leave no doubt as to the H- lAs lineage

had been left burning-in for aweek. However,
there were no signs of fire or smoked resistors

For one thing, the eye immediately fastens on
a beefy power supply featuring a toroidal

or transistors. No hassles for achange. The

power transformer and over 100,000µF of

Lazarus actually worked right out of the box.
These misgivings are not aimed strictly at Laza-

reservoir capacity shared between the output
stages, which equates to 125 joules of energy

rus, but rather at the high-end industry as a

storage at rail voltages of ±50V. This is the

whole. Stereopbile has had such arash of relia-

proper prescription for bass-response excel-

bility problems with review samples; for a

lence, and pretty impressive for an amp at this
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price. Sidereal caps are used to bypass the out-

enough to boil water, but it is uncomfortably

put-stage power-supply reservoir caps, and an

hot to touch for more than asecond or so.

additional transformer and power supply pro-

Unfortunately, (yes, it's true) Lazarus threw

vide high voltage to the tubes.

away human engineering considerations by

Sensibly, tubes are used in this hybrid for

sandwiching the input/output connectors right

what tubes do best, namely voltage amplifica-

between the heatsinks on the back panel of the

tion. Some hybrids reverse the roles of the tube

amplifier. There is so little clearance back here

and transistor by confining the tubes to the output stage. Such designs normally necessitate

that it is almost impossible not to make contact
with the heatsinks when changing speaker

using an output transformer and seriously limit

cables (as Ido occasionally). Hell, yes, I'm irri-

the amp's bass response and current-drive

tated; Idon't have asbestos fingers. Of course,

capability. However, one 6DJ8 dual-tube tube

Icould shut the amp off and wait for the heat-

is used in the input stage of the H- IA as avoltage amplifier with then aMOSFET output. The

sinks to cool down, but that's inconvenient, to
say the least.

6DJ8 was originally intended as an instrumenta-

Although there is amains fuse, the amplifier's

tion-grade tube and was used heavily for that

outputs are not fused; neither are the voltage

application in the '60s. It features excellent

rails to the output stages. As Lazarus correctly

linearity and low noise, even with minimal

points out, "All fuses tend to degrade the sound

negative feedback.

when used in the signal path." However, inter-

Mike Moffat popularized the use of the 6DJ8
for audio applications in the '705 with his Theta
preamp. I've lived with the Theta for many
years, during which I've had it modified several times, finally ending up with what Mike
Moffat described as the ultimate iteration of the
design. The Theta was an excellent preamp in
its day. Primarily on the strength of its tight and

nal thermal-overload sensors put the unit in
"standby" should it overheat, allowing it to
cool, and then turning it back on. Lazarus
recommends that, for speakers of limited
power-handling capability, and especially if the
owner tends to be nervous about such things,
an external fuse be installed in series with the

detailed bass performance, it displaced the

speakers. Idoubt that such aprecaution actually buys you much. For one thing, fuses

Audio Research SP8 from my reference system.
But Ieventually found it disappointing in acou-

respond too slowly, offering no protection to
drive-units during potentially damaging musi-

ple of areas traditionally considered to be tube
strengths: soundstaging and spatial resolution.

cal transients.

The Theta failed to flesh out instrumental outlines and soundstage dimensions to the same
extent featured by other tubed preamps using
conventional audio tubes (eg, 12AX7). In these
respects, the 6DJ8 lacked the magical tube
touch, sounding closer to solid-state equip-

The Lazarus is bridgeable for mono operation. Aswitch, accessible from the rear panel,
allows the amplifier to be configured either for
stereo or for mono operation. In mono mode,
the polarity of the channels is 180° opposed,
and the output is taken across the red or hot
output terminals so that the difference signal

ment in performance.
Why this dissertation on the 6DJ8? Because

between the two channels is obtained. Since

in this type of hybrid, the choice of driver-stage
tube is of paramount importance, and Ibelieve

price for such apackage doubles, to around

it to be afactor in the mediocre imaging of the
Lazarus I-I-1A. But I'm getting ahead of myself.
The output stages (three complementary
pairs of Hitachi MOSFETs per side) are biased

two amps are required for mono operation, the
53400/pair. The XLR input jack on the back
panel of the amp is intended for use in the
mono mode with a"balanced" interconnect.
Alternatively, non-balanced interconnects may
be used together with the RCA input jacks. In
this case, using the left input of each amp yields

into class-A operation. [There was no convenient point at which to measure standing

absolute phase inversion, while the right inputs

current, but the relatively small size of the

provide anon-inverting output. Incidentally,

beatsinks almost guarantees that the amplifier

in the stereo mode, the output is always
inverting.

will switch to class-B operation at some point
before maximum output, particularly into 4ohm loads—Ed.] The heatsinks do run fairly

The Front End

hot, however—close to 70°C. This is not hot

The long-awaited arrival in Santa Fe of the latest
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version of the Theta DS Pre has had asignifi-

issue, were completely laid to rest. The H- lA

cant impact on my listening habits. Ihave made

is not abrigbt amplifier. If anything, my first

no secrets in the past of my aversion to CD
sound and my clear preference for analog.
While Iremain convinced that, with the pres-

impression was of adull, polite treble and a
laid-back perspective. Not exactly what Ihad

ent sampling format of 44.1kHz, the CD is

expected from the designer of the Cascade
Basic, as someone who has broken free from
the tyranny of the RIAA curve (see Greg Miller's

inferior to high-end analog, Ifind that the
Theta significantly closes the gap. Using the
Kinergetics KCD-30 CD player (Philips 650

comments in "Manufacturers' Comments,"
Vol.12 No.5) is free to embellish tonal balance

transport) to feed the Theta and taking the ana-

to his heart's content. If one abandons the

log signal from the Theta's tape outputs into a
Threshold FET-10 line-level stage, has pro-

notion of designing atransducer faithful to the

vided dramatically improved imaging. The spatial resolution of instrumental outlines and
soundstage dimensions are now much more
convincing. Together with better resolution of
low-level detail, the net effect for me has been

input signal, then the concept of apiece of
audio gear acting as a musical instrument
makes alot of sense. Iam reminded of adearly
departed loudspeaker designer who strove to
instill his cabinets with arich, warm resonance
to enhance the natural beauty of instrumental

agreater involvement in the music and subse-

timbres. To his way of thinking, aloudspeaker

quently more enjoyment from CD. Ifind that

was, in fact, amusical instrument with asonic

Ican now enjoy CDs for reasonable lengths of
time; at least until the textural deficiencies of

signature that should enhance the input signal
and ultimately please the ear.

CD begin to intrude (usually after an hour or
so). This means that Iwill now routinely incor-

viction, Idon't have any philosophical prob-

If you equate naturalness with musical con-

porate CDs (in small doses) into my listening
sessions.

lems in accepting an altered output signal. Ican

The primary thrust of my listening sessions,

in the service of the music. But the errors from

however, will remain dedicated to vinyl. The

flat must be in the right direction. Asoft-dome
tweeter with a rapid rolloff above 10kHz

SOTA Star 'table, together with the SME V/Virtuoso DTi arm/cartridge combination, continue to form the nucleus of my analog front
end. And in case you're wondering, I've yet to
hear apreamp with better timbrai accuracy
than the Threshold FET-10.

The Back End

live with adesign credo that places accuracy

would, for example, meet my definition of a
natural treble driver. And considering the quality of the extreme treble from such adrive unit,
such arolloff would be awelcome blessing.
However, with respect to the Lazarus preamplifier, since when is brightness to be equated
with naturalness? Is arising treble response to

The two samples of the amp provided by Laza-

be found in the concert hall? Is live music

rus enabled me to listen in both stereo and
mono modes. The old Koval-mod Quad ESLs

bright and shrill? Ithink that to succeed, free-

were used strictly with the H- IA operating in

dom from the tyranny of accuracy requires
mature judgment and careful application.

stereo. The Lazarus was also auditioned with
the Celestion SL600s and my own Dahlia-

rus amp so different from that of the Cascade

Why, then, is the treble character of the Laza-

Debras, in both stereo and mono modes. Ifeel

Deluxe preamp? One possibility is that the amp

that, in the case of ageneral-purpose amp

was designed around the preamp, to comple-

(which the Lazarus is claimed to be), it is imperative to provide the amp with avaried diet of

ment the latter's bright tonal balance.

speaker loads to determine its load compatibility. It is well known that some amps excel
with certain types of loads, while performing
poorly with others. This is practical information that merits investigation.

In hindsight, it turned out that the essence
of the H-1A's sonic signature was revealed while
conducting the Lesley 'Ilzst (master tapes of my
wife, Lesley's, singing voice) on the Quads;
these early findings could almost serve as afinal
synopsis of what the Lazarus can and can't do.
The upper registers of Lesley's voice were

Sonic Impressions
My initial fears, fed by my auditioning of the

somewhat soft, lifeless, and closed-in. The
presence region was distinctly dull, causing the

Lazarus Cascade Deluxe preamp in the May

soundstage perspective to shift further back
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from its true center of gravity. The upper mids

moving-coil Dahlia-Debras. The upper octaves

were noticeably dry, by which Imean that Les-

were not as dull subjectively as with the Quads,

ley's upper speech formants were lacking suffi-

but otherwise there were no differences in my

cient sweetness. There was also considerable

findings. The grain and dryness of the upper

grain here, the effect of which was cumulative:

mids were all too obvious with both analog and

irritation slowly building over time. The lower

digital program material. One example will suf-

mids, however, were cleaner and smoother.

fice to paint the general picture: Hildegard of

Soundstage transparency was also pretty good

Bingen: Gothic voices (Hyperion CDA66039)

down here. Spatial resolution within the

features abevy of lovely voices headed by
soprano Emma Kirkby. Tony Faulkner's record-

soundstage was only decent, the outlines of
Lesley's voice and diaphragm being veiled and
poorly focused within the soundstage. The

ing, using apair of Schoeps MK8 mics in a
modified Blumlein technique, captures amid-

timbre of Lesley's voice was never reproduced
quite correctly. Initially, the quality of her voice

out drowning the listener in the venue's rever-

hall perspective (the mics were 25' away) with-

was artificial and alien, as though the Lazarus

berant acoustic (Church of St. Jude-on-the-

was reproducing voice through avoice-synthesizer chip. After several hours of active use,

Hill, Hampstead, London). This recording provides asatisfying balance between the scale of

most of the timbrai artificiality disappeared, but
what remained was disturbing enough.

the voices and hall reverb, neither hall nor
singers dominating the performance. The end

Much of the same picture presented itself

result is anatural perspective with gobs of spatial resolution that even a CD can't mask.

with analog program material. The dynamics
of the chorus in Laudate! (Proprius 7800) were
compressed slightly and the overtone structure

Through the Lazarus, this CD was less enjoyable than usual. The perspective was too dis-

was dryish. Soprano voices were robbed of

tant, spatial outlines were diffuse, and hall

sweetness through their upper registers. The
Lazarus was only moderately successful in

reverb was somewhat indistinct. As if that were

fleshing out the outlines of the hall. Low-level
information was nicely resolved, but spatial
resolution suffered. Outlines were sufficiently
diffuse that it was difficult to pinpoint
individual voices in the chorus.
Therese Juel's vocal, on cut Al of the Opus
3Test Record 1, was unusually tame and dull.
Neither was her outline within the soundstage

not enough, the mids were parched, and the
grain of the Lazarus exacerbated the textural
deficiency of the CD medium.
At this point, Isought sonic relief by configuring apair of the H- lAs for mono operation. Generally speaking, monoblock designs
are better focused by virtue of reduced interchannel crosstalk—I was hoping for better

as crisply focused as it should have been. Brass

focus in the bridged mode. Yet Istill had adifficult time resolving hall reverb and soundstage

(cut A4) lacked bite, and hall reverb was harder
to resolve than usual.

Savings Bank Music Hall (The English Lute

David Abel's Guarnerius violin suffered a
similar fate (Wilson Audio's Beethoven &
Enescu Sonatas for Piano and Violin). It simply failed to sing in asweet, focused fashion.
The violin's outline was spatially somewhat effuse, and its upper harmonics were quite
parched.
One positive aspect of the H-1A's perfor-

dimensions. The acoustic space of the Troy
Song, Dorian DOR-901090) was still obscured.
The upper-midrange problems were also unchanged, as was evident from the loss of richness through Julianne Baird's upper registers.
Her voice was drier and grainier than I've heard
it before.
Another of my favorite CDs, Phil Woods's

mance was obvious by now. The quality of the
bass was consistently tight, articulate, and pre-

Here's 7b My Lady on Chesky, also suffered at
the hands of the Lazarus. Losses in the areas of
transparency and immediacy, coupled with a

cise, with aremarkable amount of detail. Kick
drum was extremely clean and punchy. Piano

fairly two-dimensional soundstage, robbed the
music of much of its appeal.

bass was stable and detailed. The lowest
octaves on the double bass were tightly articulated, with plenty of muscle and precise pitch
definition.
Much the same story was evident with the
126

In light of the above, you might think that a
pair of Lazaruses was no improvement at all.
There were, in fact, slight sonic improvements
in mono mode. Iconvinced myself that the
focus was abit tighter. Soundstage transparency
Stereophile, August 1989

also picked up abit, but not enough to mistake
the Lazarus for aKrell or aLevinson. In order
to provide areference point for the performance of the Lazarus, Ithrew in aQA control:
the Forté la amp (also reviewed in this issue),
which retails for under $1000. On the Quads,
the amount of veiling lifted away by the Forté
when compared with the Lazarus was amazing indeed. The transformation was so profound that I'm still shaking my head days later.

were all apparent.
The factor responsible for this difference is
not immediately obvious. One possibility is a
difference in crosstalk between the two samples. Increased crosstalk would tend to pull the
image apart, thus diffusing spatial outlines. I've
asked our technical editor, Bob Harley, to investigate the matter. It would be interesting to see
if such measurements can corroborate my
findings.

For the record, the H- 1A's dynamic range
also improved in bridged mode. For example,

Summary

the ebb and flow of the orchestra and chorus

Despite the presence of vacuum tubes in the

in Walton's Belsbazzar's Feast (EMI SAN-324)

input stage, the Lazarus H-1A nevertheless
manages to sound remarkably solid-state-like

was quite convincing. But that's about it. There
were no dramatic changes for the better, to

Its sole virtue is excellent bass: precise, detailed,

even remotely justify the doubling in price.
Next came the SL600s. The Lazarus (in mono

and powerful. But asingle virtue is insufficient

mode) managed to make the Celestions sound
really distant, which is another way of saying
that the amp emphasized these speakers' recessed upper rnids. The soundstage on the Lesley Test appeared another 20' back from where
it should have been. On analog program material, the soundstage was consistently 2-D and

grounds for sainthood. Its vices are especially
irritating to me because they are so countertubelike. Indiana Jones may not like snakes; I
don't like grainy/dry mida. And just-OK focus
(at best) and two-dimensional, veiled soundstaging fail to elicit any sympathy from me
either.
The H- 1A's perspective is distant, the highs

noticeably defocused. Again, Ifound it diffi-

dull and lifeless. On that basis, it should partner

cult to differentiate massed voices. The prob-

abright, zippy preamp pretty well. If it were

lems in upper mida remained. Pilar Lorengar

priced at around $500, Imight grudgingly

as Princess Pamina (The Magic Flute, London

cough up aguarded recommendation. But this

OSA- 1397) laments Tamino's disinterest (Act II,

thing is priced closer to two kilobucks! In its
price range there's ahost of other amps with

iv) and proceeds to sing atearjerker aria. With
the Lazarus in the chain, the goosebumps just

much more appealing credentials. Abit more

failed to materialize Instead, Inoted the closedin top, and dryish upper registers which lacked

expensive, but far superior sonically, is the Electrocompaniet AW100. And at under $1000, try

sweetness and delicacy.

the Forté la. It doesn't have the bass of the Lazarus, but it sounds much more musical.

Product variability
Iauditioned the second sample of the H- IA in
the stereo mode as well. The bad/good news

Postscript:
measured performance

is that, in one respect, it sounded significantly
better than the first sample Improvements are

As Dick had specifically asked me to check
channel separation, Inoted that one sample

certainly welcome, but this raises the specter

measured 72.6dB (L-R) and 74dB (R-L) at lIcHz,

of product variability or lack of sonic con-

with the other more asymmetrical at 74dB (L.

sistency. This second sample (sorry, can't give

R) and 80dB (R-L) at the same frequency. At

you serial numbers; couldn't find any) was

20kHz, the first sample measured 77.7dB of

much better focused than the first. Because the

separation in both directions, while the second

first sample was so poor in this respect, the

was still slightly asymmetric at 76.5dB (L-R)

improvement was startling. It would be fair to

and 78.1dB (R-L). It is difficult to say whether
these figures correlate with the soundstaging

say that sample two performed decently in this
respect, but only when compared with inexpensive solid-state amps. Let me emphasize,
however, that in every other respect, the second sample's problems were identical to those
of the first. The upper-mid dryness, grain, etc.,
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problems noted in the auditioning.
The measured frequency response also varied between the two Lazarus samples. Although
one was fiat within -FO, -0.2dB between 20Hz
and 20kHz, the other amplifier exhibited a
127

slightly rising high end, reaching +0.4dB

will depend to some extent on the loudspeaker

between 12kHz and 20kHz. These responses
certainly do not correlate with the auditioning,

with which it is used.
The output voltage at clipping was slightly

which suggests that some other factor is at

different between samples. One unit clipped

work here, perhaps the interaction between the

at 59V peak-peak into 8ohms, and 54.3V into

Lazarus's output impedance and that of the

4 ohms (equivalent to 54.4W and 92.2W,
respectively), the other at 57.1V into 8ohms

loudspeakers used.
Unlike the Forté Model IA, the H- IA's output impedance was quite high. All channels of
both samples were quite similar, averaging 0.4

and 53.8V into 4ohms (51W and 90.5W). The
difference between samples is inconsequen-

ohms at 20Hz and lkHz, and 0.45 ohms at

tial, but it should be noted that the H- IA is not
quite the voltage source implied hy its specifi-

20kHz. This suggests that this Lazarus amplifier

cations.

—Robert Harley

will be slightly chameleon-like in that its "sound"

FORTE AUDIO MODEL lA
POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher

Forté la power amplifier
Pure class-A biased, dual-channel, solid-state power amplifier. Rated output: 50Wpc/8 ohms,
80Wpc/4 ohms. Bandwidth: -3dB points of 7Hz and 100kHz. Slew rate: 40V/us. Input impedance: 75k ohm. Sample tested: S/N 017492. Price: $995. Approximate number of dealers: 60.
Manufacturer: Forté Audio/Threshold, 12919 Earhart Ave., Auburn, CA 95603. Tel: (916)888-0600.
Forté Audio is distributed by InConcert, which

crossed JGH's path. Gordon took an immediate

in turn is adivision of the Threshold Corpo-

dislike to it, complaining that the amp was dull

ration. It is therefore reasonable to assume that

and uninvolving. Sam Tellig (the Cheapskate

the Threshold design team had ahand in the
creation of the Forté line. That's precisely the

with little appreciation of fine beer) concurred.

case. In fact, Iunderstand that Nelson Pass was

their findings: that particular sample of the

personally responsible for the design of the la's

Model 1sounded pretty blah. On the other
hand, Ifelt that JGH had been abit harsh. The

precursor—the Model 1—and for the subsequent modifications leading up to the Model la.
You see, many moons ago the Forté 1
128

After abrief listen, Icould not disagree with

Model Iwas an inoffensive amplifier, and to
this day, that counts for ahell of alot in the relaStereophile, August 1989

tively inexpensive solid-state amp sweepstakes.
Well, the front end of the amp was eventually redesigned. Idoubt that the la measures

rent typical of class-A designs, the heatsinks
run fairly hot—but not sufficiently hot to cause

any better than the 1, but, holy cow—what a

any injury from accidental contact with them.
This same amp is also available in aclass-AB

difference in sound!
First, kudos is due Threshold's René Besné,

put increases to 200Wpc into 8 ohms, and

who is responsible for the la's elegant and userfriendly styling. The finish is all black with
white lettering on the front face. The front-

biased version known as the Model 3. The out350Wpc into 4 ohms. Ihave not heard the
Model 3, so Ican't comment on the tradeoffs
involved here.

panel handles are also anice touch. Many classA amps (at least those without fan cooling)

Listening Impressions

manage to look more like porcupines rather

It took me several months to get to this point.

than dignified electronic gear. The la's substantial heatsinks, however, are not particularly

My first impression was quite unfavorable:
Right out of the box, the la's sound was col-

obtrusive, as they are neatly hidden out of view
by the front panel. The back panel provides

ored and unfocused. Iset it aside and only used
it noncritically over the next several months.

free access to the input and output connectors.

After many hours of use, Idiscovered quite

Ionly wish that the binding posts were of the

serendipitously that the sound quality had

hex-head type to allow tightening the connec-

improved dramatically. How dramatically is the

tions with anut driver.

rest of the story.

The input stage is direct-coupled and uses

The Forté la, together with ahost of other

FElb and bipolars operating under class-A bias

solid-state amps, appears to violate the third
law of thermodynamics: order, rather than dis-

and with minimal local feedback. According
to the Forté literature, the input gain stages are

order, increases with the passage of time. After

completely isolated from the power supply's

alengthy bum-in period (that many manufac-

minor waveform irregularities, so that the

turers are unwilling to perform in the factory)
the sound quality is much improved: smoother,

audio signal cannot be modulated through the
supply rails. That sounds great, and if true
means that there are virtually no interchannel

cleaner, and better-focused. David Brin's sci-fi

crosstalk effects, which is what's necessary for

nate universe where entropy decreases with

great soundstage focus.

time. Objects perform better after continued

novel, The Practice Effect, describes an alter-

The heart of the power supply is aconser-

use. For example, acart might be fashioned

vatively rated toroidal transformer capable of
providing in excess of twice the peak 30 amps

crudely and relegated to one of the peasants to
break in until its function and performance

output current of which the amp is capable.

improved sufficiently for one of the lords to

The output of the transformer is smoothed into

use. Well, this alternate reality holds very true

aDC voltage by adiode bridge circuit and

for the Forté la. The improvement is readily

computer-grade electrolytic capacitors.

audible. Yet 1challenge anyone to try and doc-

Forté's conservative design philosophy is

ument the change in performance using test-

also very much in evidence in the output stage.
There are 10 power transistors per side, each

bench measurements.

device being rated by the manufacturer for a
current dissipation an order of magnitude

Threshold FET-10 preamp and both the Celes-

greater than actual usage in the la. Forté claims
that such alevel of overdesign allows the amp
to drive low-impedance/highly reactive loads

For formal listening sessions, Iused the
tion SL600 and old Quad loudspeakers. Program material included the Lesley Test (using
master tapes of my wife Lesley's singing voice)

without the need for active protection to safe-

and several selected CDs played through the
Kinergetics KCD-30/Theta DSPrc The bulk of

guard the output stage, fuses in the signal path,

the listening, howeve4 was with good old black

or an isolation inductor at the output. The only

vinyl.

fuse provided is in the power supply, to limit

First, the SL600s. Timbrai accuracy on the

continuous current to under 8amps.
The output stage is class-A biased under all

Lesley Test was almost right on. There was only
aslight loss of sweetness and luster through

signal conditions with minimal feedback.

Lesley's upper registers—and that's primarily

Because of the large quiescent or "idling" cur-

afunction of the Celestions' tonal character.
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The soundstage was cohesive and spatially

Sibelius 1is well-served by Ashkenazy and

well-defined. Much to my surprise, Inoted that

the Philharrnonia Orchestra (London 414 534-2),

soundstage transparency and clarity were quite

who manage to preserve the vitality and

remarkable at any price. No, Iwas not fooled

romantic flair of the music. It simply burst out

into believing that Iwas actually listening to,

of the Celestions cleanly and cohesively. Lots

say, aKrell or aLevinson. The Forté is not quite

of low-level detail was reproduced, but the key

as transparent as those big guys. Yes, it is slightly

message that came through was the naturalness

veiled by comparison with the solid-state
elite, but the difference is small.

of it all. Nothing in the presentation was
emphasized, etched, or analytical.

Midrange textures were not obviously solid-

The Phil Woods jazz CD from Chesky (Here's

state, and upon further reflection strike me as
simply correct: aproper blend of liquidity and

lb My Lady) impressed me with its natural textures and spacious, detailed soundstage.

hardness, just like live music. The upper mids

Treble transients were quick and well-arti-

were properly integrated with the rest of the

culated, the bass tight and well-defined.

range The extreme highs were slightly closed-

The Forté's reproduction of analog program

in. Again, this is precisely what the SL600s are
all about.

material was also excellent. It was possible to
accurately pinpoint individual voices in acho-

On the handful of CDs Ichose, the la per-

rus (Laudate!, Proprius 7800). Here, soprano

formed magnificently. The luscious acoustics
of Troy Savings Bank Music Hall (The English

upper registers were reproduced naturally. The
soundstage perspective was slightly distant, but

Lute Song, Dorian DOR-90109) were clearly

again this is an artifact of the speakers. Therese

resolved. Try track 11. Ifound the interplay of
hall warmth and direct sound just exhilarating.
The outlines of singer Julianne Baird and Ronn

Juel's sibilants (Opus 3Test Record I) were very
nicely controlled. Bass lines were not only

McFarlane's lute were firmly focused within the
soundstage. It's just that these outlines were not

When it lets loose in top voice, the chorus
in Betsbazzar's Feast (EMI SAN-324) has

fleshed out as convincingly as through good
tubes. This lack of palpable imaging was the

proven to be problematic for many amps. The
symptoms usually are top registers that turn

only indication so far of the Forté's solid-state
heritage.

glassy and hard. With the Forté in the chain,

Much the same ability to focus images in
space and resolve individual voices and hall

passages were handled without congestion or

acoustics was in evidence on Gothic Voices,
with Emma Kirkby (Hyperion CDA 66039).
In the case of Sibelius 2, with Neeme Jârvi

forceful, but managed to remain well-defined.

the chorus was always civilized, and climactic
harshness.
The Forté kept up the pace while driving my
old Quad ESLs. The Quads, as you know, are
not an easy load for asolid-state amp to han-

conducting the Gothenburg SO (BIS CD-252),
the Forté did not get in the way of the sweep

dle The standard recommendation is for alow-

and grandeur of the music. Bass lines were

of the Quicksilver or the Kebschull 35/70. The

powered tube amp; something along the lines

well-defined. The brass had excellent bite.

Forté is one of ahandful of solid-state amps that

There was decent soundstage depth, but

do acreditable job with the Quads. Arerun of

instrumental outlines were somewhat anemic

the Lesley Test revealed a natural top and
timbres that were very much Lesley. The bril-

and lacked the vividness of good tubes. Provided the volume-level setting was reasonable,
the Forté kept its cool when pushed hard, with-

liance of the upper registers (lacking with the
SL600s) was back in spades this time around.

out succumbing to shrillness or harshness. Of

The midrange liquidity of Mountains and

course, the Celestions can sink alot of power;
I've been able to clip many an amp into these

the Sea (José Neto, Water Lily Acoustics) was

miniatures. But that's afoolish thing to do; the
quickly. So after acertain point, they don't

yet relaxed. The magical, flowing lines of Neto's
nylon-string guitar came through loud and
clear.

sound any louder—just uglier. At moderate
volume levels in amedium-sized room, the

David Abel's Guarnerius (Wilson Audio:
Beethoven's Sonata in G, Op.96 for Piano and

SL600s run out of excursion capability pretty

well-preserved. The presentation was detailed

Forté had no problems eliciting the Celestions'

Violin) did indeed sing cohesively and fairly

maximum dynamic-range capabilities.

sweetly. The violin's overtones were well-
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focused spatially, and possessed much of the
sweetness I've heard with tube amps.

Summary
The important caveat here is that the Forté la
requires aliberal break-in period to sound its
best; figure on at least 24 hours of active use.
At its best and operated within its power limitations, the la is an extremely likeable amp. Its
perspective is quite neutral. For example, it had

solid-state brethren much of the same inability
to flesh out asoundstage with convincing
vividness.
There's astory told about an audiophile, a
senior citizen well into his 60s, who, in abreach
of good judgment, stumbles into his neighborhood mid- fi dealership. The salesman, eager
to impress, ushers the gentleman into the
"high-end" room for an audition of the latest
liirboprop 1000 amps (1000Wpc of pure class-

no trouble delineating the Celestion SL600s'

B) driving apair of the Tiz & Boom Studio

tonal-balance deviations. Thus, do not expect

Monitors. After the ordeal, the salesman eagerly
solicits some feedback: "Great, huh?" Our

the Forté to glorify or emphasize aparticular
range. It has very little color of its own; timbrai
accuracy is excellent, as is its ability to preserve
the smoothness of musical textures.
Retrieval of low-level detail is excellent with-

audiophile wisely nods his head: "At my age,
there's nobody left to impress. How about an
amp that sounds like music?" Well, the Forté
la is that amplifier.

out appearing to be analytical or etched. Tran-

Of the multitude of power amps that have

sients are reproduced naturally, and the la gives

passed through my doors, only avery few have

the appearance of being well-integrated top to

ever met with my approval—and most of those

bottom. Reproduction of the upper octaves is

have been of the tubed variety. Ican confi-

natural, and the impression is of asmooth and

dently add the Forté la to that select group. It

well-extended top capable of doing justice to

offers asignificant slice of high-end perfor-

violin overtones.

mance for around akilobuck. Forget the com-

Bass octaves through the la are reproduced

petition! At the price Idon't think it has any.

with plenty of detail and articulation. There's
plenty of drive and punch, considering its
power limitations. Only in comparison with
much more expensive and higher-powered
amps does it appear that the Forté gives up a
little in terms of precision and bass impact.

Postscript:
measured performance
The Fortes frequency response was flat throughout the audio band, being just 0.1dB down at
20kHz referred to the level at IkHz. The bass

Imaging is quite good, but Ihave to qualify

response was slightly curtailed, however, being

that in terms of solid-state expectations. Soundstage transparency is incredible at the price, and

0.1dB down at 40Hz and 0.5dB at 20Hz. Its out-

imaging specificity is nothing short of excellent. Instrumental outlines are well-delineated
within the soundstage. But while the outlines

put impedance was typical of asolid-state
amplifier, measuring 0.030 ohms at 20Hz,
0.032 at IkHz, and 0.034 at 20kHz. Output

are readily resolvable, they appear to be rather

voltage at clipping measured 66.7 volts peakpeak into 8ohms and 64.4 volts into 4, equiva-

two-dimensional, with little impression of pal-

lent to 69.5W and 129.6W, respectively.

pability. In this area, the Forté shares with its

—Robert Harley $

THEME AND VARIATIONS:
PHILIPS CD880 CD PLAYER
PRECISION AUDIO DIVC-800 CD PLAYER
BARCLAY BORDEAUX CD PLAYER
Robert Harley
Philips CD880: CD player with 4x-oversampling, digital filtering, and dual 16-bit D/A converter.
Features include: full-function remote control with remote volume adjustment, FTS (Favorite Track
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Selection), shuffle play. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz +.01dB. THD: <0.002% at 1kHz.
S/N ratio: >103dB. Channel separation: >103dB at 1kHz. Phase linearity: +0.2 (20Hz-20kHz).
Outputs: two analog stereo pairs, one fixed (2V RMS), one variable (2V RMS maximum in 64
steps of 1dB); two digital outputs, one coaxial (0.5V p-p), one optical (cable included). Dimensions: 16 17/
32" (420 mm)W by 41
/
8"(104 mm) H by 14 9
/
32" (363 mm) D. Weight: 22 lbs (10.3 kg).
Price: $749. Approximate number of dealers: 300. Manufacturer: Philips Consumer Electronics
Co., 1-40 and Straw Plains Pike. PO. Box 14810, Knoxville, TN 37914. Tel: (615) 521-4316.
Precision Audio DIVC-880 CD player (modified Philips CD880). Price: $1300. Approximate number
of dealers: 12. Manufacturer: Precision Audio, 223-47 65th Avenue, Bayside, New York 11364.
Tel: (718) 631-4669
Barclay Bordeaux CD player (modified Philips CD880). Price: $1500. Approximate number of
dealers: 20. Manufacturer: Soloist Audio, 332 Tuttle Road, San Antonio, TX 78209. Tel: (512)
821-6119.
If there is one distinctive characteristic of audi-

trimming the resistors or adjusting an external

ophiles, it is the unquenchable urge to tinker.

pot. Introduced in mid-1988, the CD880 has

The transformation of the verb tweak (Webster's definition: to pinch or pull) into anoun

been apopular unit. The fact that both Precision Audio and Soloist Audio chose it as their

(as in: He is atweak) is undoubtedly in response

base player after examining many other con-

to the audiophile's fundamental desire to identify and correct perceived weaknesses in the
reproduction chain that might interfere with

tenders speaks highly of the 880's integrity. The
die-cast aluminum chassis, large shielded and

musical enjoyment. We're all familiar with the
adage "necessity is the mother of invention."
An adjunctive idea that describes this need to
tweak is "dissatisfaction is the father of progress."
Modifying existing components is an easy

rubber-mounted transformer, premium chip
set, and good power supplies were all cited as
reasons for choosing the CD880. Both companies felt that modifying an already good player
allowed them to take advantage of the economies of scale and produce apremium product

way to get into the high-end game without
committing to afull-fledged manufacturing

at areasonable price.

facility necessary to build acomponent from

dwindling supplies run out, probably in about

scratch. The modifying business is conducive
to "cottage industries" run by just afew people. The concept makes sense: take aproduct
that someone else spent untold money to
develop, tool, and manufacture, then improve
it. High-end products can become more cost-

The CD880 will be discontinued when
September. However, anew, nearly identical
model, called the CD80, will replace it. Retaining the same price, chassis, laser assembly, and
chip set, the CD80 will feature upgraded opamps in the analog section, amajor cosmetic
overhaul, and amotorized Alps pot for remote

effective since it is not necessary to keep rein-

volume adjustment. The variable output jacks

venting the wheel.

of the CD880, however, subject the signal to
another amplification stage. According to both

Perhaps this introduction sheds some light
on why this is athree-part review. The three

Precision Audio and Soloist Audio, this stage

players tested are all Philips CD880s. Two of

significantly degrades the signal. Both compa-

them, however, have been modified. The stock

nies encourage the listener to use the fixedlevel output jacks. The use of amotorized Alps

CD880 is by no means an underachiever: it
employs Philips' best chip set, 4x-oversampling

pot in the CD80 will overcome this problem.

with digital filtering, and is third from the top

Another new feature of the CD80 will be Dou-

of the Philips line, following the $4000

ble FTS (it might also be called "His & Hers
FTS"). Double FTS allows two favorite-track

LHH1000 (reviewed by JA in June) and the
$1000 CD960. The chip set consists of the
TDA-1541A-S-1) dual DIA converter, and SAA-

selection programs to be entered into the
player's memory. Two members of the house-

7220P/B digital filter chips. In adeparture from

hold can thus have their own FTS on the same

many popular converters using astandard R2R ladder, the TDA-1541A-S-1 uses anovel

disc. When was the last time you had afight
with your wife over which selections were programmed into FTS?

architecture that obviates the need for laser132
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Without removing the top cover, the only

discrete JFET analog modules for Philips-type

distinguishing characteristic among the three

players that replace the op-amps of the stock

players was the nameplates attached to the
front panels by Precision Audio and Soloist
Audio. After opening them up, however, their

machine. These modules plug into the op-amp
sockets of the main board.
Soloist Audio's modular trend is reflected in

differences became readily apparent.
The DIVC-880 modification consists of a

their approach to modifying the Philips

printed circuit board mounted at the right rear
portion of the chassis. There is ample room

CD880. The Bordeaux modification consists
of three square, encapsulated modules located
in the right rear of the chassis—the same place

inside the box—one possible reason for the

as the Precision Audio board. Two of these

880's popularity with modifiers. The pcb is
made of military-grade GIO fiberglass with 2oz

DIP configuration protruding from the encap-

copper traces. Capacitors are "stacked" to
achieve the correct values for proper de-emphasis. The only op-amps on the board are 1458s,
used for power-supply regulation: discrete
transistors are used exclusively in the audio sig-

modules have gold-plated pins in an eight-pin
sulation. The pins fit into sockets on the main
Philips board, thus replacing the NE5532 opamps of the stock CD880. These contain Soloist Audio's JFET- based analog circuitry. The

nal path. The board gets its analog input from

third module, containing the power supplies,
is mounted to the backplate. It should be noted

two wires (left and right) attached to the appropriate pins of the TDA- 1541A-S- 1D/A converter.

offered by Soloist Audio for do-it-yourself

that these modules are not the same as those

The board uses Precision Audio's transimpedance

tweakers. The modules found in the Bordeaux

circuitry described in JA's review of the Precision Audio DIVC-471 CD player (Vol.11 No.11).

are proprietary to the Barclay line of CD
players, and are not sold separately. The idea

In addition to replacing the stock Philips analog

behind the modules is twofold: upgrades are

section, the board also provides its own dualrail power supplies. Precision Audio also

more easily implemented, and the encapsula-

replaced some capacitors on the Philips board

tion shields the circuitry from potential prying eyes.

and bypassed others with film caps. The RCA

In addition to new analog circuitry and

jacks remained unchanged from the standard

beefed-up power supplies, the Bordeaux fea-

CD880. The quality of parts and workmanship

tures further modifications. Traces on the

appeared quite high. Before listening to the

Philips PC board have been cut and rerouted.

DVIC-880, and at Precision Audio's request, I

Soloist Audio felt that the close proximity
between analog and digital traces contaminated

installed an RC filter across each input to their
analog board. This modification is said to provide a"cleaner leading edge on transients."

the analog signal. In addition, several electrolytic caps on the Philips board have been

Before describing the Bordeaux modifications, aword about the company: Barclay is the

high-quality, gold-plated Tiffany RCAs with

bypassed with film capacitors. Output jacks are

name given to aline of modified CD players
made by Soloist Audio. Each player is named

Teflon dielectric.

after awine, apparently to appeal to oenophiles

The Sound

as well as audiophiles (don't look for the "Bar-

Ihad intended to audition the three players

clay Ripple" CD player, though). Soloist Audio

under review through the system Ihave owned

also sells avariety of components to upgrade

for several years. However, out of curiosity, I
connected my Vortex Screens (reviewed last

Philips-based players. These include apower-

month) to some components on hand in

supply module and aD/A voltage reference
source. Their most popular parts, however, are
replacement D/A converters and digital filters,

Stereopbile's dedicated listening room. One lis-

mainly the Philips TDA-1541A-S- I Crown

the players would be more evident through the

Select DAC and SAA-7220P/B filter found in the

better electronics. Besides that, listening was

Philips CD880. These chips are pin-for-pin

more enjoyable! The system used for this
review consisted of the Vortex Screens, Threshold FET 10 preamplifier, Prodigy Audio Labora-

compatible with the lower-grade Philips DACs
and filters found in less expensive Philips-type
machines, and thus are an easy way to obtain
superior performance. Soloist Audio also sells
Stereophile, August 1989

ten convinced me that any differences between

tories output-transformerless mono tube
power amplifiers, Cardas interconnects, and
133

TARA Labs Space & Time Phase

3speaker

The "fade to noise with dither" track on the

cable. Before listening to any of the players, I
spent some time listening to my Sony CDP-520

evaluating low-level performance. This track

ESII through this system. Ihave owned the

is asignal whose envelope varies continuously

CBS test disc provides an excellent means of

CDP-520 ESII for two years, and am familiar

from -60dB to -120dB over aperiod of 30

with its sound. It thus provided abasis for com-

seconds, allowing subjective evaluation of low-

parison. Listening levels were matched by playing the pink noise track on the Hi -Fi News &

should hear asmooth decay free from discon-

Record Review Test CD, measuring the voltage
at the speaker terminals, and noting the differ-

level performance. As the level decreases, one
tinuities that are artifacts of the converter. The
Philips CD880 performed admirably.

ence in volume-control settings.

Philips CD880

Barclay Bordeaux

After an overnight warmup, Ihooked up the

Iwas excited by the low-level resolution and
ambience portrayal of the Philips. If only some-

CD880 to the system. The most immediate

one would remove the veil. My wish was sit-

sonic difference between the Sony CDP-520

ting next to the CD880, warming up. Icon-

ESII and the CD880 was that the Philips had a

nected the Bordeaux and started listening. It
was immediately apparent that the Bordeaux

"recessed" character. Solo instruments and
vocals through the Philips were presented farther back in the soundstage, in contrast to the
Sony's forward, up-front sound. On most
popular music, the Philips' laid-back sound
removed the immediacy from vocals, resulting
in aless exciting rendering. There was some
fog, or veiling. Disappointingly, music was less
satisfying trying to listen through this haze. In
fairness, Ishould add that just before listening
to the Philips, Ihad also been listening to Dick
Olsher's reference player, aKinergetics KCD-30
decoded by aTheta DSPre digital preamp, to
hear how the Vortex Screens sounded with

kept the best traits of the Philips and improved
its worst. The veil was removed, returning the
excitement missing from the CD880. The
"recessed" sound of the Philips was gone. Solo
instruments and voice became palpable again.
Strings lost their haze. In fact, the entire soundstage became more transparent. By removing
the fog, the Bordeaux allowed previously
obscured detail to come through.
For me, cymbals are agood indicator of the
balance between inner detail and harshness.
On many CD players, cymbals are bright and

new electronics.

harsh, with a"spiny" sound that obscures their
delicacy. It is surprising just how complex the

The Philips, however, did excel in terms of
dimensionality and low-level resolution. Per-

sound of wood hitting brass is. In addition to
asharp high-frequency transient, cymbals have

haps related to this characteristic was the
improved spatial resolution and presentation
of recorded room acoustics. Reverberation

agong-like component that is often masked by
high-frequency hash. When reproduced cor-

decay was particularly revealing. The Philips
didn't seem to truncate sound decaying in the
room. Instead, reverberation had asmooth,
even character. This is probably due to the
Crown SI D/A converter used.

rectly, there is adistinctive character that tells
you apiece of brass has been struck. Through
the Bordeaux, cymbals were presented more
as they really sound, with less of afatiguing
edge. This increased resolution without grain
made the Bordeaux easier to listen to than the

Philips CD880 CD player
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Barclay Bordeaux CD player

Philips. However, the Bordeaux's high-fre-

match for the Theta in terms of transparency,

quency presentation could not be described
as sweet: it leaned toward the detailed and clin-

detail, smoothness, or soundstaging, the Bordeaux brought the performance of the Philips

ical, but not unnaturally so. Textures tended to

CD880 closer to what Iheard from the Theta.

be hard rather than liquid. Perhaps due to this,
Iexperienced some listening fatigue.
This leads me to the Bordeaux's next most

Precision Audio DIVC-880

salient characteristics: openness, image speci-

After spending some time with the Bordeaux,
Ihooked up the Precision Audio DIVC-880.

ficity, and "air." Instruments took on athreedimensional position in the soundstage, with

The differences between the Bordeaux and the
stock Philips machine were readily apparent.

front to rear depth. Localization improved, giv-

Between the Bordeaux and the DIVC-880,
however, the differences were quantitative

ing each instrument its own space. The soundstage became broader and deeper with improved focus. Detail previously obscured

rather than qualitative. The two modified
players sounded remarkably similar.

became resolved, especially when many instru-

Compared with the stock Philips, the Preci-

ments played at once. For example, the vibes

sion Audio DIVC-880 is avast improvement.

on "Islands," from Steps Ahead's eponymous

The veiled, constricted character of the CD880

album (Elektra Musician 960168-2), became

was gone. In its place was atransparent sound-

more distinct during the ensemble playing.

stage that had a"see-through" quality. Instruments opened up and bloomed in three dimen-

They seemed to ring much longer and with
more clarity, even though competing with the
saxophone. In addition, vibes and sax were
delineated, each having its own space. Through
the Philips CD880, these two instruments
tended to sound homogenized.
Another area that the Bordeaux improved

sions. I'm not much of avocal fan, preferring
instrumental music instead. However, one
vocal recording Ifind particularly valuable in
system evaluation is "Land of the Loving," from
David Benoit's album Tbis Side

Up (En Point

was bass definition. Low frequencies were

ENP 0001). The album was recorded live to
two-track, no overdubs or remixes. The entire

tighter and better controlled, resulting in

recording is excellent, but Dianne Reeves's

improved articulation. John Pattitucci's acous-

vocal (recorded with atube mike) is especially

tic bass on the Chick Corea CD Akoustic Band
(GRP GRD-9582) became rounder and less

geous. Through the DIVC-880, it bloomed to

two-dimensional. In addition, low-frequency
transients had more apparent dynamic impact,
conveying asense of weight and authority.
Overall, the Bordeaux was quite listenable,

present, complexly textured and, well. ..
gorthe front of the soundstage, adisembodied
point between the speakers. Generally, the
soundstage sounded very much like the Bordeaux's, but slightly narrower.

and asignificant improvement over the stock

Bass was tight and punchy, perhaps slightly

Philips. As previously mentioned, Ihad the

more so than the Bordeaux's. A good test of

opportunity to listen to aKinergetics KCD-

bass control is the track "Amuseum" from

30/Theta DSPre combination through the
same electronics and speakers. While not a

Sheffield Lab's James Newton Howard and
Friends. This album has, in my opinion, one
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Precision Audio DIVC-880 CD player

of the best recorded drum sounds. The piece
begins with abeat kept on the bass drum. The

undithered signal reproduced by the Bordeaux
is shown in fig.3, and the transitions between

bass drum then remains the foundation of the
piece during drummer Jeff Porcaro's rhythmic
excursions. The DIVC-880 handled this chal-

-nu

lenge well, delivering punch, definition, and
depth.

-ma
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Overall, the Precision Audio DIVC-880's
transparency, wide soundstage, and bass definition made it much more musically satisfying
than the Philips CD880.

qua
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Many of the measurements routinely performed on CD players reveal performance
aspects that are dependent on the chip set
These include monotonicity, -80dB and
-90dB sinewave appearance, and noise spectra.

Precision Audio DIVC880, lkHz
dithered tone at -90dB with spuriae
and noise

Since all three players use the same DIA converter and digital filter, only manufacturing
tolerances were expected to be discovered in
some of these tests, not fundamental differences. Indeed, that proved to be the case. Low
level linearity was excellent: typical error for
the three players at -80dB was less than ldB
and about 1.5dB at -90dB. Fig.1 shows the
noise spectra measured from the Precision
Audio when playing the -90.31dB IkHz tone
from the CBS test disc. Plots for the other two
players were nearly identical. Monotonicity of
the Philips CD880 is shown in fig.2. There is
aslight offset at the lowest level, which was
typical of all three machines. A -80dB
136

Fig.2 Philips CD880, monotonicity test
waveform
Stereophile, August 1989

the seven LSBs in each cycle can be clearly
seen. Moving down in level by 10dB, fig.4
shows the undithered -90dB waveform typical
of these machines. Rather than astepped waveform with just three levels apparent, there are
bursts of HF switching noise apparent during
the periods when the signal should be at digital
zero. Again, these graphs are functions of the
chip set, and it is just the luck of the draw as to
who got the best chips (let them fall where they
may). In summary, there was no significant
difference in chip-dependent performance.
All three players had aslight de-emphasis
error that resulted in decreased output above
10kHz when playing emphasized discs. The
DIVC-880 had the least error (-0.55dB at

Fig.3 Barclay Bordeaux, lkHz undithered
tone at -80dB

16kHz), followed by the Bordeaux and the
Philips (both -0.79dB at 16kHz). Frequency
response among the three machines was essentially identical across the audio band. It should
be noted that the Bordeaux inverts absolute
phase, while the Philips and Precision Audio
do not.

Conclusion
It was apparent that the Barclay Bordeaux and
the DIVC-880 represent significant improvements over the stock Philips CD880. But how
do they sound compared with each other?
They sound very much alike, but if Iwere
choosing amachine, Iwould pick the Bor-

Fig.4 Precision Audio DIVC880, lkHz
undithered waveform at -90dB

deaux. Although sounding nearly identical in
many respects, the Bordeaux had arelatively

in Class Bof .Stereophihis most recent "Recom-

smoother, sweeter top end. The DIVC-880 had

mended Components" (April '89), along with

atouch of dryness in the treble, giving it amore

the three players just mentioned. Though this

forward character. Neither machine, however,
could be described as having asweet high end,

Maranta sample has older, less linear-performing

the treble presentation of both tending toward
the detailed and clinical. The Vortex Screen

high-frequency smoothness were not matched

versions of the Philips chip set, its mid- and
by the Philips, the Bordeaux, or the DIVC-880.

loudspeakers tend to accentuate this characteristic, emphasizing rather than ameliorating

Although there was less detail apparent

HF hardness. Consequently, the Bordeaux may

after so much listening through the three '880-

sound less exciting on speakers that lean toward

based machines. Bass reproduced through the
Marantz, however, fell short of the control and

a softer treble. In addition, soundstaging,
ambience presentation, and spatial detail were
slightly superior through the Bordeaux.
Icannot comment on how these players perform relative to others in their price range, such

through the CD-94, the change was welcome

articulation exhibited by both the Bordeaux
and the DIVC-880.
Are the Precision Audio DIVC-880 ($1299)
and Barclay Bordeaux ($1500) worth $550 and
$750 more, respectively, than the Philips

as the Mod Squad Prism, California Audio Labs
Aria Revised, or the Yamaha CDX-1110U; I
haven't heard them under similar listening cir-

CD880? If you spend much time listening to

cumstances. Idid, however, compare the

staging, bass definition, and detail from these

Philips CD880, Bordeaux, and D1VC-880 with

two machines made CD listening much more
enjoyable. They certainly merit auditions. $

aMaranta CD-94 ($1800). The CD-94 is included
Stereophile, August 1989

CDs, yes. The transparency, improved sound-
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THE CONTINUING SAGA OF
THE AR TURNTABLE
Guy Lemcoe

AR ES1-1/PT-5/Ruby package

"Special Edition" ES-1 turntable: Belt-drive, three-point suspension type. Drive system: one-step
belt drive. Motor: 24-pole synchronous, 30Orpm. Speeds: 33.33 &45rpm. Turntable platter: twopiece aluminum, a9 lbs. Suspension: damped, three-point sprung suspension of adiecast tee-bar.
Wow and flutter: 0.04% (DIN 45507). Rumble: -78dB (DIN 45539 B-weighted). Power consumption: 9W. Total weight with tonearm and cartridge: 19 lbs. Price: $550. Approximate number of
dealers: 1. Manufacturer Teledyne Acoustic Research, 330 Turnpike Street, Canton, MA 02021.
Tel: (617) 821-2300.
AudioQuest PT-5 Tonearm: Gimbal-point bearing, straight-tube, medium-mass type. Separate
price: $350. Approximate number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer: AudioQuest, P.O. Box 3960,
San Clemente, CA 92672. Tel: (714) 498-2770.
AudioQuest Ruby Cartridge: High-output, moving-coil type. Output: 1.4mV (1kHz-5cm/s). Load
impedance: 47k ohms. Channel separation: 28dB at 1kHz. Frequency response: 10Hz-40kHz.
Lateral and vertical dynamic compliance: 10cu. Recommended tracking force: 1.9gm. Stylus
type: Line-contact. Cantilever: aluminum. Cartridge weight: 6.5gm. Price: $200. Approximate
number of dealers: 1(Audio Advisor). Distributor: Audio Advisor, Inc., 225 Oakes SW, Grand
Rapids, MI 49503. Tel: (616) 451-3868.
Aluminum armboard: Aluminum armboard for the AR ES-1, pre-drilled for the PT-5 tonearm.
Price: $35. Approximate number of dealers: 1(Audio Advisor). Distributor: Audio Advisor, Inc.,
225 Oakes SW, Grand Rapids, MI 49503. Tel: (616) 451-3868.
NOTE: All of the above were submitted for review by Audio Advisor. Inc
for $684.90.

IiS

as apackage retailing
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Regular readers of Stereophile will know of the

rubber foot or the bottom cover firmly in place

love affair the Audio Cheapskate has had with

This can easily be fixed with some Elmer's glue

the AR ES-1 turntable. You were first intro-

and asmall clamp, but should such "first aid"
really be necessary? Iwould like to see the
particle-board blocks replaced with real hard-

duced to it back in February 1984 (Vol.7 No 1),
and reminded of its value in Vol.8 No.7, Vol.9
No.4, and Vo1.11 No.4. JA has given me the task,
exactly ayear after the last mention, of taking
another look and listen to the ES-1.

wood blocks inset with metal plugs tapped for
standard-size machine screws.
Before proceeding with the description of

It may seem strange, as we fast approach the
midnight hour of the LP, to devote valuable

the fine-tuning of the 'table arm, and cartridge
into asynergistic music-making instrument,

review time to an instrument dedicated to this

let me give you abit of background into why

apparently doomed data-storage medium.

the AR turntable has received so much atten-

Many listeners value their record collections

tion in the audio press. It was in the early '60s
that Acoustic Research introduced the Ed
Villchur-designed AR turntable. At the time,

and strive to extract the most listening pleasure
from them. If they are, like me, vinyl junkies,
then the search continues for an affordable
turntable which satisfies in its presentation of

it was the first modern belt-drive 'table incorporating athree-point sprung suspension. The

the musical experience. What we have here is

genius of this design, in addition to its provid-

acomplete record-playback system for less
than $1000 which promises to provide the lis-

back, is such that almost every serious 'table

ing outstanding isolation from acoustical feed-

tener with excellent sound. Heck, in these days

to appear since, from Thorens, Linn, System-

of hyper-expensive hi-fi systems, an entry-level

dek, and Ariston, for example, has emulated it.

moving-coil cartridge will set you back the cost
of this turntable! So, just how much musical

But the AR 77 was not apretty thing, and came
with a crude-looking, mediocre-sounding

enjoyment, sonic accuracy, and resolution can

tonearm. Turntable design continued to im-

be had for akilobuck in arecord-playing deck?

prove and become more refined during the late
'60s and early '70s, until in 1973 aScot by the

The "Special Edition" ES-1 turntable comes
well-packed in astrong, square cardboard box.

name of Ivor Tiefenbrun launched the Linn

The dustcover and accessories kit (included if
purchased with the AR tonearm) are nestled

Sondek LP12. Here was aman who proclaimed
that the turntable and its associated compo-

over the main 'table unit. Beneath the main unit

nents were the most vital link in the audio

lies the two-part platter. AudioQuest's PT-5
tonearm comes packed in the usual molded-

chain, that you could bear the sound of the

styrofoam "coffin," along with the customary
assortment of set-up goodies (mounting bolts,
nuts, etc.). In this case, the AQ Ruby cartridge,
which AudioQuest supplies exclusively to The
Audio Advisor, was already installed. All that
remained to be done to assemble the arm was
to drop the armtube into the mounting hole in
the base on the armboard and plug in the fivepin connector. It was during this stage of set-up

'table and its effects on the presentation of the
musical experience. Tiefenbrun swore that a
properly designed 'table would allow the listener to "hum along" to the tune and rhythm
of the music. Obviously, abad design would
not allow such participation. Indeed, apoorly
designed 'table would mask much of the music,
leaving the listener with only the most superficial aspects of the performance In short, here
was aproduct which promised to extract the

that Iencountered the only problem with the

most information from the groove with the

turntable In order to get to the underside of the
unit for connection of the arm leads and sus-

least amount of coloration.
The Linn legend continues to this day, but

pension adjustment, the Masonite bottom
cover must be removed. It is held in place by
four screws which also attach the rubber feet

Acoustic Research ceased production of their
'table in 1979. The company had not kept pace
with the refinements and improvements

to the main unit. Well, these wood screws are

demonstrated by their competitors, and their

secured to four particle-board blocks attached
to each of the four inside corners of the 'table

years ago, the AR turntable reappeared,

base. As 1was reattaching the bottom cover to
the base, one of the screws split its block. I
could not then tighten the screw to hold the
Stereophile, August 1989

'table faded from the scene Yet, alittle over five
upgraded and refined. It appealed to the eye,
and was almost unanimously accepted into the
family of desirable record players. And so, it is
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time to return to the most current, desirable AR
of them all—the "Special Edition" ES-1.
The new AR 'table is one of the nicestlooking Ihave seen—it exudes class. Though
not solid wood, the base sports one of the
neatest veneer jobs I've seen: real walnut
veneer, applied with the care of afine cabinetmaker. The On/Off rocker switch is unobtrusive and smooth in action. Also, there were no
audible "pops" when Iturned the unit on and
off. The minuscule LED on the front left side

AudioQuest Ruby cartridge

of the base lets you know when the 'table is on.
So does the revolving platter, so Idon't know
what utility the tiny light serves. There are no
speed controls. Speed changes are made by
removing the foam mat, lifting off the outer
platter, and moving the drive belt to the other
pulley. The small pulley is 33.33rpm, the large

tube aimed at the user is strictly businesslike.
The bright red Ruby cartridge came mounted
in the tonearm. The cartridge alignment was
quite accurate, needing only aslight adjustment

one 45rpm. Replace platter and mat and you're

in the overhang. My Dennessen Soundtracktor proved helpful in fine-tuning the set-up.

ready to go—simple, effective, foolproof. The
hinged dust cover is easily removable for those
who prefer to avoid the resonances supposedly

After loosening the bolts, aslight shift here and
alight movement there brought the cartridge
into proper alignment.

imparted by them. Adjusting the suspension
is time-consuming, but certainly within the
grasp of anyone with alittle patience and the

Ineeded to do now was to plug the 'table into
the wall socket, patch the phono leads into the

ability to follow
instructions.

printed

preamp, select some favorite records, cue up,
and listen.

The AudioQuest PT-5 tonearm is equally as
attractive as the 'table. It is astraight tube in

The system Iuse for audition of components
and recordings is one which has given me

black or champagne, of medium-mass with a

much listening pleasure over the years. It has

the

excellent

Well, the physical work was completed. All

pivot-to-stylus length of 229mm. The armtube

not put astrain on my budget, and refuses to

is made of aluminum with awrap of clear polyolefin. This configuration is said by the manufacturer to virtually eliminate arm resonances.

break down. The system is on for between 1012 hours ever day (when I'm not able to listen,

The headshell is non-detachable. Provision is

has yet to act up. The front-end consists of the

made for adjustable viscous damping at the
pivot point. VTA changes can easily be made

popular Systemdek IIX turntable, to which is
attached a vintage Infinity Black Widow II

since the PT-5 is height-adjustable via aset
screw at the arm base.
Iespecially liked the arm rest. The nylon clip
had just the right amount of friction to hold the
arm in place securely, yet released the arm easily. The damped cueing lever worked fine The

Ileave the music on for my two pet birds), and

tonearm. My favorite Talisman Scartridge sits
at the end of that. The preamp is the muchadmired PS Audio 4.5 (original version), used
in the Straightwire mode with the MM /MC
switch set to MC. This setting gives more than
enough gain to listen at realistic volume levels
with either the 0.26mV output of the Talisman

arm descent was not too fast (scary if you use
an expensive MC cartridge) or too slow. Track-

Sor the 1.4mV output of the Ruby. Cartridge

ing force is set with the usual counterweights
and proved quite accurate; my sample was only

loading was per manufacturer's recommendations. My loudspeakers are Acoustat Twos,

afraction of agram off. Anti-skating is dialed

placed 2W out from the wall and toed in toward

in, based on the tracking force selected. Iwas
impressed by the no-nonsense design of this
arm. Iwas equally impressed by the rigidity

are apair of classic Kenwood L-07M mono-

shown with the arm mounted on the aluminum armboard. The appearance of the PT-5 set
in its massive base with the %" -diameter arm
140

the listening seat. Powering the loudspeakers
block amplifiers. The amps are placed on the
floor next to the speakers with ashort length
of 8TC Kimber 'Cable connecting the two.
Monster Cable X- Terminators are used at both
Stereophile, August 1989

the amps and the speakers, and 15' runs of
Monster Cable M-1000 interconnect carry the

The AR let all of this dynamic come through
in an almost tangible way. The bass was ren-

signal to the amps. A low, wooden table next
to the equipment rack supports the turntable.
Records are routinely cleaned on aVP! HW-

dered full, tight, and quick, with excellent
extension. Also captured nicely on this cut are
the myriad of percussive ideas set in abeliev-

16 machine, and an AudioQuest electronic sty-

able soundstage. Michelle's voice is up-front
and alive. Dynamics are excellent. This selec-

lus cleaner is used to ensure apristine diamond.
The listening room, set in a130-year-old frame
house, measures 15' x17'. The ceiling is 11' high
and the room is blessed(!X?) with hardwood

tion perhaps demonstrates the fundamental
differences between the AR and the Systemdek
record players.

floors. A thick wool rug has been placed be-

Whereas the AR imparted arich, euphonic

tween the listener and the speakers. Listening

character to the music, the Systemdek seemed

is done 7' away from the Acoustats. The room

the more analytical, cool, and unforgiving

is relatively "live" (a situation Ihope to change

player. While electric bass on the AR seemed

in coming months), capable of projecting an

not as controlled as on the Systemdek, it
tended to "bloom" on the ES-1. Soundstaging

extremely wide and deep soundstage, and, if
the listener is seated in the "magic spot," conveying apalpable, three-dimensional image of
the performance.
(There comes atime when we all must eat
crow. My time came as Iwas doing my final
listening tests on the AR/Systemdek turntables.
Iwent to turn on the Kenwood amps and discovered the right channel dead! Oh boy. After
having just praised the L-07Ms for their relia-

on both players was impressive, with the Systemdek throwing aslightly wider image Depth
presentation appeared to be the same for both
units. Height cues were the same for both the
AR and the Systemdek. Through the midrange
and treble, the Systemdek continued to offer
a"cooler" sound than the AR. I'm not about
to say which of these turntables is best or more
accurate. Ido not believe such pronounce-

bility, the "audio gremlin" struck and Iended

ments have much meaning in the context of
up with egg on my face. Ibegan to panic as I recorded music. We are listening, after all, to
realized the copy deadline was fast approachmusic recreated at the end of acomplex chain
ing. Icalled Rick Wiegers at The Candyman
of events, each of which can stamp its unique

store here in Santa Fe and he graciously agreed

colorations upon the proceedings. To say that

to loan me an NAD 2200 stereo amp. Thanks,

you prefer the sound of A to Bis to say you can

Rick. With the NAD strapped into the system,

accept the colorations accompanying Amore

Iwas able to complete this report by the copy

than those associated with B. Whether Aor B
is "best," in an absolute sense is moot. Through-

deadline.)

Musical evaluation

out this musical evaluation Iwill try to describe
for you the sound of the AR turntable, as it

With the AR turntable, what struck me after the

struck me, on awide variety of music. Further

stylus settled into the groove of the first record
was asense of absolute silence: no motor noise,

comparisons with the Systemdek IIX Iwill
leave for the summary.

no hum, nothing. This is as it should be. The
only sounds reaching my ears were those the

The third Shocked cut, "Memories of East

producer(s) and performer(s) intended. The

Texas," starts off with some incredibly clean,
rich, and lean acoustic guitar. The guitar sounded

recording was one I've listened to often dur-

as if the performer was standing just afew feet in

ing the past several weeks: Short, Sharp,

front of my left speaker, conveying an in-the-

Shocked by Michelle Shocked (Mercury 834

room quality that came as a shock to me.
Unfortunately, this effect wore off, due to obvi-

924-1). Country? Folk? Call it what you will,
Ifind the album exceptional in every way.
There is an honesty and urgency to Shocked's
music which Ifind missing in much of today's
popular music. It is amusical treat and asonic
blockbuster (excusing some processing on the
vocals). The first cut on side A, "When IGrow
Up," begins with some of the nastiest double
bass Ihave heard—it literally growls at you.
Stereophile, August 1989

ous processing of the vocal track. It says something for the resolving power of the AR that the
vocal track can be heard as it is mixed into the
overall sound, accompanied by its own insertion noise. Retrieving such subtle detail is rare
in such modestly priced components. Kudos
also to AudioQuest for making acartridge such
as the Ruby available (through Audio Advisor,
141

Inc.) at such an attractive price. It seriously

aware of this subtle element. The AR holds on

challenges my beloved Talisman S, and at half

to this instrument and does not let go. Nice!

the price. Throughout this album Iwas struck
by the way in which the music came across. I

Toward the end of the song, bass player David

found myself bobbing my head and tapping my

ment. He starts softly and gradually builds in

feet, unable to sit still till the side ended. Tran-

volume the percussive sound seeming to ema-

Hayes begins to tap the strings on his instru-

sients were captured beautifully throughout

nate from dead silence at the left rear of the

the album. And, with instrumentation includ-

soundstage. As it grows in intensity, it sounds

ing acoustic guitar, dobro, mandolin, fiddle,
banjo, and hammered dulcimer, they are plentiful. Iwas becoming quite impressed with the
AR, and began to realize it would soon be difficult to end the listening and start writing.
However, the review must go on; Istopped
listening long enough to organize my notes.
I'm a big fan of Van Morrison: his 1980
album, Common One (Warner Bros. BSK
3462), is one of my favorites. The first song on
side 1, "Haunts of Ancient Peace," is ashowcase for musical timbres. Electric bass is
reproduced so clearly through the AR you can
feel the strings vibrate. The fundamental and
its overtones are clearly audible here. This is
tight, fast, and deep bass. Mark Isham's muted
trumpet has just the right amount of "edge."
It sounds right to me. Likewise, the tenor sax
of Pee Wee Ellis has just the right "reedy"
sound. You feel you can hear the reed vibrate

as if it is in the room with you. Finally, as the
song begins to wind down, Hayes begins to
slide his finger up astring. The effect is wonderful and is captured so naturally you can hear
the sound of his fingertip on the string.
This is the kind of information retrieval I
appreciate in amusic system. These subtle
details of aperformance, when heard, spoil you
into demanding similar levels of resolving
power in other systems. They are the fabric of
which the musical tapestry is woven. Not evident at adistance, they show themselves only
upon closer inspection.
In the soundtrack from The Mission (Virgin
90567-1), listen for the shock value of the
Indian drums as they punctuate the music in
"On Earth As It In Heaven." Note also on this
cut the gutsy quality of the string basses. They
are indeed instruments of wood and gut
strings. Despite the merciless multi-miking on

in the column of air created at the mouthpiece.
Spatial relationships within the soundstage are

this recording, there are moments which Ifind

preserved quite well with the AR. The drumset is located to the right and slightly behind

The strings are reproduced with the sweet,

Van. Its image does not spread or wander, staying put in its own space with abelievable sense
of air around it. The choir clearly sounds
behind the singer, spread out from left to right
in aspacious manner. Individual voices can be
differentiated within the ensemble, attesting
to the fine resolving power of the Ruby cartridge.

irresistible: the sound of the orchestra, for one.
silky timbre Iadore Violins, cellos, and string
basses have the sound and texture which
approach their sound heard live. In "Falls," the
panpipes have just the right wooden, breathy
sound, and are placed, effectively, in the soundstage far left and far right. The soundstaging on
this cut is outstanding. In my room the stage
extends from the left wall to the right wall and,
when the bass drum is struck after the string

Perhaps the most revealing cut on the album

crescendo, the depth of the stage (at the rear

is "Summertime in England." There are many
details in this tune which would be passed over

of which is the drum) seems to extend from my

by turntables lacking the low-level resolving

listening seat to the Sangre de Cristo mountains
behind the wall. The overall presentation of the

power demonstrated by the AR. For instance,

orchestra in a"real" acoustic space is portrayed

the bass drum conveys the weight, extension,
and "punch" of the instrument as it might

beautifully here. In "Aya Marie Guarani," the
combined voices of the adult and children's

sound live It sounds firm, tight, and fast. It pro-

choirs can raise the hair on the back of your

vides asolid foundation upon which the rest

neck. The individual voices are accurately
focused on awide stage. There is wonderful

of the arrangement is built. Note also on this
cut the presence of arhythm guitar just audi-

detail here also. Listen for the individual intakes

ble beneath Van's vocal. It is played quietly yet
is sustained throughout the song. Even when

of breath of the singers as they come into the
music Note how sibilants are rendered in male

things get musically complicated, you are

and female voices. There is no splattering or
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breaking up of the voices here, just the sound

The first two questions receive a"no" from me,

of many voices singing acapella in astudio

the latter two a"yes." Neither the AR nor the

acoustic (albeit arather large studio). Choral

Systemdek is the superior 'table; both are eminently musical. It is thus imperative that the

music has always presented achallenge to cartridge performance, especially in terms of
tracicability. The Ruby sailed through this test

prospective buyer make the effort to audition
both products. Indeed, Iurge you to listen to

with ease. No mistracking or harshness was
ever evident. The cartridge followed the musi-

as many similarly priced turntables—the Rega
or the Linn "Axis," to name two—as you can.

cal line through the loudest crescendo without running into trouble. Excellent! Overall,

Only after continued listening to various 'tables
will you begin to form an idea of the kind of

in listening to The Mission, Iwas amazed at
how the AR enabled me to extract musical

sound reproduction you prefer. You may be
surprised by your conclusions.

information even when the music became

Istrongly believe there is aniche to be filled

quite busy. Ifound Icould follow individual

in the hierarchy of high-end audio, especially

themes in various sections of the orchestra

for those on abudget who have extensive record collections. It is vital to these music lovers

with no effort. Ifelt as if Icould actually "hum
along" to the music. Perhaps not as "in tune"

that they have access to arecord player which

as with aLinn, but certainly as well as with my

will not disappoint either musically or soni-

Systemdek.
Finally, arecording Iturn to when pop, rock,

cally. Unlike certain revered audiophile recordings which excel in and excite with sonic vir-

reggae, blues, and C&W have worn thin is

tues but fall flat on their faces in terms of

Gidon Kremer's version of the Bach Sonatas

musical values, adecent 'table must present an
involving musical event through believable

and Partitas for solo violin (Philips 6769 053).
The music is some of the most sublime ever

sound. If Ifail to become involved in the music

written, idiosyncratically performed here in

or sense a lack of sonic integrity, then the

asomewhat dry acoustic space. The second
Partita's Chaconne is spellbinding—one of the

means has failed to provide asatisfying end.

greatest moments in music. The absolutely

The ARES -1, with the AudioQuest PT-5 arm
and the Ruby cartridge, satisfies both of the

silent record surfaces let every nuance of the

above criteria. So does my Systemdek combo.

performance show through. The recording

Ibelieve it is at the kilobuck price-point that

focuses on the soloist, attenuating room

one can truly gain entry into the fascinating and

ambience. The AR player really opened my

sometimes frustrating world of high-end audio.

eyes on this record. In contrast to the System-

Be warned, however, that once you cross the

dek, it presented abeautifully focused image

threshold, there will be no turning back. Be

of Kremer, standing in areal acoustic space. I

prepared to follow the muse wherever she may
lead, and begin setting up atrust fund to sup-

got the aural impression of the soloist standing just to the right of center stage in asmall
recital hall. It will take abetter pair of ears than

port her.

mine to tell whether Kremer was using his
Guadagnini or Stradivarius violin, though. All

by which the reader can evaluate ahi-fi system

Ican say is Iwas pleased with the sound of this
recording and am at aloss to explain the perceived differences in the two 'tables.

In closing, Iwould like to propose amethod
(especially the record player). Get hold of the
record Close Ups (Proprius 7829). This is an
album of solo piano music featured in several
Ingmar Bergman films, performed by the
Swedish pianist Kabi Lareti. With this record

Summary

in hand, visit your local hi-fi salon. Have the

It should be clear by now that Ilike this prod-

salesman put the disc on his/her "high-end"

uct. I'm not ready to trade in my Systemdek just

system. Then, settle back in acomfortable

yet, though. The differences Ihear between the

chair, close your eyes, and see if you feel the

two units are great enough to cause concern.

performance is taking place in the room with

Do Iwant aless neutral, more euphonic sound?
Can Ilive with aslight thickening in the bass?

with the system. Most likely this problem will

Do Iwant an analytical, high-resolution por-

be in the front end. Play the record on several

trayal of amusical event? Can Iendure the

turntables. That which conveys the feeling of
aperformance taking place just afew feet in

somewhat cool character of the Systemdek?
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you. If you do not, then something is wrong
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front of you is the one to put on your want list.

Ye olde Audio Cheapskate was right. Highly

1feel confident you will discover the AR to be

recommended, especially in the synergistic

among those you listed. This product has class!

combination presented for review.

OH, NO! NOT ANOTHER BATCH OF
SURROUND-SOUND DECODERS?!
Bill Sommerwerck reviews surround-sound decoders
from Lexicon, NEC. Shure, and Yamaha

Specifications: All the decoders reviewed have the following specifications and features, which
are not repeated in the individual descriptions:
All decode Dolby MP (motion-picture) surround-sound matrix recordings. All use alogicenhancement system, either Dolby Pro-Logic or aproprietary system (Shure Acra-Vector). All
have alogic-directed Dialog-channel output which can be switched off. All have digital delay
on the Surround channel; the Shure uses delta modulation, the others are PCM. All include a
noise generator, which continually cycles from Left to Dialog to Right to Surround, to simplify
level setting (Dolby requires this feature on all Pro-Logic decoders). All have aseparate subwoofer or mono output. All have separate level-trim adjustments for each output channel, and
come with cordless IR remote controls.
Lexicon CP-1: (specs are for Dolby MP decoding only): Frequency response: 10Hz-16kHz, +1,
-3dB (with respect to 1kHz). THD: front, 0.03%, 1kHz, max level rear, 0.05%, 1kHz, max level.
Min. input: 320mV rms; max output 4V rms. Input impedance: 50k ohms. Output impedance:
500 ohms. S/N ratio: 85dB, A-weighted, 1kHz max level. Dimensions: 17" W by 12.5" D by 2.5"
H. Weight: 11 lbs. Serial number: L03881004. Price: $1295. Approximate number of dealers: 185.
Manufacturer: Lexicon Inc., 100 Beaver St., Waltham, MA 02154. Tel: (617) 891-6790.
NEC PLD-910: Rated output at all terminals: 1V Sensitivity for rated output: 150mV. Input impedance: 47k ohms. Output impedance (all): 1k ohm. Decoder analog system, stereo (Dolby bypass)
mode: Frequency response 10Hz-100kHz, +0, -3dB; THD: 0.05%. S/N ratio: 100dB (IHF A).
Digital system: Sampling frequency: 44.1kHz. Quantization: 16-bit. Frequency response: 10Hz20kHz, +1dB. THD: 0.008%. Delay range: 1-94ms (15-30ms in Dolby Surround). Dimensions:
17" W by 13.4" D by 3.150" H. Weight: 17.4 lbs (7.9kg). Power consumption: 37W. Serial number: 0830235. Price: $999. Approximate number of dealers: 150. Manufacturer: NEC Home Electronics (US) Inc., 1255 Michael Drive, Wood Dale, IL 60191-1094. Tel: (312) 860-9500.
Shure HTS-5300: (all electrical specifications with 50k load on outputs). Frequency response:
Left, Center, Right: 20-20kHz, +0.5dB; Surround: per Dolby surround specifications (50-7kHz,
+3dB). Subwoofer: -3dB at 80Hz; 12dB/octave low-pass input and output clipping level: 4.0V
Input impedance: 75k ohms; output impedance: 5.5k ohms. THD (1kHz, 1V output, master volume
at max): Left. Center, Right: greater than 0.1% Surround: greater than 0.3%, surround volume
centered. Output noise (A-weighted): -90dBV, Master Volume and Surround Volume centered;
-80dB. Master Volume at maximum, Surround Volume Control centered. Signal polarity: noninverting at all outputs. Surround delay range: 16-36ms, in 4ms steps. Operating modes: Dolby
Surround, Stereo Surround Synthesis. Mono Surround Synthesis, Stereo Bypass, Mono Bypass.
Dimensions: 16.8" W by 15" D by 2.4" H. Weight: 11.7 lbs(5.3kg). Power consumption: 36W. Serial
number: 00168. Price: $999. Approximate number of dealers: 150. Manufacturer: Shure HTS,
222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston. IL 60202-3696. Tel: (312) 866-2608.
Yamaha DSR-100: Audio Specifications (Dolby Off) (Yamaha does not say whether they mean
Dolby Pro-Logic, or the Dolby NR chip in the Surround channels; Isuspect the former, since the
logic action would badly degrade the distortion measurements.) THD: 0.003% (1kHz, 1V rms);
residual noise: 201.N (IHF A). Frequency response: 10Hz-50kHz, +0, -3dB. Surround Decoder
sampling frequency: 49.7kHz. Quantization: 14-bit floating point. Maximum input level, 2.5V
rms. S/N ratio: 90dB. Input impedance: 47k ohms. Output impedance: main channel 1k ohm,

Ii
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front/rear/center 470 ohms, subwoofer 5k ohms. I/O gain: OdB (at maximum volume). Sensitivity: 150mV. Dimensions: 17.1" W by 12.3" D by 2.8" H. Weight: 9.9 lbs (4.5kg). Power consumption: 30W, with unswitched outlet for up to 200W. Serial number: E01016800. Price: $599. Approximate number of dealers: 435. Manufacturer: Yamaha Electronics Corporation, 6722 Orangethorpe
Avenue, Buena Park, CA 90620. Tel: (714) 522-9105.
Oh, yes. This review wasn't even scheduled to
begin until Spring 1989. But NEC sent along their
PLD-910, Yamaha was kind enough to ship the
DSR- 100 when Iasked for the DSP-3000, and
the new Shure HTS-5300 came as part of their
Home Theater Reference playback system

nel amplifiers and receivers.) It is therefore
unlikely that Stereopbile will review any more
"passive" decoders (je, decoders without logic
steering).
It should be remembered, however, that
logic is most useful (and needed) only when

(which Iwill be reviewing Real Soon Now). Not

you use aDialog speaker. If you don't need a

to mention the fact that my Lexicon CP-I re-

Dialog speaker, even passive decoders can give
excellent performance, since the delay applied
to the Surround channel masks most of the

view in the January issue was so long that Ihad
to postpone areview of its Dolby MP playback
facilities until now.

spillover from the Left and Right tracks. The

Le Bigge Neues

No.3 is still recommended, without reserva-

The big news in Dolby MP surround decoders

tion. It is an excellent passive decoder; indeed,

Sony SDP-505es we recommended in Vol.11

is the almost-universal conversion to Dolby's

it is more transparent and less colored than

Pro-Logic enhancement system. The Pro-

most active decoders.
My reaction to the Dialog speaker is the same

Logic system (which is identical to that used
in theatrical installations) dynamically cancels

as it was in the last review: Idon't like it, and

music and sound effects from the center Dialog

nothing Iheard from this crop of decoders has

channel, and dialog from the Left and Right

changed my mind. The sidebar explains the

channels. (A similar cleaning-up is performed

pros and cons of installing aDialog speaker, and

on frontal sounds that leak into the Surround

some surprising things Ilearned about setting
it up properly. This information does not

channel, and vice-versa.)
The result is that dialog emanates principally

appear in any manufacturer's manual, so be

from the center-front speaker and therefore

sure to read the sidebar if you use aDialog
speaker.

remains centered on the screen, no matter where
you sit in the theater or viewing room. Like-

"Two—Two—Two Directions

wise, one can sit closer to the Surround speakers without hearing (frontal) music or dialog

at Once!"

coming from them. (All Dolby MP decoders,

Shure HTS is still the only major holdout in the

whether consumer or professional, delay the
Surround channel so that the Haas or "prece-

Pro-Logic sweepstakes, sticking with their proprietary Acra-Vector system. Shure has expli-

dence" effect will allow the frontal sounds to

citly told me that they feel they can make abet-

arrive at the listener's ears first, and so mask

ter decoder, and they want the marketing

their leakage into the rear. This works well in

benefits of product differentiation: "Buy ours

atheater, where most listeners are far removed

because it's different and better."

from alarge group of Surround speakers, each

Nonetheless, their HTS-5200 hewed closely

playing at alow level. At home, where listeners
sit much closer to fewer speakers playing at

to the Pro-Logic standard, with respect to the

higher levels, there is agreater chance that the

tions in which the logic "looked" for adominant signal. With the 5300, Shure HTS has

leakage will be loud enough to cancel the pre-

logic's attack and release times, and the direc-

cedence effect, so the logic action is needed

moved farther away from the Pro-Logic stan-

more.)

dard. To understand the reasons for this deviation, you have to understand abit about logic-

The Pro-Logic system is rapidly gaining ubiquity, infiltrating both receivers and modestly
priced decoders. (In fact, Dolby Labs is devel-

directed surround decoders.
All "quadraphonic" recording systems rest

oping an IC that will permit incorporating Pro-

on the (psychoacoustically invalid) assumption

Logic into even the least expensive four-chan-

that four independent channels of sound are
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to be transmitted to the user. (Ambisonics works

This problem is (more or less) solved with

on the assumption that the user is supposed to

alogic-directed decoder. Normally, the brain

hear sounds coming from their original direc-

pays more attention to the direction of the

tions—but that's another story.) When "quad"

loudest sound than to the directions of softer

appeared, the only practical way to record and
play four discrete channels was open-reel tape

sounds. It is therefore possible to build avari-

—an expensive medium that had limped along
in the marketplace for almost adecade. Consequently, many researchers tried to find away
to shoehorn four channels into the two channels readily available from LPs, FM, and cassette. This shoehorning is called "matrixing,"
and suffers from an unfortunate problem: once

able-action decoder that gets the directionality
of the loudest sound right, at the expense of
less-correct directionality for momentarily
weaker sounds. (The "logic" refers to the circuits which decide the intended directionality
of the loudest sound and alter the decoding
action accordingly.) If the logic action is fast
and smooth enough, the brain can be fooled

you've mixed four channels into two, there

into thinking there are four distinct sound

is no way to ever completely disentangle them
again. (Mathematically speaking, you can-

sources.
The logic circuits are normally set up to look

not solve for four unknowns with only two
equations.)

for the loudest sound in only alimited number
of directions. For example, the Tate System for

The dialog speaker:
threat or menace?

monitored with aPro-Logic decoder, this

Three-channel stereo with aseparate centerchannel speaker is far from new. Bell Labs'

aDialog speaker at home more closely recreates the intended mix and imaging.
3) By filling the "hole in the center," the

original experiments in stereophony, almost (50 years ago, used acenter speaker fed
from its own microphone. Many of the classic Mercury and RCA recordings of the late
'50s and early 60s were made with three
spaced mikes feeding athree-channel deck.
The center-channel system used in Dolby
Surround, which is intended to fix the dialog at the screen for listeners at any position, is altogether different in operation.
There is no separate Dialog channel. Rather,
alogic-directed decoder attempts to subtract any mono components from the twochannel source and direct these to athird,
central speaker.
For theatrical presentation, the usefulness of such asystem is obvious. Now, if

Dialog speaker lets you spread the Left and
Right speakers further apart, for amore
spectacular effect.
However, there are many disadvantages:
1) An extra speaker, amplifier, and, these
days, cables, cost SU that could better be
spent on improving other parts of your system or purchasing more software.
2) If the Dialog speaker does not match
the sound of the Left and Right speakers,
the logic action may become audible. (In
rare circumstances, this may also happen
with amplifiers.)
3) If the Left, Right, and Dialog speakers
are not carefully positioned, audible image
shifting and blurring may occur.

you believe the manufacturers of consumer

4) By appearing as adistinct sound source,

Dolby MP decoders, its use in the home is

the Dialog speaker can ruin your system's
imaging.

similarly an unmixed blessing. In reality, a
Dialog speaker has both liabilities and assets. You need to consider the tradeoffs
before buying.
Aseparate, logic-controlled Dialog speaker
has several advantages:
I) Dialog remains fixed at the screen,
regardless of listening position.
2) The use of alogic-directed Dialog
speaker tends to "pull" all non-central sounds
toward the center. Since the mixdown is

1-16

pulling is compensated for. Therefore, using

Problems 3and 4came to light during
my current tests. My seat was about 7' from
the Dialog speaker, with the Left and Right
speakers in the same plane as the Dialog
speaker and 4.5' to the sides. (That is, admittedl), rather close.) The results, whether
playing Ella Fitzgerald or soundtracks, were
appalling. Dialog that should have been left
of center was pulled over to the Dialog
speaker. Musical instruments were smeared
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SQ looks in only eight evenly spaced directions
around the encoding "circle' Dominant sounds

Dolby Pro-Logic decoder. (In fact, Dolby Labs
requires it.) This monitoring takes into account

between these points are decoded somewhat

any side-effects of the logic action (such as
image "pulling"), so the mixing engineer is

less accurately.
Dolby Pro-Logic looks in six directions: Left,
Left-Center, Center, Right-Center, Right, and
Surround. A dominant sound at any of these
positions alters the decoding so that the dominant sound's crosstalk is canceled (or at least
minimized) in the channels where it does not
belong.
With the Shure 5300, four new points have

assured that the audience will hear the intended effect. Since the Shure HTS-5300's
decoding directions are asuperset of Dolby
MP's, the 5300 will always correctly decode a
Dolby MP-encoded soundtrack.
However, Shure HTS decoders seem to be
the defacto standard in the home playback sys-

been added to Acra-Vector decoding. These are

tems of Hollywood's producers, directors, and
sound mixers—according to Shure, anyway.

placed "between" the Left-Center and Right.

When they become aware that the 5300 per-

Center points and the adjacent "primary"
Movies encoded with Dolby Surround are

mits amore subtle positioning of sounds, they
might ask Dolby to let them use the Shure for
monitoring—or even use it on the sly. If this

normally monitored through aprofessional

occurs, adouble standard in Dolby-MP encod-

channels. Here's where the fun begins.

or laterally stretched, and wandered from

though the dialog is mono. Voices become

left to right, then back again. This occurred

cramped and unnatural-sounding. The
problem seems connected with the limita-

with every decoder!
This had not happened with the previous
batch of decoders, none of which were
Pro-Logic. Acall to Steve Julstrom at Shure
HTS elicited surprise; this was new to him,

tions of conventional stereo. Stereo images
are illusions. There is no "real" sound source,
but rather two speakers squirting sonic cues
at your ears. We are thus accustomed to

too. After afew minutes' discussion, Steve

hearing illusory sound sources floating in

suggested that the most likely cause was the
precedence effect. That is, the sounds from

space between the speakers.

the Dialog speaker arrived earlier, causing
them to be localized at (or shifted toward)

this illusion by adding aphysical sound

A logic-directed Dialog speaker upsets
source for central sounds. To my ears, this

the Dialog center. It sounded reasonable.
Igot out my tape measure and moved the
Left and Right speakers forward, until they
were at about the same distance as the Dia-

attempt to combine real and virtual sources
does not work. Even mono dialog can have
apleasant sense of space that blends well

log speaker. (I was surprised how far Ihad

in spite of the fact that everything was

to move them!) That cleared up most of the
smear and wander, but not all. Imeasured

recorded separately. Running the dialog
through aseparate speaker makes the dialog

again, setting the Left and Right speakers
at ex•actly the same distance That did it. No

sound as if it is coming from another dimen-

more smear, no more wander.

music—or the picture itself, for that mat-

The conclusion was obvious. You should
try to arrange the speakers in an arc around

and dialog reproduced from a separate

the preferred listening position, especially
if that position is relatively close to the front
speakers. UGH discovered this himself, and

with the movie's music and sound effects,

sion that has little connection with the
ter. Ihave ameasly (but gorgeous!) 20" set,
speaker sounds "too small" even for such
aminuscule screen.
I'm not the only listener who finds these

confirms both the problem and the solution.)
Problem 4is more serious. When voices

effects disturbing, and Ithink our keen-

are shunted to acentral speaker, they seem

Don't add aDialog speaker unless you absolutely need one for large listening groups.

to emanate from the box, rather than from
the space in front of the listener. Even worse,
one's perception of the ambience in the
Dialog track is greatly diminished, even
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eared readers will be equally annoyed.

When listening by yourself, shut off the Dialog speaker. (All decoders have aswitch for
this.) Don't help agood hi-fi system go bad.

1.17

ing practice could emerge. This is no big deal

sends the left and right tracks to the Left and

(when was the last time you really paid close

Right speakers, unaltered. That means that

attention to the soundtrack in atheater?), but

there is severe Dialog and Surround crosstalk

the tail just might start wagging the dog.

in these speakers:

The Shure HTS -5300 has another trick up

Left = D-i-S; Right = D-S.

its sleeve—decoding in two directions at once!

Now, isn't it obvious that since we have prop-

Previous logic-directed decoders were only

erly decoded the Dialog and Surround tracks,

capable of sensing one dominant sound. Shure
claims the 5300 can, under certain conditions,

all we need to do is subtract the derived Dia-

handle two dominant sounds.

add/subtract the derived Surround track from

log track from the Left and Right outputs, and

This takes more explaining. I'd like the reader

the Left/Right outputs, to get total crosstalk

to think about how it's possible to record two
independent signals in asingle LP groove. Got

cancellation? Of course!
This convenient situation occurs only when

the answer? It's because the groove has two
"degrees of freedom." That is, the groove can

is, when they can be fully derived without

be modulated both laterally and vertically.
These two directions are at right angles to each
other, so there is no interaction. (Trust me.
Motions that are orthogonal—at right angles
—are independent. Think of atonearm pivot.)
This strongly suggests that—at least under
certain conditions—it ought to be possible to
correctly decode two surround directions at

the two signals are themselves orthogonal; that
other encoded channels present to contaminate them with crosstalk. This occurs in Dolby
MP when only Left and Right, or only Dialog
and Surround, are present. It occurs in SQ with
front-only or rear-only sounds.
Shure claims the 5300 has the logic circuitry
needed to recognize these special conditions.
When Ivisited Shure HTS in November, they

the same time. Ionce asked Peter Scheiber (The
Godfather of Matrixing) about this, and he dis-

played ascene from Space Camp with simul-

agreed. "Directionality is encoded with interchannel amplitude differences and interchan-

sound effect in the Dialog channel. (This, by

nel phase differences. That's your two degrees
of freedom, and you need both of them to
establish the directionality of asingle sound."
Without telling you (yet) who's right, let's
work through some very simple algebra. Suppose that, at some point, our soundtrack con-

taneous dialog in the Surround track and a
the way, is ano-no; Dolby recommends against
it.) The 5300 did an excellent job of decoding
this scene, but without other logic-directed
decoders to compare it with, Icould not establish that the 5300 was necessarily superior. (My

nothing else. If Dialog is D and Surround is S,

local videodisc store, Silver Platters, doesn't
rent or sell Space Camp, so Icould not compare the 5300 with the other decoders when
Igot back.)

then the left and right soundtracks would look
like this:

times-competitive economic system is all about.

Left track = D+S; right track = D-S.
In other words, Dialog is in-phase, Surround

If this example of Shure's advanced decoding
produced no obvious benefits in my listening

tained only the Dialog and Surround tracks—

Still, this is what our free-enterprise, some-

is anti-phase, just as they should be. If we add
the tracks to derive the Dialog channel (the
usual procedure), we get D+S+D-S, or 2D'; the

What's Upcoming

Surround is completely canceled. If we subtract the tracks to derive the Surround chan-

the features, cosmetics, and ergonomics of

nel, we get D+S-D-FS, or 2S; the Dialog is completely canceled. In other words, we have
correctly derived the original Dialog and Surround tracks. We should be able to do this,
since we have two independent transmission
channels (the left and right tracks of the film),
and only two signals were being transmitted.
Of course, apassive Dolby decoder normally
IThis also works with 3D movies.
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tests, neither did it seem to hurt anything.

The first part of this review is adescription of
each of the decoders, arranged alphabetically.
The intent is to bring together in one place the
kind of information that is hard to synthesize
just by examining spec sheets or publicity photos. Part I
Iis an explanation of the tests performed, their rationale, and what they revealed
about the electrical and sonic performance of
the decoders. The last section is asummation
of the strong and weak points of each product,
with recommendations.
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Lexicon CP-1 digital audio environment processor

Lexicon CP-1: $1300

operation, are all Effect signals whose levels are

This is the same digital processor reviewed in

varied with the Effect button.

Vol.12 No.1 (January 1989). It is the only Dolby

The CP- 1is unique in the way the user can

MP decoder that implements logic steering in
the digital domain. (That is, all the required

set it up for almost any conceivable speaker lay-

crosstalk cancellation is performed within the
bit stream.) In fact, it may be the only signal
processor, either professional or consumer,
that performs this kind of sophisticated processing digitally. (Professional digital processors
seem limited primarily to delay, reverb, and
chorusing effects.)
There are no front-panel controls, except for
power, input, tape monitor, and pre/post processing. This simplicity is misleading, since the
CP-I is one of the most sophisticated con-

out. When you hold down the Bank button for
afew seconds, the CP-I displays, one at atime,
the 12 speaker layouts shown in the instruction
manual. You then punch Param Up or Param
Down to select the setting that most nearly
matches your setup. (With 12 variations, you
aren't likely to have asetup that doesn't match.)
There is also aswitch on the rear panel that
changes the center channel mode from a"real"
speaker to aphantom image. This lets you shut
off the center speaker logic without having to
change the speaker layout.

sumer audio products available. Virtually all its

The LCD is small and hard to read from adis-

functions are controlled by the remote, which
is compact and has one of the most logical lay-

tance. Even with my new, highly corrected
spectacles, Ifind 8' to be the practical limit. If

outs of any remote control I've seen.

you sit farther away, you might consider an

All communication from the CP-I to the user
is via abacklit LCD on the front panel. This display normally shows the selected operating
mode and whether the mode is Preset or is
User-modified. Pressing the Param button cycles through the user-adjustable features of
each mode, with abargraph, number, or on/
off label indicating the present status of the
parameter.
There are separate pushbuttons for system
Volume, Front, Back, Left, and Right Balance,
and Effect level. When any of these is pressed,
the LCD temporarily displays abargraph with
the current setting. Pressing the button asecond time actually changes the setting.
The Effect level control is at first confusing,
but is actually consistent and rational in its

inexpensive pair of binoculars. (Ditto if you
own the Yamaha DSP- I, whose LCD is equally
cramped.)
Unlike the other three units, the CP-I has no
display for the four channels of Dolby MP output. This isn't disastrous; the correct balance
is the balance that sounds correct, and the CPIincludes the Dolby-mandated noise generator for getting the balance right. Still, avisual
display is useful, sometimes revealing Surround
information you might have missed.
NEC PLD-910:

$999

Although the PLD-910 was one of the bestsounding decoders in this survey, it has afront
panel that gives the term "professional black"
abad name. The Lexicon CP-I has been sub-

behavior. The CP-I designates the signals it
adds or derives as "Effect" signals, and this but-

jected to some well-deserved ribbing for its

ton controls their level. For example, the reverberation it generates to simulate ahall, the

rounded switches and the less-than-sharply-

crosstalk-cancellation signals it injects into the
front channels for binaural playback, and the

ersatz-Euro look. The PLD-910 is just "switches
on apanel in abox."

center-front Dialog signal derived in Pro-Logic

The NEC does have abig vacuum-fluorescent
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"sheet metal" appearance, but at least the long,
creased edges of the cabinet have aconsistent,
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NEC PLD-910 Dolby surround-sound processor
display that shows just about every operational

Some might consider such afancy remote to

mode and setting. One of the nice things about

be extravagant overkill, since many of its ad-

VF displays is the way they can have virtually

justments would normally be rear-panel one-

any shape or color desired. NEC has brilliantly

time-only calibrations. Not so. Having every-

not capitalized on this by making the display

thing on the remote really simplifies the setup,

elements adull "Vanna" white. The various operating modes and the center-channel modes
could have been shown in contrasting colors,

presets, you can create a"library" of useful set-

but weren't. (There are eentsy arrow markers
next to each bargraph to indicate the approximate gain setting for each channel. At least
these are in red, but they're almost impossible
to see at any "normal" distance.)

and with the availability of 10 user-defined
tings that take full advantage of the wide range
of adjustments. 1would guess that this more
sophisticated remote adds no more than $50
to the retail price.
My one quibble with the PLD-910's ergonomics is that gain is adjustable in only 2dB
steps. Ihad no problem with this, since my

Despite the substantial size of the display, the
bargraphs for the channel levels are rather

speakers and amps are matched, and my rear-

smaller than they might have been, and they
are all the same width, which makes it harder

volume control. Some users with non-match-

to see which is which. Their layout doesn't
help, either: Dialog is at the center, flanked by

abalance as they would like If you find the 2dB

channel electronics include apreamp with a
ing equipment may not be able to get as exact

Left and Right, which are in turn flanked by the
left and right Surround outputs. This is bad

steps too coarse when playing program mate-

enough, but the Left and Right outputs are

control, which is aconventional pot.

rial, you can tweak the front-panel input level

labeled "Output 1," and the Surround outputs

The NEC has the weakest instruction manual

"Output 2"! (This on both the display and the
rear panel!) The Japanese language has no

of this group. Like most Japanese instruction
books, it is filled with lots of "what," but very

words for Left and Right? In any case, the
Yamaha DSR- 100 (qv) shows how abargraph

little "why" (The Yamaha manual is quite good.
Yamaha manuals have improved greatly since

display can be spectacular and easy to read.

Ireviewed the DSP- 1.)

The PLD-910 is the ideal decoder for those
who enjoy staring at cluttered front panels.
Those who don't will delight in the 910's truly

Shure HTS-5300: $999

spectacular remote control. Everything you

these units, the Shure HTS —with its pancake

If the Yamaha is the most quietly handsome of

could ever want to adjust is on that control. It

form factor, ribbed front panel, and Dayglo

even includes things (like adisplay dimmer)

orange-tipped knobs—is, ah, shurely the most

that aren't on the 910 proper. The various functions are logically grouped by black lines and

distinctive-looking.

clearly labeled. The layout is rational, with such

cifully free of controls. There are three switches
to select operating mode, and two more to

things as master volume and the user presets
easy to get to, while the power button is hard
to reach. Bravo, NEC!
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As with the Yamaha, the front panel is mer-

select the tape monitor and shut off the ambience channels. Five rotary knobs set input level
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Shure HTS-5300 Dolby
surround-sound processor
and balance, Surround channel delay, master
and Surround volumes. There is no power
switch; the HTS-5300 is always on.
The 5300 has, in my opinion, the best level
display of any decoder I've seen. Five LEDs are

Like the DSR- 100, the Shure HTS -5300 has
motor-driven volume controls. In this day and
age of FET attenuators, such asystem seems not
only archaic but positively Rube-Goldberg. I

arranged in apattern that mirrors your speaker

like it. You can see the knob turning, and with
its bright orange line, there is no question about

layout, as seen from overhead. Strips of diffusing plastic expand the LEDs' point-source

its position. If the motor breaks, you can still
turn the knob by hand.

emissions into glowing lines. Asingle LED does
not have awide dynamic range, so these LEDs
do not indicate the absolute level of any chan-

Like most decoders, the Shure 5300 has
individual trim pots for all six outputs (including subwoofer) and the degree of enhancement

nel. Rather, they show the logarithm of the

the stereo synthesizer applies to mono inputs.

ratios of the levels. The idea is to show chan-

Unfortunately, these are on the bottom of the

nel activity, which is far more useful than the

unit, not the rear. (It's easier to lay out aPC

absolute level displays on the other units. The

board when the pots don't have to be posi-

only disadvantage is that aweak (but audible)

tioned near the rear panel.) The inconvenience

Surround signal may not be displayed in the
presence of loud frontal sounds, or vice versa.

only occurs during installation, but it is an inconvenience, nonetheless.

The Shure's remote control is also mercifully
simple, with just Master Volume, Surround Vol-

Yamaha DSR -100: $599

ume, and Mute switches. The Mute switch does
double duty: hold it down for two seconds,

The DSR-100 appears to be the "companion"

and the decoder turns on its level-balancing

Dolby MP decoder for the DSP-3000 ambience
synthesizer, as they are cosmetically similar

signals. This is the Ethel Merman of remotes;
the output is so great it will operate the decoder

and, at 435mm, the same width. The DSR-100
even has aset of jacks to interface it with the

at great distances and wide angles. A remote

DSP-3000, so that the latter's "movie theater"

extender, which picks up the transmitter when

setting can appropriately color the output of

the decoder is behind glass or hidden from the
user's line of sight, is available.

the DSR-100. Ifind this rather weird. Only the
largest TV monitors (30"+) are big enough to

The Shure remote is the only unit that takes
a9V battery. Although you can get afree 9V

match the apparent "size" of even conventional

carbon-zinc from your local Radio Shack (just

Dolby MP surround playback; why should we
want to exacerbate this discrepancy? If your

by joining their battery-of-the-month club),

home screen were large enough to simulate the

you should stick with alkaline or lithium bat-

theater experience, then the room itself would

teries. Zinc-carbon batteries often cause erratic

be big enough to enhance the sound appropri-

behavior long before the battery is exhausted.
(I'm not gonna tell you the strange things that

ately. So, despite having the DSP-3000 and the

happen; like Dorothy, you'll have to learn them
for yourself.)
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DSR- 100 on hand at the same time, Idid not
check out this combination.
The DSR-100 has one of the most restrained
151

Yamaha DSR-100 Dolby surround-sound processor
and uncluttered front panels of any surround

it. The remaining three displays are arranged

decoder Ihave yet tested. With its crisp lines,
clean layout, and plexiglass window, "profes-

in the only logical order: Left, Center, Right.
Yamaha strikes ablow for common sense and

sional black" is truly beautiful. Besides the

myopic users!

power switch, there are only seven controls:
master volume, center and rear sub-volume,

Steps Toward Understanding

tape monitor, calibration tone, DSP-3000 inter-

1tested these four decoders pretty much as I

face, and Dolby Pro-Logic on/off.

had the last batch (Vol.11 No

3).

The first step

The remote control is similarly uncompli-

was abypass test, using high-quality CDs as the

cated. Two buttons adjust the master volume

source and some super-whammy headphones

up or down. Two more set the rear delay to 20
or 30ms. The last two turn the DSP-3000 interface on and off, and activate or deactivate

to monitor. (Yes, Julian, the differences are easily heard; sometimes all too easily!)

Dolby Pro-Logic. Iwould like to have seen a

The next step was to run anumber of tests
that assessed the operation of the Dialog speaker

remote setting for the Surround channels, afea-

under rather extreme conditions. These tests

ture found on all other decoders with remotes.
The Surround level varies from movie to

are separate from the main listening tests, for
two reasons. First, Stereopbile readers are serious listeners. Even if they have aDialog speaker

movie, and sometimes even within amovie. It
is anuisance to have walk over to the decoder

for group listening, Iam sure they shut it off

to reset the level.
Balancing this omission is the motor-driven

when listening by themselves. Second, Iwanted
to focus on the behavior of the Dialog channel

volume control. Pressing the Up or Down buttons on the remote illuminates an LED in the

without having any "other behavior" of the
decoder influence the evaluation.

knob, clearly indicating the knob's position.
The DSR-100 has two curious omissions (if

The last step was to play anumber of LaserDiscs that have either familiar or "difficult"
material, to see how they sounded. Unlike last

something can be said to "have" an "omission"). There is no input level control. If your

year, when Ihad seven decoders, Idid not

program source has too high an output, you
may clip the digital converter on peaks. If the

transfer these recordings to SuperBeta Hi -Fi.

source is too low in level, you may hear quantization noise in the rear channels at low levels.

One of our readers complained that this step
"completely invalidated the tests." On the contrary, Ifelt that it improved the validity by

In addition, the DSR-100 is aunity-gain device;

including the phase shift and level imbalances

the output signal is no stronger than the input.
This may cause problems if your Dialog or Sur-

introduced by VCRs, which all decoders have
to cope with when playing tapes. However, I

round amplifiers have less gain than the amps

didn't feel so bad switching cables among four

for the front channels. (Of course, you can

decoders (as opposed to seven), so Iworked
directly from the LV player.

always turn down the gain on the front preamp
to even things out.)
Inormally despise those crabbed bargraph

The bypass test attempts to assess the absolute accuracy of adevice The device under test

displays on Japanese decoders, but the Yamaha's

(DUT) is calibrated for unity gain (that is, avolt-

are something special. They are really big, so
you can see them from Alaska. They're ruby-

age gain of 1). It is then switched in and out of

red, so they don't glare in your eyes in adark

the circuit to see what effect it has (or does not
have) on the sound. If the sound "out" does not

room. The Surround bargraph is narrower than

match the sound "in," then the DUT cannot be

the others, so there is no trouble distinguishing

100% accurate, regardless of your subjective
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reaction to its sound quality.

of many soundtracks.

To establish a unity gain setting, Iused

The Yamaha DSR- 100 did somewhat better

broadband noise from track 79 of the Denon
test CD and adjusted the level controls on each
unit until its output matched the input. With

in the bypass tests; its errors were mostly subtractive. Its subjective balance is on the dark
side, though with atrace of wispiness at the

the Yamaha DSR- 100, Icould not achieve unity

highest frequencies. The soundstage is nar-

gain; the output was about 0.2dB below the
input. The possible effects of this discrepancy

rower and flatter, with aloss of air, space, and
ambient detail. The DSR- 100's worst error,

are discussed later on.

however, is areduction in the sound's liveliness
or vitality. Not only is the sound flatter, but so

Ahigh-quality pair of headphones is amore
satisfactory listening environment for abypass

is the music; it is less emotionally involving.

test than conventional speakers. Iused Stax

Iwondered if this effect was connected with

Lambda Signature headphones driven by the
Stax SRM-T1 hybrid amplifier. The cables were

the fact that the DSR- 100 was askosh below
unity gain. So Iadvanced the volume control

Distech Silver Plus. The CD player was the
Denon DCD-3300.

on the Stax SRM -T1 slightly. The sound got

Each decoder was set for stereo operation,

louder, but it did not change in character. Therefore the error appears to be in the DSR- 100, not

not surround decoding. Iwanted to establish
the basic sound quality of the electronics, unin-

errors are fairly noticeable, they run opposite

fluenced by side-effects from logic-directed
decoding. In the case of the Lexicon CP-1, the
unit was switched to mode 11, Stereo Logic.
This mode is essentially identical to mode 12,
Pro Logic, except that all the decoding parameters are adjustable. This includes shutting off
the directional logic, which Idid.
The source material was three CDs. (I don't
use LPs, because, frankly, Idon't like wearing

the level mismatch. Although the DSR- 100's
to the errors of most soundtracks.
The NEC PLD-910's errors were like the
DSR- 100's, only less so. Although the soundfield was narrower, with asimilar loss of ambience, the effect was not severe. The sound
was also similarly darkened and distanced, but
without so noticeable aloss of vitality. The 910
was judged to be exceptionally clean-sound-

short period of time.) They were the Muti/Phil-

ing, especially in the midrange and treble The
910's errors would not be as immediately obvious as the preceding decoders'.

adelphia Orchestra performance of Moussorgsky's Pictures, bands 1& 10 (EMI 47099); the

Which brings us to the Shure HTS 5300. I
hate to sound like astylus stuck in ascratched

second movement of Rachmaninov's Sonata

groove (an apt analogy, considering the 5300's
origin), but the 5300 was inaudible Icould not

out valuable discs by repeated plays over a

in gfor Cello and Piano (Bainbridge 6272); and
the chamber version of Strauss's Till Eulenspiegel (Reference Recordings RR-16). The decoders'

hear it doing anything to the sound. It was the

errors were similar with each disc, so the results
are grouped together for each unit, with the

spaciousness of the soundfield. This was especially noticeable with RR-16, which has aglori-

units discussed in order of improving sound

ously open and delicate sense of space. The

only decoder to preserve the width, depth, and

quality. (Please note that describing the errors

Shure 5300 should have no effect on the basic

in words makes them seem slightly worse than
they actually sounded.)

sound quality of even ahigh-resolution system.
At this point, the headphone listening was

The Lexicon CP- 1had the most obvious,
least subtle errors. Its upper midrange is crisp

over, and it was time to switch to speakers. The
equipment used for the remainder of the testing was two Denon PRA-2000Z preamps, three

and forward, to the point of moderate "brashness." Brass is brighter and harder, with even

Hafler XL-280 amps, five B&W 801 Series II

the upper registers of the cello affected. The

Matrix speakers, and Distech cables (Silver Plus

violins in Pictures sound wiry and somewhat
muzzy, the strings in Till are too crisp. Musical

interconnects and the yellow-and-gray speaker
cables). The LaserVision player used was the

details take on an unnaturally etched quality,

Pioneer CLD-900, which can play both CDs

and the overall sound is brash and somewhat

and digital-soundtrack Lys. The Left and Right

disorganized. In short, the Lexicon sounds
transistory. These errors, unfortunately, do not

speakers were about 9' apart, with the Surround speakers about 12' behind them and

complement the kind of bright, forward sound

about 7' apart.
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The logic action in all decoders is level-

Fitzgerald CD, and the LV of Police Squad! (in

sensitive; below acertain level it shuts off. It
was therefore important to make sure the input

color).) All the decoders passed with flying
colors. The sound remained at the Dialog

levels were correct. Since most of my source

speaker, with no audible crosstalk or artifacts.

videodiscs have digital tracks, Idropped a

The degree of cancellation varied over awide

Denon test CD into the CLD-900 and used a

range, from 20-i-dB for the NEC to only about

OdB signal to set the input levels. (This was not
possible with the Yamaha DSR-100, which has
no input level control. It never behaved in a

10dB for the Shure, but in no case was any midrange output audible from the Right speaker.
Iought to point out that the I.,exicon and the
Yamaha send the bass frequencies from the

way that suggested that Iwas over- or underdriving it, so the factory settings are probably
okay with most program sources.) The outputs

sumption that your dialog speaker may not be

of all decoders were then matched within

able to handle really low notes. This did not

Dialog track to the side speakers, on the as-

about 1dB so Icould switch among them with-

degrade the audible performance. The NEC

out having to readjust levels.

and Shure decoders allow you to choose whe-

Dialog Channel Tests

log track or are shunted to the Left and Right

The next step was to see how the logic-directed

speakers. These products were tested with the
bass left in the Dialog channel.

Dialog channel performed under some rather
extreme conditions. During these tests the Surround channels were shut off.
The whole point of the Dialog channel is to
stabilize the dialog for off-axis listeners. Therefore, we want to know how well it works for

ther the lowest frequencies remain in the Dia-

The next step was to repeat this test with
sources that have both dialog and music Ihave
switched from the Ella Fitzgerald CDs used in
the last review to "real" movies, partly due to
complaints from Yamaha, ,but mostly because

listeners at "extreme" off-axis positions. The
question is, just how extreme an off-axis posi-

Ihave found LV material that does abetter job
of "stressing" the decoders; specifically, the

tion is "reasonable"?

first 10 minutes of Beetlejuice. As the overture

My own feeling is that the most extreme
"reasonable" position is directly in front of the

ends, we see ahuge spider climbing over a
house, while calypso music plays on the Right

Left or Right speaker, and as far from that

channel. Alec Baldwin picks up the spider and

speaker as it is from the Dialog speaker. A listener at this position should hear the dialog

mutters, "My, you're abig fellow!" from the
Dialog track. The trick is to keep the dialog and

coming distinctly from the Dialog speaker, with
little or no crosstalk (or other artifacts) from the

music separated.
The Lexicon does the best job, with no smear-

speaker in front of him. This situation could

ing, ghost images, or artifacts. The NEC slightly

easily arise in alarge room (or even asmall the-

smears the sibilants. The Yamaha creates faint

ater) with 50 or 60 seats and a 50" TV or

ghost images of Baldwin's voice between the

screen.
For example, if the Left and Right speakers

speakers, in addition to the predominant out-

are 9' apart (as they were in these tests), the

ences, despite the fact that all three decoders

most extreme "reasonable" position would be

are supposed to follow the Pro-Logic para-

no closer than 4W in front of either the Left or
Right speakers. That's where Isat. (Being right-

ticeable image smear and audible "jerking";

handed, it seemed most psychologically "comfortable" to stand in front of the right speaker.)

put from the Dialog speaker. (Note these differ-

digm.) The Shure is by far the worst, with nothat is, you can plainly hear the image jump
back and forth with the logic action.

Readers of the last review will remember that
Ichose asimilar position for that review, and
found that most of the decoders worked very
well. So, there seemed no good reason to
change this part of the procedure.
The first test was to play amono recording.
This represents acommon situation where
there is only centered dialog, with no music or
sound effects to the sides. (I used both an Ella
154

2Yamaha was really distressed at My MC of COIWCIlti0f121sttrY0
recordings (unlike some people, they have nothing against Ella
Fitzgerald, per se). They complained that "it isn't Dolby encoded material." lu contraire, mon frère; any program
source with stereo music and amono vocalist is Dolby MP encoded, even if it was recorded 30 years ago. Of Mine, when
such recordings are played through aPm-Logic decoder, the
instruments are pulled 2 bit tossard the center, since the original
mix did not consider the side-effects of logic-directed decoding with aDialog speaker. However, Iused these recordings
to test the audibility of Dialog crosstalk in the Left and Right
channels, for which they ate eminently satisfactory.
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That makes the Shure the worst, right? Well,
let's sec Afew minutes later, Baldwin and Geena
Davis are driving to their doom, their dialog
accompanied by stereo soundtrack music (This
combination is extremely common, so any
decoder ought to be able to handle it well.) The

tenterhooks. It turns out that all the decoders
flunked the test in the same respect. Once the
movie began, it took about four seconds for
any decoder to recognize the single-channel
input and null the other channels! Ihave no

Yamaha shows aslight smearing of sibilants.
The Lexicon has some faint but audible cross-

idea why, since the logic action with other
material was far more rapid.
But once they locked in it was adifferent

talk, which is clean and free of logic artifacts.

matter. The Shure 5300 almost completely

The NEC smears the image somewhat. (Again,

removed the crosstalk. It was way, way down

note the difference in behavior among decod-

from the main signal; I'd say nearly 30dB. With

ing actions that are supposed to be identical.)

the Dolby-approved decoders, the crosstalk
was about 16dB louder. The difference was

This time around, the Shure comes out on top.
Its behavior is virtually perfect, with no smear,
no crosstalk, no ghost images, and no audible

night and day.

artifacts.

The Shure's crosstalk was subjectively
"clean," and free from logic artifacts. The Ya-

It must be emphasized that these undesired
side-effects are audible only when sitting at the

maha nearly matched the Shure in this regard,
though the crosstalk level was much higher, of

sides of the listening area, close to the front

course. The NEC's crosstalk audibly pumped
on voices and the burst of steam from the cof-

speakers. All the decoders handled this material
well at a"normal" listening position. Still, the

fee maker. The Lexicon did so too, though not

Shure seems more likely to produce good

as badly as the NEC. Still, any errors of this sort

results with large listening groups.

from the Lexicon were surprising, since the
CP-I takes advantage of its digital processing

Single -Channel Crosstalk

to apply the logic after it has analyzed the sig-

As Iwas finishing up my listening tests, Shure

nal. In principal, the Lexicon should deliver the

HTS called with asuggestion for anew test. You

fewest decoding artifacts of any of these de-

feed the decoders only one channel (Left, say),

vices, but it doesn't.

then disconnect the matching speaker and lis-

Broadly speaking, the Shure has the best

ten to the crosstalk in the other speakers. This

crosstalk cancellation and logic action of these

represents asituation such as adoor slamming
on the Right channel, with no accompanying

decoders, and by awide margin. My tests largely
confirm Shure's claims that their Acra-Vector

music or dialog. Although not common, it is

system really is "different and better." The
differences seem likely to show up, however,
only when you have alarge group of listeners,

not unheard-of. In any case, there is only one
channel of information present, so it is mathematically possible for adecoder to completely
remove any crosstalk from the other channels.
The only "acceptable" level of performance
should therefore be no audible crosstalk.
Shure's recommended source material is the
left channel of the opening of Back to (be
Future. This is mostly the sounds of ticking
docks, punctuated with relay clicks, water spill-

some of whom are sitting ciose to the speakers.
These differences are probably of no importance in more conventional setups.

Finishing Up
The last step in testing was to throw anumber
of familiar (and thrice-played) soundtracks at
the decoders, to see how they would handle

ing from acoffee maker, dogfood plopping into

some unusual situations, and to evaluate their

adish, and human voices (both male and fe-

ability to create agesamtonbild. During these
tests, the Dialog speaker was bypassed. The rea-

male). Shure may have picked this material
because they thought the transients would give
decoders arough time. In practice, aclock tick

son? The subtleties of reproduction are of inter-

is not that steep atransient, and the overall
sound level doesn't vary more than 10dB. Used

sits down to enjoy amovie, he sits in the best

as asingle-channel input, no decoder should
have much trouble with it.
At this point, you're either bored out of your
skull ("Why does he go on so?"), or you're on
Stereophile, August 1989

est only to the critical listener. When he (or she)
position—there is no need for the Dialog track.
(The sidebar explains why Ibelieve the critical listener will firmly reject the use of aDialog speaker—at least when listening alone.)
The first movie most reviewers test adecoder
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with is The Empire Strikes Back. The opening
shows anumber of probe craft moving from
front to rear, then from rear to front. Frankly,

This increased sonic clarity is not limited to
just the front channels; the Surround track is

none of the decoders produced aclear, focused

every bit as clear. This may come as asurprise,
since the Surround track is rolled off above

sense of movement, especially from rear to

7kHz, alimited range one does not associate

front. The problem appears to be with the Sur-

with detail or openness. Many films have low-

round delay. The fact that such scenes are

level effects in the Surround track to establish

monitored with Dolby MP decoders during the
mix is beside the point; there is no way to com-

atmosphere. (The gathering of the gods. in
Clash is agood example, with wind and cho-

pensate for the way the delay fouls up the directional cues. The only really convincing repro-

ral sounds to the rear.) These effects should be
clearly audible. The Shure decoders present
them more clearly than any other decoders I've

duction I've heard of this scene is from aMinim
Ambisonic decoder, which has neither logic
action nor delay.
Another movie I've had trouble with is Aliens.
After the jumpship crashes and explodes, the
survivors take refuge in the power plant and
close the blast windows. Although the windows are in front of the viewer, the direction
of the sounds they make when dosing has never
been very clear to me. Of the present crop of
decoders, the Shure did the best job of localizing the sound at the front, though Iam inclined
to attribute this to the Shure's exceptional transparency, rather than to any superiority of its
logic circuits.
The following discs were auditioned to get
amore general feel for the sound quality and
"presentation" of the decoders:
Amadeus—anything, though Iespecially
like the transition on side 1from Salieri's sing-

heard (with the exception of the Sony SDP505ES, which is principally a digital delay
system).
The other three decoders are more difficult
to rank with respect to sound quality. Surprisingly, the Lexicon and Yamaha reverse the positions they held in the bypass tests. The Lexicon's upper-midrange edge and hardness are
hardly noticeable with movie soundtracks. On
the other hand, the Yamaha's dark coloration
and lack of detail are so severe as to be actively
distracting (at least if you've heard amore transparent decoder). It's as if athick drape were
spread over the sound. So little detail is audible
—especially from the Surround track—that
much of the excitement of surround sound is
lost. One aspect of high fidelity is high definition, and Idon't think the Yamaha will satisfy

ing lesson to Die Entführung aus dem Serail.

most of our readers.
The NEC is the second-best-sounding unit,

Clash of the Titans—first 15 minutes, with
emphasis on the gathering of gods on Mount
Olympus.

Shure are plainly audible. Basically, the NEC is
softer and less detailed, with asubjectively

Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom —
night in the jungle.
Raiders of tbe Lost Ark—the fight in Marian's
bar.
In a"normal" listening position without a
Dialog speaker, there is no way to choose
among these decoders on the basis of logic
action. All were well-behaved; Inever heard
evidence of any kind of misbehavior.

though the differences between it and the

"lumpier" tonal balance. Although Icould not
consistently distinguish it from the Lexicon
with movie soundtracks, the fact that the Lexicon displayed more-irritating errors in the
bypa.ss test would suggest ranking it behind the
NEC. The Yamaha finishes adistant fourth.
The Lexicon has two unusual features which
I've saved until last, because they did not seem

The sound quality is adifferent matter. The

useful enough to sway one's buying decision
in the direction of the CP-I. One of these is the

Shure HTS-5300 simply wipes up the floor with
the other decoders; the competition isn't even

ability to automatically correct amplitude and
phase errors in the soundtrack that would cause

close. The 5300 is so much more transparent

improper decoding. The other is amono-tostereo synthesizer that spreads the music while

and detailed that you can even hear the difference on voices! Some discs, such as Clash of
the Titans, are abit edgy-sounding, and may
not be all that pleasant to listen to on the Shure.
But with aclean disc (such as Amadeus), Ihave
no doubt most listeners would prefer the Shure
156

leaving the dialog in mono!
The auto-azimuth correction (as it is called)
is of great interest because more than afew
movies have been released with interchannel
amplitude phase or timing errors. (7bp GunStereophile, August 1989

yuck—is the most notorious of these.) If the
errors are severe enough, decoding is compromised.
The CP- l's auto-azimuth function (which
can be defeated) monitors the soundtrack for
speaking voices, free of music or sound effects.
When it finds speech, it compares the amplitude and phase of the two tracks. If they differ,
they are adjusted to match, over aperiod of about
two seconds. These corrections are retained
until another section of speech occurs. The

Itested its operation with several mono
recordings, including The Devil and Daniel
Webster (with its classic Bernard Herrmann
score) and adisc of Alfred Hitchcock Presents
episodes. Its performance can best be described
as terrible. The algorithm simply cannot make
up its mind whether speech or music is present. The stereo synthesis jerks on and off erratically, about twice asecond. Sometimes it's on
for speech and off for music! The effect goes
from amusing to weird to irritating very quickly.

corrections are then altered only if necessary.

Another problem is the huge amount of am-

In order to demonstrate the auto-azimuth
function, you need abad soundtrack. The only

bience added to the stereo enhancement.
Unfortunately, the ambience and the amount

one Iseem to have is Star 73-ek III: Lexicon says

of synthesized stereo signal are both adjusted

the opening dialog was poorly recorded. I

by the Effect level. If you advance the control
far enough to get agood spread of synthesized

listened to this scene on the Surround channels, with the front speakers turned off. The

stereo, you are literally drowned in avast, un-

crosstalk was not severe, but did seem excessive. When the auto-azimuth function was acti-

yielding sea of reverberation! Lexicon says the

vated, the crosstalk quickly dropped in level,

in an anechoic room. Well, my listening room
is almost anechoic, and /found the effect ex-

and stayed low. 'Miming off the auto-azimuth
allowed it to rise to its former level.
The auto-azimuth clearly worked. But how
useful is it? Irepeated the experiment, but with
all channels working. The crosstalk was never
audible, regardless of whether the auto-azimuth was turned on.
This does not mean that the system is useless; it just means Idon't have arecording that

final settings for this mode were determined

cessively excessive. Perhaps in future versions
Lexicon will remove the reverberation, or at
least make its level separately adjustable.

Making an intelligent choice
None of these decoders really sounds "bad."
All are acceptably clean. Any decoding anomalies are audible only under extreme conditions.

reveals its abilities. It does seem to be able to

Still, there are significant differences in their

work with fairly large errors. For example, the

sound quality. Again, as in the last two reviews,

first two Superman movies were mixed in the

the Shure product is the clear winner. In clarity,
detail, and lack of coloration, it has no equal.

early days of Dolby Stereo, and have panned
dialog (rather than the current practice of restricting on-screen voices to the Dialog track).
If you listen to the rear channels during the
scene where Luthor confronts the Kryptonian

Voices are especially natural-sounding, and no
other decoder preserves the spatiality of the
original recording so well. With edgy or brittlesounding recordings you may prefer another

renegades in the White House, you can hear the

decoder, but when the source is first-rate, the

azimuth correction. Whenever Gene Hackman

superior sound of the Shure HTS-5300 is instantly apparent and preferable. If the sound of

changes position, the crosstalk rises for a
moment, then falls as the auto-azimuth corrects for what it thinks is an error.
The CP-1's "intelligent" stereo synthesis,

the Shure had to be summed up in two words,
they would be "clear" and "open."

to be abreakthrough. Amild amount of stereo

The NEC PLD-910 is an acceptable alternative if your budget is limited to less than $1000.
Although its sound is darker and less detailed
than the Shure's, and the recording's natural

called "Mono Logic," which spreads only the
music and leaves the dialog untouched, seems
synthesis can add depth and spaciousness to

ambience is suppressed somewhat, the loss

amono soundtrack, but no one wants to hear
voices spread from speaker to speaker! The CP-

output of the NEC with the source. The front

Iuses the same dialog-recognition algorithms

panel and display are cluttered and difficult to

may not be noticeable unless you compare the

from the auto-azimuth program to decide

read, but the omnipotent remote control

when it should synthesize stereo or leave the

eliminates any need to touch the unit. Its 2dB
volume resolution is its only real limitation.

signal alone.
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The Lexicon CP-1 does not sound as bad as

double-duty, you may wish to audition the

its bypass test suggests; its rather "transistory"
sound is not readily apparent when playing

Shure to see if its superior sound quality justi-

videodiscs. In real-world listening with com-

The Yamaha DSR-100 is difficult to recommend. The price is right, the design is hand-

mercial videodiscs, its sound is almost indistinguishable from the NEC's. The "Stereo Logic"
mode, which is identical to Dolby MP decoding
but allows you to alter or remove Dolby MP's
decoding features, is auseful one Although the

fies an additional purchase.

some, and the bargraph display is easy to read.
The remote control is non-threatening to the
techno- klutz (though it lacks aSurround level
adjustment, a significant omission). The

CP- l's ingenious azimuth correction system

Yamaha's problem is its excessively dark and

really works, it seems to effect no audible im-

undetailed sound. With some recordings this

provement on the soundtracks Itried it with.

is actually an advantage, as it simulates the clas-

The stereo-synthesis mode suffers from too
much added reverb and erratic logic action, but

sic 'Academy curve" sound that used to be

perhaps later versions will correct these prob-

detail and openness extends to the quality of

lems. It's ashame thè CP-1 isn't as sonically

the Surround track, to such an extent that the
Surround channels rarely add the sense of
ambience or excitement they should.

neutral as the Shure 5300, since its excellent
remote control and superb ambience synthesis
make it aprime candidate for permanent sys-

heard in theaters. Unfortunately, this lack of

It is unfortunate that the least-expensive

tem installation.

decoder in this group is also the least transpar-

The CP- Iis, of course, primarily asophisticated ambience-synthesis processor, though
Lexicon reports that many CP- Is are being sold

ent. If Yamaha could raise the DSR-100's sound

only for use as Dolby MP decoders. Icannot,

quality up to at least that of the NEC, Iwould
unhesitatingly recommend it as a"Best-Buy"
component. Iwould not purchase the DSR-

in good conscience, recommend this; the Shure
HTS-5300 costs the same and has significantly
better sound. If you are buying the CP- 1to do

better-sounding decoders, to be sure you can
live with its sonic deficiencies.

100 without comparing it with one of the

FOLLOW UP
Conrad-Johnson
Premier Seven preamplifier
This very expensive, two-chassis, dual-mono,
all-tube preamplifier was formally reviewed by
J. Gordon Holt last November (Vol.11 No.11).
While bothered by the dual volume controls
with their too-large steps, the clumsy tape-loop
arrangement, and the high line-stage gain, Gordon felt that it came as close as any tube preamp he had heard to being perfectly neutral,
with aline stage that was "effortlessly sweet,

tube preamplifier gave asuperb sound from Lit
though its phono stage's low sensitivity/highish
noise level made it unsuitable for use with normal MC cartridges. Thus it was that Iarranged
to audition the Premier Seven, hoping that it
would offer at least the same standard of LP
sound that Ihad experienced from the PV9, but
with alower noise level, rendering it more
compatible with my preferred Linn Troika cartridge.

open and airy, yet immensely detailed." How-

Well, the intrinsic noise was lower, but it was
still of the order of groove noise. Lowish-

ever, he felt that the line stage, and to alesser

output MCs should best be avoided. But the

extent, the phono stage, thinned out the sound

sound from LP was stunning. Plenty of bass

alittle below 50Hz and concluded that, while

weight without any boom or sogginess; a

the Premier Seven didn't sound like atubed

clean, detailed midrange; and highs that soared.

design, at its price level, $8000, it would have

Bypass testing using the Mod Squad Line Drive

to be perfect to justify its purchase when Class

suggested that the Seven's line stage was very

Asolid-state preamplifiers could be had for sig-

slightly veiled in the mids, as well as having a

nificantly less.
Enter the Conrad-Johnson PV9 preamplifier,
which Ireviewed in May (Vol.12 No.5). This
158

tad too much bass energy—the opposite of
Gordon's finding. But where this preamp
shone, however, was in its soundstaging.
Stereophile, August 1989

Gordon had mentioned the Premier Seven's
excellent performance regarding all aspects of

the stereo illusion much less gratifying. And
remember, it is an illusion. You may think that

soundstage reproduction. Gordon, this pre-

you are hearing acentrally placed singer with

amp's ability goes way beyond that. The world

anumber of instruments behind and to the

of preamplifiers is divided into three camps:
The first grouping is the largest, being com-

sides of him or her, but actually you are hearing
two separate, varying sound pressures from

prised of those unfortunate models that refuse

two individual speakers. Being an illusion, con-

to throw an image with any depth at all. You
hear the direct sounds of instruments and you

sisting of afleeting series of correlations drawn
between those two independent signals, the

hear reverberation, but never the twain shall

sonic image is very fragile; it takes designers of

coalesce to represent what the recording

talent to produce an electronic component that

engineer—if he or she were true of heart—

preserves the illusion intact.

tried to capture. Second is the smaller group,

Ionly carried out acouple of measurements

representing most high-end preamplifiers of
the solid-state persuasion, where the direct

on the Premier Seven, more to satisfy my curiosity over its tonal balance than to give it acom-

sound of sound sources does integrate with the

plete bill of health. Despite my feeling that the

recorded ambience to give asoundstage with
perceptible depth. However, that depth is

line stage was slightly bass-heavy, and Gordon's
that it was slightly bass-light, it measured fiat

"quantized," as it were, with individual instru-

throughout the audio range, within ±0.05dB,
being just -0.2dB at 20Hz. Likewise, the phono

mental and vocal images themselves presented
as two-dimensional flats at differing distances

section was commendably flat within the toler-

from the listener. The third and most exclusive

ance of my inverse-R1AA network, being 0.2dB
down at 12.5Hz and 25kHz. The only other fac-

group is where individual images are not only
presented within the soundstage at differing

tor that could significantly affect tonal balance

distances but are themselves paçsessed of body

would be if the Premier Seven had asufficiently

and depth, rounded as they are in reality. The

high output impedance that it would lead to

first preamplifier Iheard with this ability was
the Audio Research SF-10. For those who say

apremature bass roll-off with power amplifiers
having alow input impedance. It measured as

that it is aspurious effect due to the use of

being 168 ohms, however, which is sufficiently

tubes, Ican only point out that the solidstate Mark Levinson No.26 also does this, as

low not to be too bothered by long cables or
low amplifier input impedances. In fact, the
only measured anomaly that Icould find was
the fact that switching from the "-32dB" posi-

does the all-FET Vendetta Research SCP2 MCline preamplifier that has become Gordon's
and my reference.
Conrad's and Johnson's Premier Seven joins

tion to "-30dB" on the left channel gavefull
output, this dropping again when the volume

that select grouping. Listening to my own tapes,

control was switched to "-28dB."

instruments palpably sounded as Ihad intended them to sound, the spatial resolution
being unambiguously what Ihad aimed at with

Overall, my feeling is that, yes, the ConradJohnson Premier Seven is very expensive. Its

the various microphone techniques employed.
This, for me, is aparamount aspect of repro-

is only just acceptable with low-output MCs.

duction, for without that feeling of locked-in

degree of sonic magic to make it aClass A
recommended preamplifier —John Atkinson

certainty about where things are in space, Ifind
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ergonomics are clumsy, and its disc-stage noise
But it does have the right stuff, the requisite
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Tube Amp for Under $1,000!
from Vacuum Tube Logic and Audio Advisor
David Manley has become one of the
legends of hi-fi. While working as arecording engineer, he couldn't find agoodsounding amplifier. So he built his own.
Then he figured other people might want
good-sounding amplifiers, too. So he
founded Vacuum Tube Logic.
The low-price tube amp challenge.
"Congratulations, David. Our customers love the sound of your tube amps. But
some can't spend thousands on an amp.
Can you help?" we asked David Manley.
"I have just the amp for you," replied
Manley. "Everyone will love the sound,
yet it will cost under $1,000. No amp
near this price will compare."
Class "A" sound.
When we first heard the Stereo 50/50
we were startled by the smooth, grainfree sound. Manley explained, "The 50/
50 runs Class 'A' for half
its output. This gives
the amp a smooth, effortless sound." Rated at
45 watts per channel, the
50/50 sounds more like
90 per channel. "Tube
watts sound more dynamic than transistor
watts," Manley advised
us. "The Stereo 50/50
is powerful enough to
drive most 4, 6, or 8
ohm speakers."
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Two amps are better than one.
For more power and the remarkable
openness of mono amps, Manley makes
the VTL 80 Watt Mono Block amplifiers. The transparency is breathtaking. The
midrange is smooth, treble clear and superbly articulated. Bass is tight and dynamic. Imaging is solid, holographic, and
three-dimensional.
We credit Manley's genius for the
sound. Manley himself thinks the Russian tubes are at least partly responsible.
"The Russian KT-66 is one of my favorite tubes," says Manley. "It's transparent
and tonally accurate, yet tough as atank."
One listen and you'll agree. Conservatively rated at 80 watts per channel, the
80 Watt Monos sound like 150!
The VTL Stereo 50/50 and the VTL
80 Watt Monos are built to the rugged
military-grade specs of all VTL components.
Heavy gauge
chassis. Cardas internal
wiring and Cardas RCA
input jacks. High quality five-way speaker
connection posts. Russian KT-66 output
tubes. The VTL Stereo
50/50 $999.95 plus
$19.95 ship in US. The
VTL 80 Watt Mono
Blocks $1995.00 apair
plus $39.95 ship in US.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
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VTL Maximal Pream

High-end Tube Preamp for $699 95
from the Miracle Workers at VTL!
Introducing the
VTL Maximal Tube Preamp,
only from Audio Advisor.
Until now, if you wanted the smooth,
open, airy, DYNAMIC sound of atubed
preamp, you would have had to lay out
BIG BUCKS. No longer! The VTL Maximal is atrue high-end tube preamp for
only $699.95. You'll love the clear, crystalline highs, warm—yet neutral—
midrange, and tight, dynamic bass.

Your Maximal will come with an adjustable phono gain stage which accepts
moving coils of .8mv and higher—straight
in, with no step-up. And wait till you hear
what the line stage does with CDs. It's
the next best thing to atubed CD player.
The maximal features three line inputs
plus the phono stage, mute switch, and
heavy-gauge steel chassis—built like a
gun (Manley's words), as are all VTL
products. Add $9.95 shipping in U.S. Not
sold in stores.
VTL CDB582

Tube CD
Player—
Only $995°°
If you follow CD player reviews
in Stereophile, TAS, and elsewhere,
you know that many reviewers tout
tubed CD players for their smooth
sound, true timbres, and natural
soundstaging. The new VTL CDB582
combines the latest Philips technology
(16-bit twin DACs, 4X oversampling)
with a new tubed circuit by David Manley. The result is MAGIC!
"The 582, made by Philips, gets data off
the disc more accurately than any other
machine we tested," says Manley. "To
improve performance, we install my special tubed digital-to-analog output stage."
The VTL CD582 starts with the Magnavox CD582. All convenience features are
retained. 20 track memory. 3-speed music
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search. Shuffle play. 19-function wireless
remote. Don't look for the VTL CD582 in
stores—we're buying all they can make.
Phenomenal value at $995.00. Add $9.95
shipping in US. Satisfaction guaranteed
on all above VTL products.
Charge It! Amex /Discover /MC /Visa

1-800-942-0220
0

0 audio
a Isar, Inc

225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451-3868 •FAX 616-451-0709
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BUILDING ALIBRARY
The
Elgar
Cello
Concerto
Christopher Breunig

E

tp,

ach week, on its records page, the London Sunday Times carries alisting of
the best-selling classical recordings.

Three out of ten entries—and this has been the
situation for months now—are of Elgar's Cello
Concerto. Both of the Jacqueline Du Pré versions head the list; lower down comes the

1986. It's not aversion on my short-list.
The Concerto was completed in June 1919,
and proved to be Elgar's last important composition. It is seen as wistful, nostalgic, and it
is known that Elgar had been depressed not
only by world events but by illness. In anote
to an excellent new Virgin Classics recording,

Lloyd-Webber. No one has yet explained the

Michael Kennedy uses the apt word "muted."

apparently endless demand for this quintessen-

Partly because the work was under-rehearsed,

tially English work. Is it that every tourist who

the premiere was not greeted with acclaim.

comes to London's Tower Records or HMV
megastores wants that same "quintessential"

It was first recorded in 1928. As it happens,
there were two versions that year, and these

cultural souvenir to take back home? Okay: let

have both reappeared simultaneously on com-

me be honest. For awhile the Kaplan Mahler
2did head the lists. That in itself makes you

pact discs. Elgar's own EMI recording, with the
New Symphony Orchestra, was with his pre-

wonder what they're all about. The paper

ferred interpreter, Beatrice Harrison. This was

credits the British Phonographic Industry for
the information; the BPI voted the Lloyd-

transferred to LP adecade ago, and is now coupled with perhaps the most famous classical

Webber best classical release of the year in

recording of all, Caruso and the Nikisch
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Your records will sound better
and last longer.
Audio Advisor's New "Record Doctor" vacuum
cleans records... spotless! Only $169.95
You dont have to spend $300 or more to clean your
records hght—liquid application and vacuum suck-up.
New "Record Doctor" exclusively from Audio Advisor
cleans records right for only $169.95.

Get serious
Serious audiophiles ALWAYS vacuum-clean their records—for less surface noise and fewer ticks and pops.
Sound is clearer, cleaner... the music more natural. Your
amplifier doesn't have to amplify noise!

Longer record life
Records LAST LONGER because your stylus no longer
pushes particles of dust into soft vinyl grooves. You protect irreplaceable, priceless LPs for years to come. The
"Record Doctor" pays for itself!

Sucks up debris

Record Doctor's powerful vacuum sucks up fluid, safely
removing dirt, dust, grease and fingerprints. Debris is
sucked up. NOT picked up from one part of the record and
left on another.
"I can't believe how good my records sound. Record
Doctor gets rid of the grunge that was getting between me
and the music," says D.P.G., Brooklyn, NY.
'You are right. Record Doctor does the job just as well
as an expensive machine," writes D.K. from LA. "And I'd

The Record Doctor*.
rather rotate the records myself anyway" (Expensive
machines have an extra motor to rotate records. Rotate
them yourself and save')
You get the complete package: vacuum machine, professional applicator brush, and cleaning fluid—all for only
$169.95 (220v version $189.95) plus $8.95 shipping 8
handling in US. Satisfaction guaranteed—no other machine near this price cleans records better.

Charge It! Amex /Discover /MC/ Visa

1-800-669-4434

New AR ES-1 'Table
Better than 'tables twice the price!
The best arm—it's adjustable!
Audit) Advisor recommends the ES-1 with the new
PT-5 from Audioquest—a straight, medium-mass
arm with excellent internal wiring that matches well
with 'most any cartridge and is easy to adjust.

Exclusive arrnboard option

Audio Advisor offers an optional metal armboard,
predrilled for your arm and custom-installed when
you buy the table. The armboard couples the arm
rigidly to the suspension for clearer highs and tighter
bass. The improvement is phenomenal.
ES-1 with PT-5 arm $649.95 plus $14.95 shipping in the US. Add $34.95 for metal armboard
option. ES-1 turntable alone, without arm, $419.95.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Charge II! Amex Discover MC/ Visa

1-800-669-4434
Best-sounding low price turntable?
Stereophde lists the ES-1 in 'Recommended Components", Vol.
11, No. 10, October 1988: This is one low-cost turntable we can
heartily recommend." England's Hi Fi News called the ES-1 a
'masterpiece' with a "wealth of low-level detail" and "superb
imaging.' No other low price turntable is more highly rated!

lb I

audio
00 acvisor,
inc.
225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451-3868 •FAX 616-451-0709
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Beethoven Fifth excepted: the first Menuhin

Paul Tbrtelier, 75 this year, made an early LP

recording of the Violin Concerto (CDH 7

recording with Sargent and the BBC SO; aso-

69786-2). On anew UK label, Novelo Records,

called "Celebration" from RPO Records (CD
RPO 8012), sounding well enough in Brian Cul-

there is aversion conducted by Hamilton Harty
with the Hallé; the soloist is W. H. Squire
(NVLCD 901). In the blurb, 1930 is mentioned
(?), and the set described as "the finest" of its
time. That's averdict with which few, surely,
will concur: the real reason for acquiring this
CD is its coupling, the unsurpassed interpretation of the Violin Concerto by Albert Sammons, with the Queen's Hall Orchestra under
Henry Wood. And that does make the Novelo
transfer a"must."

verhouse's production, comes with Tchaikovsky's Rococo Variations and Dvorak's
Ronda The snag is the lackluster RPO accompaniment under Sir Charles Groves. Tortelier,
here and there alittle scratchy, exerts his usual
hold on the imagination in spite of some technical frailties in the devilish scherzo but,
whether or not an acoustic trick created by the
Surrey church used for recording, the accompaniment often registers as slow-witted and

Historic recordings must be taken with some

under-motivated. Far better to stick with the

caution, given the constraints of the 4-minute

midpriced CD reissue of his 1973 LPO/Boult

78rpm side, and the old techniques whereby
some scored instruments were replaced simply

(EMI) performance. I must concede that,
though willfully rhapsodic, Tortelier's slow

because they did not register in the primitive

movement in the RPO is affecting.

cutting-machine horns. Elgar himself made

But the new Virgin Classics disc with the

pre-electric recordings, and Ihave seen it suggested that some of the dynamics in this Cello

LSO and Richard Hickox (VC 790735 2, also
LP/MC) shows how the simplest, most direct

Concerto recording reflect his formative

fidelity to the markings can both move the listener more, and alert him to ayet wider vision

experiences of balances on 78s. Idon't think
this spoils the experience for the listener. The

of the work. The scrupulous soloist is the

old recordings do reflect astyle of playing now

young grandson of concert pianist Julius

gone: the use of portamento slides from one

Isserlis, whom Iremember at the end of his

note to the next has died out. (Barenboim tried

career in England in the '50s. Steven Isserlis is

to reinstate them when he made his LPO Elgar

better known as achamber musician (in May

series for CBS—Boult wrote approvingly of his

he organized acomplete Schumann chamber
music festival, attracting capacity audiences to

Symphony 2.) Harrison uses the effect very discreetly. Her recording with the composer has

the Wigmore Hall in London, with artists of the

documentary interest, and professional cellists

caliber of the Talcacs Quartet, Mustonen,

speak highly of it. Icannot recommend it as

Franld, Vlatkovic, et al). Currently undervalued

indispensable though. But at least she doesn't
treat the score as avehicle for her own display,

by critics, Hickox rises not only to this English

as Squire does—his phrasing is narcissistic, his

Scbelomo coupling (as with Foumier's old DG

intonation tasteless.

LP, long unavailable). This is amuch tauter read-

Before coming to established interpreters,
there's another recent CD transfer (London 421
385-2) which has the fabulous Chung/Previn

ing than the famous Rostropovich/Bernstein
on EMI; anew Bernstein /Maisky Scbelomo is

Walton Violin Concerto paired with Lynn Harrell's 1960 Cleveland recording under Maazel.
Harrell's later recordings haven't interested

masterpiece, but to the utterly contrasted Bloch

coming from DG, with the Israel PO.
Isserlis, it seems to me scores with the concentration and simplicity of his Largo; and

me much, but this is afine, wholly idiomatic

Hickox finds an unexpected vein of humor in
the finale Excellent playing and recording from

account, with impeccable solo work and most

Watford Town Hall. The LP is exceptionally

sympathetic conducting. The Lloyd-Webber
is serious in intent, but quite unmemorable;

keeping faith with the vinyl diehard.

well cut, and it is good to find Virgin Classics

and some of the solo/orchestral intonation is

Although you won't find the Du Pré live

questionable Menuhin conducts the RPO, and
while his Elgarian credentials go back to his

recording from Philadelphia, with Barenboim

16th year, only in the coupled Enigma Variations is his direction of any special appeal. I
can't think why this release was voted anything.
Stereophile, August 1989

conducting, on LP any more, there is aCBS CD
transfer (MK 76529) still coupled with the LPO
studio version of the Enigma Variations. The
remastered sound isn't really as good as the
165

Stereophile tells you about
great speakers you can buy.
(Especially when price is no object.)

Speaker Builder tells you
about great speakers you
can build! (Especially
when price is an object.)
If you're satisfied to read about electrostatics, ribbons, vented, or closed
boxes, subwoofers, horns, T-lines or infinite baffles, that's one thing. But
if you want to know what's inside them—in reality as well as in theory,
that's another. And if you want to build that speaker of your dreams,
knowing why you're doing what you're doing every step of the way...
well, that's where Speaker Builder comes in, as it has for nine years.
A quick look at one issue is all it takes to let you decide if Speaker
Builder is indeed for you. Use the convenient coupon, or simply call us.
If you like it, that great new experience will keep coming. If you don't
like it, just say so, and we'll return your money. It's as simple as that.
Please enter my subscription for:
D two years (12 issues) at $35 Done year (6 issues) at $20
I'm enclosing $_ in check/money order
Charge to my DMC
I:Visa card
Exp
S4gnature

Charge card orders also accepted via phone: (603) 924-9464, Mon.-Fri., 9-4.
(Canada add $4 per year postage.)
Remittances in U.S. funds only.
Name
Addregs
City

HE

erBuilder

(Please allow up to 6 weeks for first issue )

SpeakerBuilder

HE LOuDSPEAKERJOURNAL

wig

The world's only loudspeaker magazine.
PO Box 494, Dept. K59, Peterborough, NH 03458
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tiondo

original, but the electricity of the occasion
communicates just as strongly. The slow move-

9003), is acceptably recorded, but really only
worth considering for its coupled overture In

ment and its reprise at the end of the work are

the South (done, it is said, in asingle take) and
the touching Elegyfor Strings. Cohen makes
quite agood showing, but he sounds compara-

the high points of this concert version. Earlier
in her brief career Du Pré made the classic
recording with Barbirolli and the LSO. That is
still available on LP, and has been in various
couplings/album compilations. The CD (EMI

tively inexperienced, without the positive artistic qualities of Isserlis or Du Pré. Intonation in

CDC 747329 2) preserves the original Sea Pic-

cautious rather than rapt. Perhaps the historic
Casals/Boult recording will be resurrected

tures pairing, with Dame Janet Baker. Du Pré
made this Concerto something especially her
own, in an impassioned, rhapsodic reading. It
remains the essential recording. ,

the slow movement is suspect, and it sounds

before long.
Lastly, there is the fascinating and unique
CBS recording (MK 39541) with Yo Yo Ma,

Barbirollfs much older Pye recording, with
André Navarra and his own Hallé Orchestra,
has been remastered on Nixa (PRT). I've yet to

Previn, and the LSO (the only disc to couple
the Walton Cello Concerto). This is acerebral,
inward-turning reading, graver and more

hear this CD transfer, but Iremember the

regretful than the alternatives. Even in the

involving LP recording which was scrawny

scherzo the music seems most inclined to
revert to painful nostalgia; and in the finale's

in sound quality. A Barbirolli Enigma is the
coupling.

references to the Adagio (where Ma's musing

The bargain Classics for Pleasure CD, with

is exquisitely pure in intonation), Ma's dynamic

Robert Cohen and the LPO/del Mar (CD CFP

drops to the barely audible. This contrasts
strongly with Harrell's voluptuous and extra-

1Iwas fortunate enough to be able to attend amaster class
given by Miss Du Ere some twelve or so years back. Unable to
play, she talked three young cellists and the listeners through
the concerto's first movement. Even without the music being
played, it was an utterly moving experience.

vert style. The LSO plays well for Previn (who
perhaps takes amore accepted view of Elgar
than Ma), and the final bars make no easy resolution.

.A111r
;
Face the music.
That is what every
audio product must
ultimately do because
the only true contirmalion ol atechnology is
done by listening to
the music. That behel
is what brings the
superb van den Hut
cables. the time
honored Sound Con•
nectors. and the valued
Vampire Wire together
at Sound Connections.
P

201 FFlagship D .. Lutz. FL 33429
o
4e.
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Accessories and Audiophile
Gear to Improve Your System

•

FOR CD PLAYERS
Improve CO sound ,
CD Rings
"Sim CD Mop
30 Rings
29 95
50 Rings
49
100 Rings Speckal Price
89
Monster CD Sound Rleys 12 Rings
14
25 Rings
29 95
50 Rings
49
AS Sorbothane CO Feel
(4) 19

95
95
95
95
95

Mod Squad CielvIng RhIge
(100)19.95
CO polish *NM WWII«
14.16
CO to Amp passive preempt:
DBP-2NC 5Inputs
99 95
SED COP wilvol control
119 95
Interconnects: Aural. Cardas. &stern.
FM5. Lirewire, MIT. Monster.
VandenHul
Call

Magnavox CO Players
CDB262 Player wiremote
CDB582 w/new chip
CDB586 Changer/new chm
VP ,Magic Bock
VIL Tube CD Player CD8582

e
- rermairilianamion••••musi
Record Doctor

FOR TURNTABLES
Alphason auto tonearm Itl
AR ES-1 turntable only
AR ES-1 with AS PT-5 arm
AR ES-1 with RB-300 arm

29 95
419 95
649 95
699.95

AR ES-1 turntable 220v 1

'469 95

Armboants precut for your tableand arm
AR metal armboard
SOTA wood armboard
VPI acrylic armboard
Cartridge MIgnment Protractors:
DB Protractor
Dennesen Soundtractor
Electronic Stylus Cleaner
Grado Can ndges ITE•1
Signature 8MZ, MCZ, TLZ. OTO
8MZ stylus
89 95
MCZ stylus
Audlogewt Moving Coil Cartridges:
The Ruby (1 5my output)
The Ow> (5my or 15rnv output)
Headshells Sunk° EIS-12 --------------9016 BEST AVAILABLE
Headshell Wires gmko

34 95
32 00
40 00
24 95
149 95
19 95
19 95
Call
135 00
199 95
599 95
2995
39 95
995

SWF 11. if ST AVAILABLE

22 95

vacuum-powered
record cleaning
machine

CDs

Chesty NEW Jan COI:
JDI Johnny Frigo
JD2 Clark Terry

.
..... (cd) 14 98
..... (cd) 14 98

JD3 Phil Woods
.
........ (cd)
C018 Respigni Rome
(cd)
CD19 Brahms Sym #1
(cd)
RC IX Prok Lt Kne
(Ip)
RC.11 The Reiner Sound'
(Ip)

14.98
14.98
14.98
1498
14.98

Reference Recordings LP, or CDs
RR-12 Salon. percussion
(cdAp)
RR-25 Noma Plays Liszt
(cdr1p)
RR-26 Redheads, Jazz . (cap)
RR-27 Fuller Flays Rameau (cclAp)
RA-28 M Nixon Sings Kern (cciAp)
RR 29 Chicago Pro Musica (cclAp)
NEW RR 30 Tarrefl Sings Arlen
(cdAp)

15.98
15.98
15.96
15.98
15.98
15.98
15 98

12 00

Sota Bell
995
VPI Belt
LAST Record Power Cl liner ft
02 Preservaltve
03 Record Cleaner
#4 Stylus Cleaner

19 95
11 95
14 95
795
795

05 StyLtst
16 95
ditty Gritty "Friar Record Cleaner
6oz
14 95
16oz
24 95
Record Brushes: AS or NG
995
SPI Brush for 16 5or 17
19 95
Record Clamps: Michell clamp
. 39 95
Sota NEW Reflex Clamp
12995
Record Mats AO Sorbothane
31 95
Sota Mat 129 95 Sunk° Aciylic 84.95
Tonearm Inlerconnectw. DIN to RCA:
AS Sapph lonearm cable 411
89 95
Monster Genesis Llghtspd
159 95
Cardas Herd olf cable "The Best"
Call

The Beatles
Sgt Pepper s
BeatlesFor Sale
Help

**149.95
•1911.95

**279A5
39.95
'MOO

Record Cleaning
Solutions

Torumat Tm -7/01
SuperCleaner 16oz 12 95

••169 95
189 95

Turntable Bella: AR Bel

16 or 14.95
32oz 16 95

1gal
24 95
SuperSize.2831'• 49 95
ditty Gritty Plodder 82:
16 oz
11 95
lgal'•
39 95
Stylus Gauge: Shure gauge
Sunlit° Products:
FA -1 MC demagnetow
FB 1220 volt

14 95
149.9S
209 95

P16-1 Tonearm cable with box ..... 6995
Sumac Blue Point MC ..................9995
TIP Twea/Ceeeter Feet ter benutubles
C-3 For AR turntables
.
495
C-17/37 For VPI/Sota tables
895
C-10/12 For Oracle/Alexandria
895
New Lead Balloon Stand
249 95 1
Turntable Wall Shelves:
Target TT-1
109 95
Target TT-IL for Ig tables95
149
VPI Record Cleaning Machines
Call
VPI Record Machines 220V
Call
SPI PLC power line conddloner
Call

Ummum order 2LPs or
CDs please
Nowlin
CantateDommo(cd1p) 17 95
Jan at Pawnshop
(Ios) 34.95 (cd) 16. 05

Liad Chance Sale
Please. Please Me
Hard Days Mph'
Yellow Submarine

Revolver
Let II Be
(SI 11
Frank Sinatra Conecnon
.. (16 lys) 299
Rollin, Stones Collecton ... (11 Ws) 299
Mlles Davis Some Day My Prince (Ip) 17
Sheffield: dodo Drums
........ (cd) 14
Moscow Sessions set
(Ip/cd) 39
Sheffield Track Record
(Ip/cO) 14
11811•18 Audio Center Stage
(lp/Cd) 15
Grace Cathedral Choir
Dp/cch 15
Beethoven/Enescu Sonatas (Ip/c/J) 15
S'Wonderful Jazz
(ID/cd) 15
Debussy d Brahms Sonatas Op/cd) 15
Mods of War and Peace
(ID/cd) 15

;

95
95
95
95
99
95
99
98
98
98
98
98
98

Three.B1010-Mice Jazz
(Cd) 17.95
Antohone Blues Jazz
(c0) 17 95
APR Hall-speed Mader Recortines (GDR) NE
Jan at Pawnshop (selections)
(Ip) 17 95
Cantate Domino
... Op) 17 95
La Folia (Harmonla Mun01)
(Ip) 18 95
Antiphone Blues
(Ip) 18 95
Opus 3
Test LPs 16 95 CDs 23 95
Weavers I18. #2 Ilp) 999
(cd) 14 99
Harmonle Month Recordings:
liMC379 G Paniagua
(1p) 12 99
HMC1050 La Folia Spagna
(111 12 99
HMC7010 Handel Water Music OM 12 99
Water lily' A Delmon, WS07
I
l()) 24 95

VIBRATION DAMPERS
Tip Toes

Clean up your
power! Protection
and better sound
Tripplite "ISOBAR" Line Filters
ISOBAR-4-220 4outlet. 220/240v
ISOBAR-6 6outlet. 3-stage hhenng
ISOBAR-8 8outlet, 4-stage Merino
Tripellte Power Regulators:

110/100v
220/240v

Records Sound
sound
bette .Iasi longer

Mobile Fidelity LPs

AUDIOPHILE LPs

POWERSTRIPS

gell18111111111111111111111111

NOW IN 220 11!
79 95
89 95
99 95

Trippine LC-1200-220 4outlet 2stage. 1200 watt output
120 volt
- 219 95
220 volt
.......... - 249.95
Tripploe C 1800. 6outlet. 3stage, tor audio and Mow
1800 wall output
•*299 00

Tip Toes & Counterleet
C3 31 ,1'
will wood screw
11/2'
Tip Toe wdbout wood screw ..
11,2
Tip Toe wItil wood screw
C 10
For Oracle Delphi Lead Balloon. ARCICI
Ouad Stand Vandersteen stands
11111HW 5r10 -Mag-c Bock"
AO Sorbothane Products:
AO Feet Large
Pit 34 95
Small (CD) .
AO Sorbothaoe Sheet with adhesive backing:
Fe 6"x 113
Monster Footers NEW
gfor heavy Items

12 50
(4) 99.95

rear* irr

Smell
Rep (CO)

.. 6.50
8.95
895
39 95
(4) 19 95
24 95
(4) 29 95
(4) 49 95
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New from VIL

BELOW DEALER COST!
RATA T0.1919 Stands/Plettorms
Stand for Linn/Reba Llst $350
Isolation Platforms LIM $125
!Ann LP 12 Mod Krt List $600

Now 199 95
Now 79 95
Now 399 95

MIT. Monster VandenHul
Custom length mterconnects

Monster. Tara Labs Space 8 Time

•991v 0,
1995.00/p

Deluxe Powertards. (8 II leers)
Cardas 'Non resonant' powercord _89.95
Cardas Powercord II
225 00

Call

Call
Call

Spode Lugs Monster Cable .

95

{or) 16 95

Cardas rhodium spade ....... ..
Distech Lug

200
5.95

Silver Solder
Wonder Solder 15oz .9.99 1lb... 34 95

reg. 1.00
(4) 19.95

WBT 0820 250g roll 8mm
29 95
WBT 0840 500g roll. 15nIM ---------59.95
Tweet contact Terminator
1415
Video Cables
Monster 1m
19 95
2011 -----49-95
VandenHul (1m)24 95
(2m) .30.95
du des Hel Intent», Use Wires: for tone -

(pr) 24 95

Cardas nght-angle RCA
Van den Hul Tdtany RCAs
dm /5mm/ 7m/ 9rnm
WBT 01018)150/0108
Fernale RCA Connectors:
Cardas rhodlum RCA
Van den Hut Tlflany RCA
WiT 0200/0230 R'0

45/45 Stereo Tube Amp
Maximal Tube Preamp
Tube CD Player CO13582
80 Wan Monoblock amps ------------ -

Ss.... Cables
As One, Cardas. (leech, Lneevore, MIT.

Interconnect Cables
Aural. Cardas tistech fMS ovevere

Male RCA Connectors
Cardas Modlum 9mm RCA

VT1
vrt
VTL
SPI

24 95
Call
(pr) 14 95
(PO 19 95

Van den Hul spade
sda
(4) 6.95 2gs
BUM'S King Sze (89a)
Monster X-terminatons
Binding Posts:
Esotenc Audio 2' Post
Erhson-Pnce Music Post
Cardas 1/4' rheum lack .. .

SPEAKER STANDS

yes

(pr) 24 95
(a) 29 95
(pr) 29 95
..

935

Target
Stands

Chicago Hercules Stud
Choose from 12', 15, 20', or
25 he,ghts
•149 95/ pr
Tamet 'HS - Series Stands.
Mode In England
Choose from 12'. 16'. or 20'
heights
•149 95/ Pr
Or choose from 24 or 28'
"eights
•159 95/ pr
ARCICI RIgld R,ser Stand—
adlusts 20.36' ht
•119 95/ Pr
ARCICI stand for Quad ESL-63
speakers
'175 00/ pi
ARCICI stand lor Quad original
ESL speakers
'175 00/ pr

Target 1J24/2T 20'
black or white
235 00
Target AT -I swivellng wall
bracket
27 95
Target S4MS/S4W5 metaV
wood smke kO
18 95
Sound Anchor Stands FOR
Vandersteen IIC
219 95
SpicaTC50
199 95
B8W801M
399 95
Panorama 269 95 MGM
Call

169.95

arms speakers electromCS

Cal

Target Shelves, Racks, Stands
Turntable Well Venus:
Target TT-1

Tar et
HJ20f2T 20'
209 95

Olsten Powerbnclge II

17-3

Target TT-IL Itx Ig tables
Leadballerie Stang /Mt/

.. 10995
..... 149.95
249 95 1

Target Equipment Staeds/Racks:
(Mods in England)
AlE1
Arnp floor stand
...........................
112
Rack kWh 2shelves. 20'
113
Rack voth 3shelves 33'
713119
Rack voth 2record shelves. IT
ps3
Three overseelal 9') shelves. 33 117
Same as TT3 wan 4shelves. 33'
ITS
Rack wth 5shelves. 33' tall
TT5T
Same as ITS but 40' tall

74 95
149 00
219 95
245 00
275.00
259.95
275.00
299.95

Target avatlable on black or whole fit**.

MISC, ACCESSORIES
ASC Tube Irap acoustic room dampers

Call

Beyerdynamic BOT -990 'Too rated!' .189/5
BOT •
770 Closed Ear Type ............... 169.95
Cable ID labels WBT 495
Monster ...9.95

Last longer & sound better than ongmal tubes
Complete sets
ARC SPIal
ahc SP6
ARC SP9
ARC SP1 1
ARC Amps
Anie el
13 1
1
9
2
capon
CJ Ames
CPSAIor
CP SA6
Tube Soaves
Ce SA-12
e SA-20

/9 95
64 95
85 00
109 95
Cas
69 95
15 00
125 00
Call
65 00
1/500
250
75 00
129 95

>Pa PAS 3.3
pilou Sup•M
Piral
Upscale 15(Y300
MOKOLMSo,
Chockstrf Moms

55 00
49 95
5995
6500
149 95
269 95

Mt Pew TM*
65505
EL 34
KT SS
r-66
ToM 12AITs
Rog
995
So
16 95
per
aox

Shipping Charges (UPS, )nsured, 48 Stales)
Accessories One Item
•Turntables/Stands

395

•12 95

We use UPS I
nternahonal Or to
W Europe. Far East. Austraka and
AZ Federal Express also avalLable

Charge It!

Extra Items

125

'•Electronics

8.95

Business hours: M-F 9-7 EST
Sat 10-3
PrICeS subied 10 change
Add 3% for Amex

:Lima
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Me 2000G tape deck routmg selector •*99.95
Dust cover scratch remover
1416
111111e gooseneck turntable light
45.00
Mlles Audio In the wall controllers
Call
In-the-wall mount speakers
Sonex Acoustic Room Trubneel
Sonez Juniors 2's 26 2' sheets (5 colors)
!Weaker cable swildeng boxes
Niles SPS-1 for 4prs of speakers
75 00
Mies 8054 for 4pr hegh-power spkrs
139 95
Mies SVC-4 lor 4or oath 4volume controls ------------ -- 24995
Stan earspeaker systmns
Call
Surround Sound Speakers
Call
Terk 'Fb" FM antenna
79 95
New Terk FM.2030 antenna
19 95
VP1 16 5/17 suction [Memo tubes
19 95
Amilloplille Soots The WI. Tube Book by D Manley
12 95
Good Sound by Laura Dearborn, about s
ystems/set-up 12 95
,( The Good CO dude 1989. over 600 CD renews
17 95

1-800-942-0220

audio
advisor, inc.

225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids, MI 49503
FAX 616-451-0709

Service 616-451-3868

Rd,

RECORD REVIEWS

++ ++ ++

t- 1-7* tt-d--tt
Classical
BACH: English Suites (BWV 806-11)
Andras Schiff, piano
London 421 640-2 (2 CDs only). Christopher Raeburn,
prod., Stanley Goodall, eng. DOD. TT: 20835

Be not discouraged, keep on, there are divine
things well envelop 'd. Iswear to you there are
divine things more beautiful than words can
tell.
—Walt Whitman
There is agreat deal of nonsense on both sides
of the "authentic vs modern" controversy —
more, if you can credit it, than in the analog vs
digital wrangle. Advocates of period instruments rant about "performances that Beethoven would have recognized," ,while the other
camp speaks of "tuneful modem instruments"
as though the instruments that took their present form over 100 years ago were the latest
thing. Iwill confess that Ibelong to the former
group; if forced to choose Bach records for the
proverbial desert island, Iwould grab Pinnock
or Leonhardt on harpsichord. This admitted,
however, Iwill also argue that any performance
illuminative of the music and respectful of the
composer rather than the artist is entirely valid
and demands to be heard. To restrict one or the
other style on grounds of knowing the composer's intentions beyond doubt is presumptuous in the extreme: Ihave no idea whatsoever if Bach would have liked the Steinway.
If there is truly life after death, Iexpect he is
having agood laugh at the whole thing. Iknow
for certain that if you skip this performance
because you are an authenticist (or, for that
IThus Christopher Hogwood: yes, Beethoven would have
recognized his performances—as some of those at the wrong
tempi that he was constantly complaining about.
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matter, an ultra-Romantic), you have only
robbed yourself.
Andras Schiff has been called "the Bach
pianist of the Eighties," and Iam now going to
do the same. This recording is an absolute
pianistic joy from beginning to end. Schiffs
technique is absolutely flawless; he negotiates
the most difficult passages with astonishing
ease, as amaster like Horowitz might, but he
also does it with agrace that is perfectly appropriate to Bach, and is almost unique today. JSB
himself said that the most important thing for
akeyboard player was atrue singing (cantabile)
tone, and this tone Andras Schiff most emphatically possesses. To Bach's own stricture, I
would add that in aperformance of this length
it is vital to choose effective and varied tempi,
and to carefully characterize each of the
individual dances that make up the Suites.
Need Isay that Schiff accomplishes this? He is
meltingly sweet in the Sarabandes, lively in the
Gigues, and constantly inventive at every turn
of the Gourantes, Allemandes, and Minuets.
Restrained in his use of the pedal, he is
nevertheless not afraid to employ it when he
feels it appropriate. It is easy to speak of all this
in the ordinary language of the critic, to discuss
phrasing or dynamics or whatever, but Ido so
in this case only because there are no words
quite sufficient to say what pleasure this performance has given me. Perhaps the best thing
Ican say is that my authenticist housemate and
lady (who considers the piano big, loud, and
overblown) came in as Iwas listening to this
disc. "What abeautiful sound," she said. And
Isay, 'Amen."
Iam not going to say anything about sound
here, other than that it is of good quality and
does not detract materially from enjoyment.
If you avoid this recording because it is digital,
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or from amajor label, or for any reason whatsoever, shame on you.
—Lea Berkley
BACH: Works for Harpsichord
Maggie Cole, harpsichord
Virgin Classics VC 790712-2 (CD). John H. West, Andrew
Keener, prods. Mike Clements, Mike Hatch, cogs. DDD.
TT: 6209
BACH: Works for Harpsichord
1315HM: Works for Keyboard
Edward Parmentier, harpsichord
Wildboar Records WLBR 8101 (LP only). Joseph Spencer,
prod. Michael Lynn, eng. AAA. TT: 50:24

Here are two recordings with agreat deal in
common. Both are spirited performances by
members of the new generation of harpsichordists, both contain Bach's Prelude, Fugue, and
Allegro (BWV 998) and Italian Concerto for
Solo Harpsichord (BWV 971), and both are of
considerable interest to audiophiles as being
at the state of the art (or very near it) in digital
and analog formats. In addition, both serve as
examples of the excellent work available on
labels out of the mainstream. (Although Virgin
Classics, with the financial might of Virgin
Records/WEA behind it, can hardly be called
a"small" label.)
It was interesting to compare how these two
lceyboardists approached the same work; Iconcentrated particularly on the Italian Concerto,
certainly the more familiar of the two pieces
played in common. Edward Parmentier employed more interesting registrations, and his
playing seemed far more Italianate in character, especially in the opening allegro movement. He also seemed more effective in
emphasizing the give-and-take between the
"orchestral" and "solo" lines (each taken by one
of the harpsichord manuals). In Cole's favor,
however, was agreater crispness in the righthand passages, particularly in the final presto,
along with amore liquid flow of notes in longer
phrases. The comparison between the two performers' styles is, in fact, one that would be
informative to any student of harpsichord technique: Parmentier employs agogic hesitations
to excellent effect, while Cole emphasizes a
smooth, evenly articulated flow. Ifound myself
preferring the former, because of his more Italian phrasing and the greater prominence given
to the left hand.
Although the purchase of these two discs
would represent some duplication of repertoire, Ican nevertheless recommend that you
acquire both: Cole plays the B-flat major Partita
(BWV 825) very beautifully, and Parmentier
gives a very strongly characterized performance of the two 13431un pieces, which in his
renditions emerge as very much the work of
an organ composer.
The two harpsichords used in these recordStereophile, August 1989

ings make for another interesting contrast.
Edward Parmentier plays an instrument made
by Keith Hill of Michigan (himself afine player)
after 18th-century French models, while Maggie Cole uses aperiod piece originally made by
the famous firm of Ruckers in Antwerp, but
much modified by English craftsmen in the
18th century. The Hill instrument is warmer in
tone, stronger in the bass register, and with a
rounder sound which Ido not believe to be an
artifact of the recording process. Cole's harpsichord is abit drier and colder in tone, but
prettier in the upper range with agreat deal of
harmonic sweetness. Part of the latter effect
may be due to the different temperaments
used: all meantone temperaments are unequal,
but some are more unequal than others; Parmentier's sounds downright out-of-tune in a
few (fortunately very few) instances. Icould
wish that producer Spencer was abit less enamored of the "key character" theory. Iwill be
going into all of this at greater length in afuture
review.
Before Idiscuss the audio qualities of these
two recordings, Iwould like to mention that,
for completeness's sake, Iwent and listened to
Gustav Leonhardt's performance of the Italian
Concerto (RCA RL 30813). Ifound that, for all
Leonhardt's expertise and familiarity with the
music, neither of these young keyboardists had
any reason to hide in shame. It was also clear
that Parmentier had learned agreat deal from
the master (there is no biography for him, so
Ido not know whether he actually studied
with Leonhardt) without imitating him too
closely. This is probably agood time to acknowledge the debt that an entire generation
of harpsichordists owes to this same Leonhardt, surely one of the most significant
pioneers of the Baroque keyboard revival.
Once again, Iam come to the discussion of
recorded harpsichord sound. Let me say one
thing in particular at the outset: Ihave, over the
last two years, conducted what amounts to an
informal survey of the state of the art in harpsichord recording; Ihave also been careful to
listen to the real thing at anumber of points
along the way. There is simply no recording
which truly captures the sound of an unamplifled instrument in areal acoustic space. The
two under discussion here, both excellent
examples of what the best engineers and technicians can achieve in both analog and digital,
are still missing something that defines live
sound. Let me suggest what may be some of
the problem. The initial attack of aharpsichord
note is an extremely steep transient—the Opus
3Test Record 2(Timbre) contains in its text an
oscillograph of just such an event—and the
harmonic envelope thus generated contains a
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complex series of higher-order partials which
produce the sharp tone characteristic of the
instrument. (Try plucking aguitar string close
to the bridge to get some idea of how this
works.) All of this is very difficult to get on disc:
in analog recording, the sharpness of the attack
is often an invitation to pre-echo, while any
non-phase-coherent recording chain (be it analog tape machine or A/D converter—or perhaps even amic cable) may upset the relationship between the various harmonics.
Mike Clements (known to many, of course,
as "Mr. Bear") and Michael Lyon have chosen
two very different approaches to the presentation of the instruments. (I do not mean analog
and digital, although that is itself asignificant
choice) The Wildboar disc is agood deal more
reverberant, with amuch greater sense of the
acoustical surroundings; the Virgin is much
more closely miked, with an abundance of
detail and amuch closer perspective. Neither
approach is inherently invalid. Michael Lyon
has placed his subject in asmall recital hall (in
fact achurch), while Mike Clements has elected
adrawing-room viewpoint. The second choice
may well have been an outgrowth of the use of
an instrument in amuseum; the surroundings
may not have been acceptable acoustically,
while it may have been equally unacceptable
to move the harpsichord. Both of these recordings are reference class in every sense; blowed
if I'll choose between analog and digital this
time. (I do, however, find the constant action
noise on the Virgin disc to be aslight annoyance. Ihave the same problem when Ihear a
live harpsichord that close.)
Iam now going to say something you may
well get tired of hearing before Iam done. If
you are at all interested in the advancement of
the recording industry—sonically or musically
—then buy these records, the Wildboar in particular (Wildboar Records, 4243 Wilkinson
Ave., Studio City, CA 91604). If TAS's Harry Pearson is correct, and Irather suspect he is, audiophiles simply do not get out and support the
small labels who are at the cutting edge of performance and recording technology. Ihave
news for you: if we don't do it, the guy with the
Telarc 1812 sure won't. Both of these records
contain excellent performances in exemplary
sound; in addition, Wildboar does not have
even Virgin capital to support it. Dare Isuggest
that last year's components will serve well a
while longer while you spend your money
here?
—Les Berkley
BEETHOVEN: The Five Piano Concertos
Claudio Arrau, piano; Sir Colin Davis, Dresden State
Orchestra
Philips 422 149-2 (3 CDs only). Volker Straus, Claus
Scre'en, cogs.; Sues, Ebediad Geiger, prods.
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The recordings of Concertos 1, 2, and 3are
here released for the first time bringing to completion Claudio Arrau's third cycle of these warhorses for the phonograph (4 and 5have been
available on individual CDs for almost two
years). At best, this is acontroversial set, capturing the 86-year-old pianist at his most
expansive and ruminating. These qualities,
though often equated with profundity, sound,
to my ear at least, labored to the point of blandness. Indeed, it is interesting to trace Arrau's
development through his three cycles and hear
how they reveal anumber of virtues made
increasingly less attractive by tempos that have,
over a30-year-period, grown progressively
slower. Most significantly, the perky, piquant
wit that infused much of Arrau's first cycle
(done in the mid-'50s for EMI with Alceo Galliera), and that remained evident in his first stereo traversal (made in 1964 for Philips with Bernard Haitink), is almost completely absent in
this latest one.
Some of the admirable elements of the
pianist's style to be sure, are still present: rocksteady rhythm, a weighty tone that never,
becomes thin or clangy, and exceptional care
with voicing and voice-leading. Indeed, one
is always aware of aprobing, thoughtful musician at the keyboard. But whether owing to a
changing musical outlook or to the limitations
of technique that come with advancing years,
his playing now seems too thoughtful, too concerned with detail and breadth at the expense
of momentum, coherence, and animation.
Some of these readings are more egregiously
wanting in this regard than others; I'll consider
each in turn:
No.1: This is the finest performance in the
set. Although tempos in outer movements are
slower than one might prefer, they are inflected
with more color, accent, and rubato than Arrau
employs elsewhere. And Sir Colin Davis's
grand, almost monumental style, with its
thrusting force, explosive fortes, and sharply
profiled contours, complements Arrau's style
perfectly.
No.2: Second only in order of publication,
this is actually Beethoven's first concerto and
one of his most joyful, humorous creations.
Arrau unfortunately embalms it with leaden
tempos that shroud everything in an anomalous, plodding seriousness. And the aptly sharp
orchestral pointing and felicitously clarified
detail of Davis's accompaniment, for all its virtues, cannot redeem the performance, which
is strictly for Arrau devotees.
No.3: Many accounts of this work impose
amisplaced solemnity on the music, but few
Stereophile, August 1989

go to the extremes favored by Arrau: 18
minutes to get through the first movement,
almost aminute more than he required with
Haitink and well over aminute more than he
needed with Galliera. (In contrast, the classic
Schnabel recording comes in at just under 15
minutes in the first movement.) But it is not
simply ill-judged pacing that works against this
latest version. Everything is almost always too
faceless, the kind of inflection Arrau managed
in the First Concerto nowhere to be found, and
the finale is utterly grim, without atrace of its
incipient humor. Those who feel that plodding
stolidity is the order of the day in this work will
like Arrau's new effort. All others should avoid it.
No.4: This performance is, if anything, even
more wayward than that of No.3. Tempos are
soporifically expansive, rests as short as asingle
beat sounding like cavernous breath-pauses.
This is one of the most ethereal, delicate, and
soaringly lyric works in the Beethoven canon,
but from Arrau's unstylishly clumsy statement
of the piano's gentle opening to his labored way
with the finale, these remarkable Beethovenian
traits are obliterated in areading lacking requisite nuance, airiness, and lightness. Both of
Arrau's earlier efforts easily surpass this one,
and it is from them that those unfamiliar with
his Beethoven will learn why the pianist's
response to the composer has commanded
respect.
No.5: Recorded in 1984 when Arrau was a
mere 81, this is one of the better efforts in this
cycle. Tempos are marginally broader than in
the pianist's two earlier versions, and he employs
ashade less nuance than before. Still, partly
owing to the chiseled, disciplined execution
and boldly contrasted dynamics of Davis's
accompaniment, this reading acquires akind
of grand, imperious nobility that suits the
music.
In general, even the finest of Arm's efforts
here fail—in addition to matching his previous
ones—to come even approximately close to
the very best available; avery best, let it be
added, that comprises a wide variety of
approaches. Were Ichoosing but one set only,
it would be either Artur Schnabel's (Arabesque
and 19305 sound) or Leon Fleisher's (CBS, early
'60s sound). Both offer avibrant, bracing Classicism and rich expressivity tempered by atotal
grasp of form, content, and style. Similar in
approach, but somewhat cooler in temperament, is the recent Murray Perahia set (CBS,
superbly recorded, with Haitink providing
uncommonly fine support). And in divergent
ways the cycles of Maurizio Pollini (DG), Alfred
Brendel (Philips), and Anton Kuerti (CBC Enterprises) are well worth investigating. All in various ways project far more of the brash, explo-
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sive, and emotionally wide-ranging Beethoven
than Arrau, now in the deep twilight of along
and distinguished career, seems capable of
doing. Philips' sound in this new set is far too
close, with aresulting fiat perspective and revelation of extraneous noises, such as fingers hitting keys, that has nothing to do with concerthall realism. But at least nothing is harsh.
—Mortimer H. Frank
BEETHOVEN: Early Years Through the “Eroica"
Symphonies 1-3; Quartets Op.18, Nos. l-6; Sonatas for
Fortepiano & Cello, Nos.1 & 2
Jae Schrader, Smithsonian Chamber Orchestra; Smithson Quartet; James Weaver, fortepiano; Kenneth Slowilt,
cello
The Smithsonian Collection ND 0320 (6 CDs), N 032 (6
LPs). Thomas Lazarus, Timothy Martyn, Everett Porter, engs. Timothy Martyn, prod. DDA/DDD.
5:14:33

This is the latest in adistinguished series of
"authentic" performances recorded by the
Smithsonian Institution. The title of this set is
somewhat misleading. Obviously it does not
include all of the music of Beethoven's early
years "through the Troica:" Still, it gives asignificant cross-section from those years and,
offering all the performances on original instruments, presents akind of period overview of
some of the best of the younger Beethoven's
efforts. Probably the best way to consider its
varied contents is to separately discuss each of
the three distinct genres comprised, starting
with the symphonies.
In many respects conductor Jaap Schrficler's
approach differs from that of all other authenticists. Unlike Hogwood, for instance, he
eschews using a fortepiano as a continuo
instrument. Then too, Schrüder's orchestra is
exceptionally small: 11 violins in Symphonies
1and 2, 12 in the "Eroica," with additional
strings in all three symphonies totaling 4violas,
3cellos, and 2double-basses. Hogwood, in
contrast, favors 16 violins, with the same number of supporting lower strings, and Norrington employs 20 violins with proportionately
more support from below.
Yet precedent exists for the size of Schrüder's
ensemble. We know, for example, that one of
the earliest performances of the "Eroica" was
given by an orchestra no larger than this one.
Furthermore, the intimacy suggested by this
small group suits 1very well, and Schrtider's
light approach suggests the music's opera buffa
character, acharacter made all the more expressive by the clarity of texture the lean sonority
permits. Asimilar welcome clarity is apparent
in 2and 3, both of which are given unmannered, lively readings.
But the deeper Schrfider gets into the 19th
century, the less apt his overall approach
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becomes, the latter two symphonies lacking
the inflection, weight, and power needed to
suggest the quintessential Beethoven. Certainly
the great Beethoven conductors of this century
have managed to produce as much transparency as does Schrüder, with far more
expressivity. Compare, for example, Pierre
Monteux's way (on a Philips CD) with the
"Eroica" 's first-movement coda to Schrüder's:
Both conductors favor Beethoven's Urtext
(without the usual trumpet reinforcement of
the main theme); with Schrüder, the passage
sounds tame, but with Monteux it becomes a
potent climax. And many details in the "Eroica"
that would heighten color elude Schrüder, a
key case in point being the expressive clarinet
triplets (clarified so beautifully by Toscanini,
among others) near the close of the finale.
These shortcomings notwithstanding,
Schr6der's performances have value, if for no
other reason than suggesting, perhaps more
accurately than any other period-instrument
recording, the sound of Beethoven's orchestra at the time these symphonies were new And
the thoroughly proficient playing is abetted by
excellent engineering and the superb acoustics of the American Academy of Arts and Letters hall in New York City. As one would
expect, Schreider observes all exposition
repeats, and adds gratuitous da capos in the
third-movement reprise of 1.
With the Smithson Quartet's versions of the
six quartets of Op.18, we have music-making
on amore exalted level boasting greater conviction and power, traits that transcend more
historical rectitude. Indeed, the general feeling engendered by this group, which is the
quartet in residence at the Smithsonian Museum and has Schrüder as its first violinist, is
that its primary concern rests with communicative playing rather than with historical
correctness.
The sound of the quartet, to be sure, differs
from that of modem ensembles in its vibratofree astringency. But such asound, which
admittedly takes some getting used to, suits the
music perfectly and serves to underscore the
brash, slashing vibrancy of 4and the darting
brusque exuberance of many of the other
works. Intonation is flawless, balances are
impeccable, and tempos generally bracing
without being rushed. Furthermore, arather
close perspective has been preserved without
projecting the musicians' breathing as if it were
afifth instrument. The only flaws in these read
ings (if flaw is not too strong aterm) is the
excessive rhythmic freedom in the first movement of 5that ruptures the pulse and line and
the imposition of mannered dynamic swells in
the first movement of I. Yet given the prevailing
Stereophile, August 1989

stylishness of these readings—their sensitivity
to Beethoven's wit and idiosyncratic contrasts
in dynamics and their prevailing integrity, best
exemplified in the unified phrasing among the
four voices—these recordings can stand not
only as apreferred period-instrument edition,
but also among the very best available.
My favorite traversal of Op.18 remains the
extraordinary Vègh version (Valois), which
offers similar astringency of tone with more
vibrato and agreater suggestion of how, in
many ways, these early quartets foreshadow
the marvels of Beethoven's last ones. And those
looking for elegance, refinement, and polish
may prefer the superb account of the Smetana
Quartet (Denon). But from the Smithsons one
learns that "authenticity" and expressive musicality need not be mutually exclusive All exposition repeats are observed, as are, in the first
movements of 5and 6, the second repeats (of
developments and recapitulations).
Kenneth Slowik, the cellist of the Smithson
Quartet, proves a fine soloist in the disc
devoted to the two early cello sonatas, and
James Weaver's fortepiano has atonal fullness
that one does not ordinarily associate with the
instrument. These are joyous, vigorous readings that serve as reminders of how the young
Beethoven was an untamed lion, but alion in
full control of his wide-ranging imagination.
This set is available on three formats: CD, LP,
and cassrtte. Ihave not heard the cussettes, but
the LPs and CDs are indistinguishable, save for
the quieter background of the latter, which permits the care taken by the Smithson Quartet
with dynamic shadings to be all the more
apparent. Certainly in the CD version one marvels at the group's superbly controlled softness,
asoftness whose clarity is veiled, albeit ever
so slightly, in the beautifully pressed LP edition.
In sum, whatever the shortcomings of this
release, it contains some magnificent musicmaking, the entire production being acredit
to the enterprising intelligence that has
stamped the catalog of the Smithsonian Collection of Recordings. —Mortimer H. Frank
BERG: Wozzeck
Franz Grundheber, Worzeck; Hildegard Behrens, Marie;
Walter Raffeiner, Drum Major; Philip Langridge, Andres;
Heinz Zednik, Captain; Aage Haugland, Doctor; others;
VPO & Chorus, Vienna Children's Chorus, Claudio
Abbado
DG 423 587-2 (2 CDs only). Gunther Breest, ens. DDD.
TT: 89:15

This is avibrant, vital, resonant performance
of Worzeck, which is, unfortunately, very hard
to listen to. It was taped live at the Vienna State
Opera, and the engineers have got the perspective skewed. For music students interested in
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following Berg's fascinating, brutal orchestral
score note for note, this will prove to be an
enlightening experience—but why do those
voices keep popping up every so often?
Itried in vain to adjust my controls, but it
wasn't my balance, it was theirs. Iwanted to
hear Hildegard Behrens's penetrating way with
the text more clearly, so Iturned up the volume. The next thing Iknew, Abbado was upping me with an orchestral fortissimo which,
held for another minute, might have killed my
neighbors. Enough said.
Franz Grundheber is aspectacular Wozzeck
when we can actually hear him clearly enough
to get close to him. This most difficult of roles
is sung here from within, without some of
Fischer-Diesicau's overstatements (on the now
deleted DG LPs under Böhm), and we
genuinely feel his confusion. Behrens's subtletics come from not only her inherent intelligence and musicality, but from the fact that this
is alive performance and she is aserious singing actress. The voice is nothing to luxuriate
in, but there's real vulnerability in her reading.
I'm not kidding—I kept straining to hear her
more clearly. Heinz Zednik is aproperly loathesome captain (although no one will ever come
close to Gerhard Stolze in the aforementioned
Bohm—he made my skin crawl), and Aage
Haugland is the best Doctor I've heard —like
his Baron Ochs, this bass actually sings the role
Philip Langridge's Andres is unimpressive, but
the rest of the cast is first rate.
What can Isay? Abbado's control and conception of the score are to be admired—he
knows and understands this opera, and conveys it with brute force We can only sit around
and hope for a becter mix. Shame on the
engineers—this is afine opportunity lost.
—Robert Levine

BRAHMS: Symphony 1; SCHUMANN: Manfred
Overture
Chandos 8653 (CD). Ti', 61:02
BRAHMS: Symphony 2; SCHUMANN:Jullus Caesar
Overture
Chanclos 8649 (CD). TT: 55:07
BRAHMS: Symphony 3; SCHUMANN: Overture
Scherzo lk Finale
Chandos 8646 (CD). TT 56:12
BRAHMS: Symphony 4; SCHUMANN: Genoveva
Overture
Chandos 8595 (CD). TF: 51:26
All: Necmi Jarvi, London Symphony Orchestra
Ralph Couzens, mg.; Brian Couzens, prod. DOD.

In every way, this Brahms cycle is amajor disappointment. For one thing, the sound,
impressive perhaps qua sound, has little to do
with music in general or Brahms in particular.
Part of the problem is the excessive resonance
of South London's All Saints Church, areso-
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nance that hangs over the orchestra like a
scrim, blurring detail and adding apervasive
fuzziness to everything. NI.Crorse yet, the perspective is far too close, so that almost no spatial
dimension is suggested. And possibly because
of the engineering, Brahms's orchestrations
emerge as thick as they are sometimes (and
most erroneously) alleged to be.
Neemi Jârvi does nothing to help things. He
favors alegato phrasing that slurs lines, smooths
away the music's craggy profile, and produces
an oozing gumminess that melts into shapelessness. The opening of Symphony 1is far too
lush and—typical of the sonority throughout
all four works—too bass-heavy. What's more,
the pulse is rarely steady. Similarly, the sudden
acceleration at the close of Symphony 2destroys the finale's unity and neutralizes its
perorational punch. Symphony 3sometimes
stands still in its tracks, as if conductor and
orchestra were too tired to forge ahead, and 4
exhibits alack of rhythmic control so extreme
as to border on the amateurish.
Underlying all these shortcomings isJârvi's
apparent inability to see these works whole, to
generate the point-to-point direction that
produces plateaus of tension and climax central
to the Classical-sonata style that Brahms
embraced. This is music of great dramatic
power and sharp emotional contrasts, but
you'd never know it from these flaccid, phlegmatic readings, and Jârvi's inclusion of every
repeat simply prolongs the agony.
For anyone seeking astylish Brahms cycle,
the traversal directed by Günther Wand may
well be the preferred edition. Jârvi's Schumann
performances are somewhat better, especially
that of the Overture Scherzo and Finale, awork
that can well stand as the composer's Fifth
Symphony, but the sound for these shorter
works remains problematical, and they hardly
provide sufficient reason for acquiring these
discs.
—Mortimer H. Frank
DVORÁK: Piano Trio in e, Op.90("Dumky"); Piano
Quintet in A, Op.81
The Nash Ensemble of London
Virgin VC 790736-2 (CD). lkygg llygeason, erg., Martin
Compton, prod. DDD. TT: 70:25

What is most admirable about the performances here is that the players remain true to
the intimate, domestic scale of Dvorik's conception. This is not intended as aderogatory
statement, for these performers are far from
amateurish; the reason for their success is that,
as agroup of players who have known each
other and worked together for along time, they
have no need to assert their individual identities. Though they play as ateam, the knowledge that each has as valuable acontribution
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to make as the next gives their performances
homogeneity. By comparison, the recent
recording of the "Dumky" by Yo Yo Ma,
Emanuel Ax, and Young Uck Kim (CBS MK
44527) seems to be atechnically beautiful but
triple-sighted view of the work. True, these
performers also know each other well, but
their charisma and identity as soloists seem
to get in the way of the music. The Nash Ensemble really lives the pathos of the laments,
but handles the rustic, raw emotion of the lively
Furiant and the more manically extravert declamations with the same intuition.
The Piano Quintet also shows insight and
understanding, through an easy fluidity of lyrical expression, awonderful sense of rubato and
fun, and avigor and enthusiasm that is never
dogmatic. Fine, natural balance and clarity in
recording proves this asuperb, great-value disc.
—BarbaraJahn
ELGAR: Symphony 2
Giuseppe Sinopoli, Philharmonia Orchestra
DG 423 085-2 (CD only). Klaus Hiemann, ens.; Gunther
Breest, prod. DDD. TT: 65:23

It was with some surprise (to say the least!) that
we learned awhile back that Sinopoli was interested enough in Elgar's music to want to play
and record as much of it as possible. Perhaps
the Brits are over-sensitive about Elgar: We
have always preferred Boult's, Barbirolli's, and
Handley's performances when compared with
those of conductors born outside the boundaries of the cloistered isle! [Especially when
compared with Solti!—Ed.] So how to review
this disc without undue prejudice? I've been
as fair as possible. I've listened to the disc time
and again, but my first reaction sticks—this is
simply not Elgar. It doesn't move me, it doesn't
even hold my interest for very long, and this
in awell-loved work.
So what is Sinopoli doing or failing to do? If
he is observing Elp,ar's nobilimente markings,
he appears not to understand them: there is no
sweep or grandeur here, just empty gestures
and extreme torpidity. Take alook at the TT:
Sinopoli takes an average 13 minutes longer
over this work than do most other conductors.
True, the scherzo is only one minute longer
than Boult's '63 reading, but it hardly gives an
impression of presto, with no rhythmic bite or
snappy articulation, but ample evidence of
scrappy coordination—even the Philharmonia
sounds bored! Avoid.
—BarbaraJahn
HILDEGARD VON BINGEN: Ordo Virtutum (The
Play of Virtues)
Ensemble Sequentia; Barbara Thornton, dir.
EMI CDS 49249/50 (2 CDs only). Thomas Gallia, Paul
Dery, prod. & eng. DDD. TT: 89:03
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Most basic texts on the Middle Ages contain a
chapter on the "role of women," as though
human beings of either sex, living in acomplex
and variegated society, could be expected to
fit into neat, orderly paradigms. For the most
part, of course, they did, but those who are
most important to the study of developing
Western civilization did no such thing. The
12th century beheld aremarkable flowering of
such women: Eleanor of Aquitaine, Marie de
France (whoever she may have been), the
trobairitz, and the mystic and composer Hildegard von Bingen. Hildegard was of noble
birth, and entered the cloistered life at an early
age. She succeeded, in spite of official disapproval, in establishing an independent convent
of the Benedictine order. There, in 1141, she
experienced what she described as aseries of
visions which she recorded in the book
Scivias. There, as well, she produced some 80
vocal compositions in addition to Ordo
Virtutum.
It is difficult to arrive at an accurate appreciation of the work of any early medieval composer; the systems of notation employed are
not fully understood, and may never be since
they might have been intended only as
mnemonics for the performer. In view of this,
we have to recognize that any performance of
such works can only be akind of inspired
guesswork, yet if the inspiration is sufficient,
the performers can open agate to the inner
emotional life of the world we have lost. Such
is very much the case here. Sequentia and Barbara Thornton have produced afascinating
realization of an extraordinary musical artifact.
Briefly described, the Play of Virtues is concerned with the soul's quest for perfection, as
exemplified by the traditional Virtues, and as
opposed by the Devil. As such, it is in no way
remarkable. There are any number of such
works from the period, and afar greater number must have been lost; it is the power of Hildegard's personal vision of faith that sets her
work apart from the ordinary.
David Fellowes of Gramophone once suggested (discussing aperformance by Esther
Lamandier) that there were two ways to listen
to arecording of this kind: you could either pay
close attention to the text and details of the
interpretation, or else simply sit back and let
the music wash over you. Mr. Fellowes did not
claim that either approach was superior, but I
would suggest that the second is most appropriate to this particular performance. In any
case, the text provided with my copy (presumably the same booklet available in stores) was
hopelessly miscollated, thus frustrating any
easy attempt at following along with the words.
So leave the booklet in the case, turn down the
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lights, and simply listen; Ibelieve the result will
Ihave no complaints; his "Trinklied vom Jambe well worth the time spent. Once you have
mer der Erde" was exciting when Ifirst heard
listened to the work and allowed the shape of
it 22 years ago, and it still is. The VP0 is rich
the music to reveal itself, you will be better preand deep, its thick, heavy-toned double-reeds
never sounding more aptly dark.
pared to find your way through the text and the
nature of Hildegard's vision.
The original LP had quite abit more air in the
Some more mundane details of importance:
high end, but was recorded at such alow level
(pre-DMM, and as much as 36 minutes per side)
Sequentia plays very skillfully, and the singers,
eight women with very distinctive voices, disthat you've got to play it twice as loud to match
play beautiful intonation and phrasing, with
the CD, by which time the surface noise will
exemplary (and obviously well-coached) Latin
drive you nuts. On the CD, King and Fischerpronunciation. William Mockridge provides
Dieskau occupy more believable places in the
awonderfully harsh-voiced rendition of the
soundstage, as if standing right in front of the
Devil's speeches (the composer specifies that
orchestra, as they would in ahall. There's some
the Devil does not sing—to do so is, presumafaint print-through, and the John Culshaw
bly, to partake of Creation), and abrief appearproduction is dramatically multi-miked. Bernance by five male vocalists as the Patriarchs and
stein's hummings and mumblings are all the
Prophets adds welcome tonal variety.
more audible, and this midpriced reissue not
Iwrite these words having just read the interonly lacks the original's copious liner notes by
view with Peter McGrath in Vol.12 No.5, in
James Lyons, Hanspeter Krellmann, and
which he champions the use of spaced omni
Richard Osborne, but lyrics and translations
mics. That is almost certainly the method used
as well!
here; in addition, the engineers and producers
No matter—get this best marriage of Bernhave clearly chosen to emphasize the reverberstein and Mahler, arecording of the best marant characteristics of the recording venue. I riage of Mahler and the human voice. Highly
would have liked alittle closer focus and firmer
recommended.
—Richard Lehnert
imaging (when Iattend alive dramatic perforMAHLER: Symphony 5
mance, Ican focus visually on the actors), but
Hermann Scherchen, Orchestre National de l'ORTF
there is no denying that the perspective used
Harmonia Mundt (France) MIA 1905179 (CD only). AAD,
is extremely effective at conveying asense of
mono. TM 53:27
otherworldliness. Istill prefer the perennial
audiophile favorite Hildegard performance
"Hmmm ..," Isez to myself, looking through
(Gothic Voices/Kirkby/Hyperion) on purely
my local store's CD rack, "A Mahler Fifth with
sonic terms, but this is avery fine second.
Scherchen. That crazy German conductor's
Sometimes, in spite of the 25% of our
been going through quite arevival lately, lots
readers who checked off "Early Music" on our
of his old Westminster recordings reappearReader's Survey (I think maybe they meant
ing on MCA. He really took music over the
Bach, Mozart, and all those late decadent
edge; sometimes real slow, sometimes terribly
types), Ifear that Iam beating my head against
fast, generally going gonzo. Let see what it says
the wall in discussing medieval music. In spite
on the label of this CD. ..
of my heretical views on ones and zeroes,
"What? A five-anna-half minute Scherzo?
please try this recording. Iam sure your dealer
Naw, it must be amisprint, must really mean
will take it in exchange if you don't like it; I fifteen minutes. Not even Scherchen could
doubt he will have to.
—Les Berkley
conduct it that fast."
But it isn't amisprint. The third movement
MAULER: Das Lied von der Erde
really is 5, minutes long.
James King, tenor; Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, baritone;
Years from now, when folks who, like us, are
Vienna Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein
preoccupied with records gather to discuss this
London (CD only). Gordon Parry, eng.; John Culshaw,
recording of the late Hermann Scherchen's
prod. MD. TT: 66:32
November '65 concert at the Theatre de les
Just areminder that, after along absence from
Champs-Elysées in Paris, what they will
the catalog, this remarkable 1966 performance
remember is the two huge cuts which truncate
of Das Lied is back in print. The only perforMahler's massive Scherzo: 316 measures from
mance available with abaritone instead of an
rehearsal markings 7to 17, and 205 more from
alto, this remains the most affecting Ihave
marking 22 to the 7èmpo Isubito indication at
heard. Bernstein evokes from the VP0 aprimem.784. (Nobody at Harmonia Mundi is certain,
val, brooding darkness that I've heard from no
but aseeming continuity of crowd noise and
one else, and Fischer-Dieskau emotes as if born
other spuriae around these cuts suggest to me
to sing the "Abschied." Though many have
that they were made for the performance,
complained about King's performance here,
rather than to the tape after the fact. Perhaps
Stereophile, August 1989
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this was to accommodate aone-hour broadcast slot.)
What may be forgotten by those later commentators is that, even if one can forgive the
cuts, this inconsistent and episodic Mahler 5
is not one of Scherchen's better gramophone
testaments. Scherchen's expressive brinkmanship brings thrills in the fast opening funeral
march, but this same velocity rushes the Viennese music of the first and third movements,
robbing those movements of anecessary sentimental counterbalance. The Adagietto is
impossibly slow, heavily inflected, and again
Scherchen cannot quite pull off the daring
deed. At moments he achieves ahint of the
emotional epiphany which Bernstein sustains
in his recent Vienna account of the Adagietto.
Mostly, though, Ijust want it to be over. Only
in the second and final movements does Scherchen's breathtaking pace serve Mahler's music
rather than trivialize or distort. He ends the second movement on adeliciously spectral note,
suggesting that perhaps the forces of good
aren't going to triumph just yet.
The mono sound is quite good for an air
check, timbrally believable in the midrange,
with asense of spatial depth. It's noticeably but
not fatally shy of bass. The sound quality and
the analog mastering suggest to me that the
tapes were left as found and the music transferred unmolested into the digital domain, a
practice Iheartily endorse.
There are available on CD amore human and
idiomatic performance by Barbirolli/New Philharmonia, and areading better in every way
from Bernstein/VPO, so it's hard to justify purchase of so eccentric aversion as Scherchen's.
But we live in aday of technically perfect Mahler, objective Mahler, mass-market Mahler
become commonplace and even boring. Hearing this wild conductor and his French players
straining to keep up with him may at least put
us in touch with some of the wonder, paradox,
and outrageousness which remains at the core
of this music.
—Kevin Conklin
MESSIAEN: Des Canyons aux Étoiles,* Couleurs de
la cité céleste, Oiseaux exotiques
Paul Crossley, piano; Esa-Pekka Salonen, London Sinfonietta
CBS M2K 44762 (2 CDs only). Michael Sheady, Mark
Vigars, engs. DDD. TT: 2,0E19

This is awonderful compilation, representing
as it does an overview of Messiaen's work spanning 30 years: Oiseaux exotiques, for piano
solo and small orchestra, shows the composer's
preoccupation with birdsong transcription in
the '50s, aradical cleansing of the palette after
the huge-scale forces of his 1948 Tbrangallla
Symphony. Couleurs de la cité céleste also uses
Stereophile, August 1989

birdsong, but represents Messiaen's dramatic
return in the '60s to devotionally inspired and
celebratory works.
The youngest work here is the huge, 12 movement "cycle of meditations on the majesty of God in all his creation," Des Canyons
aux Étoiles, for piano and orchestra, written
in 1974. Although longer than the llarangalila,
and more ambitious in form, it only uses 43
players, but each of these is entrusted with an
independent and virtuosic part and is often
called upon to act as asoloist. The pianist is
most important, and here it is the excellent
and well-informed Paul Crossley, who studied
with both Messiaen and his wife. Two of the
five movements given over to birdsong in this
work are for piano alone, and it plays almost
continuously in all but one of the others. Then
there is a71
/
2-minute horn solo, an interstellar
call, as virtuosically dispatched by Michael
Thompson.
The depiction of the Utah canyons provokes
some inspired sound-inventions: the trumpet
playing only into the mouthpiece of the instrument, the clarinet shrieking with teeth on reed,
and Messiaen's newly invented geophone: a
shallow drum, filled with sand, gently rotated
to represent the earth turning on its axis.
Messiaen was awestruck when he visited
these massive cliffscapes, and Iwas expecting
to have that feeling conveyed to me, yet neither
in concert performance conducted by Salonen
nor in this recording did Iexperience even a
single shiver down the spine. What Ifeel is lacking, despite wonderful and dedicated playing,
is awarmth and generosity of spirit. Pacing is
to blame too: By waiting to build only to the
exultant climaxes of the large-scale movements, Salonen misses out on other momentous landmarks along the way. The remaining
two works coupled here experience none of
this, thanks in part to their more manageable,
smaller-scale conception.
This is all wonderful music and, for completeness, the Messiaen enthusiast should have
this set until other recordings present themselves as more satisfying possibilities.
—BarbaraJahn
RAVEL: Daphnis et Chloe (Complete)
New England Conservatory & Alumni Choruses, Robert
Shaw, Director; Charles Munch, BSO
Chesky RCM (LP only). Leslie Chase, eng.; John Kieffer,
prod. AAD. TT: 54:17

Chesky has achieved amilestone in several
respects with this release. All of their previous
LP restorations of RCA Living Stereo performances were derived from the 3-channel 15ips
y
2"master tapes which became the norm for
stereo recording by RCA in 1957. Prior to that
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time, stereo had been recorded in two channels
at 30ips on y
4"tape. Improved tape formulations were the rationale for halving the transport speed. The center channel, as mixed into
atwo-channel production, was believed to
yield improved control. Although some of us
feel this is where the trouble began, some truly
great recordings were made utilizing this system, and Chesky has made it passible for us to
savor many of them in the best possible light.
However, for numerous audiophiles and music
lovers, nothing has surpassed the best results
obtained with the direct 2-channel system, in
which center, along with everything across, as
well as front to back, falls naturally into place.
As for the performance itself, it should not be
considered an overstatement to declare it to be
one of the finest moments for Munch/BSO on
record.
The initial mono release with its fold-out
program book is worth rummaging for as acollector's item, just to see the innocent little ca
1955 en'a line-drawing by the nascent Andy
Warhol. The stereo production was not
released until 1963, and had avery short life,
as RCA made a new recording of it with
Munch/BSO at that time. If any re-recording
by amajor artist was but apale shadow of its
predecessor, Munch's second Dapbnis was it,
and with the BSO spread out over the floor of
Symphony Hall for that larger-than-life sound,
the sonics were beyond spacious, and details
were left to the imagination. An abridged version (Suites 1and 2) of the 1955 recording
appeared in the '60s on Victrola, although British RCA issued the complete performance on
its own Victrola line. Unfortunately, it sounded
as though their source was about five gener
ations removed from the master. Until the
Chesky version became available, the only
listenable complete version of the stereo
production, other than the rare original, was
on RCA's Victrola cassette series. It sounded
better than any $3 cassette had any right to
sound, but was obviously no competition for
Chesky's tube-lathe premium cutting.
The performance is unique. If you want to
know why, listen to anyone else's. Listen espedaily to the Decca/London CD by the Montreal
Symphony under Charles Dutoit. This is the
French orchestra of North America today. No
argument. The MSO is first-rate, and Dutoit has
wisely and successfully cultivated its natural
propensities. Their Daphnis is clean, clear, and
powerful, in sound as well as in performance.
But listen again to Munch/BSO. This was the
French orchestra of North America in the
1950s. Can you feel the difference? Can you
hear just how different the BSO sounded than
virtually any other orchestra anywhere, and
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can you recognize the suitability of that sound
and style for the erotic and mysterious music
that issues as if by magic into your room? If so,
don't just pass it off to the difference between
analog and digital, or CD and LP There's more
to it than that, because this performance was
utterly hypnotic on the $3 cassette. However,
Chesky has not merely lifted the veils from
Daphnis, they have removed Chloe's pantyhose as well.
There is one slight catch. After an initial
impression that the sound was dull and lifeless,
Iwas advised to raise the VTA on my arm above
the reference of horizontal. It's true what they
say about adjustable VTA. Imaging, timbre, and
afeel for the size and shape of the Symphony
Hall stage literally pop into place. This would
seem to limit this record's appeal to high-end
vinylogues, but these days, that's practically the
only market left for audiophile vinyl.
The single missing element is continuity.
There is no right place for the side-break,
although Chesky has made abetter choice than
RCA did originally. The work is nearly an hour
long, and defies any format other than CD, and
Daphnis et Chloe deserves to be heard straight
through. As much as Iadmire this LP, Iregret
the unavoidable side-break, as well as the
limited public to which the recording is
addressed. RCA has the means and the talent
to produce an excellent CD of this performance, and for the sake of those for whom CD
is now the format of choice, Ihope they will
do so. Otherwise, for vinylogues and analogues, this is alights-out treasure. Don't go
home without it.
—Richard Schneider

SARUM CHANT: Missa in gallicantu, Motets
The Tallis Scholars, Peter Phillips, dir.
Gimell CDGIM 017 (CD only). TT 54:50
CORNYSH: Stabat Hater, Motets, Songs
The 'Pallis Scholars, Peter Phillips, dir.
Gimell CDGIM 014 (CD only). TT 65:00
Both: Steve C. Smith, Peter Phillips, prods.; Mike "Mr.
Bear" Clements, eng. DDD.

Some years ago, Iheard photographer and
teacher David Vestal recite the following Zen
koan: "When we are very young, we see
mountains as mountains. Then, when we are
older, we no longer see them as mountains.
Finally, if we have truly attained enlightenment,
we once again see mountains as mountains." 2
Idon't profess to fully understand this (If Idid,
Iwouldn't. Zen is like that.), but it certainly
applies to the 'Wks Scholars. Somewhere along
the line, atruly great vocal ensemble forgets
about style, intonation, phrasing, and other
2Or, as Donovan said, "First there is amountain, then there
is no mountain, then there is."
—RL
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details of technique, and simply sings. It is very
rare, and unmistakable when you've heard it.
Isee no reason to add much further to the
superlatives which have been rained on the
performances of the Scholars: that many critics
really can't be wrong. If you have not yet heard
them, and are about to buy one or more of
their recordings, Ienvy you.
On these two CDs, we have the Alpha and
Omega of medieval and Renaissance English
sacred music The chant disc contains the beautiful Mass for cockcrow (sung on Boxing Day)
and four motets, all based on the Use of Salisbury (Uses were forms of the liturgy which had
become common in certain regions before the
Roman-church standardization, and which
were allowed to remain in use.) This is not
plainchant in its earliest form; by the time the
Sarum Use was set down, it had become
ornamented with considerable melismatic passages; nevertheless, the purity of the chanted
line remained.
William Cornysh, on the other hand, wrote
at atime when the English style had become
as harmonically complex as any of the Continental forms, and only shortly before the
Reformation would bring adrastic simplification in both the new and old churches. It is a
tribute to the skill of the Tanis Scholars that
their performing style adjusts effortlessly to this
enormously contrasting material. Whether or
not this sort of music is your cup of tea, these
discs are very much worth hearing. (Even if
you hate church music, you will want to hear
the Scholars' performance of Comysh's famous
and exquisite "Ah, Robyn.")
Iwish the session photo (on the Sarum
Chant booklet) were better reproduced, but it
appears to show asingle microphone position:
the sound of these recordings is consistent with
such atechnique The experienced and knowledgeable Mr. Bear has never (to my knowledge)
made apoor choral recording; these are as
good as it gets. Irecently was invited to hear
the system of alocal audiophile (SOTA, ARC,
Rowland, Duntech, etc). Fifty grands' worth
of equipment, and no soundstage depth. "The
singer should be further out in front of the
band," said I. "What do you mean, 'out in
front'?" was the reply. If you know someone
who does not believe in depth of image, let him
hear one of these recordings. You will make
another believer.
Having said all of this, Istill feel bound to take
the producers of these discs to task on one
point. The liner notes of the Comysh disc contain what purport to be "Modern adaptations
of Old English verses by Sonia Dear." Old English? It is bad enough that someone believes we
need atranslation of lines like, "Adieu my joy
Stereophile, August 1989

and my solace /With double sorrow complain
Imust," but to call it Old English is like calling
Richard Wagner acomposer of early music. I
hope we will be spared further such absurdities
in Gimell's future recordings. —Les Berkley
SCHUBERT: Octet
The Nash Ensemble
Virgin VC 90731-2 (CD). Mike Hatch, eng.; Andrew
Keener/Martin Compton, prods. DDD. TT: 60:15

As aresult of the Viennese public's enthusiasm
for Beethoven's Septet following its first performance in 1800, Schubert was asked to compose asimilar work some 20 years later by
Count Ferdinand itoyer, the Archduke Rudolfs
Chief Steward and afine clarinettist. It was
completed within amonth and, to ensure its
own success, very much followed the pattern
set down by Beethoven in both form and
instrumentation: it too sports ascherzo and
trio, aminuet and trio, and avariation movement, and is also written for clarinet, horn, bassoon, violin, viola, cello, and double bass,
Schubert adding asecond violin to increase his
lineup to eight.
It must be one of the most genial works of
the chamber repertoire, although it certainly
runs the full gamut of emotions, and remains
one of the most rewarding and well-loved
works among instrumentalists themselves; the
Nash Ensemble appears to be no exception.
Wind and strings alike revel in their secondand fourth-movement solos while never
becoming over-indulgent, and the sum of their
individual techniques ensures asound and
satisfying realization of the score Only in the
final movement do the (tremolo) strings lack
alittle drama and conviction; elsewhere they
are exemplary.
Balance—a difficult thing here, given the
horn's potential—has been extremely well handled, and clarity within the well-blended
sound is just as it should be. —Barbara Jahn
WAGNER: Rienzi
Set Svanholm, Rienzi; Anne Lund Christiansen, lime; Paul
Schüffler, Stefano Colonna; Christa Ludwig, Adrian°,
Walter Berry, Paolo Orsini; Heinz Holacek, Raimondo;
Karl Terkal, Baroncelli; others; Wiener Sangerknaben,
Wiener Singverein, Vienna Symphony, Josef Krips
Laudis LCD2.4016 (2 mono CDs only). Recorded 1960.
AAD? TT: 113:41

Laudis doesn't tell you, but this is avery partial Rienzi, cut to little more than half the
opera's actual length. The sound is acceptable
early-'50s bootleg mono, but the recording of
this concert performance was made in 1960,
well into the stereo era. The libretto is in German only, and my CDs were so convexed that
one of my players refused to read the second
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experience. And this is quite a Freiscbütz,
indeed.
Furtwang,ler's way with the score is loving,
vibrant, reverential, exciting, and occasionally
exasperating. There's abrief essay by him about
it in the booklet in which he states that he
wishes to present the work "exactly as it is written." There are no cuts here, either in spoken
dialog or music. No argument there from me,
except that the dialog tends to wear on ears
which do not understand German well
enough. And yes, Iheard things in the score
during these listen-throughs that I've never
heard before, and each was enlightening. But
the great German maestro's tempi were never
more eccentrically slow, and this presents
problems for his singers at times.
Hans Hopf, say whatever else you might, will
never be accused of having abeautiful voice,
and his first-act cavatina (pace, German opera),
"Durch die Walder," is taken at apace one
might really enjoy if the singer's sound was
something to revel in. But we must be content
to appreciate the drama, and Furtwangler gives
us plenty of it, with the orchestra commenting along the way and playing like angels,
almost making us forget that Hopf, as Max, is
bleating. He tries, sounds manly and committed, but one wants to get the hook. The same
slow tempi are used for the Agathe of Elizabeth
Grümmer, but never has this singer sounded
more ravishing. Idon't think that any other
soprano in recent memory, save Montserrat
Caballé, whose style would be wrong, would
be able to get through "Leise, leise" so exqui—Richard Lehnert
sitely, so slowly. The line is absolutely pure,
each word given just the right weight. Here and
elsewhere Grümmer and Furtwangler are that
WEBERS Der Frelscbütz
Elizabeth Grümmer, Agathe; Rita Steich, Aanchen; Kurt
rare example of asinger and conductor on pre&Rime, Kaspar; Hans Hopf, Max; others; Chorus of the
cisely the same wavelength.
Wiener Staatsoper, VPO, Wilhelm Furtwângler
Kurt Bühme's Kaspar is pitch-black, fluent,
Rodolphe RPC 32519.20 (2 CDs only). Recorded live, Salzand menacing, but he is almost done in by the
burg, July 26, 1954. ADD. TT: 132:27
conductor's lethargy—we find him gasping for
This performance, or at least most of it (many
air in the aria which closes the first act. Rita
recitatives were cut, Ibelieve), has been floating
Steich's Annchen is pert, perfect, and abeauaround on "private labels" for many years; the
tiful complement to Grümmer, and the
sound has always been execrable. This version
remainder of the cast is vintage Salzburg, 1954,
is different—apparently Rodolphe has found
which is pretty darned good.
another master, this one in stereo—and quite
Orchestra and chorus, particularly the latgood stereo, at that. (And they've squeezed
ter, are also up to the maestro's fierce expectamore than 75 minutes of music on to each disc)
tions, and in all, this is what one expects to hear
Anote in the accompanying booklet from the
in this work. All of its relic-like qualities are
conductor's widow endorses and praises
present, but they're vivid and underlined—
Rodolphe's efforts. That having been said, I the composer's intentions are made clear.
must tell you that during some quieter moDespite my hesitations about the print-through,
ments in the score another soundtrack can be
the Max, and the weird tempi, this perforfaintly heard, sort of as ¡fa stray radio station's
mance packs a wallop. There's something
signal were coming in, or more likely, it is simdefinitive about Furtwangler's approach, and
ply tape print-through. It's annoying, but not
the set is worth it for Grümmer alone.
—Robert Leviite
often enough to make or break the listening

half of each disc.
Those considerable caveats aside, what there
is of the music is very good. Set Svanholm was
in remarkable voice, considering his age—even
not considering his age—and Paul Schifeffler,
Christa Ludwig, and Walter Berry (what acast!)
are all in their primes. Ludwig, in the trousers
role of Adrian°, turns in a show-stopping
"Gerechter Gott, so ist's entschieden schon!"
that justifiably brings down the Viennese
house. Josef Krips whips up quite a bit of
excitement from orchestra and chorus—let's
face it, this opera is just one big splash after
another—certainly more than Hollreiser did
on the first and only complete recording ever
made of Rienzi. Svanholm does amuch more
creditable job in the title role than did Rene
Kollo on that now-deleted EMI set; his
"Allmachtiger Vater" is heartbreakingly heroic.
However, as enjoyable as this rather drastic
abridgment often is, its chief effect was to
remind me that Rienzi, an admittedly shallow,
though too-much-maligned (even by Wagner
himself) pastiche of Meyerbeer from an ambitious young genius who had yet to find his own
voice, is now represented in the catalog by this
single recording with lousy sound, and cut to
shreds at that. Wagner's third opera (preceded
by the surprisingly good Die Feen and the truly
awful Das Liebesverbot) deserves better than
this. At the very least, EMI should re-release
Hollreiser's perfectly serviceable, and complete,
1970 account. There actually is some good
music in the score. In the meantime, this is your
only choice. Recommended, but just barely.
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VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 4, Concerto
Accattemico•
Kenneth Sillito, violin' ;Bryden Thomson, LSO
Chandos CHAN 8633 (CD). TT: 50,25
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Dona Nob& Parent' Five
Mystical Songs
Edith Wiens, soprano'; Brian Rayner Cook, baritone,
Bryden Thomson, LPO
Chandos CHAN 8590 (CD). TT: 56:36
Both: Ralph Couzens, eng.; Brian Couzens, prod. DDD.

Bryden Thomson is a conductor Igreatly
admire. Rather underrated in past years, he is
now reaching awider audience, and enjoying
greater recognition, through his association
with Chandos. His dedication and scholarly
approach have proved to be of great value to
his championing of British works, as is illustrated in these two issues.
His view of RVW's Symphony 4is one that
Iwarm to with each hearing. Brooding but less
aggressive than many another performance, it
still has great vehemence and strength. Thomson is capable of building and sustaining
immense tension; by the finale, the cumulative
effect is almost overpowering. Inspired playing by the LSO is aproduct of this intense
direction.
The neo-baroque Concerto loses some of its
impact through an over-prominent setting
of its fine soloist, Kenneth Sillito. For the rest,
the Chandos sound is as opulent as ever,
though the resonant acoustic of the recording
venue, St. Jude's Church, brings some confusion and an annoying lack of the analytical
focus that these fine interpretations deserve.
Despite the fact that Dona Nobis Pacem is
acompilation of sacred and secular movements, written over aperiod of 25 years and
brought together by RVW in 1936, just two
years after the completion of Symphony 4, it
has aunity of intent: to warn of the horrors
implicit in aSecond World War and to plead for
universal peace. Such an urgent message needs
the full commitment and cooperation of its
performers, as does Britten's similarly conceived War Requiem. This it certainly gets, and
balance of soloists, choir, and orchestra would
be excellent in these equally important roles
if clarity had been just alittle better. At times
the words of the choir are indistinguishable,
again aproduct of the St. Jude acoustic Apity,
for they carry great emotional weight.
Agreater pity, though, is the oppressive spotlight on Brian Rayner Cook in the Five Mystical
Songs. To be force-fed this diet of George Herbert's religious verse leaves me feeling uncomfortable. Nevertheless, Cook has avery fine
voice; its strength, vigor, and his immaculate
diction should more than satisfy those sympathetic to this work.
—Barbara Jahn
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Classical Collections
RAUL GIMÉNEZ: Argentinian Songs
Songs by Guastatino Jurafsky, Suchard°,
Gina.stera
Raul Giménez, tenor; Nina Walker, piano
Nimbus Ni 5107 (CD only). DDD. TT 40:07

and

Yet another winning example from the enterprisingly musical minds behind Nimbus
Records. Consisting of songs by four 20thcentury Argentinian composers, this program
provides an appropriate, enchanting showcase
for Nimbus's incipient tenor-star Giménez, also
an Argentinian. With the obvious exception of
Alberto Ginastera— whose atonal operas Don
Rodrigo (Placido Domingo's 1966 debut role
for the New York City Opera), Bomarzo, and
Beatriz Cenci received mixed responses in the
US—and, possibly, Carlos Guastavino, the
other composers, Carlos López Buchardo and
Abraham Jurafsky, are known only to scholars
and Latin-American music aficionados. On the
basis of their contributions here, this is to be
regretted. According to the informative, if
poorly edited, liner notes, all 18 songs are in
"popular style" Freely translated, this can only
mean that the program consists of charming,
delightfully melodious, rhythmically engaging tunes that defy unpopularity and owe their
origins to the bucolic folk-music of these composers' culturally Hispanic native land. At
times, though, one can discern Italian folksong influences.
Considering the CD's brevity (its only drawback), the single contribution by octogenarian
Jurafsky, lasting just over aminute, seems inexcusable as it only whets the appetite for more.
This is partially compensated for by Buchardo's
two songs: "Canción del carretero," aplaintive
ballad of unrequited love, creates ahauntingly
impressionable atmosphere that remains for
some considerable time after it finishes.
The Ginastera represented here is the pre1950 melodist whose music was essentially
nationalist in character and, therefore, comparable to that of Falla, Albeniz, Villa-Lobos,
Bartók, and Copland. It is far removed from the
aleatory method and serialism of his later atonal
works. Always an inventive musician, his
delightful songs illustrate the mellifluous creations of acomposer concerned fundamentally
with artistic, sensual melodies and rhythms
rather than technical experimentation. From
this viewpoint, he was eminently successful.
The liner notes refer to "a musicological mystery." One reads that the manuscript of "Canción del beso," which presumably arrived both
unsigned and unidentified (the notes are
unclear about this), was written in ahand strikStereophile, August 1989

ing,ly similar to Jurafsky's. It was accompanied
by a written statement that the song was
believed to be by Ginastera, who died in 1983.
With such confusing attribution, the linernotes author conferred with Ginastera's widow
and the pair agreed that the piano treatment
strongly confirmed this possibility. Nothing
musicologically earthshaking here, although
for me, the real mystery is why they didn't ask
Jurafsky's counsel, if it was indeed he who
wrote the annotation.
Guastavino's offering, arguably the most rapturous, is also the longest. His unabashed
sentimentality—just sample his exquisite setting of a lamentation of home sickness in
"Pueblito, mi Pueblo" —is neither cloying nor
possible to resist. A master of melody, his
rhythms disclose abuoyancy that substantiates
his success as acomposer of ballets. Both he
and his colleagues are very fortunate in having
such awonderfully sympathetic interpreter as
Giménez, who makes so much of the pervading nostalgic atmosphere with ambrosial
lyricism.
Aside from nasality, of which Ifind myself
becoming more conscious with each new
recording, Giménez produces alovely sound.
His enunciation is clear and the colors he
applies to both words and music are indicative
of an exceptional artistic intelligence. This marriage of artist and repertoire—aided by wellbalanced, intimate engineering, so essential for
asong recital—approaches the ideal. Nina
Walker, despite the Anglo-Saxon flavor of her
name and background, supplies sympathetic,
idiomatic keyboard support: henceforth, Iwill
think of her as Señora Nina Walker. An uncommonly attractive disc.
—Bernard Soil

Show Music
UTE LEMPER SINGS KURT WEILL
Utc Lemper; RIAS Berlin Karnmerenensemble, John
Mauceri
London NL 425 204-2 (CD only). Stan Goodall, Andrew
Groves, Harisjorg Saladin, Andreas Narr, env.; Michael
Haas, prod. DDD. rr: 50:17

From Germany with hype comes Ute Lemper,
a 26-year-old singer/actress acclaimed in
productions of Cats (Vienna), Peter Pan (Berlin), and Cabaret (Paris). London Records has
signed her to along-term contract to record the
stage works of Kurt Weill, and has accompanied the press release of the debut recording
with several 8by 10 glossies (B&W and color)
of the beauteous Ms. Lemper. (Sorry, Richard,
you can't have them back.) Critics have compared her to Marlene Dietrich and Lotte Lenya,
the latter being, of course, 'ill's best-known
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(although, in my view, not best) interpreter.
On the evidence of this record, Lemper has
amore attractive voice than did either Dietrich
or Lenya, and she puts alot of personality into
her interpretations of the material (mostly
selections from Die Dreigroscbenoper, Mabagonny, and One Mud; of Venus). Her English
is virtually accent-free, but, like Lenya, she
seems more comfortable in German. Given
that she played Grizabella in Cats, it is perhaps
not surprising that her top (vocally speaking)
is alot like that of Betty Buckley (Broadway's
Grizabella); je, edgy and shrill. Fortunately, she
doesn't have to do much high-range singing in
this collection; her one high note (a B- flat) in
"I'm astranger here myself- is rather embarrassing to listen to, especially when contrasted
with Teresa Stratas's in her version of this song
on St ratas Sings Well, Nonesuch 979131-1. In
fact, Stratas remains my favorite interpreter of
Weill, although, in the numbers that are vocally
less demanding, Lemper certainly gives her a
run for her money. In this recording, she also
has the advantage of working with the RIAS
Berlin Chamber Ensemble, which, under the
musical direction of John Mauceri, provides
superbly idiomatic support (better than Straus
received from the Y Chamber Symphony and
Gerard Schwartz). Another asset of the present recording is the sound quality, which,
while having arather close-up "pop" perspective, is clear and unstrained. All things considered, London's Kurt Weill series is off to a
promising start.
—Robert Deutsch

Jazz
KEITH JARRETT: Personal Mountains
Keith Jarrett, piano & percussion; Jan Garbarrk, tenor &
soprano sax; Palle Danielsson, bass; Jon Christensen,
drums
ECM 1382 (837 361-1, LP; 837 361-2, CD' ). Jan Erik
Kongshaug, eng.; Manfred Eicher, prod. ADA/ADD.
53:38,61:24'

Yes, this is only the fourth release from Keith
Jarrett's "Belonging" quartet, one of the most
severely under-recorded combos in recent
jazz. Taped live in Tokyo in 1979, ECM's 10th
anniversary just aweek before the Village Vanguard dates that were released as Nude Ants,
Personal Mountains appears now as part of
ECM's 20th-anniversary celebrations.
It's fascinating to compare (as do Peter
Rüedi's literate liner notes) this date's "Oasis"
and "Innocence" with the Nude Ants versions.
"Innocence" is here asweeter lullaby, more,
well, innocent, while "Oasis," only half the
length of Nude Ants's half-hour safari, is more
of astraight musical workout, less atone-poem
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of desert loneliness. "Prism," later re-recorded
on Changes with Jarrett's "Standards" trio of
himself, Gary Peacock, and Jack DeJohnette,
is given awarmer, more swinging reading here,
with a remarkably ringing, cantabile, and
heartfelt—even for Jarrett—solo. The first of
the two new tunes, "Personal Mountains," is
the sort of composition we don't hear from Jarrett any more: achurning, mercurial, satisfyingly difficult melody, seeming to change keys
and shift from major to minor from beat to
beat. The closing "Late Night Willie" is more
or less standard Jarrett encore fare, aslow gospel bump'n'grind that promises abit more than
it delivers.
But the playing is remarkable. Garbarek's
frozen-butter tone cuts cleanly through the
thickly textured rhythm section, while Danielsson and Christensen throw notes in his path
like rose-petals. The ECM production, as
always, demands that you sit down and savor
each sonority, treat each stroke of brush and
tap of tongue on reed as if it's special. On this
recording, it is.
It's only on ECM recordings, in fact, that I
feel as if the notes come through the speakers
as solid physical objects, chunky or sleek, to
be ingested by my ears and digested by my
right brain (a messy image, but accurate). Producer and ECM founder Manfred Eicher has
taken alot of flak for this over the years, and
especially for consistently adding reverb to studio jazz recordings, but he remains the only
jazz producer who consistently records the
way Ilisten. Whether music "really" sounds
that way or not, Icouldn't say; Ican say that
Ido hear it that way.
Regardless, Personal Mountains sounds very
good in both formats. Things are certainly
improving in Digitaland: more and more often
I'm hard put to find differences between CD
and LP versions of recordings, whether from
digital or analog masters. This is acase in point.
Using my new Hafler Iris preamp and its wonderful remote control (stolen from JA), once I'd
matched levels between CD and LP players I
heard no difference between the two discs. (Of
course, Eicher ensured this by leaving the 8:46
"Late Night Willie" off the LP.) Recommended.
This is asquare meal of good, solid, nourishing jazz.
—Richard Lchnert

LIVING COLOUR: Vivid
Epic FE-44099 (LP), EK-44099 (CD). Ed Stasium, Mick
Jagger, prods. MD. TT: 4702

These four young guys play rock 'n' roll. They
play it loud and they play it well. They've had
Stereophile, August 1989

front-cover articles in The Village Voice.
They've appeared on "Saturday Night Live."
They've had atop-10 single and album this
spring. But, for some reason, not everyone's
happy about their music.
Idon't understand it. Vernon Reed's guitar
work is unbelievable. Whether it's hard-driving
power chords or screaming solos or even some
psychedelic slide work, this guy is the real
thing, playing some of the most inventive rock
licks since Hendrix. Speed like Alvin Lee. Some
Carlos Santana in there too. Guess that might
come from being influenced by the music his
parents played in the house (everything from
Xavier Cugat to Dionne Warwick to the Dave
Clark 5), or playing with John Zorn, Defunkt,
Daniel Ponce, and Public Enemy. He says his
"big" influences were the Temptations'
"Psychedelic Shack" and everything by James
Brown.
The bass guitarist, William Calhoun, is a
graduate from Boston's Berklee School of
Music and awinner of Berklee's "Buddy Rich
Award." He worked with the late Jaco Pastorius
and even Harry Belafonte. As fast and inventive
as the guitarist is, just wait until you hear what
this guy does with abass. His performance on
"Vivid" should be classified as a national
treasure.
Muzz Skilling's drumming is solid; Skilling
has played with avariety of musicians in and
around New York (salsa, meringue, jazz, reggae, and rock). And Corey Glover's vocals just
soar above the tunes, his sweet voice aterrific
counterpoint to the band's meaningful lyrics.
(You can even understand the words; unusual
for ahard rock group.) This lead singer is also
an aspiring actor. He's done some commercial
work and played Francis, the smart-mouthed
young soldier in Platoon.
Together, as Living Colour, the group seems
to have payed their dues. They've played New
York's CBGB's dozens of times, and have
served as opening acts afew times on big tours.
Expect them to be the Rolling Stones' opening
act later this year.
So what's the controversy? It seems some
people are upset that the members of Living
Colour are black. White parents in middle
America have grumbled their displeasure over
inner-city youth pounding their message into
the soft minds of their children. But wait; don't
think this is aone-way argument. Black newspapers in New York and around the country
have published reviews/editorials blasting
these musicians for trying to play "white" rock'n'roll music, seemingly turning their backs on
their roots.
Here's what you should know: Living Colour
is agroup of four young men making some of
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the most exciting rock music today. Along with
the West Coast's Guns 'N' Roses, Living Colour
is making sure fantastic music makes its way
onto the charts and into the homes of today's
record-buying public Their debut album contains dynamic music that bears a dynamic
social message as well. The group's members
feel their music is not just about being black
and playing music that's indistinguishable from
that of any white band—it's about bringing
their own ethnic values to the music Take the
first two hits from the record, "Cult of Personality" (about blindly following society's heroes,
and how they can turn/be turned into dangerous villains), and "Open Letter (To aLandlord),"
about how slumlords destroy living neighborhoods. Both songs show contempt for "the system." Beware what this can do to you, your
friends, and family.
The album's producer, Ed Stasium, has along
list of credits—Talking Heads, Gladys Knight
& The Pips, Julian Cope, and the Ramones. He
has done agood job at capturing the raw power
of this group on record. CD and LP are good
quality; nothing to show off your audiophile
system, but great for those times when you
have to play the air-guitar in home or car. Mick
Jagger produced one of the group's first sessions, out of which came "Glamour Boys" and
"Which Way to America."
Buy this record. That way you'll be ahead of
everyone else in being able to listen to the rock
superstars of the '90s. You heard it here first!
—Gary S. Krakow

DELBERT McCLINTON: Livefrom Austin
Alligator AL 4773 (LP), ALCD 4773 (CD). Billy Myers,
David Hough, engs.; D. McClinton, Bruce Iglauer. Don
Wise, prods. AAA/AAD. TT: 4119

Finally, at long last, endlicb, anew album from
the man who taught John Lennon how to play
harmonica. This live set, taped for PBS's 'Austin
City Limits," is pretty much asurvey of Delbert's work, all the way back to the first Delbert
& Glen album of 1972. But, most important,
Live from Austin is areminder of just how us
fanatic Delbert fans got that way. Far more satisfying than the studio albums Keeper of the
Flame, Plain from the Heart, or TheJealous
Kind, this one is the real thing, not some
producer's over-arranged idea of blue-eyed
soul.
Delbert plays Santa Fe every year or so, so I
know what I'm talking about. This guy is a
rocker, ablues singer, and fronts one hell of a
dance band. In fact, Delbert McClinton is the
best example Iknow of the cross-fertilization
of white and black American pop musics,
country music, Memphis rock'n'roll, and Texas
192

r&b. He's right on that line, an' he don't budge.
Southside Johnny, hang your head.
Listen to the cover of Chaka Khan's "Standing on Shaky Ground," or "Givin' It Up for
Your Love" (his one big hit; this version is better
than the single) for how this guy can shake it.
Or "Sandy Beaches" and "I've Got Dreams to
Remember" for balladeering. Or "I Wanna
Thank You Baby" and "B Movie Boxcar Blues"
for his in-the-grain Fort Worth cute li'l shitkicker shuck'n'jive. Delbert's song-writing days
seem to be over, but the five tunes of his here
show that he couldn't tell adull story if he tried.
He even makes "You Are My Sunshine," asong
so shopworn it's hard to even hear it anymore,
shine anew in achunky, funky arrangement.
Delbert runs atight, hot band, with rich New
Orleans horn charts and rooster-strut guitar;
this disc also packs more of Delbert's own harp
than usual. This is an old-fashioned, dryhorned, Stax/Volt-style r&b band, with all its
moves down. Not as lock-step as Tower of
Power, but alot more heart.
LP and CD are as identical as any two configurations could be. The recording is convincingly "live," though the soundstaging is somewhat homogenized when compared with the
session photos on the jacket.
So what? This is the best Delbert album since
his untoppable Victim of Life's Circumstancesa
'way back in '75. Delbert fans, get truckin' —all
others, especially Texans, get ready for apleasant surprise. You can't hear this music anywhere else, not even from the Asbury Jukes.
—Richard Lchnert
MISSION OF BURMA: Mission of Burma
Rykodisc RCD/RALP/RACS 40072 (CD/LP/CS). Richard
Harte, prod.; John Kiehl, cog. AAD/AAA. TT: 8008
BIRDSONGS OF THE MESOZOIC: Sonic Geology
Rykodisc RCD 20073 (CD-only compilation). Richard
Harte/band, prods.; Jeff Whitehead, lbny Volante, Bob
Winsor, engs. AAD. Tr: 71:41

Pity the Boston-based band of yore, forced to
play either for the Aerosmith home crowd or
the Harvard/MIT/Berklee School of Music
headbanger. Hats off, then, to now-defunct
Mission of Burma, the seminal guitar thrash
band which provided slam dancing for the
intellectually disaffected and established a
whole new sound for Beantown. Known
loosely as "noise," the beat goes on today from
fellow Bostonians Volcano Suns and Moving
làrget; this 1988 24-track compilation derived
from the band's three LPs does aswell job
3Now, if only MCA, which owns the ABC vaults these days,
would re-release Victim in its original configuration, instead
of the endless jumbled recompilations they insist on churning
out. (Don't be fooled by the album of the same name, hut
entirely different contents, now in print on Ripete.)
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showing why the style endures. "This is not a
Photograph," for instance, simultaneously
turns the painter Magritte and David Byrne
screaming on their ears—threshold-of-pain
humor for the 600+ SAT set. (The track is neither apipe, referring to the artist's "Ce n'est pas
un pipe," nor no disco either —geddit?) Anyhow, Burma's material forages among left-field
rhythms, melodic leads constructed from
blocks of textures, oddly sophisticated harmony vocals, and the most over-the-top vocal
yowls since Captain Beefheart. This will annoy
the neighbors plenty, and its earnest point of
view shows up all the subsequent punk-plusgenre shouters for the attitude-mongers they
really are. (Are you listening, Pogues?) The CD
package cleans up the tinny, no-frills production of the LPs, throws in acouple of previously
unreleased tracks, and will give you some
laughs. How could one not love "Academy
Fight Song" or "That's When IReach for My
Revolver," ameditation which lays down what
happens when reality comes between aboy
and his dream. Play loud.
Birdsongs of the Mesozoic, originally aside
project of Mission of Burma guitarist Roger
Miller and Martin Swope, aims for the more
relentless avant garde. A keyboard-oriented
band with an open-door policy (out goes

Roger Miller, in comes synth king Erik Lindgren, and most recently, saxophonist Steve
Adams), the group tries hard to defy categorization as "neo-classical new age garage band
music" Points for composition, effort, humor,
and the use of sounds as diverse as nails on concrete and manipulated birdcalls to develop a
looney sort of minimalism. Allegedly the band
rocks like hell live, but Ifound the CD sound
alittle bright, the compositions alittle stiff, and
the jokes alittle forced: riffs on "The Rocky and
Bullwinkle Theme" and Stravinsky's "Rite of
Spring"? Alright, already, but it's alittle precious. Still, two debuts and 16 big ones for the
fans, and they are legion in Massachusetts,
SoHo, and Ann Arbor. Chalk "cute," Ithink, to
Lindgren, who makes his living writing commercial jingles and albums: Polar et 7kopical,
soundtrack for aself-described "torpid, slapstick, gruesome ballet" and a21st century minstrel show, and The Space Negros Do Generic
Ethnic Muzak Versions of All Your Favorite
Underground Punk/Psychedelic Songs from
the Sixties (Arf Arf AA-208). This is good and
funny and includes atrack by Skye Saxon that
isn't "Pushin' too Hard," plus John Entwhistle's quirky "Boris the Spider." It's agreat favorite in our office, although Homeboy hates the
title. With reason.
—BethJacques

THE NATURAL CHOICE
Rogers products ham earned
aworldwide reputation for
fine sound quality and high
construction standards.
Primary design goals at
Rogers have always been
tonal neutrality, low
colouration, transparent),
and wide bandwith. Thé
result is asmooth, effortless
sound that makes Rogers
"the natural choice."
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LIVE DIGITAL RECORDINGS
128X OVER-SAMPLED
"Simply the best CDs I've ever heard..
Ken Kessler, Hi Fi News and Record Review
"Johnny Frigos Live From Studio A is possibly the most
realistic-sounding jazz recording Ihave ever heard
"
John Atkinson, Stereophile Vol. 12, No. 4, April 1989
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CLARK TERRY "Portraits"
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PHIL WOODS "Here's To My Lady"
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Martin-Logan Sequel II
loudspeaker
Editor:
No, the Sequel at $2500/pair isn't perfect, but
thanks for comparing it to the hot competition
at two to four times its price because that is
where it belongs.

Gayle Sanders

President, Martin-Logan, Ltd.

Lazarus H -lA power amplifier

Note: As the review samples were sent to Stereopbile earlier in the year, and we have released aslight version change in July, Iam sending apair of the current version to Stereopbile
for their comments.
Iam willing to personally talk to readers who
would like to give me acall at (818)982-6477.
Evenings are my least busy time.
Greg Miller
Designer, President, Lazarus Electronics

Editor:
Ihave been in business since 1982. Ihave been

Philips CD880 CD player

shipping product consistently since that time.
Iintroduced the model H-1 amplifier in 1986,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on

Editor:

with the H- 1A version released in January,

the review of the Philips CD880 and how it

1989. Ihave had very little press or advertising
during this period, relying primarily on word

compares to the "modified' units also reviewed.
Your reviewer noted that the stock Philips

of mouth for promotion. Ihave stayed in busi-

CD880 did not share the Sony CDP-520 ESII's

ness and expanded since that time almost
solely on the merits of my products. Imust

"forward" sound character; indeed, he noted
the ability of the CD880 to accurately replicate

have been doing something right.
The point here, that is germane to the review,

arealistic soundstage, especially in terms of spa-

is that if my products weren't at least in the run-

tial resolution. Audiophiles have long complained about the overly forward sound of

ning in terms of value and sound, Idon't think

many CD players; the CD880 does not share

Iwould have succeeded as well as Ihave. Without some pretty intensive advertising, sales,

this undesirable trait.

and marketing, apoor product would be sure
to flop utterly in very short order indeed, what
with this highly competitive market we are in.
Ihave included in this issue, as an advertise-

Your readers are no doubt aware that virtually all of the CD players offered by the American audiophile manufacturers and modifiers
are Philips-based units. As the reviewer noted,
it is primarily due to the "correctness" of the

ment, three short "reviews" or testimonials on
the H- IA amplifier done by dealers of mine.

basic Philips modular design approach.

These dealers have chosen to get behind the
H- IA solely because they like it, rather than on

greatest challenge: that is, to produce amodel
that incorporates our best possible technolo-

the strength of reviews, advertising volume, or

gies, but at an affordable (le, non-stratospheric)

easy sales.

For us, the CD880 represents perhaps the

largely because they have lots of good press

price point. We feel that the end result of our
efforts is of particularly good value to audiophiles.

and big-bucks advertising. Such products are
easy to sell, and help the dealer make ends

replaced later this year. As of this writing, we

meet. (This is not to say that they are necessar-

are completely sold out of CD880s. The new

ily poor products; they generally are pretty
good, or better dealers wouldn't want them
anyway.)

model, CD80, will arrive in the US sometime

Many products are picked up by dealers

These testimonials are presented to provide
the reader with differing viewpoints on the
product, and with persons other than myself

As noted in the review, the CD880 will be

in the fourth quarter with the enhancements
described in the review. Other changes that will
be featured in the CD80 will be an improved
PCB board and layout, new servo ICs for 1-

with whom they may directly discuss the

second first-to-last track access, anew HQ
error-correction system (SAA-7310), new NJM-

merits, or lack of, of the H- 1A.

5534D I/V converter/output op-amps, im-
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TICE AUDIO PRODUCTS
"WE MAKE THE BEST SOUND BETTER"

THE POWER BLOCK: The only power line conditioner
specifically designed for audio.
THE TITAN: AC energy storage system. Improves

dynamics, focus and sound stage.

MICRO BLOCK: An audio designed power conditioner

for preamps, CD players, turntables and tuners. Featuring
adjustable phase control.

POWER EXTENDERS: 6outlet, rack style outlet strips.

Designed not to degrade the AC power.

Coming Soon
Tice Audio Acoustic Room Treatment Panels
Call or write for more information and acopy of our white
paper entitled:
"Power Line Conditioners, Are They All The Same?"

TICE AUDIO PRODUCTS

16 Shorewood Lane
Centerport, NY 11721
516/757-5046

The sound of asweeping change
Hear the astounding depth and impact of a
powerful bass venting principle The achieve ment of upscale sonic performance in an
advanced, mini tower design See the year's
most remarkable new speaker value, soon at
selected audio specialty stores

TM

Speaker Systems by BI CAmerica
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proved headphone op-amps (NE-5532P), full

tion which is integral to aperformance.

DC coupling through to the analog output

We feel it essential that aplayer be musical,

jacks, 3-relay-controlled output mute circuit,

but not at the expense of resolution. It is crucial
that aplayer be able to describe the finest

and substantially beefed-up power supplies.
One last point regarding Philips-based CD
players: Your readers should be aware of the
fact that the results of any modification or other
after-sale improvements are solely the responsibility of the particular modifier/manufacturer,
including all subsequent warranty/serviceabil-

textures—Mr. Harley's cymbal test being an
excellent example. It is this degree of resolution, aresult of refined circuitry, that bestows
upon alistener the sense of "being there." Rolling off aplayer's high end to obtain musicality
is apoor fix. Musicality is somewhat achieved

ity issues.
David Birch-Jones, Marketing Manager

at the expense of cues which are needed to

Audio Separates, CD, CDV

We were quite pleased to hear what Mr.
Harley considered to be our player's "salient

Philips North America

properly recreate the musical performance.

characteristics," such as "openness, image

Precision Audio
DIVC-880 CD player

specificity," etc. Thank you for such an indepth review.
We would like to mention that the CD880

Editor:
DIVC-880. In general, we found the review to

shortage will not pose aproblem, since there
will be aBarclay player based on the new CD80

be very fair. I'm not sure the comparison with

chassis.

Thank you for taking the time to review our

Michael Garces
President, Soloist Audio

the Marantz C94 is presented in an entirely neutral light: the speakers employed in the review
are on the forward side of neutral in the upper

AR ES -1 /AQ PT- 5/AQ Ruby

registers, and this may have made the older CD

Editor:

player more palatable to listen to. Perhaps a

Thank you for athoughtful and well-written

more neutral speaker would have presented the

review. Ienjoyed Guy Lemcoe's focus on the
music and not just the equipment. Mr. Lemcoe

DIVC-880 and the Barclay Bordeaux in abetter
light. The rather rounded-off sound of the
Marantz C94 may be amore symbiotic match
for the present system RH is using.
Jon Schleisner, President

hit the right note when he described the AR ES1as "exuding class." Is he amusician?
The AR ES-1 turntable works well with a
variety of tonearms, including the PT-5, RB-

David Rich, Director of R&D

300, and MMT. We supplied the AQ PT-5 arm

Precision Audio

because we figured Mr. Lemcoe might want to

P.S. We will be releasing an outboard digital processor unit in the fall. This will be our first

test afew different cartridges. The PT-5 adjusts
easily to many types of phono cartridges,

"stand alone" product; bye bye, tweakdom!

moving-magnets, and moving-coils.

Barclay Bordeaux CD player

Mr. Lemcoe played the AQ Ruby cartridge
through the moving-coil stage of his preamp.

Editor:

I'm glad it sounded good, but the Ruby doesn't

Much thought went into chassis selection
when developing areference CD player. When

played through the regular phono stage in

taking quality and price into account, we felt

need amoving-coil phono stage. It works great

that aplastic economy chassis, with its high res-

almost any preamp, integrated amp, or stereo
receiver.

onance, inferior laser assembly, anemic transformer, etc., would not suffice. As CD-player

the AR's fiberboard bottom plate. Several of our

Iagree with Mr. Lemcoe's comments about

modifiers, we encounter most chassis designs,

customers have replaced it with a!A" -to y," -

and felt that the CD880 would be an excellent

thick pressboard plate and screwed in Tiptoes

choice.
We modified this chassis to offer an extraor-

to replace the feet. They claim this improves
bass and imaging.

dinary level of sonic performance. We worked
diligently at trying to develop circuitry that

Thanks again for your review. Ye olde Audio
Cheapskate was right!

would not only present perceivable depth and

Wayne Schuurman

proper soundstaging, but also display the emo-

President, Audio Advisor
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Mr Lemcoe used to be aprofessional trumpet

NEW RELEASES!

player

—JA

NEC PLD-910
Editor:
We

are delighted to see you are featuring NEC's

PLD Dolby Pro-Logic Decoder in this issue.
Since your readers will appreciate the unique
features on this product, Iwould like to make
two comments regarding your review.
First, in response to your criticism of the
labeling of our output terminals, yes, the Japanese do have words for "left" and "right." In
fact, they cleverly abbreviate the words as "L"
(left) and "R" (right)—just as the PLD-910 does!
What you were probably wondering was why
we label "rear" as "Output 2." The answer is
EILEEN FARRELL SINGS HAROLD ARLEN (RR-30)
America's greatest and most versatile singer is back
and better than ever! Eileen Farrell alone among
"trained" singers, understands instinctively how to
handle and deliver jewels from the golden age of
American song. To begin this new series of recordings, she has chosen music by Harold Arlen, with

whom she worked frequently. Intimate cabaret
arrangements by Loonis McGlohon; recorded by Prof.
Johnson, naturally.

that since we offer two stereo outputs for "Output 2" (A & B), it is not necessarily arear output. Aconsumer can easily set up apair of side
speakers and apair of rear speakers to the PLD910. If the user connected the side speakers
amp to the left channels of "Output 2" A & B
and the rear speakers amp to the right channels
of "Output 2" A & B, he could actually set
different delay times for the side and rear
speakers. In addition, since the PLD-910 also
offers a"creation" mode, which allows for the

offiAsua
Kie In< Dree9roubenmusik

manipulation of a large number of sound
parameters (je, echo, delay, phase, etc.), the
additional sets of outputs (whether used for

MAIRTIINÚ

side or rear) offer even more possibilities for
the audiophile!

VARt$LOctandre

which unfortunately was not covered in the

CIIICAGO
PROMU$ICA

delay that can be adjusted: a) in 0.1ms incre-

/Fifei
lnarce
La Revue de Cuisine

The second comment Iwould like to make,
review, is the fact that the PLD-910 offers digital
ments!, and b) independently for left and right
channels!
Since Mr. Sommerwerck seems to enjoy

CHICAGO PRO MUSICA (RR-29)
Our Grammywinning ensemble from the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra have assembled afascinating
and diverse 20th-century program featuring asuite
from Kurt Weill's most popular score, "The
Threepenny Opera." Martinu, Varese and Paul Bowles
("Music For AFarce" in its first stereo recording) round
out this indispensible collection. Brilliantly recorded
in the storied acoustics of Medinah Temple by Prof.
Johnson, of course.

Reference Recordings

Box 77225X, San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 355-1892
At audio and music stores, or factory direct:
CD or LP $16.98; cassette $9.98; Check/Visa/MC
Free catalogue/reviews. Dealer inquiries invited.
IN CANADA: May Audio Marketing 1514) 651-5707
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mathematical equations, he is probably aware
of the "ideal" delay-time-setting equation as
proposed by Dolby Laboratories: (F-S) +10ms:
F = distance from listening area to the front
speaker, and S = distance from listening area
to the surround speakers.
Applying the formula, one can easily see that
the ideal delay-time setting can potentially: a)
require adelay time of, say, 17.2ms, and b)
require different delay times for the rear left
and rear right speakers.
Because of the flexibility of the PLD-910's
digital delay circuit, the true audiophile can rest
assured that he has the precise delay timeStereophile, August 1989

not just "pretty close."

properly selected and positioned Center chan-

Michael Piet Audio Product Manager
NEC Home Electronics (U.S.A.) Inc.

Shure HTS -5300

nel and none at all. From an imaging standpoint, it stands to reason that by placing a
matched real source between the left and rig,ht

Editor:

loudspeakers, imaging accuracy should 1m ove, not degrade, with the ability to produce

In Mr. Sommerwerck's article, "Oh No! Not
Another Batch of Surround-Sound Decoders?!"

entire images with the accuracy of "hard" left
and right images.

we would like to reemphasize our position

Robert B. Schulein, General Manager

regarding the importance of the Center channel.
The tone of the sidebar "The Dialog Speaker—

Shure Home Theater Sound Division

Threat or Menace" is bothersome to us in that

Yamaha DSR -100

it does not place the Center channel in proper

Editor:

perspective. To begin with, the Center chan-

Ihave just completed reading adraft of Bill

nel does not just reproduce dialog, but music
and special effects as well. It is technically every
bit as important as the Left and Right front

Sommerwerck's article "Oh, No! Not Another
Batch of Surround-Sound Decoders?!" Iwould

channels. In fact, an analysis of the power

mixture of moderate disdain, mild amusement,
and severe boredom. The one amusing spot

requirements for this channel clearly shows it
to be of more importance than the Left and

characterize my response to this article as a

came when Iread Mr. Sommerwerck's state-

Right front channels. While it is true that one

ment that the ". ..
stereo synthesis [function

has to worry about speaker selection, placement, and an additional investment, it is as fun-

of the Lexicon CP-1] jerks ...
off erratically,
about twice asecond ..." Apparently digital

damental to the entertainment art form as left
and right are to stereo. From our experience,

processing can speed up just about any analog

there is absolutely no comparison between a

function.
With regard to my disdain, it is unfortunate

Lzt.;_i_=__LteeoL)m
A Mw Dimension In Music Reproduction
•Wide Selection Of World Class Components
•Superbly Furnished Listening Environments .
•Unique Component Comparison Studio .
•All Components Close Coupled With Top Quality Cable •
•Advanced Systems Engineering Expertise .
•Innovative Biamplified Sound Systems .
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
• ACOUSTAT • ACOUSTIC ENERGY • ATIM• SPHERE • AUDIO PRISM • AUDIODUEST • ATC • AVALON • BEARING • CAMBRIDGE • CARDAS •
• CLASSE.AUDO • CLEARAUDO • CLELEres • CONVERGENT (
CAT) • DISCRETE TECHNOLOGY • FM ACOUSTICS • GRANT • JANIS •
• KINDEL • KINERGETICS • KLYNE • LAST • LAZARUS • MERRILL • MONSTER CABLE • MORDAUNT-SHORT • MOOCH • MUSICAL CONCEITTS •
• NITTY GRITTY • QUAD • JEFF ROVAAND • TARA LABS • SUMO • TICE AUDIO • WIN DEN Hut. • W INGATE •

MIKE SLAMINSKI
SYSTEMS ENGINEER

CALL :805-523-3005
12277 ARBOR HILL STREET
MOORPARK ,CA 93021
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that Mr. Sommerwerck finds it "rather weird"

make his own decision. The original product

to combine Pro Logic with DSP. These technol-

concept for the DSR- 100 PRO called for it to

ogies perform significantly different functions:

be unwaveringly loyal to the Dolby specifications and guidelines. Our intent is to offer to
the video purist aproduct as faithful to the
Dolby standard as is possible. We took great

Pro Logic provides positioning of the sound
direction, whereas DSP provides ameans for
expanding the apparent size of the acoustical
environment. Just as DSP can significantly benefit the playback of music by presenting acoustical alternatives to the de facto playback
environment of one's living room, the same
alternative should be made available to the

pains to assure that this occurred: Even when
we felt that certain improvements could have
been made, we biased our judgments on the
side of loyalty to the Dolby standard. In our
view, the DSR- 100 PRO meets the Dolby Pro

home video experience. By combining Pro

Logic standard more accurately than any

Logic with DSP, one can experience the posi-

decoder available to consumers.

tioning accuracy of logic steering with achoice

Regarding the accompanying sidebar, "The

of acoustical environments, to more fully simu-

dialog speaker—threat or menace?": if you

late the theater experience, of which large, naturally reverberant acoustics are apart. While

view amovie alone with asmall video moni-

monitors does not match the acoustical size of

tor, as did Mr. Sommerwerck, it may, indeed,
be preferred to sit close to the monitor and use
only the stereo speakers. But if a group is

even Dolby surround, neither does the actual

watching, or alarger screen is used, or if your

it is true that the visual "size" of most video

cinema experience, since it is asurround audio
environment with atwo-dimensional video
environment, and the viewing/listening posi-

listening position is off-axis, clearly the dialog
speaker should be used.
Further, it has never been our intent that the

tion is usually far less ideal than is normally had
with ahigh-quality home theater system. And

center channel of the DSR-100 PRO be used

since the home video scale, when one takes

encoded soundtracks on video sources. Dolby

into account viewer-to-screen distance, can
approximate that of commercial cinema, why

encoding requires specific relationships be-

not try to simulate the cinematic acoustical

decoded. One cannot be sure of the recording

experience as completely as possible? The
thing that Ifind "rather weird" is that Mr. Som-

specifically Dolby-encoded, therefore, the

merwerck chooses to condemn the concept
of combining Pro Logic with DSP in ahome

satisfactory nor predictable results. We must,

video theater without having experienced it
for himself, especially when he had both units
immediately at his disposal. This is tantamount
to atheater critic condemning aplay which he
has not seen.
There are two other reasons why we added

with any program material other than Dolby-

tween the encoded channels to be properly
conditions of stereo recordings which are not
playback of such material may yield neither
therefore, continue to object to evaluation of
Dolby decoders using program material which
is not specifically Dolby-encoded.
Irwin Zucker, Product Manager
Yamaha Electronics Corporation

the DSP interface to the DSR-100. First, it per-

Lexicon CP-1

mits the choice of two-channel stereo, Pro
Logic alone, DSP alone, or any DSP mode combined with Pro Logic, all accessible from asin-

Editor.
We wish to commend Bill Sommerwerck for

gle remote control (the one supplied with the

listening tests of the logic action of film

his careful evaluation of the Lexicon CP-1. His

DSR-100 PRO). Second, in addition to upgrad-

decoders uncovered some important differ-

ing such systems to active matrix Dolby decod-

ences. Unfortunately, his explanations of these

ing, it provides the most effective method for
adding system master volume control to sys-

differences contain some misinformation, and

tems equipped with aDSP-1.

whole story.

Concerning Mr. Sommerwerck's opinion of

we think your readers would enjoy hearing the

the sound quality of the DSR-100 PRO, and his

First, Bill states that there are six preferred
directions in Pro-Logic decoders. This is not

characterization of it as "rather dark," we can
only second his suggestion that any serious lis-

the case. Crosstalk elimination in the two or
three speakers not involved in creating the

tener audition the product for himself and

sound is equally good (at least 26dB) regard-
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Sensible Hi-End Audio
DocToP, ex

MU
S
IC

If You Are Sensible About Your
Audio Needs ... Call Us Toll Free!
In MA 1-800-422-4939
Neighboring States 1-800-323-9019 ASK
Others (508) 996-5454
FOR LEO
TRADE INS
WELCOMED

No. Dartmouth. MA

11

WE HAVE

ELECTRONICS
Adcom
B&K
Counterpoint
Onix
Conrad
Johnson
Sonographe
Melos
MFA
NAD
Atmasphere
Magnum
Dynalab
Audiolab
Musical
Concepts
Arcam
ANALOGUE
Sumiko-SME
VPI
Merrill
EminentTechnology
Morch
Sota
Carnegie
Virtuoso
Garrott
Grado
Rega
Audioguest
Ariston

TRADE-INS
TO SELL

SPEAKERS
Monitor
Audio
Eminent
Technology
Celestion
Rogers
Polk Audio
Paradigm
Entec
Acoustic
Energy
Velodyne
M&K
Kinergetics
Merlin
Sound Lab
Rauna
CABLES, etc.
Cardas
Tara
MIT
Kimber
Monster
Audioguest
Cogan Hall
CWD
Target
Stan
VIDEO
Fosgate
Lexicon
Tera
Pulsar
Pioneer
JVC
NAD

EXPOSE YOURSELF
to all of the speakers you've always wanted
to audition, now under one roof.

APOGEE Sonically and visually stunning ribbon
speakers. Frequent "best sound at show - awards;
available in decorator finishes.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary baffleless designs;
openness and imaging comparable to planar
speakers. Superb values, outperforming
competitors twice their price.
FRIED Classic musical, phase-coherent
loudspeakers both large and small. Transmission line
loading for tremendous bass impact without
subwoofers.

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY Innovative, highly
reliable push-pull planar magnetic systems acclaimed
by The Absolute Sound, IAR and Stereophile.
Upper range clarity that surpasses.even
electrostatic designs.
JSE Patented Infinite Slope crossovers eliminate
driver interference. Phase coherence assures
proper harmonic structure, lifetime warranty.
SPECTRUM Audiophile sound on abudget. Best
performance in low cost loudspeakers.

Apogee •Ariston •Aixbequest •BEL •B & K •&rush Fidelity •Counterpoint •Eminent Technology •Forte •Fried •Grace
JSE •Kimber 'Cable •Kesel(' •Klyne •Melon •Meridian •Mil •Monster Cable Alpha •Musical Concepts •Nitty Gritty
Ortofon •Premier •PS Audio •Runa •Rotel •Rowland Research •SME •Sonographe •Sony ES •Sota •Spectrum •Stan
Systemdek •Talisman Akhemist •Tube Traps •Van Den Hul •Vandersteen •Vendetta Research •VIL •Wharfdale

Come listen and compare these world class loudspeakers on some of the best associated
components available. Then choose the one most suited to your listening requirements.

AUDIO NEXUS

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 0790I—We Ship Anywhere

201-277-0333
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less of the direction of the sound. More

dition is detected. Unfortunately, there is no

interestingly, the degree of crosstalk reduction

uncorrupted signal to replace the lost energy

in the presence of stereo music is also continuous, and proportional to the level difference
between the loudest sound (typically dialog)

in these speakers, since both the L+R and the
L-R signals are already being used. The music
will lose its spaciousness and width. Films are

and the music. These two characteristics are

not mixed to be heard in this way.

mathematically linked. Once you decide to
treat all directions equally, the smooth crosstalk
reduction in the presence of music follows

Third, we are unable to explain Bill's results
when applying only one input to the CP-I. itst
results with all material show typically better

automatically. Some decoder circuits do have
special directions. Such acircuit can use amore

than 40dB of attenuation in the other outputs
when only one input is driven.

aggressive characteristic (such as athreshold)

By definition, every Dolby Stereo film is

for removing dialog crosstalk in the presence

mixed using aDolby professional decoder, and
in our view aminimal goal for any home sur-

of music. This departure from continuous
behavior may seem to give lower crosstalk (as
Bill noticed in the second Beetlejuice test), but
there are serious disadvantages. Not only is

round decoder is to replicate the operation of
that decoder. If the listener wishes to hear the
soundtrack as its creators intended, the Pro-

crosstalk not uniformly removed as sound pans

Logic standard is available. If the listener wishes

across the front in the presence of music, but

to experiment (a different logic system, no cen-

the stereo width changes. In most logic de-

ter speaker, etc), that's the fun of being an audi-

coders, whenever crosstalk is removed from

ophile.

Dr. David Griesinger

aspeaker the crosstalk energy is replaced by

Lexicon

energy from the opposite direction. During dialog peaks, all speakers, except the center, are

CD damping rings

reproducing the surround signal in mono. In

Editor:

adecoder which uses adetection threshold,
this monauraftration occurs sooner and is more

With reference to the current rage over the

severe. (Bill's first test with Beetlejuice caught
this too!) Pro-Logic decoders maintain true ste-

Mitchell's technical explanation as to what CD

reo as much as possible, even though this
means allowing some crosstalk when music
and dialog are at similar levels.

functional merits of CD damping rings, Peter
players do and don't do (June 1989, p.41) is
exactly correct!
1) There is no sound whatsoever contained

Second, the prospect of enhancing two

(recorded) on acompact disc. Rather, the CD
contains data (numbers) only.

directions at once is enticing, but also has serious consequences. 'ftvo input channels do not

the numbers in some way, in order for them to

2)CD damping rings therefore must change

carry enough information to detect the direc-

alter the sound represented by those numbers

tion of two sounds at the same time. Indepen-

(ones and zeros).

dent signals mixed into center and surround

3) If aCD damping ring alters the sound by

are physically indistinguishable from two

changing the numbers, then how do you sup-

somewhat different signals mixed into left and

pose the error corrector is prevented from

right. If the sounds are really simultaneous
there is nothing we can do, since eliminating

restoring the original numbers that were on the
CD in the first place? (Can't wait for this expla-

crosstalk in all four channels at once gives us

nation.)

no output at all! If the signals are not quite

4) Data errors caused by "CD jitter" are time-

simultaneous, then Pro-Logic will sort them

base corrected within the digital domain,
before the D/A conversion begins.
So what is the answer to those who perceive

out as well as any other scheme. (The time
constants are acareful compromise—maximizing response speed while minimizing steer-

change in the sound, for better or for worse,

ing on reverberant material.) As Bill points out,

when using CD damping rings?

we can enhance two directions at once if we

The only thing Iknow for certain is that my

assume that complex signals of acertain type

automobile runs much better right after it

will always come from two particular direc-

has been washed! Real, imagined, or wishful

tions, such as center and surround. We can turn

thinking—take your choice. Brad S. Miller

off the left and right speakers when this con-

Chairman, By the Numbers
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SOUND FACTOR
The Finest In Hi-Fi

Acoustat • A/D/S • AKG •Alpha/Genesis • Alpine • Audio Control •Audioquest/Livewire
•Bang and Olufsen •Bedini •BSC •Carver •Chicago •Cochran Delta Mode •conrad-johnson
•CWD • Denon • Dynavector •Grado •Hafler • k1,1 Infinity IRS • KEF • Kinergetics •
Mapelnoll •M & K •Monster Cable •Motif •NAD •Nakamichi •Niles •Nifty Gritty •P.S.
Audio •Sennheiser •Sonographe •Stax •Surround Sound Inc. •Synthesis •Tara Labs
17265 VENTURA BLVD
ENCINO. CA 91316
(818)501-3548

ACCUPHASE
ADCOM •AKG
ALTEC LANSING
AUDIO PRISM
BANG & OLUFSEN
BRYSTON
CARNEGIE
CHICAGO SPEAKER STANDS
CWD CABINETS
ENTEC
KEF •KLIPSCH
LEXICON •LUXMAN
MADRIGAL
MARK LEVINSON
MARTIN LOGAN
NAKAMICHI
NILES
PARSEC
PHANTOM ACOUSTICS
RE VOX
RUSSOUND
SIGNET •SME
SONY ES •SOTA
STAX •SUMIKO
TERK •THORENS
JVC VIDEO
PIONEER VIDEO
PROTON VIDEO
TERA VIDEO
VIDIKRON VIDEO
YAMAHA VIDEO

20.1

13065 VICTORY BLVD
NO. HOLLYWOOD. CA 91606
(818) 980-1161 •984-3525

2SO. ROSEMEAD BLVD.
PASADENA. CA 91107
(818)577-4945

High End Sound, Convenience and
Elegance --a Contradiction? Not at
New England's Oldest Audio Store.
We know from experience that fabulous sound and
elegance can be combined. We have been doing so for
over 60 years. Many people believe that you must
have many black boxes and wires all over your room
for high end sound. It is true that they must be
present, but we can conceal them without compromising performance. In fact, with our expertise many
times we can improve performance with aproper
installation. Your system should enhance your life not
burden it!!
When you're ready, we'll be here!!

Quality Sound Since 1928

l'he Music Solt
58 Central Street • Wellesley, MA •02181
(617) 236-6100
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile call (505) 982-2366.
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E Samford Ave
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N. Memorial Pkwy

ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks
405 E Northern Lights Blvd

ARIZONA

Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave. Ste 8
Fairfield
CAM Stereo Unlimited
2020 N. Texas
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Grau Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
214 E Main St

Hollywood
Mesa
World Book 8News
Mesa Audio
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
456 W Main St, Ste M
Huntington Beach
Phoenix
Havens and Hardesty
Tower Records
15102-A Bolsa Chica
3949 E Thomas Rd
Irvine
Scottsdale
Soundquest
Esoteric Audio
4255 Campus Dr #116
4120 N Marshall Way, Ste 1
Lancaster
Tucson
Soundworks
Wilson Audio Ltd
737 W Lancaster Blvd
2900 E Broadway
Leucadia
CALIFORNIA
Music by the Sea
542 N Hwy 101
Benicia
Benicia Audio/Video
Los Angeles
810 Southampton Rd
Christopher Hansen Ltd
646 N. Robertson
Berkeley
DB Audio
Paris Audio
2573 Shattuck
12401 Wilshire Blvd
Honkers
Western 8Olympic
2440 Shattuck Ave
Audio Video
Tower Records
998 S Western Ave
Classical Annex
Mission Viejo
2585 Telegraph Ave
Home Technology Systems
Burlingame
28251 Marguerite Pkwy WC
Future Sound
Videolaser
1118 Burlingame Ave
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
Campbell
Mountain View
Sound Goods
Sound Goods
2627 S. Bascom Ave
391 San Antonio Rd
Canoga Park
Newport Beach
The Laser's Edge
Audio by Design
22021 Sherman Way
1000 Bristol St N
Shelley 's Stereo
Oakland
6836 De Soto Ave
Pro Audio
Upscale Audio
383 40th St
8381 Canoga Ave
Orange
Capitola
Absolute Audio
Cymbaline Records
1232 N. Tustin
1475 41s1 Ave
Palm Springs
Carmichael
David Rutledge Audio
Deetes Sound Room
675 N Palm Canyon Dr
5825 Manzanita Ave a4
Palo Alto
Claremont
Western Audio Imports
Audio Basics
4191 El Camino Real
976 W. Foothill /0139
Pasadena
Colma
GNP Showcase
Serra Stereo
1244 E Colorado Blvd
4947 Junipero Serra
Riverside
Concord
SpeakerCratt
CAM Stereo Unlimited
3627 Merrill Ave
2151G Salvio
Sacramento
Cupertino
Keith Yates Audio
Elite Electronics
3019 DSt
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd
Ideals
Speakers 8Stereo
El Toro
1728 Fulton Ave
Tower Records
23811 El Toro Rd
Paradyme Audio/Video
1720 Fulton Ave
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision
San Diego
131 N. El Camino
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Encino
Sound Factor West
Stereo Unlimited
17265 Ventura Blvd
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
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San Francisco
Audio Excellence
425 Washington St
Harmony Audio Video
2238 Fillmore
Performance Audio
816 Mission St
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Tower Records
2525 Jones St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
San Jose
Paradise Sound
860 S. Winchester
Presto Audio
2667 Cropley Ave a128
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
786 Higuera
San Mateo
Mateo Hi Fidelity Inc
2199 S El Camino Real
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
612 N Milpas
Santa Maria
Jeff Lynn Audio
5455 Fsplanada Ave

Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura Blvd

COLORADO
Boulder
A0Systems Ltd
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
Cherry Creek
U.S Tech
248 Detroit SI
Colorado Springs
The Sound Shop
528 S Tejon
Denver
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
Listen Up
999 S Logan
Fort Collins
Sound Hounds
646 S College
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W 92nd Ave

CONNECTICUT

Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Santa Monica
Fairfield
Audio by John Dudley
Audio
Design
1431 Ocean Ave. $400
195 Trunxis Hill Rd
Audio Sho pe
New
Haven
1322 2nd St. Ste 228
Take 5Audio
Jonas Miller Sound
105 Whitney Ave
2828 Wilshire Blvd
New London
Optimal Enchantment
Roberts
522 Santa Monica (by opt.)
90 Bank St
Shelley's Stereo
Stereo Lab
2212 Wilshire Blvd
140 Bank St
Sausalito
DELAWARE
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St
Wilmington
Laser Sight 8Sound
Sherman Oaks
4723 Concord Pike
Tower Records
Classical Annex
01ST. OF COLUMBIA
14623 Ventura Blvd
Needle in aHaystack
Simi Valley
1990 KSt
House of Audio/Video
Serenade Records
1970•4 Sequoia
1800 M St NW
Stockton
Private Line
FLORIDA
Home Entertainment
Boca Raton
88 W Castle St
Verrts Electronics
Torrance
3259 N Federal Hwy
Stereo Hi Fi Center
Clearwater
23232 Hawthorne Blvd
Rising Sounds
Upland
3135 US 19 N.
Audio Haven
Fort Lauderdale
1937 W 11th St
Audio Center
4134
N. Federal Hwy
Van Nuys
Select Audio Design
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
2740 E. Oakland Park
Blvd. Ste 100
Walnut
Fort Pierce
Audio Bes/
2411 S. Joel Dr
Sound Shack
2302 S US 1
West Hollywood
Tower Records
Fort Walton Beach
Classical Annex
Stereo Images
11 Eglin Pkwy SE #6
8840 W Sunset Blvd
Westminster
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Lake Worth
Woodland Hills
Audio Advisor
Paris Audio
20037 Ventura Blvd
928 N Dixie Hwy

Largo
Sound Creations
3690 E Bay Dr. Ste E
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S. Dixie Hwy
Sound Components
1536 S. Dixie Hwy
Orlando
Alttron
2612 E Colonial Dr
Tampa
Audio Visions
14733 N. Dale Maybry
Audio Visions
3953 W Kennedy Blvd

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE
Music, Music, Music
Buckhead and
N. Lake Tower Festival
Sounds of Distinction
3231 Paces Ferry PI
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry
Landing
Lilbum
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy

HAWAII
Honolulu
The Audio Shoppe
300 S Beretania $207
Sounds
502 Kaaahi St
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd

ILLINOIS
Barrington
Take One Audio Video
203-D W NW Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W Church
Chicago
Absolute Audio
5211 S Harper
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N Western Ave
Supenor Audio Systems
833 N Milwaukee
Victor's Stereo
8E. Ene St
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
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The BEST Audio Equipment.

• AR •Adcom • Alphason
• Apogee • Audible Illusions
• Audio Research • Bang & Olufsen
• Belles • B&K • B&W •Counterpoint
• Dahlquist • Dual • Eminent Technology
•Grado • Hafler •Janis • Kinergetics
• Koetsu • Live Wire • Magnavox
• Monitor Audio • Monster/Genesis
• NAD • NEC • Nakamichi • Philips
. Pioneer Elite • Polk Audio • PS Audio
•Shure Ultra •Signet •Soto •Spendor
• Stax • Straight Wire • Systemdek
. Target • Thorens • Ultra •VPI. Yamaha

The BEST Video Equipment.

•Canon • Harman/Kardon •JVC
• Magnavox • NAD • NEC • Philips
• Pioneer • Proton •Shure
•Sony •Yamaha

The BEST Service.

Delivery and custom installations are
available from all three locations.
Technician on premises in Manhattan.

The BEST Advice.

At Audio Breakthroughs. when you
talk to a salesperson, you'll be talking
to a long-time audiophile who loves
music as much as you do.

The BEST Quality.

Every piece of equipment sold at
Audio Breakthroughs must undergo an
exhaustive evaluation by our staff
before we agree to feature it.

The BEST Locations.

Easy to reach from anywhere in the
tri -state area. Open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday.

AudioBreakthroughs

DYNAVECTOR

•

SHURE

• MONSTER CABLE

We 4te Pd `16,011reie

A LARGE SELECTION OF:

NEEDLES
CARTRIDGES
TOLL FREE

= (800) 342-9969 M&Y CO
g
a
iht .2.ht,
8344 Melrose
Los Angeles

• SIGNET

• ORTOFON

212-595-7157
516-627-7333
516 367-7171

• GRADO

.

gedwities9,
• ORTOFON
• SHURE
• GRADO
• DYNAVECTOR
• AUDIO TECHNICA
• PICKERING
• SIGNET
• NITTY GRITTY
• STANTON
• BEYERDYNAMIC
• AUDIOOUEST
• STAX
• CARNEGIE ONE
• THORENS
• AR
• MICRO SEIKI
• MONSTER CD RINGS
• SHURE
• AND MANY MORE

ALLIHO AIIIN

•New York City -199 Amsterdam Ave, at 69th St
•Monhasset -1534 Northern Blvd ,on the Miracle Mile
•Woodbury -Turnbury Commons on Jericho Tpke

• BEYERDYNAMIC
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DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W. Lincoln Hwy
Lansing
Audio Clinic
2River PI
Lisle
Sound Choice
5328 Rt 53
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peona
105 E. Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Moray Dr
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton St
Springfield
The King's Stereo
1275 W. Wabash. Ste S

INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N. Keystone
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St

IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E Kimberly Rd
I
CIV/3 City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S Gilbert

KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Wichita
Music. Inc.
3203 E. Douglas
Golden Stereo
5337 W. 94th Terrace

KENTUCKY
Louisville
Musical Images
of Kentucky
6700 Sycamore Woods Dr
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenbom Ave
New Orleans
Oliver's
112 University PI
Tower Records
408 N. Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spnng Ln

Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceu
180 Stoneybrook Cl
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Lutheryfile
Gramophone Ltd
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Absolutely Sound'
833 E Rockville Pike
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgie Ave

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Ptttsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St

MICHIGAN
Bad Axe
Greet Systems. Ltd.
112 S Port Crescent
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E Maple
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Lansing
Jemstone
325 Grove Street
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
JAM Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
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Rochester
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St

MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S
Hi End Audio
4959 Penn Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
St. Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave

Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Rt 17 N
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Sea Girt
Monmouth Stereo
2133 Hwy 35
Shrewsbury
Monmouth Stereo
450 Hwy 35
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hais Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E

MISSOURI

NEW MEXICO

Buffalo
Audio Doctor
1518 W. Commercial
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc.
1131 S. Brentwood Blvd
Flips Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co
1341 S. Lindbergh, Ste 1

Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W Palace
Galisteo Nees
201 Galisteo St
Santa Fe Sight 8Sound
500 Montezuma. Ste 109
West Coast Sound
2412 Cerrillos Rd

NEVADA

Uts Vegas
Tiger Technologies
1550 E Tropicana
Tower Records
4700 S. Maryland Pkwy
Union Premiums
1325 E. Flamingo
Reno
Audio Alternatives
26 Hillcrest Or
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S Main St

NEW JERSEY
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Rt 41
East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 Rt 18
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck Ct
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1. Rt 73
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
N. Plainfield
Stereo City
950 Highway 22E

NEW YORK
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware Ave
Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Goshen
Long Player Stereo
60 N Church St
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 Rt 110
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Auto-Sound Plus
947-949 Troy-Schenectady
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy-Schenectady
Liverpool
Audio Excellence
4974 Alexis Dr
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunnse Hwy
Mamaroneck
Definitive Hi Fi
154 E Boston Post Rd
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern Blvd

Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 S. Moger Ave
Nanuet
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E. Rt 59
New York City
Audio Breakthroughs
199 Amsterdam Ave
Electronic Workshop
10 E 8th St
Leonard Radio
55 W 44th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc.
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 E. 33rd St
Tower Records
692 Broadway
Tower Records
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Interior Images
317 S. Broadway
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Ave
Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
11 Caroline Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons. Rt 347
Syracuse
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Ene Blvd E
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E. Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E Post Rd
Woodbury
Audio Breakthroughs
Turnberry Commons
Woodside
Leonard Audio
69-34 51st Ave

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Higher Fidelity
1620 South Blvd
Sound Systems
3748 E. Independence Blvd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave

'0—

It has to be
No doubt, there's damned little to distinguish one stuffy audio emporium
from another these days. Some merely merchandise hundred-pound sonic
confections, others want to know at which particular alumino-silicon altar you
worship. We, on the other hand, don't ever pretend that the equipment you
select means beans to anyone but you. So we nose around for whatever hi-fi
gear we can find that best reproduces music the way we hear it in the first place.
Then we do everything in our power to make it right for you. Visit soon.

ALIDIO.Everybody's
favorite rogue hi-fi store.
1060 Massachusetts Avenue
r

Arlington, MA 02174

617/648-4434

E,ESIGNI
Electronics:
•Accuphase
•conrad¡ohnson
•Jeff Rowland
▪Meridian
•Motif
•Muse
•B& K
•Marantz
•Audio Dynamics
•SAE
•Magnum
Dynalab
Turntables:
•VPI
•J.A. Michell
•Systemdek
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Your unique audio specialist.
2740 East Oakland Park Boulevard

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33306
Phone: (305) 564-0772-0773 FAX: (305) 564-0774

Speakers:
▪Sound Lab
•Nestorovic
•Eminent
Technology
•Monitor Audio
•ISE
•Dahlquist
•DBX
•Snell
•Synthesis
•Rauna
•JBL
Accessories:
•Carnegie Two
•Stax
•Straightwire
•van den Hul
•Audioquest
▪SME
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Wilmington
Atlantic Audio
4127 Oleander Dr

OHIO
Bowling Green
Young's Newsstand
178 S Main St
Centerville
Stereo Showcase
1516 State 81 725
Cincinnati
Pete 's News Shop
308 Ludlow Ave
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 S Hamilton Rd
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N High St
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
North Olmsted
Maximum Compact
28883 Lorain Rd
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E Perkins Ave
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Rd
Jarniesons .Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N May Ave
Tulsa
K- Labs Audio
2806 S Harvard

OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St

PENNSYLVANIA
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Butler
Audiophile Accessories
119 E Wayne St
Camp Hill
Hi -Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
Harrisburg
HI-Fl House
3352 Paxton St

Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E State St
Hershey
Stereo Barn
251 W. Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
All That Jazz
617 S 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Monk's Audio
2883 W Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car •
Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd

Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
4230 Glenchase Lane
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr $106
Concert Sound
71034 Blanco Rd

PUERTO RICO

Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset S1

Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-B Ave Jesus T Pinero

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Sound Source
2516 E North St
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St

TENNESSEE
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4013 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave

TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
3800 N Lamar
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Beaumont
John Goodyear Audio
229 Dowlen
Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Rd #320
El Paso
Soundguest Inc
6800 Gateway E 10
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UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fr Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Le Disque
2146 S Highland Dr

VERMONT

VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Centerville
Gifted Listener
5866 Old Centerville Rd
Charlottesville
Preferred Sound
309 E Water 51
Danville
Aeolian Products &Svcs
215 Main St
Fredericksburg
Contemporary Sounds
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Roanoke
Audiotronics
4235 Electric Rd
Springfield
Needle in aHaystack
Springfield Mall
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. Inc
6519 College Park Sq

WASHINGTON
Bellingham
Landing Discs &Tapes
1307 11th St
Bellevue
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Nodhup Way
Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Spokane
Hal's Stereo
313 W Sprague Ave
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe e2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW

WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley
Hi Fr Farm
Rt 3. Box 20-A
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
1498 S Hastings Way
Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd.
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24 Site One 081

ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 1241h St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St
Harold's Stereo
16612 109th Ave
9024 51st Ave
Medicine Hat
Sounds Fantastic
3192 Dunmore Rd

SE
BRITISH COLUMBIA

Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
MA Audio
1561 Pandosy St
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
Music Works
4740 Main St
The Sound Room
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.
Timothy Molyneux
1853 Grant St

ONTARIO
Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Strathearn Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552 1
/ Upper James St
2
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W.
Same Day TV-Audioland
217 King St E.
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St

Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E.
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W a3
Oshawa
Mike's Place
17 King St W
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies
687 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1/
2 Bank St
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
American Sound
315 Spadina Ave
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Executive Stereo
896 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E
Ring Audio
553 Queen St W
Straight Gain Electronics
354A Yonge St
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
150 Dundas St W
Waterloo .
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S
Windsor
Audio Two
324 Pelissier
Better Audio
106 Eugenie St

QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St. Zolique

Quebec

131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thornbury, Victoria
Audio QImports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122
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Gifted
Listener
Audio

TUBES?
TURNTABLES?
DEDICATED
SOUNDROOMS?
AFFORDABLE
HIGH END?
IN ALBANY, NY?

Thee guys
111.15t be

crazsi..

A

samusic lover, you
have the gift to
appreciate the subtlety in
both the music and the
performance. You complete
the experience.
We understand this, and
we share your enthusiasm.
Our exceptional
components, meticulous
setup, and honest advice
allow you to relive the
excitement in your home.
Come visit us, or call for
an appointment. You'll like
our standards. And you'll
find we're just small
enough to listen to you.

OPENING SOON

These brands are on display:
Ariston • Audioquest • Celestion
ET • Euphonic Technology • Forte
Koetsu •Live Wire •Mirage •Onkyo
SME • Premier • Nitty Gritty
Phantom Acoustics • Sonrise • Sota
Sumiko •Threshold

•Accessories
•Books
•Recordings

AUDIO
THE
I
I)

HI-FI

OASIS

5866 Old Centreville Road
Centreville VA 22020

703.818.8000
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FINLAND
National Distributor
Oslo 1, Norway
Audio Import
Box 9193 Vaterland
HONG KONG
Aeroplax Limited
Rm 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Rd Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001. Dina House
11 Duddell St
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reyldavik
Steini HF, S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125
JAPAN
National Distributor
Suma -Bu, Kobe
Vente
3-6-1 Sekimori-Cho
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Riinstraat 142-150

Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
Ki Leisuresound Ltd.
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St. John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berk:
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade Friar St

THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal (Thailand)
207 Banokok Bazaar
Rajdamn Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathunwan, Rumpinee

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR Britton Ltd.
3Sydney St
NORWAY
National Distributor
Oslo
Audio Import Ltd
Box 9193 Vaterland

UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wlistead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Newstand Distributor
London
Periodicals in Particular
1Prince of Wales Passage
Hampstead Rd
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 St. Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
flair System
BI -03/04. Katong Peoples
Comex
112 E. Coast Rd
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Padre Jane. 22
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Oslo 1, Norway
Audio Import
Box 9193 Vaterland
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Basel
Ensemble AG SA LTD
H. Annoni Strasse 23
CH-4132 Muttenz
Aarau
Stimmgabel— H. lneichen
im "City Mart"
Bern
Klingler Hi -Fi
3072 Ostermundigen
Hi -Fi Technik K. Buhler
Effingerstrasse 29
Lugano
ABAudio Byte
6942 Savosa
Musicdoor
Ouartiere Maghetti
Thun
Audiotechnik Luthi
Frutigenstrasse 61b
Zürich
HiFi-Forum
Stampfenbachstrasse 153

WEST GERMANY
National Distributor
6Frankfurt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Strasse 2b
WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Datahne Equipment
8Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

For records, tapes and CDs.

DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4. Bhstrup
Aarhus
Cita Hi -Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M.P Bruunsgade 36
Copenhagen
Fona
Ostergade 47
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Viborg
Frydendahl Hi -Fi
Sot, Mathiasgade 72
KT Radio
Norregade 19-21

giga....
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The best record rack in America
Free mailorder brochure
pledw mention Stereorbile)

TAIWAN
Taipei
Taifu Electronics
6F e57-1. Sec 2.
Chun Chin S Rd

Per Madsen Design

(415) 928-4509

P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

2525 Arapahoe Ave. E4/284
Boulder, CO 80302

j̀e
%r (lieris
eC.M
Bulletin! ... attention to details

303/443-4443
.

•Room acoustics &
•Connectors &connections
acoustical treatment
•Speaker cable
•A/C power line conditioning
&interconnects
&power cords

'everything matters & makes adifference'
•CD stabilizer rings
•Equipment racks &
•isolation bases, spikes. etc
speaker stands
•Future 'fully balanced system

will improve the sound of your system.
van clan Hui
exceptional
MC Cold •MC Silver
SCS-6 •SCS-2
unforgettable
D300 Mk II •102 Mk Ill
C
r.
1352 •Magnum
SoundConnectorsr

ícz c4tactio
Power Block
Titan ,
Micro Block

'watch for our continuing informative bulletins!

49.6,

—"finest in AC"—

Legacy 1
Legacy 2Plus
'Satellite'

Distech
Power Bridge 1& 2
(A/C power cords)

¿SE speakers
¿SE 380
:ers stored energy
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by appt.

Hafler
IRIS pie amp
IRIS tuner

control

system

XL 280 — mono s
powerlul ,
XL600

E'lassé
DR-5 Pre amp
W . DR-8 amp
incredible Powerful
DR-9 amp
Class ADR-3B amp
DR-3-VHC amp
DR-7 pre amp
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SOPHISTICATION IN
SOUND AND DESIGN

GA
Rare Records Ltd.

We buy and sell

LP vinyl records
KEBSCHULL Amplifier:
70 W Tube Mono Amplifier $2375.
800 W Tube Mono Amplifier $8995.
Tube Preamplifier $1975 & $3775.
Other Outstanding German Products:
SYRINX PU3 G (Germany) -A legend
AUDIO SELECTION -Accessories, cones
AUDIO EXCLUSIV -The Electrostatic and solid state
amplifier system
DANHOLT BOOMERANG -Design turntable
AUDIODATA "BIJOU" -2-Way loudspeaker
GERMAN ACOUSTICS -Speaker cables, interconnects &connectors
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

german

acoustics

W ,SCOIISIA 5370.

7•467 0 0.•

Mail orders accepted
G&A Rare Records, Ltd.
139 West 72nd Street
New York, NY 10023
(Between Broadway and
Columbus Ave.)
212 877-5020

3558 1141geway Avenue
1.4.40 ,404

Over 100,000 titles in stock

(6081 246.8559

Outdoor Systems
for the
Discriminating ...

WHAT PRICE
HIGH END?
Incredible Imaging.
Room Audibility.
Dynamic Capability.
Spectral Accuracy.
$450.00 Per Pair.
The Audiophile-File?" says "I can
say with all honesty that I have
never -and Imean never -heard
any dynamic or other monopolar
speaker with such a sense of room
audibillty" (JFT -10/87)

THE NEAR AES-2
AUDIOPHILE-DUALITY
EVIRONMENTALLY-STABLE
OUTDOOR/INDOOR LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
NEW

/1/1FL
ENGLAND AUDIO

RESOURCE

1450 HANOVER AVE., MERIDEN, CT 06450
TEL: (203) 630-3400 — FAX: (203) 630-3600
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Find out for yourself.
Lantana tads.

Lantana

P 0 Box 1958 •Garden Grove, CA 92642
8001 234 -TADS (8237)
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AUDIO MART

o

RATES: Private, $60 per word. $10 minimum on phone-in ads. Commercial, $1.75 per word. $70 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)982-2366. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

For Sale
AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Direct to-disc, halfspeed, Quiet( II recordings. 20(X) available. Great prices—example: Donald Fagen Nightfly
(sealed) $30, now $14! Elusive Disc, 4216 Beverly
Blvd., Suite 230, Los Angeles, CA 90004. (213)
388-7176.
FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tube/ic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables, Old Colony Sound, Box 243S, Peterborough, NH 03458.
ABSOLUTE POLARITY/LEVEL/BALANCE infiniteresolution remote controller for virtual direct-wire
auditioning by the serious Audiophile. Change polarity
instantly, select alternate inputs, make precision
level/balance adjustments from your favorite listening
position. The Thornton Controller Model 100, $985
from TBG Productions, PO. Box 347010, San Francisco, CA 94134. FAX (415)468-5481. Phone (415)
467-5697.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc, SOTA, TDL
Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire,
Stuc, Nalcamichi, NAD, Niles, Orsofon, Sumiko, Grace,
VPI, CWD, and more. Professional consultation and
installation. The Listening Room, 1305 Court Street,
Saginaw, M148602. (517)792-3816. No mail orders,
please.
SAN DIEGO AREA: Merlin Signature speakers (Cardaswired), Cardas cables, Convergent Audio all-tube preamp (the SL- IReference), Wingate class-A amps,
Sound Anchor equipment racks. High-end items for
outstanding musical excitement. Audio Archives, (619)
455-6326.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV8, $1349; Sony ES650, $599;
Fosgate 360211, $749; Counterpoint SA2, $699; SA3.1,
$729; Grado 8MX, $99; Celestion SL600, $1199; MIT
Shotgun, 2meter, $399; 15', $875; Thiel 04A, $599.
(714)861 4830.
SPECIALISTS IN AFFORDABLE HIGH-END AUDIO
& CUSTOMER SERVICE: B&K, Musical Concepts,
Angstrom, Merlin, Kinergetics, AR turntable, Straight
Wire, Chicago Stands, Echo Muffs, Sumo. ARIEL, Carmel, IN 46032. Visa/MC (317)846-9766 or (317)8417154, 5-10pm.
UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM! Musically outstanding
solid-core sarA shielded interconnects by Solid Core
technology; Cormorant cable SCT-04, $119/1M pair,
and SCT-03, $89/11m pair. Air shipping, $3. No-risk
45-day audition; one-year guarantee. Information
sheet available. 3M8 trestview Ave, Wiest Palm Beach,
FL 33407.
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AR ES-1 'TABLE with MMT arm, $400; Belles 200
amp. $350; PS Audio 4.6, $350; SOTA clamp, $39;
Straight Wire TMC, $76; Grace 9E, $85. Call (216)
888-6769.
AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO,
California. Hot components: Celestion SL700, TARA
Lab, Counterpoint SA3000, PS 4.6, Audible Illusions
Modulus 3, Conrad-Johnson PV8, Mod Squad, Aroused Spectra, Spica Angelus, &yet Well-lèmpered, Wlodyne, Magnum, Fosgate, MIT, Adcom, B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Palantir, Spectrum, Rauna,
Sound-Lab, VPI, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Grado, Alphason, Garrott, vdHul. Monster, Straight Wire, (714)
861-5413, appointment.
FREE MA1L-ORDER CATALOG, mid-high-end audio,
low warehouse prices, the best in hi-fi, the best place
to buy it. Can't find it? Want to save 25-40%? The
Audio Advantage, since 1981. Join the crowd with
confidence. (602)829-6710.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereopbile review,
December, 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Rozoil Lubricant Co., Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.
NOW FOR MAGNEPANS. Improve bass and imaging
at minimum cost! Stop speakers from rocking on thick
carpet. Our Grounding Spike firmly couples your
speaker to the floor. Call/write for free information.
Sound Fundamentals, 24002 Swallowtail, Laguna
Niguel, CA 92677. (714)831-9721, 8-5pm PST
KOETSU ONYX AND ROSEWOOD CARTRIDGES,
both $375. UPS collect. (916)346-2028 PST
STEREOPH1LE, THE ABSOLUTE SOUND, FANFARE.
Complete sets. B/O, over $200 eadVayRiskind, (312)
644-0638.
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY 2tonearm w/xtra wand
and counterweight assembly, mounting jig, $750. (VPI
owners: post-mounted to acrylic board.) Call (718)
237-2925, 9am-2pm.
ONKYO GRAND INTEGRA P308 preamplifier,
Soundcraftsmen Pro-Power I(205Wpc) amplifier, ESB
model "/06 Italian speakers. (215)567-4626 PA.
VARIABLE A/C POWER SUPPLY (VARIAC) 120V, 15
A, with four meters. Very compact and sleek looking.
Prolongs life of tube equipment. $95 plus shipping.
Topaz Ultra isolation transformer/power conditioner,
120V, 4KVA. Will supply clean, stable power to acomplete system. $150 plus shipping. (408) 268- 5914.
MOSCODE 150 AMP: mint, original carton and manual, $300. NAD 1130 preamp. B/O. Call Byron, (201)
627-0290
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WAVEGUIDE

AFTER A DECADE OF R & D

J es
b

,r
i

fib ular ,

WG-16
$7.00

'

WG-8
$3.50
WG-4
$1.75
(per. It.)

Speaker Cables For
Exhilarating Performance

STRAIGHT WIRE
11909 Harrison St 420n rtollywood. FL 33020
Telephone (3051 925-2470

KIMBER KABLEI"
Dealers, customers, reviewers and
manufacturers have all been raving about
the new Kimber Silver cables. We can
arrange for your home audition. Call us for
your nearest dealer.
Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable

Cost effective cables
Speaker wire-El .00 per toot up to $180.00 per loot. Custom
terminations available.

Interconnect Cables
KC -1868.00 /meter pair
KCAG 8350/meter pair
KCTG 8650/meter pair
All other lengths, including custom are available. All are available with balanced XLR.

KIMBER KABLE
2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE -OGDEN,
UT 84401
(801) 621-5530
FAX(801) 627-6980

This patented design allows an $850
pair of loudspeakers to outperform
speakers costing many times their
price.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Taddeo Loudspeaker Co.
(716) 244-6027 • 2604 Elmwood Ave.
Suite 105 • Roch.. NY 14618

TUBE TRAP
THE UPGRADE-ACOUSTK

•AUDIBLE
•AFFORDABLE
•ARTICULATE
"DEMO THE DIFFERENCE"
Call

for nearby dealer

1-800-ASC-TUBE
ACOUSTIC III'
SCIENCES I?.
CORPORATION
&MHO •COUS,

Rt. A.

USK. • INVIO.0•1•011

u, TWIN TRAP' .
1-503-343-9727, FAX 343-92451
Factories also In Canada and Italy

21.1
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MIT CABLES, custom terminations, Camacs, XLR
balanced, hi-flexibility tonearm sets, Shotgun CVT;
MIT hookup for internal rewiring; Athena PolyPhasors; Alma-Sphere OTL amplifiers, Clements speakers,
Vendetta Research, van den Hul Grasshopper, ASC
lithe 'Raps; Ubnder Caps/solder/wire; Resistas; Edison
Price, Odyssey, Tiffany connectors; Simply Physics
Tone Cones and Isodrive; many accessories/mod
parts, $1 catalog ($3 overseas); Michael Percy Box 526,
Inverness, CA 94937; (415)669-7181.
USED AND DEMOS: Rowland Model 7, Coherence
One, Klyne SK5A, SK6, ML 7A, Wingate, Sound-Lab
EIS, Ortofon. Call (801)484-6657.
CROFT MICRO II TUBE preamp, four inputs, excellent, see Absolute Sound #42, p.53, $450 or best offer
(813)932-6968, weekends.
COUNTERPOINT 3.1 PREAMP, mint, RAM tubes,
$475 or best offer. Eagle 2A amp, prime, 2/88, $450
or best offer. $850 for both. (914) 352 0432.
WIN LAB 5DC-10 turntable with T-5 Goldmund arm,
$2800. Without arm, $1700. Impeccable. Call Claude
(514)437-8535.
ALBUM TRAK: Provides the album enthusiast with
the complete software package to track group: title;
label; style; substyle; recording mode and date; purchase price, source and date; and comments. Handles
Ibillion albums—disk space providing. Also tr2CILS
wanted albums. Runs on any IBM PC compatible. Send
check/money order for $39.99 to BLH Systems
Group, 920 N. 4th Street, Second Flom; Philadelphia,
PA 19123, or call (215)829-9213.

NITTY GRITTY
TRADE-IN

CONRAD-JOHNSON PV9, mint, $2000 or best offer.
MOSCODE 600 with latest George Kaye mods, $1000
or best offer. (505)266-3688, leave messagefor Ben.
MADRIGAL CARNEGIE ONE, mint condition,

Call Richard (609)497-0411.

$350.

ARC SP11 Mk.II: black, $2850. CAT SL -1 with sidebars, new tubes, etc, $1950. SME V 25 new, $1300. Synthesis SRS, $1800. Analogic tube CD, latest, $950. Analogic MOSFET CD, $500. Magnum/Sleuth tuner $500.
Virtuoso B, 150 his., $350. Plus shipping, all perfect
condition, extras. Call Frank (301)422 -8153.
CALL (800) 648-6637 FOR THE SWEETEST CD
MODS, that you can install yourself. We have the
Crown -SI D/A converters, $55. Premium digital filter
chips, $45. Call or write for information on these and
many other CD-player modifications. Soloist Audio,
348 Itittle, SA, TX 78209.
THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE is here. Now is the
time to buy. Super deals on JSE, Angstrom, Precision
Audio, Melos, Magnum Dynalab, B&K, Superphon,
Musical Concepts, Distech, JPW, more. Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN. Phone: 3-10pm EST Mon. Sat. (317)474-9004 or (317)447-0782.
B&K, KIMBER, KINERGETICS, Synergistic, "Edisinan,
Magnum /Dynalab, Merlin, *Week, Technics stylus
gauge, Fluxbuster, ProAc, Crarnolin, CD Saver. CD/LPs:
Basho's Pond, Chesky, Delos, Dorian, Harmonia,
Hyperion, Mobile, Opus 3, Proprius, Reference, Sheffield, 'Warn Water Lily. Wilson. WctorEketronics, Box
82404, Portland, OR 97282-0404. (503)233-2603.
Visa/MC/Amex.

//

CI

Limited, One-Time Offer

Foffering aunique opportunity to
or a short-time, Nitty Gritty is

every one who would like to upgrade
their present record cleaner with
one of the NEW, convenient models.
Any used Nitty Gritty record cleaner
may be traded in for a generous
credit towards the purchase of any
model of equal or greater price. This
offer will expire August 30, 1989.
Please contact your local dealer, or
Nitty Gritty for details.

[NITTY GRITTY
RECORD CARE PRODUCTS
4650 Arrow Hwy ttF4, Montclair, CA 91763
714/625-5525
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HALES AUDIO
43272 Christy St., Fremont. CA 94538
Tel (415) 623-0790 Fax (415)623-0797
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Audipmmi
Cdnnection
>el

Upstate New York's Exclusive
MARK LEVINSON DEALER
Choose from completely developed
high-end audio products by:
Accuphase •Audio Quest •ARCAM
ASC •Bang & Olufsen •Carnegie
Denon. Linn Products •Magnepan
•Mark Levinson •HPC/CPC
Meridian. Mission •NAD •Proton
Sound Engineering •Soundstream
Thiel •Velodyne
5Demo Rooms •Custom Home & Auto
Installations Our Specialty •Extended
Warranties •Liberal Trade Up •Single
Speaker Demo Room •Personal
Appointments Available'

THE SOUND CONCEPT/
2314 Monroe Ave. Rochester, NY
(716) 442-6050
Mon-Fri Noon-9
Sat. 10-5

MCNISA/AmEX/DIS

Bring the Symphony Home
...with astate of the art
audio system from

end audio dealer
13194 VETERANS MEMORIAL DRIVE
Authori:ed Dealer Far:
SimplyPhysics * VP1 * SOFA * El 2
Premier * Audioquest * Talisman
Magnum Dynalab* Counterpoint * Latarus
M FA * Distech * Metas * Ratel

BELLES RESEARCH
great power amps -sound value
BOLERO
for those with asmall room.
but very high expectations
BRITISH FIDELITY
the A-1, any 1can afford
CELESTION
tells you like it is
COUNTERPOINT
electronics that speak for themselves
MAGNUM DYNALAB
FM at its best
MELDS
CD sound musically involving
NESTOROVIC
full range speaker, the last you'll buy
TICE
Powerblock & Titan, both a"must"
VANDERSTEEN
alegend indeed
201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave Verona. NJ 07044
trade-ins welcome, used equipment,
in home consultations available.
Hours: Mon thru Fri 12-7. Thurs till 9,
Sat 11-6 Please call for an appointment.

San Diego, Southern
California...and Beyond

ARE 17 YOU
•Designing an audio/video
system?
•Upgrading your components or
cables?
•Pursuing the finest audio
accessories?
•Searching for superb recordings?

Consergent* Focus * Rauna * Vandersteen
Martin Logan * Chesky * Sheffield Lab
Reterence Recordings * Audiophile

>Music
Sëfà.

• Accessories.. ..& more!

Free Newsletters* Expert Advice
Mon Iues Wed

Ihur Fri

Sat Sun

by aPPI

12 -fI

10 -

537-8108

Please visit us or

call

(619) 436-7692 to find out
how we can help you.

542 North Hwy 101, leucadlo, CA 92024
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KRELL KMA 160 balanced mono amplifiers, $6500.
Art (617)387-3508, after Gpm.
ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 3ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS,
mint, factory updated, $2050; Sonographe SD-1 CD
player, rarely used, $425. Evenings (714)793-8853.
KRELL KRS-2 PREAMP, mint condition, clear finish,
unengraved front panel, photo available. Make offer
Will (617)625-6508, eves.
PRECISION AUDIO PRESENTS: An independent digital processor. Utilizing 8x oveisarnpled digital filtering,
18-bit Burr-Brown PCM58PK DACs and our proprietary fully discrete transimpedance technology with
fully symmetrical direct-coupled circuitry. This technology, housed in anon-ferrous chassis, promises to
revolutionize your concept of how good CDs can
sound—and reasonably affordable, too. Fully upgradeable as new technology becomes available. For information call or write Precision Audio, 223-4765th
Ave., Bayside, NY 11364. (718)631-4669.
HI-FI FARM AMP BLOWOUT! Three B&K 140s, make
offer; one pair Quicksilver 60-watters; two Audible
Illusions SI20s, unreal; one Perreawr 2150B modified
"bad"; two Et&K EX442s, dual mono, A-kickers. All
equipment new or demo. We also have Magnum, Merlin, Grado, Cardas, Maplenoll, Chesky. If you want
true power try VMPS speakers in West Virginia at Hi-Fi
Farm, Ramada Inn Square at Rt. 3and 1-77, Beckley,
WV Wednesdays and Fridays 6-9pm, Sat. 10-5pm,
All other times by appointment. Yes, there is high.
end audio in West Virginia. Call MTRC at (304)
255-6706 and ask about our special accommodations
at the Ramada Inn.

CHICAGO
SPEAKERWORKS
designs 8E builds
LIMITED PRODUCTION
LOUDSPEAKERS
• World Class Performance
• Factory to You Pricing
• Save 30% to 40%

Counterpoint
VTL
B& K
Musical Concepts
Acoustat • Convergent Audio
Rogers • Fostex • VPI
PS Audio • Proton
& much more

BACK ISSUES: Stereopbile, August '84-December '88;
Absolute Sound 16-56. Each $2.50. (206)525-2313
Seattle.
MARTIN-LOGAN CLS: original version, walnut, perfect condition, $1695 +shipping.ferry(201) 893-2574
days, (201) 450-4419 eves.
CONRAD-JOHNSON Premier III preamp. Mint, $1300
or best effer. (414)739-7868.
PROAC SUPER TABLETTE. Everything you've heard
about these astonishingly good speakers is true. Excellent condition in original box, $495. Call (205)
823-6284 eveninRs or weekends.
AUDIOPHILE PARTS: WonderCap, Rd-Cap, Solen.
Aselco, Vishay, Holco, Resista, Cardas, MIT, van den
Hul, TARA Labs, ltfion, WBI; MusicPost, Tiffany, Gold
Aero (10% discount), Grado, Q.E.D., Target, etc. Preamp (Daniel) and power amp kits, part upgrade kits.
Call/Write/FAX for free catalog. Sonic Frontiers, 181
Kenilworth Ave, ?brutal; Ontario Ornada M4L 3S7
Tel: (416)691-7877. FAX: (416)338-2562.
PS AUDIO 200CX amplifier, $1300 firm, will pay shipping. (317)844-9474 evenings.
LINN TROIKA CARTRIDGE, brand new in box, best
offer over $1350. (408)253-0601.
CONRAD-JOHNSON MV75-Al, excellent condition,
$800. (317)293-8862 after 6pm weekdays, all day
weekends, EST
INFINITY RS1B SPEAKERS. Excellent condition.
$3000, obo. (201)236-7951.
UNN LP12/1110K/ICARMA, $1500 or best offer. Naim
42/110 pre/power, $450. (305)485-3722.

SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
INFINITY-IRS • BETA& GAMMA • MIT
SPECTRAL
THIEL

• SOTA

•

SME

•

• MAGNEPAN
B&W

GRADO • NAKAMICHI

• TERA

• ADCOM

MONSTER • SUMO • NITTY GRITTY
SUMIKO • CWD • LUXMAN • PIERRE
LURNE • SHURE ULTRA • BOSTON
ONKYO GRAND
STAX

•

INTEGRA • M & K

VELODYNE

YAMAHA

•

•

LEXICON

WILSON

WATT

SINCE 1968

5700 N. Western, Chgo 60659

,441101U1STID1111
EILECITIONICS

312 -769-5640

(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha, NE 68114
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HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
- Central

PA's high end audio shoo

for the dim riminating listener.'•

VANDERSTEEN bAufbu. MARTI11 LOGPC1 ET
LOLNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab
Threshold F.S.a.L.NZIICI conrad lohnson
)
I
I ,•

MIT N.)

InfinIty

IRS Sen,

audio research

J
C-C (e LA.4
cle
SHOPPE

21 N. Marko

Selirstyrtnr. PA •717-174 0150

Acoustat •Apogee • Aragon
•Boston/Acoustics •B&W •
Celestion •CVVD• Audio Quest
•Energy .•Fried •Hafler•Precise
Infinity•JSE• JVCVideo• Dual
•Koetsu • Krell • Magnum
•Meitner • Lexicon •MIT •
Mod Squad •Monster •NAD
•Onkyo •Ortofon •Rotel •
Shure •SME •Snell •Sony ES
•SOTA •Stax •Sumiko •
Velodyne • Well Tempered

Sound &Music
Sales 8i Service •351 Pleasant Street
Northampton, MA 01060 •(413)584-9547

Come and Relax at
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S
Newest High-End Audio Store

Fine Audio Components
TWO LIVING ROOMS DEDICATED
TO THE DISCERNING LISTENER:
•State of the Art room
•State of the Wallet room
THRESHOLD

MIRAGE

FORTE

APOGEE

VTL

SYSTEMDEK

ROTEL

BRASFIELD

PARADOX

CARDAS

GRADO

WTT

EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY

VORTEX

VERSA DYNAMICS

h
Take home this reference system
for only $27,000!
ce- Well Tempered Table
Carnegie 2cartridge
MSB Gold CD Player
er Vendetta Research phono stage
ear Counterpoint SA-5000 preamplifier
ea- VTL 300 Monohlocks
et- MIT Shotgun cable and interconnects
ea Xstatic EC-3 full range electrostatic
ASC nibe Daps

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110
Off the 10 Frwy where Los Angeles
and San Bernardino counties meet
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731 FLORIDA SAN FRANCISCO 94110 5501699
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AFFORDABLE HIGH -ENI) AUDIO—Acoustic Energy
AE-1 (Stereopbile %)ill No.9), new AE-2 & AE-4, ASC
Mee Traps, Audible Illusions (new S-120 power amp,
incredible!), AudioQuest-LiveWire, B&K Sonata, Celestion SL-700 (Stereopbile Vol 11 No.9), Celestion's new
SL-Si Bi -Wire series, Chicago & Target Stands, new
TARA Labs Phase II TEA-Return cable, Epos ES-14,
Entec Subwoofers, Gold Aero 'libes, KEF Custom
Series, 'Umber 'Cable, Lexicon CP-I, CP-2, Magnum
Dynalab new FT-101A Elite, Mission/Cyrus, Mod
Squad, Merlin Loudspeakers, Niles Audio, PSE, Philips
Aucfio/Video-Philips CD-960, CD-880, Regs, Planar,
Sonus Faber Electa loudspeakers, Stax, Tera Video
Sonrise handcrafted cabinet systems, Velodyne. Custom installation available; for more information or
free brochure and free literature, please call (301)
890-3232.J.S. Audio, One Childress Court, Burtonsville MD 20866. Audition by appointment. Monday
through Friday, lOarn to 7pm; Saturday, Ilam to 5pm.
M/C, Visa, Amex.
MODIFICATIONS FOR ADCOM, ARAGON, B&K,
Hafier, and Magnavox. Proprietary class-A FET circuitry produces musical ecstasy, our money-back
policy insures it! Adcom and B&K amplifiers, $269
installed; Aragon amplifiers, $449 installed; Magnavox
COB players, $199 installed; complete FET input
boards for Hailer DH Series, $200 kit, $300 installed.
Also, our new COB- 582 CD player with Discrete FET
analog output, afirst at this price, $599 with free 2ndday-air shipping and our money-back policy! Supermods, 23 75 W. 21st Ave., Eugene, OR 97405, (503)
344-3696, or Watetrace Technologies, 4215 East Bay
Dr, #1205C, Clearwater; FL 34640, (813)536-2904.

Audio Unlimited
FOR SPECIALS LIST ONLY
CALL 1-800-233-8375
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:

COST-EFFECTIVE MODIFICATIONS to Magnavox
CDB series players: dramatic sonic improvement for
$139 installed (return shipping included). For information call (617)723-8157 or (617)863-5500, ext.
885-5925. Expert Modifications, 14 Starlight Ave,
Chelmsford, MA 01824.
ANALOG CLASSICAL LPs; ATR, BIS, Chesky,
Hyperion, 'Clavier, Open Window, Opus III, Proprips,
RR, Titanic, Water Lily, Wilson, and more. Member
discount, Alternative audio, 801 W El Camino, Ste
183, Mountain View, CA 94040. Free catalog, (800)
873-4434.
BARCLAY CD PLAYERS: TARA Labs, DNM, Music
Metre custom terminations. Audio Prism antennae,
Creek Audio electronic, Epos ES-14 speakers, Musical
Concepts CD players, Revolver turntables, Superphon
electronics, Tiffany. Visa/MC. Audio Excellence 4974
Alexis Dr, Liverpool, NY 13090. (315)451-2707.
SALT LAKE CITY'S PREMIER AUDIO SALON, Le Disque, in 6500 sq. ft. on two levels and with seven spacious listening areas, features equipment by: Airtangent, Apogee, Cello, Chateau Reference Monitors,
Classé Audio, Duntech, FMS, Krell, Ortofon, Philips,
Sota, Sound Anchors, Sound-lab ESL, Symo, Target,
Wadia Digital, and Zeta. Professional custom installations anywhere. Audio furniture in wood, metal,
granite, or marble. Best service by appointment to
enjoy two hours of relaxed listening to the world's
most sophisticated audio systems demonstrated by
Jcannot A. Vielter, Conductor Le Disque 21465 Highland Drive, Salt Lake City, UT 84106. Tel. (801)
484-6634.

All the best.
Krell

Audio Research

B&W
Cello

ProAc
Koetsu

•AR

•Hafler

•Altec

•JVC

•Audio Control

•Monster Cable

Well-Tempered

•Pioneer Elite

Aragon

•Audio Dynamics
•Audioquest

•Proton

•B& K

•Sony-Car

•dbx

•Stax

•Fried

•Superphon

•Grado

•Thorens
AND MORE'

503-963-5731

10:00-5:30 M-Thurs.

1203 Adams Ave.

10:00.3:00 Fri.
Pacific Time

La Grande, OR 97850
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SOTA

CAL

Thiel
Meitner

Versa-Dynamics

Dahlquist

TDL

Duntech

PS Audio

VP!

Wadia Digital

...
and many more!

MAIM
193 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, NJ
201 744 0600
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eattatIt
Aubin 8c lliben

in Central Indiana, it's...

For The Novice & Connoisseur
Apogee •Arcici •Attpui-sphere
Audio Prism •Benz • Cardas
Celestial • Cello • Chesky
Chicago Speaker Stand •Classe'
Clearaudio • Cogan Hall • Creek
Distech •Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology • Garrott
Lantana •Last •Mod Squad
Rego •Reference Recordings
Sheffield Lab •Superphon
Tara Labs • Tice Audio
Vendetta Research • VMPS
V P I• Yankee • & More
287 Clarksville Road
Princeton Jct., NJ. 08550
(609) 799-9664

audio,
snecialists
Northern Indiana's Oldest
High-end Audio Dealer
Sota •VMPS •STAX
Counterpoint •Kyocera
Bang & Olufsen •Carver
Nakamichi •Onkyo
•DBX •Spica •Fried
Last •AKG •Monster
Denon Professional
Warranted Pre-owned
Equipment Available!
the electronics store!
401 N. Michigan •South Bend, IN 46601
(219)234-5001

Representing:
Adcom • California Audio Labs •
Counterpoint •Dual • Eminent
Technology • Energy • Janis •
Kindel • Linn • Monster • NHT •
Onkyo • Sennheiser • VPI •
QUALITY USED HIFI!
We stock a good selection
of audiophile recordings
and accessories.

The Audio Workshop
5357 N. Keystone Ave.
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220
(317) 253-5260

If You Purchased
Any High End
Audio Component
Without Calling Us
We Have aCap
For You.

AUDIO OUTLET

The High End Mail Order Store
PO Box 673
Bedford Hills, NY 10507

(914) 666-0550
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NYC HI-F1 AND MUSIC COLLECTIBLES FLEA MKT.:
an earful! September 10th, Sunday, downtown NYC
cafe, Ham Heaven. Classic and collectible hi-fi, theater,
and studio sound equipment, radios, records, tapes,
and tubes galore. Exhibitor spaces 930/940. Buyers,
admission $4. An audiomotivating event! Reserve now.
Call Larry Rubins (609)426-9744 before 10pr» EST
B&K 202+, BEST OFFER over $400. (319)393-8279,
best time 10am-12pm, Mon. -mars.
FOUR NEW ADVENT LOUDSPEAKERS, Onkyo TX.
8500 Mark II receiver, Sony PS-X7 turntable with
Grado Signature cartridge. Vintage system, but good
value for $500. (319) 393-8279, best time 10am12pm, Mon. -Thurs.
HIGH-END HOUSECLEANING: COUNTERPOINT
SA-4 mono OTL amps, current, new tubes plus spares,
$2790/pair (retail $5800); MFA M-75B mono tube
amps, latest, 20 his. use, warranty, $1100 ($1660); MFA
Luminescence pre and M120A amp, latest, call; B&K
ST-202 stereo power amp, Unity Audio modified, 24
hrs, use, warranty, $580 ($900 modified); Music Reference RM- 5 Mk.2 tube preamp by Roger Modjeski,
unused, warranty, $720 ($1180); Quad ESL-63 US
Monitors, new, unopened, warranty, Arcici stands,
93280 ($4200); Athena Polyphasors, 9200 ea.; MIT
Shotgun interconnect, 30', WEST connectors, $1195
($2185); Cardas Quadlink interconnect, new, 30', $395
($650); Cardas Hexlink interconnect, 30', $1090
($1700); Cardas Quadlink speaker cable, 8', $239
($406); AudioQuest LiveWire Black hi-wired pair, 8',
$169. Also: 1.5 meter MIT 330, Cardas, and LiveWire
Blue interconnects. Jim (818) 244- 1894.

No. 1 U.S. Designer

o
Adcom
B&K
McIntosh
conrad-johnson
Motif
Philips
P.S. Audio
Threshold

Sumo
Dahlquist
Fried
Martin-Logan
Mirage
Rogers
Spica
Synthesis

M&K
Sota
VP!
Well Tempered
Michell
Thorens
SME
Carnegie II

audio resource
3133 Edenbom Ave •5044854988 •Mel,
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STAX QUAITRO CD PLAYER, mint condition, $1450,
new $2500. One of the very best! Call William (303)
667-3564.
MAGGIE MG- ISERIES SPEAKER OWNERS: Custom
phase-correct bi- wire fourth-order external crossovers now available. Computer-designed for MG- I
B and C speakers. Startling dynamics and imaging,
extended frequency extremes, unbelievable transparency. Price, $495. Satisfaction guaranteed. Call
Winston Audio (801)973-4637 or(801)292- 4287.
AMEX and Visa accepted.
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE! Mobile
Fidelity, Nautilus, Sweet Thunder, Century, Japanese;
also Reference, Sheffield, Chesky, Proprius, M&K,
Crystal Clear, Umbrella, Super Disk, Wilson, Lyrita,
EMI, Decca, Opus III, RCA Living Stereo, Mercury Living Presence, Casino Royale, Linn, Odin, North Star,
Super Analog, Concord Jazz, Three Blind Mice CD,
Uluadisc 24K Gold CD. Dealer inquiries invited. Onestop distributor prices for audio stores. Accessories
by AudioQuest, record-cleaning machine by Nitty
Gritty, and Last record-care products. Chad Kassem, RO. Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043. (913)
825-8609.
HOUSTON AUDIOPHILES ARE LISTENING to important audio equipment by Threshold, Fort& Euphonic
Technology, Celestion, Well-Tempered Lab, Kiseki,
VMPS, Eminent Technology LET, TARA Labs, llilisman,
van den Hul, Aural Symphonies, Alchemist, Chesky,
Sheffield, and more at Stereoworks, Houston's finest
high-end audio alternative. By appointment. For information, please phone (713)497-1114.

afuil-spectrum audio
service (CD, cassette, LP) for
the music afficionado. Based on
your wishes, we establish your
file (Famph — fle) automatically .
dispatching your favorite artists
releases when they occur, OR
Immediately notifying you of the
release 8standing by to complete the order given your apapproval. We will also take any order
from your Schwann (suppled as needed).
ar» phui rIcsr" is adedicated, premium
quality service. You can expect peerless
service ii your pursuit of music For busy
dIscrimlnatrig people, this Is not only a
requirement but also aJoy! Call or pen
for afree portfolo of services/fees 8be
on your way to your highest expectations
In music service

funiptpw orks — Is

Fumphwerks—
e53
P.O. Box 606
Excelsior, MN 55331
Toll free: 1(800) 55 Fumph —

15`

Achieving sonic realism.
Audio by Design oas
:reated by music lovers
ind musicians with the
';Imple goal of offering
he highest level of
-.usical accuracy
;.)ossible.
We offer complete
systems from less than
$800 to state-of-the-art
audiophile and roomto-room remote
systems.
Specialists in
design and installation
of all your audio/video
needs

Angstrom •Apoge,
Ariston •Bk

California Audio Labs
Conrad-Johnson
Lexicon
Magnum Dynalab
MB/Quart
Meridian •Mirage

Rotel• SOTA

..,r1 den Hul
We"-TemerPO Labs

.
.e.wport

:
'net North
Beach CA 92660

Music Specialists in Santa Monica
Feel free to drop by and listen to
the world's best hi-fi in a friendly
and relaxed atmosphere, and
choose what you like. Igive
personal service with home
installation
After careful evaluation. Ioffer
the following fine hi-fi for sale.
all of which is serviced by me.

Monitor Audio
NAD •PS Audio

3TAX •Threshold

AUDIp

1ttie,Autrio

714 851-0112

Linn •Naim •Creek
Exposure •Monitor Audio
Rega • Boyd •Rote)
Epos •Goldring •and more
Gary Crighton
1322 Second Street, Suite 22B
Santa Monica. CA 90401
(213) 458-8148
(Trade-ins accepted)

Your Most Valuable
Component
You are undoubtedly aknowledgeable Audiophile, or
you would not be
reading this magazine. But shopping for a new
component can
be avery frustrating experience. Lack of expertise on the part of many audio salespeople is commonplace, and hype seems to have replaced
honesty. Let's change that: call me today (I answer
all calls personally) for arespite from mediocrity.
Ithink you will be pleasantly surprised with my
philosophy of doing business. -Galen Carol
Convergent Audio Vendetta Alma-Spheres •
SINE Slav •
Merlin •
Sonographe •
Mod Squad. Maplenoll •
B&K Ouicksilver •
Superphon •
Audible Illusions •
Kindel •
ASC •
Sumiko •
Magnum Dynalab •
Kinergetics
Apogee •
Quad •
Threshold •
Counterpoint •
SOTA
•
Classe •
WATT •
Aragon •
Eminent Technology •
VPI
California Audio •
Meitner •
Spica and many more!
We carry virtually all cable, cartridge and accessory
lines •
Free informative Newsletter •
Monthly specials on
new, used and demo equipment.

Galen Carol Audio
P.O. Box 17562 San Antonio, TX 78217 512-494-3551

UPGRADE

THE WELL TEMPERED ARM
Significant improvement in the areas of detail.
transient impact, deep bass, imaging,
midrange and HF transparency, inter-note
silence, and more. Too good to be for real?
Your satisfaction unconditionally guaranteed or
100% refund including shipping.
The Well Damped Clamp is easily installed.
Tools are included, and if desired, arm is
quickly refittable to stock condition.
Send $255 Check or Money Order.
for prompt shipment, to:
Man* Audio Design
1720 North Marshfield Street Suite 5E
Chicago, Illinois 60622
Literature Available
312-235-6450
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MERRILL "STABLE" TABLE. Interconnects and
speaker wire were the discovered component of the
1980s. The Merrill "Stable Table" is the component
of the 19905. The "Stable Table" is agorgeous floorstanding system designed to hold aturntable, CD
player, amplifier, preamp, and other associated equipment. The framework can be shot-filled. Asand-filled
counterbalance system is used at the bottom. The use
of the "Stable Table" from a sonic standpoint is
extreme. Merrill Audio, 2125 Central Ave, Memphis,
TN 38104. (901)272-1410.
DEMOS WITH WARRANTY; Fried Q-3, A-3, Studio
IV; Spectrum 208B; Superphon Rev II, and Maltz BOB;
B&K ST-140 and Sonata preamp; MIT, TARA, Kimber, several pieces; Premier MMT, and FT-3K, sealed;
Sonagraphe SG-3 w /arm, $490; Magnavox CDB-570
changet $235. Also: Grado, Garrett, SUITI&O, VPI, Systemdek, Analogic, Berning, MFA, Sound-Lab, Nitty
Gritty, Chicago, and Arcici. Alpine Audio, (703)
628-3177
GENESIS PHYSICS may be gone, but LBS Electronics
can provide exact replacement and upgrade parts. Aluminum 1" inverted-dome tweeters available now. Special: Genesis 44 loudspeakers. Floor-standing bassreflex two-way—limited quantities—retail was
$700/pair, now $450/pair ppd. Great speakers, cash
or trade, call! (603)749- 1904, MC/Visa.
LINN1.1312, =OK, van den Hul MCIO, MIT 330 cable,
latest, one year old, $1300. (301) 595-2724 evenings.
AUDIO CONTROL RICHTER SCALE, $200. Audio
Concepts pulse StIbWOOrCTS. $200/pr. Call Eric
562-0741.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS,
Crown, Revox, Tandberg, Hafler, Adcom, Mission,
NAD, Harman-Kardon, Kyocera, Yamaha, Luxman,
Denon, Klipsch, B&W, KEF, DCM, E-V, JBL, Infinity,
dbx, AICG, and other quality components. Best prices
—professional consultation. All products covered by
manufacturers' USA warranty. Amerisound Sales, Inc,
Jacksonville FL 32241. East: (904)262-4000. West:
(818)243-1168.
VIL 30/30 STEREO AMPLIFIER, $800. Thorens TD160 turntable, $150. (401)272-1600, evenings.
ANNOUNCING MODIFICATIONS TO B&K AMPS and
preamps: most sonic improvement for $$ invested!
Improved detailing, depth of soundstage, increased
transparency, deeper, tighter bass! State-of-the-art
technology!! Sound Unlimited, 169 Church St.,
Bristol, CT 06010. Est. 1959. We pay shipping and
accept credit cards. (203)584-0131.
LEVINSON NO.23 AMPLIFIER. Also, Levinson ML1prramp. Call Al at (612)388-4683 after 5pm CS7:
DEMO & TRADE-UP SALE: Klyne SK6, $1194; Klyne
SK5A, 1982; Bel 1001, $978; JadisJP80, $4982; Jadis
JA30, $2877; MFA Magus, $591; MFA M120, $1744;
Snell Jw /stands, $462; Sonog,raphe SG3 W/MMt,
$531; Carnegie 2(new), $542; AQ Green, 10' pt, 8275;
AQ Black, 10' pr., $80; AQ Topaz, 7m pr., $52.50;
Maranta CD94, $997; Mararitz CDA94, $997; Maranta
PMS1 ,$893; AQ Clear, lm pr., $212.50; Rotel
RB8-10BX3, $240; Rotel RC 850, $175; Prate "Iliblettes,
$377; Rotel RB840BX2, $200; ET II w/pump. $570;
SME IV w /damping, $887. Corner Audio, (503)
227-1943.

CONNIE°.
DALLAS
WON'T
BELIEVE
ITS EARS
PRESTON TRAIL AUDIO
INTRODUCES
AR •ASC •APOGEE •AUDIOQUEST
MW •CAL •CARNEGIE •CARVER
CONRAD-JOHNSON •CB» •DCM
DENON •H.AFLER •KRELL
LAST •UNMAN •MARK LEVINSON
MEITNER •MOD SQUAD •MONSTER
PIERRE LURNE .•SME •SONOGRAPHE
SOTA •SUMIKO •VPI

PRESTON TRAIL AUDIO
17:190 PRESTON RD. SUITE 320
D.ALLAS, TEXAS 75252 (214) 248-9104
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Integra T-909011
now on display along with these other line
products at St. Louis premier audio shop.

AUDIO RESEARCH AUDIOGUEST AVIA
SME
FORTE PRECISE CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS
GRACE ONKYO KISEKI PREMIER ROTEL
THIEL ONKYO INTEGRA TALISMAN SOTA
STRAIGHTWIRE PRECISE

THE

SI LOUIS SOUND
comm.,
1341 S. Lindbergh Suite One
St. Louis, MO 63131
(314) 993-0002

ROWLAND, SOUND-LAB, WELL-TEMPERED, VPI,
JSE, Spica, Kindel, Magnum Dynalab, PS Audio, Audible Illusions, Analog Research, Kimber, MIT, Tice
Power and Micro Block, van den Hul, Grado, and
more. New and demos. Great Lakes Audio, E. Lansing, ML (517)332-8577.
UPPER-MARKET AUDIOPHILE PUBLICATION, off
the scene for afew years, is back in circulation! We
are seeking afew serious audiophiles and music lovers
with excellent writing and communication skills as
well as asolid technical background to integrate our
staff. Excerpts of previous work helpful but not mandatory. Please write (include telephone #) to RM.,
530 Hudson Ave., Apt. C-4, Cedarburst, NY 11516.
VTL SUPER DELUXE/MC. Switchable gain for
MC/MM. Perfect condition, less than 100 his. Mansferable manufacturer's lifetime warranty. Superb
sound. $2250 list, *1500. (206)542-6166.

CASH FOR USED POWER/PREAMP—Arc, Levinson,
Krell, Threshold, & Conrad-Johnson, in good condition. Pick up amps from your home or just ship
UPS/COD. Call CA (213)257-6726 Sennie or FAX
(213)258-7525.
CASH & TOP PRICE for used high-class equipment.
Luk (212)219-3352.
WANTED: CLASSICAL LPs. Cash paid for RCA Living
Stereo LSC 1800/2600. Mercury living Presence stereo
SR 90,000/90,500, years 1958-1965. Also London
blueback, Mercury Golden imports, English Deccas
& EMIs. Call or send list to Chad Kassem, PO, Box
2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043. (913)825-8609.

INTRODUCING...
OW speaker cables

ISktenturn

and

interconnects bring

the rnuStC back IO you

Mated
AUDIO CABLE EXPERT WANTED for awell-paid
technical consultancy. Twenty hours initially, several
hours monthly thereafter. Would prefer person in Eastern PA, NJ, NYC area. Interested? Send background
letter or resume to Robert Stein, 3(X) Cathedral Pkuy,
Ste.20-E, New York, NY 10026.

ve'

WANTED: McINIDSH MP14, Maximum Performance
Indicator in working/good condition. Call (818)
355-0181.

4100,1,

,C•1,0Puir Si•

Dem. 5, 1925 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambndge. MA (617)354.8933

NOW YOU CAN PLACE YOUR AUDIO MART AD BY PHONE!

It's easy as 1,2,3.
1. Compose your ad.
2. Have your credit card number and expiration date handy. (We accept Master
Charge. VISA, and American Express.)
3. Give us a call at (505) 982-2366. ask for the Classified Ad Department.

Audio Mart ads is the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your
will appear. Personal ads cost $.60 per word, $10 minimum on phone-in ads. Commercial ads cost $1.75 per word,
$70 minimum.

The deadline for
ad

Audioquest
13/SiK
JSE
Counterpoint
Eminent
Technology
Lexicon
Sony ES
Spica

22-i

"Established Since 1959"

UND

"We listen to Music with our ears;
We hear it with our minds."
A Angers, Founder

SOUND UNLIMITED

169 Church St., Bristol, CT

(203)584-0131
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelson &
Associates, 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX
211
A/D Systems
Acoustic Sciences
214
Adcom
8 12, 50, 70
Altair
210
Artech
180
Audio Advisor
160-161, 164, 168-169, 174
Audio Breakthroughs
206
Audio By Design
222
Audio Connection
216
Audio Control
182
Audio Haven
218
Audio Influx
193
Audio Nexus
202
Audio Outlet
220
Audio Research
34
Audio Resource
221
Audio Shoppe
222
Audio Specialists
220
Audio Studio
94
Audio Unlimited
219
Audio Vision
208
Audio Workshop
220
AudioStream
13
AudioVision
108
Audiophile Systems, Ltd
60
Audioquest
42
B&K Components
227
B.I.C. America
196
Bryston Manufacturing
54
CSA Audio
219
Chadwick Modifications
224
Chesky Records
194
Chicago Speakerworks
217
Counterpoint
63
Custom Electronics
217
D'Ascanio Audio
190
Dahlquist, Inc
22
Definitive Hi -Fi
162
Dorian Recordings
176
Dynavector
186
Esoteric Audio
38
Esoteric Ear
216
Euphonic Technology
186
Forte
176
Fumphwerks
221
G & A Rare Records
212
German Acoustics
212
Galen Carol Audio
222
Gifted Listener Audio
210
Great St. Louis Sound Co
223
HCM Audio
98
Hales Audio
215
J&R Music
88
Kimber Kable
214
Koetsu
190
Lantana, Ltd
212
Lazarus
86
Lyle Cartridges
96
Lyric HiFi
90
M & Y Company
206
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Madrigal Audio Laboratories
Magnepan
Magnum Dynalab
Mango
May Audio Marketing, Inc
McIntosh
Mirage
Mobile Fidelity
Mod Squad
Mondial
Monster Cable
Music Box
Music By The Sea
Musical Concepts
Naim
Natural Sound
New England Audio Resource
Nitty Gritty
Ohm Acoustics
Onkyo
Optimal Enchantment
Parasound
Per Madsen Design
Perreaux
Philips
Pioneer Electronics
Polk Audio
Precise Acoustics
Precision Audio
Preston Trail
Reference Recordings
Savant Audio and Video
Select Audio Design
Sony
Sound & Music
Sound By Singer
Sound Factor
Sound Goods
Sound II
Sound Unlimited
Sounds Alive
Soundwave Fidelity
Speaker Builder
Stax Kogyo
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Shoppe
Stereophile
Straight Wire
Taddeo Loudspeaker Company
Take 5Audio
Tannoy North America
Tara Labs
The Sound Concept
Thiel
Threshold
Tice Audio Products
Upscale Audio
Vampire
Vandersteen Audio

10, 18
76
182
222
194
30
32
78
52
44
24
204
216
178
56
104
212
215
20
16
102
178
211
82
58, 59
36, 37
2
6
199
223
198
220
208
14, 15
218
100
204
200
202
224
218
180
166
66
72-73, 84
218
224
214
214
200
80
26
216
46
228
196
92
167
40
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THE FINAL WORD
Differences have been on my mind of late. The

who believe in nonmeasurable, but audible,

halls at CES were rife with talk of High Fidel-

differences rather than the bad sounds made
by companies who recognize no differences?

ity's demise (aptly eulogized by Peter Mitchell
and JA in "Industry Update"), a magazine

Or is it intellectual timidity refusing to recog-

whose Editor saw "difference-hearing," as

nize an improvement until the mechanism

practiced by the subjective press, as asource

causing the improvement is understood and

of real danger. ,Apparently he was right: HF

quantified?
Two recent musical events threw this state

goes down and Stereopbile goes up; the perceived danger was real, though his announcing
it doesn't seem to have had the intended effect.

of affairs into sharp relief. Harmonia Mundi,

This same Editor has now been hired by Ste-

tality, decided to put their head in the mouth

reo Review—a magazine which hears differ-

of the lion by demonstrating their CD against

ences but discounts their importance—where

its (analog) master tape, and against a livemusic performance by tbe artists who did the

he should find acomfortable home.
How odd, Ithought, is CES, where represen-

again taking advantage of Spectral's CES hospi-

original recording. Talk about an acid test!
Both master tape and CD, of course, failed

tatives of the large glossies spend much of their
time at press conferences put on by the likes

to produce replicas of the live sound of the

of Thiel, Martin-Logan, Krell, and Madrigal,
and the rest of the time touring the corridors
in search of new discoveries—all from companies whose entire reason for existence is

extraordinary thing was the concern the musicians expressed about the degradation introduced by CD when compared to the master

based upon audible differences. This was highlighted by adiscussion Ihad with Brian Rus-

tape. "Isn't there something you can do about
that?" Iwas asked. What could Isay? An entire

sell of Bryston. (You'd go far to find acompany
less "tweak"; there are no As, Bs, or Ils attached

touted as introducing no audible differences—

to their model numbers.)

as good as an archaic, and fast obsolescent,

Yet recently Iread, in Peter Aczel's Audio

viola da gamba and countertenor, but the

industry is working to make CDs—initially

technology: LPs.

Critic, aletter from Bryston testifying to the

The second event was the recording session

importance of audible differences introduced

for Stereophile's flute and piano LP, scheduled

by minor—and non-frequency-response

for release near the end of September. What,

related—component changes. Rather than
announcing new product numbers, Bryston

Stereopbile makes arecord? Yes, we decided
that only by suffering the slings and arrows of

just makes ongoing changes to its product lines
when they think they can improve them. Such

outrageous record-making could we continue
to criticize the efforts of others. And you'll be

changes are almost always followed by phone
calls from dealers and consumers asking what

coming along with us: the whole thing's being
written up for the September issue.

had been done to make the product so much

Musicians are another group who make their

better. Sometimes Bryston even makes a

livings on audible differences; the notion that

change that makes the product sound alittle

there are no such differences fills them with
derision. Every piano sounds different, every

worse; then the phone rings off the hook!
Why do the mass-market magazines, Iwon-

stage, every small change in their relationship

der, spend so much time visiting people whose

on stage. The best exchange came between

enthusiasms, and business life blood, are tied

flautist Gary Woodward and me.

up in concerns they neither believe in nor

GW: What difference do you hear between the

respect? Could it be that their reporters know

platinum and silver flutes?

that these things make adifference, but can't

LA: [pausell don't know. ..
they're quite dif-

say so in print lest influential advertisers be

ferent ...
the platinum is, well, more beautiful.

offended? Or is it just that the reporters like to
listen to the good sounds made by companies

GW: That's it'

IMicharl Riggs: — 12.si We Must, Yrs.
January 1989, p.5.
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Must!: High Fidel!ly,
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"A runaway bargain
and astellar perfoi
rmer"
H FI HERETIC, FALL 8.6

"B&K products are among the finest values on the market today."
one of the most musical power amps on the market...sounds better
th
many other amps selling for twice the price."
STE REOPHILE
VOL 8, NO. 8, JAN '86

E3e)
PRE-AMPLIFIERS AND
POWER AMPLIFIERS

COMPONENTS, LTD.
POWER AMPLIFIER $1.212

Available from selected dealers.
Write or call for complete specifications:
BBe KComponents, Ltd ,1971 Abbott Road, Lackawanna, NY 14218 •1
800 543 -5252 (NY: 1
716 822 8488)

L.

An inside look at one of the world's
three most forceful output stages.
It belongs to the new Threshold
SA 12e—the other two are
also attached to new Threshold
amplifiers.

These ultra performance "e series"
models extend the Threshold line
upward. They range from Threshold's
most powerful dual channel pure
class Aamplifier to aone-horsepower
monoblock class A AB.

For information, write:
Threshold Corporation,
12919 Earhart Avenue, Auburn, •
California 95603.
For information and or the
name of your nearest dealer,
call: 1(800) 888 8055.

Threshold

power
under ""e-emmr
absolute
control

Threshold
products
are exclusively
distributed by

MIN«
Daniel/
Comer«

